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The United dtates of ^merica, The Republic
of China, the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland, The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, The Commonwealth of ^uitialia,
Canada, The Republic of France, Tne Kingdom of
the Netherlands, New Loaland, India, and The
Commonwealth of the 1 hilipp-V.its,
against
iJu'uCI, Sadao; DOHIFL.RK, IZen.-'u, IL.SILiOTO, Kingoro;
HAT*., Shunroku; KH^NU^., Kiichiro; HIROTi., ICoki;
H03KHT0, Naoki; ITuG^KI, Seishiro; TJ.YL, Okinori;
KIDO, Koichi; KIMUL;*, Ileitaro; KOISO, Kuniaki;
^ixTSUI, I wane; M^TSUOIC., Yosuke; MINIMI, Jiro;
MJTO, Afcira; N^GiJTO, Osami; GL^, Talcasumi; O K ® ,
Shumei; OSHIMa, Hiroshi; S..TO, Kenryo; SHIGEMITSU,
Mamoru; SHI^.DE, Shigetaro; SHIR..TORI, Toshio;
SUZUKI, Teiichi; TOGO, Shigenoii; TOJO, Hideki;
TOEZU, Yoshijiro,
ccused,
Court Housd of the Tribunal
War Ministry Building
Tokyo, Japan
Monday - 29 ^pril 1946.
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April 2951946

The Tribunal was convened at 1C00 in Chambers, the Hon. Sir William E. Webb, President and Member from the Commonwealth of
Australia, presiding.

THE : RESIDENT: l£r. Chief Prosecutor, I
understand you have an application to make, You may remain seated, sir.
2 V J R . IC'ITL^N'
Sir ,,-illiam, we have already,
in accordance with the .oorms of the Charter, lodged the
original Indictment, signed by the Irosecutors assigned to
this work by the various nations;and copies in sufficient
number have been served to the Secretariat in both the
English and Japanese translations.

Discussion between the I resident and Mr.
Keenan with reference to whether or not service had been
had on all accused and whether all accused were in custody,
application regarding arraignment requested by defense.
18

m . KEEFAN: I have the original indictment signed by the chief of counsel and each of the Allied
prosecutors, or his proxy, which indictment I will leave
with Judge Dell.
THE I RESIDENT:
LIB.. xCEEIT^F:

You propose to file that?

Yes, that is being forwarded.

THE rRSSIDEFT: That is the original. It
will be read, if required, at the arraignment?
MR. JCSETaJVT: Yes. ("..'hereupon, the document
above referred to was handed to the General Secretary,
BOTE) .
19

.
IRSSIDMT: u'e direct you to serve
copies of the Indictment and ^ r c e r on each of the accused
forthwith, the service to be undertaken by an officer of
the Court, namely, the marshal; and we fix Friday, the 3rd
day of May, at ten-thirty, at the Tribunal's Court House
in Tokyo as the time and place when the accused will plead
to the charges in the Indictment.
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May 3,1946

THE IRESIDENT: Before assembling heie today,
The Members of this Tribunal signed a joint
affirmation to administer justice according
to law without fear, favor, or affection. Vie fully appreciate the great responsibility resting upon us. There has
been no more important criminal trial in all history. Certainly, we are not a Senate or a House of leers met for
the impeachment of a Verres or a Hastings, but a court of
ordinary men selected from the superior courts of our respective nations. . , .
The onus will be on tne prosecution to establish guilt bcr/nr.d reasonable doubt. (Italics
ours).
The Charter, under which this
Tribunal has been constituted, enjoins a fair and a prompt
trial. We shell conduct our proceedings with the utmost expedition consistent with justice to the accused. But, the
necessity to conduct the trial in two languages renders
it inevitable that tho trio] should be protracted. (21-23).

26

MR. REEN..N: Mr. iresident, I ask that the Indictment be read or that this accused themselves, or their
counsel, be interrogated in open court, as to whether or
not they waive the reading of this formal document,
THE 1RESIDENT: There is no waiver. I ask the
Marshal of the Court, Captain Van Meter, to read the Indictment. He will be relieved from timy to time by the acting
Clerk cf th« Court, Judge Dell.
'(Whereupon, the Indictment was read in
English by the Marshal of the Court; and the prepared Japanese translation thereof was read by
Mr. P»\i6 ioami, of ficial interpreter).

27-61
62

INDICTMENT - reading of.
May 4 a 1946

application for appointment of two psychiatrists for 0Iu7.TR. Discussion between the
I resident ana counsel. (62-64)

65-73

Continuation of reading the Indictment.

74

Discussion with reference to reading appendices.

75

THE 3 RESIDENT:
too the record is waived.

The reading of the appendices
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May 6,1946
THE 1RESIDENT: This corning, there was placed on the table of each of the Members of this Tribunal a
pamphlet described as "Japan's Record and World Security"»
None of us has had time to peruse this pamphlet closely,
but it would appear to be anti-Japanese propaganda. It was
most improper for that document to be placed on the tables
of the Members of tills Court. I am not aware of the responsibility of any particular pa:: son for it. I have not investigated It, but the llejLbers of the Court will not be, in
the slightest, influenced by anything in that pamphlet.
Discussion by Mr. Takayanagi concerning errors
in Indictment.
ML,. KEENxN: . . I fail to see the materiality
of these objections at this time. The Indictment is lodged
in the English language in accordance with the rules of
this Court. The translation furnished was for the convenience of the defendants. (6'7)
Discussion regarding the translation of the
Indictment between ivir. Ileeran, the I resident and Major
Warien.

93

DR. ICIYOSE makes challenge regarding right of
Sir William ./ebb to sit in the trial.

98

Member from the Dominion of New Zealand makes
announcement on part of the Court.
"The Members of the Tribunal are of opinion
that no objection to the person of any member of the Tribunal can be sustained, article 2 of the Charter prescribes
that the Tribunal shall consist of members appointed by
the Supreme Commander. Thet b-^ing so, it does not rest
with ths Tribunal to 'unseat any one appointed by the Supr eme Commander.
ML. ICEEN^N: Ivir. I resident, I now ask the
Court to have the prosecution take the pleas of the accused .
THE :.RESIDENT: I should like to add that, before I accepted an appointment on this Tribunal, I serious
ly considered what effect my reports would have on my position as a Member of this Tribunal. I came to the conclusion without difficulty that I wasve3 j o , my views being supported b,y the best
opinion available to me
in Australia. T now ooix on the defendants.
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THE IRESIDENT: It is open to the accused to
plead conditionally, that is, without admitting the Court's
jurisdiction. That course will preserve all their rights.
®R. ICIYOSE: In othei words, Mr. Iresident, does
that mean the plea may be made at a lat^r date?
THE x RESIDENT: Yes. . . . lie pleads once for all
time, but his plea will not prevent him. from questioning tht
jurisdiction later if so advised. (99)

100
105

THE IRESIDIuEvT:
Ileas - 100-104.
lto 11

I now call on the accused to pleac

Defense notes its formal objection to the introduction of these documents.

Discussion by Dr.ICIYOSE and M . XEEKE.N as to when
evidence shall be taken. (112)
THE :, RESIDENT: . . . . We think an early date
should be fixed for disposing ol this motion on jurisdiction.
Vie will hear that motion on Monday, May 13.
LiuJOR
Sir, one question I did not get
clear, v/ill we be required to take exceptions to the ruling
of the Court, or will that be done automatically for us when
objection is made.
THE I RESIDENT:
the Court. (117)

118

May 13,1946

Request of Japanese counsel that the decision
of the Court dealing with question of challengt
of its Members be reconsidered and that the Ires,
dent Bit with other Members in dealing with the
question of interpretation so far as it bears on the challang.
is refused.
THE a RESIDENT: . . . The next matter on the paper is the motion going to the jurisdiction of the Tribunal
because of the inclusion in the Indictment of "Crimes
Against I'eace ' ana "Crimes against Humanity11.
DT . ICIYOSE:

131-2

It will be automatically done by

argument by -

MR. KEENAN objects to discussion at this time oi
any matters other than those of law and facts as they now appear before the Court.
THE IRESIDENT:

Counsel must remember that he
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is dealing with a question oi jurisdiction that
is not necessarily purely a question of law; but
so far as it is based on facte, it must be on
uncontested facts at this time.
Further argument between the I RESIDENT, MR.
KEEF^N and DR. KIYOSE. (132-35)

137

MR. K E E K ^ .makes argument in response to that of
DR. KIYOSE
tnat these allied Nations, having
brought about, as they wort compelled to so do by sheer force
the end of these wars of aggression, must now stand idly by
and permit the perpetrators of those offenses to remain without the reach of any lawful punishment whatsoever?
THE I RESIDENT: Mr. Chief Irosecutor, do you
think those rhetorical phrases are fitting at this juncture?

143

Mu. iCEEIR.TT: . . . The precise legal proposition
presented to this Court constitutes - and I say "the precise
legal proposition" presented to this Court presents a clear
challenge to the capacity of civilized nations to take effective preventative steps to seve civilization by punishing
the responsible individuals who brought about the scourge of
aggressive warfare over a gr^at part of the earth. It amounts
a claim that treaties, obligations and assurances solemnly
entered into by a nation, through its duly constituted authorities, heve no real signiticance. . .

154

THE I RESIDENT: We trust you to avoid anything
in the nature of inflammatoiy statements.
MR. KEEI^N: I will choose the language of 1 resident Roosevelt as he chose to
it over a worldwide radio,
Rnd I will trust myself
be within tho conrines of decency
and good oendact in following his example.
THE 1 RESIDENT: Your duty is to argue on the que
tion of jurisdiction and not to attempt to prejudice us. My
duty is to protect this Court. . . * This Court thinks you
should be allowed to quote thos^ remarks of 1 resident Rooseve

158

MR. C0MYN3 Cxl.R continues argument on jurisdiction. 153-180) DR. KIYOSE replies.
K . J O R V;R:R.EN objects to the Chief Irosecutor's
objection to ruf^rence to j. resident Truman's message.
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May 14,1946

THE 1 RESIDENT: The next notion on the paperis a plea to the jurisdiction on the grounds,
among others, that Members of this Tribunal
are nationals of the iJLliec. lowers. C^TT-IN
FlTxiITESS reviews motion, ^.rguments by C+Z T,
PLI i'TESS, I4J0R DLiXH^LY.

Discussion as to accuracy of translation. (215-220a). Further
argument by If- . Y^LL'.OiC.,
^iguments by ML.
249273

ffiakJT

JOI3FIELD.

DR. KIYOr>E objects to method of interpretation. Reply by
MR. O U R .
Argument by JUDGE HSIJMJ. Rojly by MaJOR BI^OIFEY (230-35).
T..IN FUrlTE,C3 presents argument on motion for defendants
IT.-XLJlI, ffiTILu, MilTO and 3..T0. (235-292) Reply by MR.
OrJJt. (293-303).
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May 15,1946

THE 1 RESIDENT: The only motion on the papertoday is the motion lor particulars.(307)

CL*; T^BI lOimi!:
V . . We also denied that
the Indictment and the counts allege any crime known under international law. However, wo will assume these facts only for
the purpose of this motion.
We move that the Tribunal
order the prosecution to furnish these defendants a bill of
particulars concerning each offense alleged, . . on the ground
that the Indictment and comts do not. . . adequately state
the essential facts constituting each offense charged.
x.rgument (303-315).
MR. CL.RR objects to the continuance of this
line of argument and "what is supposed to be a motion for a bill
of particulars. 1. motion for bill of particulars is not the
occasion for information ,vith reference to drawing an Indictment of each of the eleven countries. (315)
316

313

THE 1 RESIDENT: The Court is of the opinion
that this matter can be handled most effectively and most expeditiously in Chambers.
May 17,1946

THE CLER.1 OF THE COURT: In the Matter of
iJuJCI, SaCao, and twenty-seven other defendants
the motion of" trio defendants on the jurisdiction of the Tribunal. Judgment.

The Supplementary Motion No. 1(a), on behaJ f c
HIRi^y?:&TauT3U0^ , SHIGEim'SU, TOCO and TJMEZU. Judenic.nl.
The second plea as to the .jurisdiction and motion of the defendants, ITV.Gu.iCI, ICILIUI^, MJTO, and S./TO, to
dismiss. Judgment*
THE :. RESIDENT:
for reasons to be given later.

;.ll three motions are dismisses
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June 3.1946

THE IKE31 DENT: . . . The next matter is the
request of the accuser! MAT3U0IL', for confinemen
in a private sanatorium and that his name be
stricken from the Indictment. M L : . :/A3FJL3SN presents argument relative thereto. (327-'*).
C-iJT^IN B R O O K S makes similar request with reference to 0KlM.
M R . I C E M I J T objects to the dismissal of the Indictment againeither of them.

332
338

MR. Mi.IVICE makes motion for continuance.
•i'i.JOR KL^KEN^Y makes motion for order concerning time for making opening statements; motion of defendants
for specific findings of fact; argument. (338-40).
THE .RESIDENT: That is lor the purpose of appeal only. There is no appeal from this Court, if I understand the position rightly. (340). . . . »/e do not wish to
hear you, Mr. Chief Irosecutor. Thi3 Tribunal must be
trusted to deal with the law and the facts as they should
be dealt with. The Charter is clear on the question of the
reasons we must give them. That would involve reviewing the
facts. How fully we review the facts will be a matter for
Our discretion. We must be trusted to do the right thing.
This motion is almost contemptuous. We are all agreed that
it should be dismissed instanter, and it is dismissed.(341
Motion by defendants for an order to be made parties to a
certain decision already made.
THE II.ESIDEKT:. . . You can make a fresh motie
if you wish, in the same terms, and the Court v/ill know
what order to make. (342)

342

Motion of all defendants to dismiss the Indictment, argument by MR. TERREtt.
THE PRESIDENT: This application is
dismissed. (343)

343

Motion on part of defendants for additional time within
•which to file motions or other pleadings, argument by
ME..

FTJENE3S.

349

Decisions of thu Court on the various motions granted.

351

Motion of prosecution for order authorizing separate opening statements and other matters.
argument by MR.JUSTICE
MANSFIELD, ilTD M..J0R KLAXENEY,
DR. ICIYOSE. (351-73)

373

THE 1 RESIDENT: The Court will consider the
matter and give its decision later.
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383
477

June 4, 1946

The Court made various rulings on motions
and applications that had been heretofore jheard. These rulings are found on pages 376
to 382,
MI... KEENa-I - opening statement. (383-475)

THE .RESIDENT: Mr. Furness, the Tribunal dc
sires to have your objections and those of other counsel fo
the defense before th.y hear your supporting arguments the grounds of your objection.
argument by MR, FULNESS. (477-431).
I would also like to
point out that in this cclloquy between counsol and b^nch,
it is probably usina uor~ tixao than we would if I stated
my objections.
THE 1 RESIDENT: I think that is a disingenuo
observation. I should have told you, of course, that it is
quito frequent you find comment in an opening.
Further objections by DR. KIY03E, C.-L T^BI KLEBkN and CIZT..IN BROOZS.

489

THE VRESIDENT: ;.s I have already said, this
is not the appropriate time to raise any of the points that
have been mentioned to us by the learned counsel for the
accused. They will havu their opportunity later.

Prior to June 13? 194-6 there had been an arraignment of the
defendants, reading of the indictment and various arguments on
motions contesting the jurisdiction of the court, In addition
theretoc other preliminary motions had been presented and on
June 4,'194-6 "che Chief Prosecutor made his opening statement.
Page of
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493

Defense reserved right to interpose such
objections as may occur later,

493-507
(offered in
evidence)
507

100

Functional series of charts of the Japanese Government Organization as of
J u l y 31, 1941,

509
510

Objection - not a document covered by
the c o m "c1 s order,
101

Overlays of maps - territory controlled
by Japan and the Japanese armed forces
annually on or about December 3J for
each year from the year 1931 to the end
of the year 194-5.

511-514

Statement of what maps show,

516-51'?

Major Blakeney - inquiry for clarification concerning court • s ruling with
reference to the introduction of exhibits

517

THE PRESIDENT s r The rja.-jority of the
cefense counsel ha.ee correctly interpret
che order of this Court . « , Tha.t
mrans, in effect, that it will be quiteunnecessary for counsel to object from
time co time as the document is presented
to the court.

5X3

Opening statement of Brigadier Nolan constitutional organization of Japan,
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518-642

June 14 - Brigadier Nolan continuing and
completing his statement,

642-683

Organization of Japanese constitutional
system outlined by HP, Horwitz.

684

63-99

Basic laws and ordinances offered in
evidence,

68?

102

Jffacial list of the Imperial Japanese
Government Office holders and the period
of their tenure, 1931 to 1946.

686-805

103-129

Official Cabinet Secretariat Personnel
Record,

686

Statement of ::hu individuals to which
g,
exhibit jzlqvs
IJ.

continuation of documents,

762-765

Objection ~jy X?. CIM1TINGHAK to the offer
of Document 7501 * Exhibit 121 as to
defendant OSHIHiU

783-787

SUZUKI, Teiichi*
FIRST PHASE OF TRIAL COMPLETED

SECOND PHASE OF TRIAL
Preparing Japanese Opinion for War
Page of
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805

Statement by Mr. Hammack with reference to
permitting moving picture witnesses to remain in co^irt room. It is the court's
clear rulinp that the witnesses would not
be permitted to remain in the court room,

807

TEE PRESIDENT: "This is not a movie show;
this is a tribunal."

807-821

OPENING STATEMENT BY ER. HAIXACK

821-841

Nugent, Donald Ross, Lt. Colonel, USHC5
Chief, Civil Information and Education
Section. Direct testimony.

841

Llotion. by Ilr. Logan to strike - overruled.

834

Objection was sustained as leading.

840

THE PRESIDENT: "I am not suggesting that
hearsay is not admissible but in some
circumstances it may have much less weight*11

842-878

June 18 - Oross Examination.
The testimony of Col. Nugent related largely
to the use "by the defendants of the educational system of Japan to stress military
training in tjie schools. It also showed
that during the period testified by Col.
Nugent a great deal more time was spent on
subjects of military education and drill
than had been spent heretofore.
Cross examination centered largely around
the Colonelfs qualifications and knowledge
concerning the subject about which he
testified. He testified the basis of his
testimony was interviews with not to exceed
350 Japanese students and Prisoners of War*

i
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KAIGO, Tokiomi - Assistant Professor at the
Imperial University of Tokyo, teaching
educational history and contemporary history
of Japan. The witness KAIGO testified along
similar linos as those of Nugent - that is,
the beginning of the preparation of school
children for war by changing the course of
study and bringing in the subjects of military training. KAIGO and Nugent both testified that the government sent in toachers
of military training and that these military
officers began to dominate the faculty.

905-914

Cross examination.
The witness did not stand up under the
cross examination.

914
DEVASTATING

THE PRESIDENT: "Your second witness is
rather devastating, Mr. Hammack."

915
AFFIDAVITS

At this point Mr. Justice Hansfield made
the original application for the use of
affidavits in lieu of testimony by question and answer of a number of witnesses
to be thereafter called.

927

DR. KIYOSE: "I have no objection to the
presentation of affidavits as evidence,
but I do object to the substitution of
affidavits for the direct examination of the
witness."

In rcspoct to the use of affidavits, Col,
Warren stated that Defense bo accorded
the same privileges as the Prosccuticn and
presenting it to tho Tribunal in the same
manner that the direct examination was
scoured by the prosecution.
THE PRESIDENT; "That is just a taunt,
and we ignore ite': Mr. Warren apologised
aal the President accepted the apology.

June 19
Discussion by Justice Mansfield with reference
to the affidavits as to being in Japanese.
THE PRESIDENT: 11 You recognize, Mir. Justice
Mansfield, that we are making a big concession
here, perhaps not without grave misgivings.
This jr.atter was debated among us very very
seriously for a considerable time. You realise that the witness or the deponent probably ^ in most cases, said what he did say as
the result of a number of leading questions
which we would not allow if he were examined
in court. For that reason . . . we will,
insist on a high standard of cross examination,
or of a high standard of answers in cross
examination.
OUCHI, Hyoe testified on direct examination
by affidavit.
Various objections by defense counsel overruled.
Reading of affidavit. Professor at the Imperial University of Tokyo and teaches
economics and public finance and has done so
for the past 27 years. His testimony relates
directly to the teaching of military training
in the schools *
In 1922 military training and teaching was
again instituted, being given more consideration until 1927 when such teaching became
compulsory in the secondary, normal arid junior
college grade schools. In 1927 the Var
Ministry demanded a special course i1 military
lectures be given by Army officers assigned
from the War Ministry who became part of the
faculty. At first they were not compulsory
but subsequently became so.
In 1938 when General ARAKI became Minister of
Education, upon insistence of the War Ministry
military training became compulsory in all
universities, both public and private.
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The military training lectures were conducted by Army officers, the
officers making every effort to inspire a militaristic and ultranationalistic spirit in the student. In 1937 Marquis Kido demanded
and obtained the resignation of Professor YANIEA.RA for writing an
article in the magazine Chu-Koron (Central Review) on peace and the
ideals of the state. In 19375 three professors including OUCKI,
suspected of being sympathetic to peace ideals were discharged.
"Together with others I was arrested by the Polico and spent 11
months in the police station
94-6

"As an educator in the universities for the
past 27 years and from my own personal experience as a student in the various grade
schools in Japan, it is my opinion that the
military training, lectures and teaching given
to students in all grade schools and universities had the effect of creating in the
students a militaristic and ultra-nationalistic
spirit, a belief that the Japanese as a race
were superior to all other peoples, glorification of war, that wars wero productive and
necessary for the future welfare of Japan,
and had the effect of preparing the students
for future wars of aggression."

956

THE PRESIDENT 1 "You can ask him, if you wish,
whether any of his replies in his affidavit
were prompted by persons around him at the
time. The only thing that matters, of course,
is the pressure brought to bear upon him when
making his affidavit, if there was any, and
the extent of the prompting he got, and you can
cover that in a few questions.

963

On the cross examination, largely by Mr.
McManus, he reiterated that the request of
General ARAKL to install military training in
Tokyo was carried out and that the military
training demanded by General ABAKI in 1931 was
not carric.d out until 1939. Military training
using guns or rifles was not compulsory until
1939 but his lectures had been carried out
since 1925.

I think military training was formulated by
the Education Ministry after the demand was
presented by the Ministry cf War. Military
Training became compulsory from the 14th
year of Showa, or 1939, The statement that
text books and lectures were used by the military instructors to inculcate in students the
desire to gain control of tho For East and
thereafter tho world are not my views but the
statement is made on tho basis of tho facts
that wero brought to my attention by my students. 7 have looked inco tho lecture rooms,
but 1 have myself never hoard a lecture. Students did tell me in those words that they wore
inculcated with a dosire to gain control of
tho Far East and thereafter the world.
Further cross examination by Mr. OKUYAMA:
1886 it was not called military drill but
physical oxcrciso.

In

It was the purpose of Minister MORI, who was
the most progressive liberal in Japan to lift
the people of Japan from the feudalism from
which they had been liberated and to discipline them as social beings and to foster a
spirit of cooperation.
MORI, Yuroi wanted training for a strong
national defense.
The purpose of the military instructors may
have been rcachcd formally but had not boon
reached sufficiently.
Further cross examination by Mr. Logan.
I did not bring any text books, copies of any
lectures or documents. I do not know of any
governmental text books,- &s to whether there
are any official government text books containing opinions in the affidavit. "Such text
books have never been printed" (981)
Further cross examination by Capt. Kleiman.

The statement that military training became
compulsory in the 14th year of Showa 1939 is
correct. There was some imperial ordinance or
a directive issued by the Ministry of Education
making military training compulsory in 1939.
New witness - TAKIKAWA, Yukitoki - Affidavit
I am Dean of Law at Kyota University (990) and
familiar with the various subjects that were
tau-sht in Japanese schools from the elementary
schools up to and including the universities«
Beginning about 1925 more attention was given
to military lectures and training at Kyota
University, there being on the staff teaching
military subjects three colonels and one captain,
those officers being from the War Hinistry. The
influence of these officers became more dominant
in the schools and they increasingly had more
to say in the matter in which the university
should be operated. I expressed opposition to
the military program together with other
professors (991)•
I wrote an article in 1931 and 1932 in opposition to the Manchurian incident. In 1933 when
Hitler came into power in Germany I wrote another article opposing Hitler. The Japanese Government at that time was copying Hitler's methods
and before being published it was censored and
grca tly cut by the Home Ministry because I criticized the Nazis. In 1932 I wrote a law book
in which I urged the Peace Preservation Law
should not be invoked for the criminal prosecution of students. Because of this and other
transgressions I was discharged from the University.
The affidavit concludes that the form of education in Japan completely omitted free thought
and liberal ideas and was devoted to justifying Japanese aggressive warfare in Ilanchuria
and was intended to teach the students that war
was glorious, that war was necessary, that war
was productive, that the future greatness and
destiny of Japan was dependent upon aggressive
warfare and had the effect of inculcating in the
minds of the students a contempt for ether races

and peoples, a hatred for potential enemies
and prepared them for future wars of aggression
THE PRESIDENT: "I have reminded you before
that this is not a national court in a Serbonian bog of technicalities. We are here as a
military tribunal to see that justice is done
in a speedy trial, that the defendants have
their case fairly heard.
All these technicalities that are being raised here arc utterly
unnecessary for a fair hearing."
CROSS EXAMINATION.
Military training was first introduced in the
university in 192?. At that time the war
office assigned superior officers as military
instructors. The school authority rests with
the President but since the introduction of
military education the demand of the military
with regard to interference became steadily
stronger. At first attendance was optional
but thereafter compulsory.
But gradually the interference of the military
instructor ana other officers bccame stronger
until it reached the point where they insisted
that students who do not attend these classes
will not be permitted to graduate from the University. For instance, it creatcd the curious
situation wherein those who wore long hair were
not permitted to attend military classes, and
creating a situation where those who wore long
hair were therefore not attending classes and
were therefore not permitted to graduate.
Imperial Ordinance No. 135 - Document 7106.
Discussion by Justicc Mansfield, the President,
Dr. Kiyose and Mr. Logan with reference to
giving defense copies 24 hours in advance of
documents and translations thereof.
Regulations of the Youngmen's Training Institute
(Promulgated by Education Ministry Ordinance of
April 20, 1926:) Document 7107

1
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1017

134

Imperial Ordinance No. 249 - tho Ordinance of
the Youth School Military Drilling Course,
dated August 10, 1935- Document No. 7109 '

1018

135

Document 7110, dated 30 November 1938 is an
amendment of clauses in the Ordinance concerning
the inspection of military training at the
young men's schools.

1019

136

Army Ministry Ordinance- No. 8, Inspection Regulations for Military Training at Youth
Schools dated 13 August 1935- Document 7111

137

War Ministry Ordinance No. 10 dated 12 April
1940. Document 7112.

138

Extract from Pages 516-517 i n the Existing
Law and Ordinance of the Educational Ministry,
Juno 29, 1938 re education of students and so
forth. Document 7113•

139

The Imperial Rescript on Education dated 30th
day of the 23d year of Meiji, that being 1897.
Document 7114.

1020

1022-1027 140

1028

Juno 20o 1946
MAEDA Affidavit. I was formerly a newspaper
editorial writer, one time deputy mayor of
Tokyo, a member of the governing body of the
International Labor Office at Geneva and
Minister of Education beginning August 18, 1945
to January 13, 1946.
"During tho years 1928 to 1938 I was an editorial writer on the Tokyo Asahi Shimbun. I have
no recollection in 1928 of any organized program by the military or the government of Japan,
through newspapers, to build or develop any
propaganda in anticipation of the Manchurian
Incident."
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The general atmosphere in Japan was tense
through 1926 and 1927. The military and ultranationalistic groups attributing the weakened
condition cf finances and of Japan to too much
liberal tendencies and as a newspaper man I
know the Tanaka cabinet was formed for tho
purpose of adopting a more aggressive policy
in connection with Manchuria.

®

1028-1029

Propaganda was disseminated by the government
through tho newspapers to establish the thought
in Japan that Manchuria was the life lino of
Japan and a stronger policy in connection with
Manchuria must bo adopted.

1030-1031

As a rcsrlt of treaty rights, and in addition
to this propaganda, propaganda of a sentimental
nature was disseminated based upon tho fact
that Japanese blood had been shod in Manchuria
in tho Russo-Japanese war and that by reason
of those sacrifices Japan was entitled to
control Manchuria and to realize the fruits
thereof."

Q

In 1937, before you resigned from tho
university, is it true that you specialized
in the study of Marx end Engcls and other
utilitarian philosophy?

A

Of course I did so.

THE PRESIDENT: "I am reluctant to prevent a
Japanese counsel from pursuing his crossexamination unless it is flagrantly apart
altogether from the subject matter to which he
is limited. I cannot say there has boon anything flagrant hero. I cannot say the crossexamination is very helpful either, but that,
applies to all tho cross-examination that I
have hoard today."
THE PRESIDENT: "You see, if wo get correct
translations, we can be trusted to form our
own conclusions in tho light of what happened.
You do not need a mass of material about this,
"You must remember that we are
not eleven jurors. We aro eleven men who can
claim to have some experience in weighing
evidence and in valuing evidence, and we are
not going to be assisted by the raising of
t e chni ca1i tics•
"Our position is not an easy
one. He have to avoid tho strict rules of
evidence and the strict methods of procedure
on the one hand, and Rafferty's rules on the
other. We have to steer between tho two, and
it is not easy, and we look for the assistance
of counsel in this difficult task.
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1032

"Following the Manchurian Incident the
government and the military started an
organized program of justifying Japan's
position in Ilanchuria, partly to offset
the criticism at home.1' The affidavit
then proceeds along lines indicating that
the War Ministry started censoring newspapers and called on writers not to publish articles in opposition to the war
propaganda and exercised further control
through the use of violent organizations,
(1033)

1033

About 1936 when MAEDA gave a lecture against
the Anti-Comintern Pact, two officers of the
rank of Lt. Golonel, one from the War Ministry and another from the General Staff
stated their disapproval of my talk and that
when speaking on such subjects in the future
to do so in a more favorable aspect.

1034

Objection by Mr. Brooks to this line of
examination with request that direct questions be put to witness.

1036

Argument by Mr. Hammack.
THE PRESIDENT: "We have heard enough at
this stage. Proceed with the reading of the
affidavit. The errors are not being concealed from the defense. You can cross-examine
upon them after."
Mr. Furness speaks of confusion as to which
is the correct document.

1036 &
1037

THE PRESIDENT: "I want to emphasize no
error is concealed from the defense and the
errors disclosed can be cross-examined upon.
There is no need for all these objections;
they are a waste of time.
The affidavit continues that he ordered such
textbooks destroyed because they were used
to teach students, first, that Japan was a
country superior to all other countries;
the confusion of facts with mystery and
legend; too much admiration of military
action and warfare; too much admiration and
homage to military officers and the idea of
absolute subjection of the individual in
favor of the state. Also ordered destoryed
the books "Fundamental Principles of the
National Polity", 1937* and "The Way of
National Subjects", 1941,
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1037

When I became Minister of Education in 194-5
a survey of the school system as it existed
established that before the China Incident
the military took over control by placing
in the schools Army officers who supervised the military teaching and training,
this control becoming so absolute that such
officers instructed the schools as to how
the administration and courses of the school
system should be conducted.

1038

1038

1043

1046

141

Excert - Document 1675 - offer of Prosecution Document 262, book "The Way of Subjects?'
published 1941 offered in evidence.
MR. HAMMACK: "We are offering the entire
book, your Honor, for convenience of
counsel." (There is a lengthy argument
between Mr. Hammack and Mr. Brooks concerning the matter of furnishing copies of
excerpts.
1
THE PRESIDENT: "It occurs to us that
Captain Brooks1 suggestion is a very sensible one." There should be one person
designated upon whom documents should be
served.
THE PRESIDENT: "This is not a document
that came to light at the last minute. You
must have had it for months."

1047

Exhibit No. 141 offered in evidence; "The
Way of a Subject." This speaks of enhancing the Imperial foundation and that since
the outbreak of the Manchurian Incident and
the China Incident our national spirit has
gradually been hightened. It is, in short,
a direct argument in favor of a stronger
Japan.
1047 - 1065. Imperial subjects in this new
era must train themselves as subjects of
the Emperor.
Mr. McManus objects to reading of excerpts
by taking half sentences and certain paragraphs from any book.

1066

THE PRESIDENT: "Is the balance of the
article available?"
MR. HAI.1IACK: "The entirety is in the
volume offered in evidence, but the balance
has not been translated."
MR. FURNESS: "It has not been served on the
defense."
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1069

Mr. Logan discusses the matter of being furnished translations,

1071

THE PRESIDENT: "The prosecution says some of
its most important documents must remain unrevealed to us because of translation difficulties. But translation difficulties can be
overcome by the expenditure of money on both
aid.est and we ex pec t i t to be spent. We expect the best possible translation service
to be available both to the prosecution and to
the accused if this trial is to proceed in
accordance with the terms of the Charter.
:
'Able translators must be
available in any number in this country.11
(Italics ours)
MR. HAUMACK: "They have not received copies,
or another copy of that book, because I do
not believe there is another copy in existence
Those books were destroyed, and it was our
good fortune to get them from Mr. MAEDA who
retained two copies. . ." (1072)

1072

THE PRESIDENT: "We see no reason why full
copies should not have been made because you
have had that book in your possession for
months. You have not contradicted that. I
suggested you had, and you have not denied it.
"Money is no consideration in
this case. If money is a consideration in
this case this trial may never conclude."
(Italics ours)

1072 &

THE PRESIDENT: "There is no excuse for not
carrying out 6b. None has been given. The
only excuse that could be given would be time
and expense, and they are of no consideration
here. The necessary services must be obtained
at any cost."

1073

Further discussion by Mr. Justice Mansfield.

1074

THE PRESIDENT: " . . . We will consider any
application you may make to modify the rule
in this case; and I am sure you will now
make it,"

1075

Further discussion by Mr. Justice Mansfield
and the President.

1073

THE PRESIDENT: "I simply say, if you desire
the witness to stand down for cross-examination until you peruse the book, we would
agree to your request.11
MR. FURNESS:

"We do wish him to stand down."

N0 3 U F U H I
IT 0
Prosecution Document 11506. This document
refers to the organization of the Commission
of Information for determining whether or not
propaganda might be disseminated from a
central organ.
In 1940 I became Chairman of the Board of Information being established by the 3rd Konoye
Cabinet - made a separate governmental office
with full powers to disseminate propaganda
for all ministries but leaving some powers
within the War and Navy Ministries to disseminate propaganda and information on subject matter peculiarly relating to military
operations, plans and strategic moves.
Propaganda from all ministries was disseminated to various newspapers, magazines, radio,
motion pictures and all other media of public
information. Censorship powers were also
given the Board of Information.
In January of 1941 all publishers in Japan
were organized into the "Japanese Publisher's
Association", all book distributors were
organized into the "Japanese Book and Magazine Distributors Corporation", and all newspapers into the "Japanese Newspaper League".
The establishment of these organizations resulted in complete government control of all
information media included within the respective groups.
Propaganda was in line with government policy.
I was aware of the propaganda issued directly
by the War Ministry, it being of an inflamatory nature for the purpose of preparing the
Japanese people for war against the United
States and Great Britain. As President of
the Board of Information, I sat in on all
Cabinet meetings.
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Cross examination by Dr. KIYOSE.
This propaganda was conducted from May or
June, 1941 until I resigned my post.

1084

1088 &

The Board of Information functioned within
specially circumscribed limits and that was
to interpret and to defend Japanese policy
in the light of the world situation which
was a result of the policy at that time.

1090

It was my function to give publicity to the
national policy of Japan. It was as a result
of that national policy, if viewed objectively, that such a situation was brought about,
that is, to consider the United States and
Great Britain as potential enemies.

^L092

The term. "Co-prosperity Sphere," began to be
used in August 1940.

1089

1094

1

In carrying out that policy we did not consider the United States or Britain as potential enemies; but, because of the prevailing objective situation, such a situation or such a question developed. That is
because the idea of the Co-prosperity Sphere
was not approved of or supported by the
United States or Britain.

1095

Its intention, I affirm definitely, was not
at all to make potential enemies of any
country.
Further cross-examination related to jurisdiction of the Board re military operations,
plans and strategic moves.

1098

Censorship by the Police Bureau was administered in reality by the Fourth Section of
my own bureau.

1099-

S H I G E N O B U

1101

1106

I K E S H I M A

Professor at Hosei University teaching Cultural Politics. This affidavit relates to
the teaching of military training in the
schools.
Cross examination, by Dr. Hozumi
Q
Why, then, have you testified to facts
which you did not hear directly?
A
At that time I was attached to the cultural section of the broadcasting company,
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and such information was brought to my
attention.
Q
Then can I consider this part is hearsay
evidence?
A
Yes, you may view it as such.
Further cross examination by Mr. Furness;
examined as to the circumstances under which
the affidavit was made and whether the language used was his own or that of the interrogator.
Further cross-examination by Dr. Kiyose (P.

1107

1,111)

1114

Further cross-examination by tfr. McManus.
I am testifying concerning the policies of
military training purely from hearsay.

I

A K I 0'

ill?

S A K I

1117

144

President of the Nihon Kamishibai Association
This company manufactures what are known as
paper theater productions.

1119

145

Prosecution Document 7117.
The document referred to is "Kamishibai"
entitled "Japan Is Now Fighting" and is a set
of cards.

1120

®.121 &

1122

Objection by Mr. Brooks that he hasn't seen
them and President suggests postponing crossexamination until the morning.
Further discussion was by Mr. Brooks and Mr.
Y/arren.

1123

The President states it is a waste of time to
delay cross-examining.

1124

Cross examination by Dir. Furness and Dr*
Kiyose.

1125

The government and Imperial Rule Assistance
Association were considered as more or less
of the same thing by us amateurs.

1126

At the time these cards were made they were
made on direct orders from various branches
of the government and many others also by
orders from Imperial Rule Assistance Association.

Kamishibai began in the latter part of the
1920fs. And I will admit that the first
productions were of a very low grade and
efforts were made to raise their standards.
p
The Educational Kamishibai Movement - these
paper cards sought to make children be
honest, kind and to study their lessons.
21 June 1946
Further discussion by Justice Mansfield about
the delivery by the Prosecution of the documents to the Defense,
Statement by Mr. Brooks that some of the
records have been served in part and parts
are missing.
Further cross examination of witness AKIO
SAKI by Dr. Kiyose.
The origin of the paper theater production
is an attempt by peddlers of candy to attract
the curiosity of children - the motive was so
in the early stage of that vocation.
Request is made for a demonstration and request is grantedc
Mr. McManus objects on behalf of Defendant
ARAKI.
There are two methods of Kamishibai - those
that are shown outside and those that are
shown inside.
The witness read the legend which appears on
the back of each of a set of cards referred
to as prosecution's exhibit No. 145
Now the treasures in the Orient are ours.
We got these without hesitation.
The Chinese attacked the Japanese strongly
and Japan did not win so easily. They 'Japanese are stronger than them. They pushed
and pushed with the spirit of Xamato and
won everywhere.
••; •''
"Stretch your arms J We shall not lose.r We
shall not be alarmedI Japan is strong J
We have power I Work with might and main to
assist Imperial movement without glancing
aside. We are in the midst of a war.% Bombs
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Bombs are above your head. With this spirit
and our minds set, we must build up an unflinching Japan in strong unity.
1142

The purport of these pictures is not that
China and Japan should fight but that the
countries of East Asia should join hands.

1143

It says that this handshaking should come
after the government which was created by
the military power had been recognized. It
sa.ys clearly that the world is divided into
two parts and that Japan should fight against
the United States and Britain.

1144

It means as a whole that a war is necessary
to solve the question.

114?

THE PRESIDENT; "This cross-examination should
cease now, The questions and the answers are
simply repetitive.
In substance there is no
difference between them.
Cross examination by FUJII, Goichiro. After
several questions were asked (1146) THE PRESIDENTs "These questions are useless.
I refuse to allow them to continue/1

1146 &
1147

Cross-examination by NARITOMI, Nobuo.
It certainly is the final purpose of the production to show that the Japanese are still
grudging something and that they must be
willing to give up their all.
The object of this production is to cause the
Japanese people to brace up and get rid of
their laziness. The object of this is not tb
incite war between America and Japan but
rather to teach the people to tighten their
belts.
It certainly is one of the greatest objects
of the production. And it clearly recommends,
urges the people to solve the China-Japanese
program by opposing Great Britain and the
United States.

1148

T A K E T O R A

1148 1150
1150

146

O G A T A

Witness makes corrections.
Mr. Brooks objects on the grounds it is not
the witness5 Affidavit; that it is a distortion of his ideas.
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1153

I was formerly Vice President of the Ashai
Shimbun Newspaper and have been in the newspaper business for 35 years. During that time
freedom of the press in Japan has been limited by government censorship.

1154

Censorship became increasingly noticeable
immediately preceding the Manchurian Incident.
After the Manchurian Incident, newspapers were
not permitted to write on military matters
unless such material was properly approved
by the Censorship Section of the Police Bureau
of the Home Ministry. In 1939 a Censorship
Section v/as placed within our t>lant. During
1941 on numerous occasions my newspaper received telegrams from the various theaters of
war wherein the Japanese troops were fighting.
Such telegrams would instruct us as to how we
should treat specific military information.

1155

Cross examination by Mr. Furness.
I have been placed under arrest as a suspected
war criminal. I am under house arrest. I was
President of the Information Bureau under the
KOISO Cabinet.

1156

147

K I M B E I

N A K A I

1157

Objection by Mr. Smith. The witness had decided to form a conclusion on the very matter
this Court is called upon to decide.
THE PRESIDENT; "It does not amount to swaying
the issue, because it does not connect the particular accused with any charge."

1159

I have been engaged in the moving picture
industry for ten years. In 1939 I made a
picture known as 'The Holy War 1 , depicting
disorder, poverty and unsettled conditions
in China, and that it was the Holy duty of
Japan to rescue China from such conditions.
Numerous propaganda films were produced
following the Manchurian Incident, to justify
Japan's position in Manchuria, and also to
prepare the Japanese people for further
military aggression, glorifying the military
life, divine worship of the Emperor, depicting
Japanese culture and habits as being superior
to all other nations and attempting to inculcate into the minds of the young and old
alike the belief that it was Japan!s divine
mission to rule the Great Far East and ultimately the world.

Cross examination by Dr. Kiyose.
The pictures were shown in most schools.
A special moving picture depicting the purpose
of Japan to rule all the world is "Japan in
the Emergency Time". (1162). Many militaristic pictures were made after the Manchurian
Incident. The picture which was made specifically to show the purpose of Japan to rule
over the world is the one I mentioned before,
and I can't remember any others right at the
present moment. (1163)
Many other pictures expounding Japan1s ultranationalistic or militaristic doctrines were
made •
Cross examination by Mr. Sugawara.
Pictures on cultural, humanistic, or love
scenes were made, and many militaristic pictures were produced. I admit that my statement that it was virtually impossible to
obtain any other kind of movies was a mistake.
Its contents are in the speech made by War
Minister ARAKI. I am referring to the words
used by General ARAKI in that picture.
Although I cannot state specifically what
passage calls for Japan's world domination,
I say that the general import of the speech
is of that nature.
I desire that this movie
be shown and we believe that it will then
become clear that what this witness has said
is without foundation.
Discussion between The President, Mr. Donihi
and Mr. Sugawara, about what the picture shows.
Mr. McManus reserves his motion to object to
the showing of the picture.
THE PRESIDENT: "And let me remind you once
again, we are not a jury. We can be trusted
to see these things."
Further cross examination by Captain Kleiman.
This cross examination related to the importation of films into Japan.
Mr. Donihi: "The prosecution is prepared to
show the film, "Critical Period of Japan."
Dr. Kiyose speaks of errors in translation.
THE PRESIDENT: "It is useless to discuss
those matters here. We must rely implicitly
on our Language Section."
The film is marked exhibit number 148
The moving picture "Critical Period of

Japan" was projected on the screen in the
court room.
The address of General ARAKI - "It is a
matter of common knowledge that Japan is now
facing to an unprecedented critical situation
which we have never experienced since the
founding of our country
End of first reel*
Mr. Brooks calls attention that sound effect
is not good for Japanese counsel.
THE PRESIDENT: "That is a very disappointing
production as far as the pictures go."
...."Well, so far the whole show is a dismal
failure. It is not worth continuing."
THE PRESIDENT: "I suggest . . . a private
screening for the benefit of defense counsel.
So far we have not seen anything worthwhile.
Mr. Donihi: "The prosecution considers this
to be a propaganda film of a vicious type";
suggests an adjournment. Mr. Brooks requests
a private showing.
THE PRESIDENT: "Sometimes materiality is a
question of opinion, you know. I think
that we had better adjourn while this private screening takes place . . . "
24 June 1946
K I M B E I

N A K A I

These pictures are still shots of sections
shown in the cinema presses in Japan
depicting United States battleships, to
portray Japan's crisis in the Pacific.
They appear in "Critical Period of Japan".
Cross examination by Dr. Kiyose. At that
time it was possible to import American
pictures, including American romantic
pictures.
In that sense my affidavit is not correct.
These pictures were not banned.
Mr. Mattice suggests either the pictures
ought to be numbered separately or the
number of pictures under one exhibit
number states so that we would know.
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1194-

149

A group consisting of thirteen pictures,

1195

Cross examination by Mr. Furness.
"Inculcate" means to insert or add. The
Japanese equivalent for inculcate was chunyu,

1197

My statements were summarized in the statement. They had a form of affidavit all prepared and typed and after reading it, I
signed it. I was asked to narrate all that
I knew about the situation in the motion
picture business before the war.

1198

Examination was directed to the number of
propaganda films and the number of innocuous
films.
Further cross examination by Mr. Sugawara.
This cross examination is directed further
to General ARAKI1s speech and to the propaganda films.

1210

THE PRESIDENT: "That is not a question
really. It is a statement, and a very long
one, and we cannot permit statements of that
length, terminating in a short question, and
the witness could not be expected to answer
that. It is a matter for an expert, and a
very good one, and he is not an expert. We
have some little difficulty about the attitude
of the prosecution on affidavits. As long
as the question is relevant to the issue, it
is admissible. It is not necessarily confined
to the affidavit. If the cross examination
is to be limited here to the affidavit, then
we may have to reconsider whether we will
allow this matter to proceed on affidavit,
because it will impose an undue limitation
upon the defense."

1211

Captain T. F. D O N O H U E called as witness
to testify that the photographs comprise
pictures of the Maryland and California
class battleships and our American battleships.

12111215
1216

148bm inclusive
Mr. McManus requests that the Prosecution
show the whole film in its entirety and no
parts thereof,
THE PRESIDENT: "I suppose the instruction
is unnecessary, but I give it,"

TO I I I
S U Z U K I
Prosecution Document 11,526.
I am an editorial writer. On numerous occasions between 1935 end December 194-1 I wrote
articles (1219) favoring settlement of the
China dispute, depicting peace, questioning
Japan's right to rule China and criticizing
Japanese military aggression.
Newspapers and publications in Japan since
1935 ^ave been subjected to strict censorship
directel by ':he government and put in practice
by the Home Ministry,
Individual writers and journalists were called
to the Navy jfcess Bureau, Army Press Bureau
and Foreign Office Press Bureau and' directed
how material should be used. Newspapers and
publishers were completely under the control
and domination of the Japanese Government
until the end of the war.
Cross examination by Dr. Kiyose.
I was not allowed to publish my opinion on
such problems as the speedy settlement of
the China Incident as well as articles criticizing Japanese military action. There is a
difference between newspapers and magazines.
Magazines tried to use whatever loopholes
there were left to publish their material.
I published four articles. (1224)
Until September of 1945 I was suspended from
duty at the Yomiuri Shimbun.
As to whether I have an idealogy which is
quite close to Communism, I am an exponent of
democracy in Japan, a pupil or disciple of Dr.
YOSKINO, who was an active advocate of democracy in Japan.
THE PRESIDENT: "His politics hardly concern
us. His war aptitude does."
Further cross-examination by Mr. Furness.
Having lost all the data during the war I have
nothing in the way of materials to offer informing you of what articles were written wren
and in what publications.
On April 16, 1937 I wrote an article criticizing the Nazis.
I wrote this article stating that if Japan
and Nazi Germany should collaborate it would
drag Japan into an aggressive war, and,
therefore, such collaboration must be avoided.

I wrote that the peace-loving nations must
enter into a pact of mutual guarantee in
order to meet the possibilities of German
aggression.
I have not presented my articles to the prosecution.
MR. FURNESS: "If this were an ordinary court
I would move to strike out that latter part
of the answer, but I understand that it is
not to be stricken unless it is scandalous."
THE PRESIDEDs :,'?iiat is correct. We will not
sustain that mile.is it is scandalous or
maliciouso1
I have never been arrested, but I was detained
Further cross examination on the methods of
procuring the affidavit.
THE PRESIDENT: "I should like to explain, in
relation to this matter of striking out parts
of an answer, that we have not been able to
agree upon a practice of any particular nation.
There are eleven nations represented here, and
each is entitled to have its own procedure considered. But that is the best we have been
able to do as regards striking out.
"That may help you to bear the
decisions of the Tribunal a little more
philosophically, Mr. Furness."
Further cross examination by Mr. Logan on censorship. Was it existent before 1935?
I think it is true that it has been in existence since the beginning of the Twentieth
Century. I recognize that strict censorship
is necessary in any country during hostilities.
Cross examination by Mr. HOZUMI.
When I wrote about Mr. TOGO in "Contempory
Japan" I interviewed him.
I have always believed Mr. TOGO to be an
exponent of peace. I was very much surprised
when he accepted his post as Foreign Minister
in the Tojo Cabinet. General TOJO had assured him he would support Mr. TOGO as Foreign
Minister to bring about a peaceful settlement
between Japan and Merjca. It was General TOJOfs opinioh that the reason
for his assuming the post of War Minister and
Prime Minister at the same time was in order
to suppress military, which was very important
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at that time to effect this peaceful solution.
I was doubtful - he was convinced that it was
necessary for him, General T0J0, to keep such
a promise.
1237

MR. DONIHI: "We have decided that five witnesses .. .will not be necessary. Three have
made affidavits which have been circulated to
defense counsel - OGAWA, Keisei, Document
11502? MOTCEASHI, Gisuke, Document 11501;
and TATSJP, Iwabuchi, Document 11512. Two
witnesses subpoenaed who have not made affidavits are Miss Georgiana Foster, and Dr. H.
Graham Belcher.
MR. DCNIHI: I direct the Tribunal's attention to the Constitution of Japan under the
Bill of Rights, Chapter 2, Article 29,
Exhibit 68.

1238

Directing the Tribunal's attention to exhibit
No. 84 - National General Mobilization Law;
exhibit No. 72 - Organization of the Board of
Information.

1239 &
1240

Captain Kleiman - it appears to me Mr. Donihi
is summing up . . . is not what he is doing
now out of order, . . .
THE PRESIDENT: "I am unable to see how it can
be in order. I agree with Captain Kleiman
that it is out of order. Captain Kleiman anticipated me," Further discussion by the
President, Mr. Donihi, Mr. Justice Mansfield.

1242

THE PRESIDENT: "Is it what the Japanese government or the accused did that matters. The
powers they held in their state are quite relevant. If they did these things without
having the power to do so. so much stronger
the case against them, but why the prosecution
should want to show the source of their authority and show it was legal I do not know.
"This case will be unduly prolonged if the prosecution is going to undertake to show what the Japanese accused did
had some foundation in law. That does not
concern us. If it had no foundation in lav/
it would add to the malice of their conduct.
but it is not for the prosecution to prove
that it had a foundation in lav/, That might
be for the defense.
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1243 &
1244

Discussion by Mr. Justice Mansfield and Capt.
Kleiman.
MR. JUSTICE i'ANSFIELD: "We do not say that
every act of each accused in relation to the
conspiracy was not authorized by law. We say
that in most cases, probably in almost every
case, they had authority under the law to do
the things which they did, and we, therefore,
establish the foundation for their actions by
showing the law and the authority under which
they acted,,'7

1245

THE PRESIDENT:
;f course, the conspiracy
alleged here is a conspiracy against international law. The state of the law in Japan
is beside the question unless you can show that
the law of Japan was enacted or administered
in order to further the conspiracy."

|
^

THE PRESIDENT: "But the mere existence of the
Japanese Constitution cannot be taken to be
evident of conspiracy.
"My colleagues are inclined to
hear you, so you go ahead."
1245
1246

|
1249

151

Prosecution Document 7122.
"Handle as Ultra-Secret. General Mobilization.
War Ministry. The Outline of Program Concerning the Execution of Intelligence and Propaganda Activities. May 20, 1936: Mr. Donihi
reads excerpts from this.
THE PRESIDENT: "Are you going to take us
through the whole of this document? I suppose
every country has something like this but there
is in the Japanese propaganda something objectionable, is that so?"
Mr. Brooks - This document. . .placing a lot of
emphasis on might be misconstrued very easily
by a civilian - I have seen documents practically word for word in various military
affairs on what we in the United States would
call "D-plus-one Day" defense measures

1250

THE PRESIDENT: "It is too much to expect you
to point out where this document differs from
those of a similar type used by other nations
because the documents used by other nations
would not be available to you."

1250-

Mr. Donihi reads from Document.

1252

Page of
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Mr. McManus objects to any explanations
offered by the prosecutor. It is tantamount
to testifying on his part.
THE PRESIDENT: "Quite true. The only way to
handle this matter competently is through an
expert in international affairs who ought to
be callode He can tell us something. Perhaps
this document might be such as might be issued
by any governme^' in the war. I have not read
the whole of it- There may bo some objectionable features- that speak for themselves that
do not require clay elaboration, any explanation. But so far some of these matters that
you have referred to have a neutral quality."
THE PRESIDENT: "We have heard no expert on
war propaganda,—what is legitimate and what
is not. He. would need to be an able man."

1253

Mr. Donihi continues on the statement of the
President that-some of his coU-eagues want
him to point out the parts upon which he will
rely.

1253 &
1254

THE PRESIDENT: "Now the point my colleagues
are making is this, that you set out to show
that the Japanese did set propaganda machinery
in preparation for an aggressive war as distinguished from a non-aggressive war. Can you
do that? It is suggested that the propaganda
of the other countries was for a non-aggressive
war. Now can you show, we would like you to
show, you probably can because you said you
could, just where the difference lies in
this document we are examining."

1255

MR. DONIHI: The prosecution will establish
before it is through with the case that this
was an aggressive war and that all parts and
portions in furtherance of the conspiracy
toward that aggressive warfare have been
connected, in the final analysis.
THE PRESIDENT: "My colleague from New Zealand
disagrees with my opinions upon this document,
and I also find disagreement on my right, so
you had better proceed to make whatever use
of it you had intended to make. All I wanted
you to do was for you to point out something
objectionable in this document. It may be
full of objectionable things. I never said
otherwise. I came here expecting to find
that it would be. At least I am entitled to
ask you what are the objectionable things
upon which you rely and not have you throw
the whole document at us."
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Mr, Brooks - I think that there is an assumption that there is something objectionable in
this document.
1256

THE PRESIDENT: "I have expressed no opinion
on this document except I want to know where
it might differ from other documents that
might be issued.
Mr. Brooks - It also places a burden on us.
The defense does not have the ultra-secret
doctiment of any other nation to compare this
with.
Mr. Hammack: This document was offered as an
overt act on the part of these defendants to
prepare the Japanese public for war. The
document was prepared in 1936.

1257

We are offering it as a great overt act on
the part of these defendants in preparation
for the wars that eventually followed.

1258

Mr. Furness - The defense can not admit that
this was an overt act or conpsiracy on the
part of all these defendants.

1259-

G OR 0
K O I Z U M I
From 1935 until 1940 I was Chief of Police in
various prefectures. The police were under
the orders and supervision of the Police
Bureau of the Home Ministry. The duties primarily were concerned with violation of the
Public Peace Law of 1900, Preservation of
Peace Lav/ of 1925 and the Military Secrets
Protection Law of 1937, and the Law for the
protection of secrets in regards to military
resources of 1939.

1260

1262

1263

152

The police enforced the censorship laws in
all their forms. The police required that
public speeches Y/hich had a political objective and all group activities and social
movements submit scripts of their programs
for approval to them. Moving pictures and
plays were required to obtain permission from
the Home Ministry beforehand. They had authority to prohibit the showing of moving
pictures.
In 1928 an association called the High Police
was organized, the duties of which were primarily to watch over the activities of extreme
leftists and extreme rightists. The affidavit
continues to indicate censorship of all activities which they enforced.
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Cross examination by Dr. Kiyose.
I had r second translation made.
MR. HAMMiiCiCi ,!I am willing to stipulate that
this is the second affidavit."
Mr, Bammae1: objected to the cross examination
on the first affidavit

1269

2HE FilEuJDENT? "If the witness made two affidavits bearing on the same subject matter, one
is presented and the other is not, I hold that
th: s arot-s-examinat ion ean extend to the first
affidavit.*1

1270

Besides the usual activities of the police in
arresting and so forth we were authorized to
deal with infringements of the four laws just
mentioned.

1271

That is something that occurred aftei* the
China Incident as well as the MahcfiUrian Incident.
Mr. Hammack objects to opinion and conclusion
of the witness on a subject on which he is
not qualified to have any particular knowledge.
That is on the question that it was not for
the purpose of preparing for war that the restrictions were imposed.
THE PRESIDENT: "Well, you do liot hold him out
as an expert?"
MR. EATKACKs "No, your Honor, certainly not
upon the preparation for wari
THE PRESIDENT: "Well, he cantiot be crossexamined as one."

1272

Concerning political meetings^ they were to
be guided in accordance with the Peace Preservation Law. However, whenever political
meet
ings were to be held, police had advance
notice of such meetings. Politicians were
required to report their addresses before they
made them,
By extreme riphtisr.s I mean terrorists who
were rampart at thrt time and special police
were charged with surveillance over these
elements5 incidents as the May 15 Incident,
and the Blood Protherhood or Ketsu Mei-Dan
Incident belong to the extreme rightists.

1273

1274

At the time of Peace Preservation Lav/, there
was no direct relation between the China Incident and Communism.
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I made a statement after I left the service
that such influences from the armed forces
were strengthened after the outbreak of the
Pacific War.
Further examination to the effect that portions of the affidavit \?ere based on hearsay
but witness states it is based on experience I
gained while I was serving on the police force,
with regard to the extreme rightists and
leftists. (1277)

1273

Cross examination by Capt. ICleiman.
Examined as to whether he had traveled outside
of the country or whether he was a war suspect,
and the manner in which the affidavit was obtained.

1280

I was director of the Corporative (?) Council
Department of the Imperial Rule Assistance
Association. Its purpose was that the government policy be disseminated and infiltrated
among the people in general and its policy may
be interpreted that the policy of the government was to create war consciousness.

1283

Q "Then, can you truthfully say that all
governmental agencies were used to inspire and
create a military spirit in the Japanese
people?"
A 111 should say that, from the common sense
standpoint of view, my expression should be
acceptable although, legally speaking, it may
be not quite so proper
Mr. Furness calls on the Prosecution to produce the first affidavit.

1284

MR. HAMMACK: "I have an exact copy of the
original . . . if I haven't torn it up.
THE PRESIDJSKT: "It should be the original if
it is available."
MR. HAMMACK: llI am quite certain I destroyed
the original Saturday."
THE PRESIDENT: "You should not have destroyed
it."
tf Jyne 1<?4$

1287

The President makes a statement as to an article in the Nippon Times and his correct
designation.

1288

"There is also reference to my attitude toward
defense counsel more particularly. It is said
I speak with some asperity and the qualification is made that I do so naturally. Whether

that is a compliment or not, I cannot say; but
I can assure you that sometimes terseness is
mistaken for asperity. As an Australian I
think probably I am a bit terse. That is a
feature of my country, and perhaps on a day
like yesterday - on a sweltering day in a
court like this - terseness may be mistaken
for asperity,
But the one purpose of this
statement is to assure everybody present everybody interested - that I have ten loyal
colleagues who give me the maximum of assis*
tance on every point worthwhile."
Motion by the Prosecution to amend rule 6b.
Argument by Mr. Justice Mansfield.
Argument by Mr. Mattice.
Statement as to the difficulties under which
Defeiise Counsel are working.
Mr* Mattice further directs attention to the
service of documents4 Further discussion by
Mr. Justice Mansfield and the President coneluding at Page 1303.
THB PRESIDENT: "Mr. Hammack, we want to know
whether you found the affidavit which you
thought you destroyed?"
MR. HAMMACK: "No. your Honor, I did not. I
did destroy* it, the original of the first
affidavit which went through."
THE PRESIDENT; ^Well, we said we would admit
a copy under those circumstances."
Cross examination continued by MR. Furness offer in evidence a copy of the witness1
affidavit dated 14 June 1946, Exhibit 153,
and examined him as to the manner in which the
affidavit was obtained.
Discussion between Mr. Hammack and Mr. Furness
and the President about whether it is the
first or second affidavit.
As a matter of fact, the duty of the police
was to carry out the enforcement of the Peace
Preservation Law, which was designed chiefly
as a measure to counteract communism.
THE PRESIDENT: " . . . Don't forget that we
are judges, not a jury. These are trifles..."
Mr. Furness further cross examined on the
purpose of the neighborhood association, etc.

1
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154 & 155

Prosecution Document No. 7005 and Prosecution
Document No. 7101; Mr. Donihi.
No. 7005 - "The Order of Restriction On Publication In Newspapers and Others".
No. 7101 - The Motion Picture Law of 1939.

1316

Objection by Mr. McCormack that no conspiracy
shown. "There is no conceivable way we can
figure out how they are material at this
time.:l
THE PRESIDENT: "The objection is overruled.
The documents are admitted. This is quite
usual in conspiracy cases. The connection is
very frequently shown even at the last minute."

1318

KI JUR 0
S K I D E H A R A
I am Minister of State. In 1931 I was Minister
for Foreign Affairs.

1319

1321

156

Mr. Cunningham objected to the document on
behalf of defendant OSHIMA and to the procedure under which the affidavit is received.
(1320) 1. The witness reads and speaks English and there is no reason why he should not
testify by direct examination to question and
answer.
2. By allowing the witness to testify
by affidavit in place of direct examination,
the Court in adopting this procedure, permits
the violation of one of the fundamental principles of the law of evidence.
THE PRESIDENT: "No long speeches; no sermons
here,'
"The laws of evidence do not
apply; you ought to know that by this time."
Mr. Cunningham - Instead of time being saved
it has been lost* This witness, of vital importance, should testify in his own words by
question and answer process.
TEE PRESIDENT: "There is a limit to the time
that I am obliged to allow you to spend on
fatuous objections, and every objection you
have made today is fatuous. I will hear you
no further, unless my colleagues otherwise
desire."
Mr. Cunningham - I have the further objection
that it places an undue burden upon the defense in this case
THE PRESIDENT: "Well, do shorten it and do
not talk so much."
Mr. Cunningham - "In easy words, this procedure places an undue burden on the defense.
. . , (1322)1 ask the Court to reconsider its
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previous ruling on this objection to this
affidavit procedure, and direct that the
prosecution carry on its investigation . examination - of the witnesses by the usual
procedure adopted for question and answer.
1322

THE PRESIDENT: "The Court has given the
fullest consideration to the admission of
these affidavits, and to this method of procedure on these affidavits. It is not likely
to change its opinion or its decision.
"All the objections are
overruled."
The examination of Baron SHIDEHARA continues.
I am now Minister without Portfolio in the
present YOSHIDA Cabinet. Prior to this I was
Prime Minister of Japan and I was Foreign
Minister in the HAMAGOUCHI Cabinet.

1323

Premier HAMAGOUCHI pushed through the ratifica
tion of the London Naval Treaty and in doing
so created strong opposition by the military
as the military felt he had transgressed the
Navy Chief of Staff's prerogative of supreme
command.
I was on the platform of the Tokyo Railway
Station when Premier HAMAGOUCHI was shot by
• a silly young man named SAGOYA. The investigation I made as acting Prime Minister established the motive of the assassin to be
dissatisfaction with the Naval Disarmament
policy of Premier HAMAGOUCHI.
I became Foreign Minister in the succeeding
Cabinet of Baron WAKATSUKE, Reijiro. This
cabinet was conciliatory and cooperative so
far as international affairs were concerned.
The outbreak of the Manchurian Incident in
1931 put a great strain on this foreign
policy.

1324

Shortly before the Manchurian Incident, I received confidential reports that the Kwantung
Army was engaged in amassing troops and bring
ing up ammunition and material for some
military purpose and knew action was contemplated by the military clique. The WAKATSUKE
Cabinet and myself, following the Manchurian
Incident, made every effort to control the
Army and prevent further territorial expansion, but I was unable to do so, I, as
Foreign Minister, was bitterly assailed in
the press and by ultra-nationalists and the
militarists for "SHIDEHARA'S weak-kneed
foreign policy." As a result of this the
Cabinet was forced to resign.
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1326

Cross examination by Mr. McCormack.
The Prime Minister appointed members of the
Cabinet xvhich he recommended to the Throne.

1327

General MI KAMI was War Minister in the HAMAGUCHI Cabinet. The HAMAGUCHI Cabinet generally reduced military expenditures. The War
Minister made every effort to cooperate with
the cabinet in making armament reductions and
General MINAMI was War Minister.

1331

General MINAMI was War Minister in the WAKATSUKI Cabinet. I think General ARAKI was
War Minister in the HAMA.GUCHI Cabinet. The
same political party controlled both cabinets.

1333

I believe that two divisions were decreased
during the HAMAGUCHI Cabinet and I believe
this reduction was not carried out during the
WAKATSUXI Cabinet. There were"rumors" that
the Kwantung Army was amassing troops and
ammunition and material for some military purpose - nothing official. No further action
was taken. I merely talked to War Minister
MINAMI and Premier WAKATSUKI. I am convinced
that General MI N A M did all in his power to
cooperate with me. I neither know nor have I
heard of any action which General MINA1II
might have taken while in the War Ministry.
Not only have I never heard any opposing
opinions from General MINAMI, but on the whole
he was in agreement with my own opinions.

1335

I did not intend to include General MINAMI
in the words "military clique". The "military
clique" was the younger officers whose names
I do not know.
I was born in 1872.

1336

A "As I said before, the government cannot
interfere directly with the Army but it may
convey to the Army through the War Minister
what the government thinks of any action the
Army might take so that by this means, to a
certain extent, the government is able to
have a say to control Army policy*"

1337

A "As you know, the Manchurian Incident began because of an incident on the railway •
near Mukden, and this incident developed
into the Manchurian Incident. In this affidavit I meant to prevent the further expansion of this incident and the government
made every effort in this line."

A "The War Minister reported to the Cabinet
that the Mukden Incident had been an act of
self-defense. Even so, the Cabinet considered that it was wrong that this affair should
be extended to other districts and bent every
effort to prevent this further expansion."
Further cross examination by Dr. Kiyose.
The cause of the outbreak of the Manchurian
Incident was brought to the Cabinet's attention through a report made by the Minister of
War 5 and it was on that basis that the Japanese report was made on this matter to the
League of Nations. I recall that on the 24th
of September the Cabinet adopted a resolution
saying that Japan had no territorial ambitions
and the Cabinet by no means had any idea of
territorial expansion and in that sense
issued the statement.
Cross examination continued along these lines.
A "The government as constructed had no
authority, no po\ver, directly to influence the
army and its actions one way or the other."
Further discussion on what was meant by
"cabinet was forced to resign".
THE PRESIDENT: "Dr. KIYOSE, I think a man of
your ability and experience should be able to
put shorter questions. You could have asked
ftiis witness if he knew of any other cause or
motive for the assassination than those stated
in the affidavit and left it at that,,"
I don't know of any other motive SAGOYA had
in assassinating HAMAGUCHI than that he was
very much dissatisfied with the disarmament
policy - there was no other motive and the
motive was not political. I have never heard
that SAGOYA had any relation With the military
clique.
A "He was in opposition to the Naval disarmament policy as being an infringement of
the Imperial prerogatives with reference to
the supreme command, and it is because of
that that he committed the act.
Further cross examination by Kiyoshi ITO.

I was Foreign Minister in 1925 - the cabinet
of KATO, Komei. My policy as Foreign Minister
was world peace and friendly relations between
China and Japan, I was criticized by both
sides. As it progressed, Chinese understanding
of my policy steadily increased. I came to
hold a view that China gradually began to
appreciate my policy. The Nanking Incident
of March 24, 1927 occured during my tenure of
office as Foreign Minister. This incident
consisted of the following:
"The Chinese Army in Nanking attacked Japanese
residents and especially the military officers
attached to the consulate at Nanking, and members of the consulate itself were wounded and
Japanese residents were looted and raped?"
"The Japanese residents in Nanking were plundered, and part of them were injured. But I do
not think any were killed. But this incident
not only affected the Japanese alone; all for- ~
eign nations in that area in China suffered
casualties and damages. According to my recollection, American and British nationals
suffered the largest casualties in wounded and
killed."
When the Nanking Incident broke out, British
and American warships off Nanking opened fire
for about an hour. Japanese warships then
anchored nearby did not fire a shot.
Anti-Japanese movements broke out frequently.
I don't recall whether incidents between
Japanese and Chinese numbered many hundreds or
scores but there were many5
Various incidents such as Marshal Chang Hsueh
Liang's Government oppressed and exploited
Japanese industries and economical enterprises
in Manchuria occured which I believe could be
solved. Various incidents in which an Army
officer was killed, or Koreans, about two
hundred, being maltreated by Chinese which
required police action. Such incidents
stimulated the Japanese people.

THE PRESIDENT: 'If that fails to give the required relief, further facts may be placed before us in a more convincing form, and we may
be able to make some further amendment of the
rules. But at present we think the proviso
should be added, and the proviso will be added
in the terms I stated this morning."
My sincerity in pursuing my foreign policy towards China was not appreciated sufficiently
by Chinese Government officials and the Chinese
people at large.
Mr. Charles Caudle.
I was Foreign Minister. Mr. SHIRATORI served
as Chief of the Bureau of Information during
the tenure of my office as Foreign Minister.
In the conduct of his office, he carried on
the duties thereof in full accordance with and
in line with the conciliatory policy as pertains to the international situation as laid
down by the WAKATSUKI Cabinet. "He definitely
and completely fulfilled the duties of his
office in line with the peace policy of the
WAZATSUKI Cabinet and met with the wholehearted approval of the Cabinet."
Mr. Justice Mansfield objected to the previous
procedure.
THE PRESIDENT: "I intend to refer the whole
matter to the Tribunal for their decision."
Cross examination by Dr. UZAWA. Statement
made by Dr. UZAWA that he had never seen such
an indictment; that it will expedite the
trial if the Tribunal is not bound by technical
rules of evidence.
Cross examination by Mr. Furness with respect
to China.
Special care was given so that our diplomatic
policy would be carried out in a conciliatory
and peaceful manner. It was called the friendship policy of the SHIDEHARA diplomacy.
It was a peaceful policy and not a war like
policy.
At that time Mr. SHIGEMITSU was Minister to
the Nanking government and he had been appointed on my recommendation. He had a very long
diplomatic career in China. I think he was
appointed Minister to China in my time.
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I had a very strong trust that he would carry
out my policy. When I was in office I was
completely satisfied that he made every effort
to carry out this policy.

1364

A "Prior to the Manchurian Incident the relations between Japan and China were not smootl"
The question of the moment, then, was how to
render the relations between the countries
smooth, and able and capable men were sought
out, and SHIGEKITSU was selected."

1365

1 didn't receive reports of the Kanchurian
Incident and activities of the Kwantung Army
from Mr. SHIGEMITSU.

1366

Soon after the Manchurian Incident broke out,
T. V. Soong and SHIGEMITSU conferred with each
other on questions as to how to settle the
Incidento After the Incident the plan was to
appoint representatives from both parties China and Japan - to work out an amicable solution to the Incident.

1368

Mr. Justice Mansfield objects to the showing o 1
a paper to refresh the witness's recollection.

1369

Mr. Furness - I think there is every difference
in the world between introducing a document
intoTevidence .and putting it into the hands of
the witness and asking him if it refreshes
his recollection on certain plans, and I make
no apologies for doing that, regardless of the
remarks of my learned friend from Australia
here 0

1371

THE PRESIDENT: "You cannot use it, Major Furness, until you have complied with the rules;
in view of the great length of the document."
26 June 1946

1374

I am convinced that Mr. SHIGEMITSU did his
best to localize the Incident and to end the
hostilities.

1375

The Cabinet and Foreign Office officials were
advised in advance of the movement of Japanese
troops in Manchuria.
The cabinet and the Foreign Office had no
control over such movements. (1376)

Cross examination by Mr. McCormack.
The WAXATSUKE Cabinet was not forced to resign
through any action by General MINAMI.
Cross examination by Capt. IQeiman.
The Privy Council has even less power than the
Cabinet to control the army0
Objection by Mr. Justice Mansfield against
second counsel cross examining. Sustained by
the full court. (1381)
Redirect examination. This was directed largely to making corrections of testimony.
I urged General MINAMI strongly that some steps
should be taken with reference to the Manchurian Incident, and he was in complete agreement
with me on my views. (1385)
The Manchurian Incident occurred after this
conversation with General MINAMI.
Objection by Mr. Warren to Prosecution crossexamining its own witness. Objection overruled
It is my opinion that the War Minister is
responsible for the actions and conduct of the
Army because he is the only one who could be
responsible. The cabinet received its information on the activities of the Army from the
'War Minister. All members of the Cabinet were
present when the policy was adopted to submit
it to the League of Nations,
As everyone knows, the Manchurian Incident did
not cease 0 And in spite of all the efforts of
General MINAMI, the Incident continued to develop and expand.,
General HONJYO was Commander-in-Chief of the
Kwantung Army and was not recalled.I have neve."" heard of any of the officers being
disciplined in any way. I know the army in
Korea reinforced to a certain extent the army
in Manchuria, (1393) The troops moved from
Korea into Manchuria without the Imperial
sanction.
The problem was never settled with the Chinese
government.
THE PRESIDENTs "Some limitation must be put
on then." (Cross examination)
Recross examination by Dr. ICIYOSE as to who is

responsible for the actions of the army.
According to my own understanding, the major
programs have to be decided by both, by the
Chief of Staff and the War Minister, after the
two have conferred with each other. (1397)
As to operational matters and strategic matters
the Chief of Staff was to obtain the sanction
from the Emperor but prior to that it was customary that he confer with the War Minister.
K O N O S U K E
S H I M I Z U
Document 11517
Objection by Mr. Brooks.
THE PRESIDENT: "All eleven Members of the.
Tribunal have determined to put a stop to this
prolixity in stating objections."
I became acquainted with KITA, Ikki about
1919 in Shanghai. He introduced me to Dr.
OKAWA, Shumei. We were in the habit of visiting the Kinryutei Inn where Dr. OKAWA "'met many
Army officers among whom was Colonel HASHIMOTO,
Kingoro of the Army General Staff*
(1403) He told me that he, along with other
Army officers including Colonel HASHIMOTO were
planning a revolution. My part in the plot
was to throw some bombs outside the Diet Building. I contributed 2,000 yen for this purpose.
Dr. OKAWA was to lead this mob into the Diet
and proceed, to take over the government. The
bombs would be obtained from the Army and
brought to my home where I hid them. Later
Dr. OKAWA told me that the plan had failed for
the reason that the military involved in the
plot had backed out.
We encountered General KOISO, Chief of the
Military Affairs Bureau and when we approached
him for the reason of the failure, he said
"It is a direct order from the Army that this
plot be abandoned," After this failure he told
me, when Dr0 OKAWA was drunk with saki, that
a number of other Army officers including
Colonel ITAGAKI, Vice Chief of Staff of the
Kwantung Army, would bring about an incident
in Mukden latere
Later when I got out of jail Dr. OKAWA was
busy organizeing Jimmu Kai, an ultra-nationalistic, rightist society which was to renovate the Japanese Government and expell the
white race from Asia and liberate the' Asiatic
people under the leadership of Japan.

Premier. Eis policy was also opposed by the
War Ministry. The War Minister was General
ARAia, Sadao; the Chief of the Military Affairs
Bureau was General KOISO.
On May 8, 1932, my father delivered an antimilitaristic speech at Yokohama in which he
condemned Fascism and praised the Democratic
way. He was assassinated one week later.
Cross examination by Mr. SUGAWARA.
Further cross examination by Mr. SA1 MONJI.
The court proceeded with a motion referred to
at Page of Record 1452. Discussion between Mr.
Justice Mansfield.
Mr. McCormack argued the matter, and the discussion was continued by Mr. McCormack, Mr.
Justice Mansfield and the President.
MR. McCORMACIC: "Does the Court suggest we present a separate motion on this question of the
confiscation of records, by the army here, of
the defendants?"
THE PRESIDENT: "I think you should come prepared with such a serious allegation."
THE PRESIDENT: ..."Confiscation of documents
by the army is a very serious charge. I do not
believe it." . . .
Further cross examination by Mr. SAMMONJI,
concerning the withdrawal of troops by Premier
INUKAI from Manchuria. Concluded on Page 1520.
Further cross examination by Mr. ITO.
The President terminated the cross examination,
as being of little value and not bringing out
anything in issue.
Further cross examination by Mr, HOZUMI as to
why the attempt to withdraw the army from
Manchuria failed. The answer was the opposition of the Army.
Cross examination by Mr. Furness.
I imagine that Mr. SHIGEMITSU made efforts to
darry out my father's policy with reference
to withdrawing the troops from Manchuria. I
can say that my father highly respected and
trusted Mr. SHIGEriTSU's efficiency and ability
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1534

Mr. Brooks makes a request for
further medical examination of OKAWA, Shumei.

1537

THE PRESIDENTS "We make an order in the same
terms as the first order, mutatis mutandis."
The President announced an order for the furthe:
examination of OKAWA on the same terns as the
first order.

1538

The President announced that a number of the
judges desire to hear further cross examination
of the witness on the matter they were discussing and it is not a matter to be determined
by a majority.
The witness states in detail as to what his
father did when he received the Imperial
Command and the views of his father, the PremieL

1545

In reply to a question by the Emperor, What
will you do if the army is against what you advocate", he said "Even if the entire army is
against me, I shall carry out this policy"
and during this audience the Emperor frequently
said that he hoped that the Manchurian Incident
would be stopped as quickly as possible and
before it spread any further.

1549

In response to Mr. McManus1s question the witness said "It was on my father's responsibility
that he finally recommended War Minister ARAKI
to the Emperor - General ARAKI -as- War Minister
My father was the one who finally recommended
General ARAKI.

1550

Redirect examination is made as to how General
ARAKI, as War Minister, was selected in some
way different than the ordinary way.

1553

1.555
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R E I J I R 0 _ W A K A T S U K I
Prosecution Document 11528.
I am 81 years of age, I was Prime Minister of
Japan from April 1931 to December 1931The first the Cabinet knew about the Mukden
Incident was on September 19. General MINAMI,
War Minister, reported that Chinese troops had
fired on Japanese troops at Mukden and their
fire had boer returned
The Cabinet instructed W;:; Minister MINAMI
thac the affair be terminated a*: once. The
following day MINIMI reported that for strategic and tactical reasons Japanese troops pursued

the Chinese troops into Chinese territory.
The affidavit continues further in relation to
this natter.
Cross examination by Mr. OKAMOTO.
My cabinet followed a line of policy laid down
by the HAMAGUCHI Cabinet.
I had fixed the policy in line with the retrenchment policy of the HAMAGUCHI Cabinet and
appointed a committee to study and draw up the
budget. My policy was the same as the EAMAGUCH
policy which was that of retrenchment.
General MIKAMI was not against retrenchment,,
As he knew a committee had been appointed to
investigate these measures, he wasn't against
any investigation carried out by this committee.
Further examination involving the calling of th,
Cabinet.
I have heard that War Minister MINAMI ordered
the Kempei-Tai or genaarmery to arrest younger
officers in the middle of October.
General MINAMI was present at alnost every
cabinet meeting and at every meeting that had
to do with the Manchurian Army - with the
activities of the Japanese /rmy in Manchuria.
I believe that General MINAMI agreed in the
unanimous opinion of the cabinet which opposed
any expansion of the Army.
The word "aggression" is used in the sense
that the Japanese Army in Manchuria continued
to expand against the wishes of the government.
It is a fact that in spite of the cabinet the
Manchurian Incident continued to spread and
expand.
I tried various ways to stop the action of the
Manchurian Army but without good results.
A lengthy explanation is made of this situation
1573 - 1582.
I did not call for the resignation of Home
Minister MINAMI. I do not believe that War
Minister MINAMI did anything in opposition to
the policy of the cabinetc
The War Minister is in charge of the administration of the Army and it is the Chief of the
General Staff that is in charge of the strategic and operational matters.

THE PRESIDENT: "I would like to commend the
Japanese counsel who has just concluded the
cross-examination on the way he has handled
the witness."
Cross examination by Mr. Furness.
In my Cabinet, the establishment of friendly
relations between Japan and China was considered to be the most important means for the
attainment of peace in Asia. rinhis has been the
consistent policy of my Cabinet.
Mr. SHIGEMITSU made every effort, as far as I
could see, to carry out that policy of friendship and neighborliness.
There is no mistake, generally speaking, with
respect to diplomatic matters, that Mr. SHIGEMITSU carried out the policy of the government.
Cross examination by Mr. Brooks.
The Military Affairs Bureau belongs to the
Ministry of War. It is concerned with politica
affairs and is not part of the General Staff.
Cross examination by Mr. TAKANO. Further discussed the general policy of the Premier.
I never, in public or private, discussed the
taking of an aggressive policy®
MR. LOGAN: "Do you know of any plan or conspiracy that was in existence by these accused,
or any other persons at the time you held your
office, to plan and wage wars of aggression, to
conquer China and the Pacific Ocean, and eventually the world?"
A "I have never heard of anything of the kind."

Redirect examination by Mr. Helm.
Because the Army was in Manchuria, unless expenses were disbursed, the army would be endangered. In view of this, I decided to make
disbursements for expenses.
The War Minister might have said that to me.
Mr. McKenzie discusses the motion asking for
a waiver of Rule 6 b(l).
Mr. Logan stacks the position ot the defense object.-: thereto,, and a2so discusses the matters
of Marquis ICIDO-s Diary.
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I602

1604

TPIE PRESIDENT; ". . . I t seems to me we ought to
grant this application on the same terms as the
application yesterday. The application is
granted on those terms.
163

K A Z U S H I G E

U G; A K I - Pros. Doc. 11516

I am 78 years oldc I was a Lt. General in the
Imperial Japanese Army and held the Portfolio of
Minister of Ware I ordered and succeeded in reducing the size of the Japanese Army. I became
War Minister in the EAMAGUCHI Cabinet. In February 19317 certain officers of the Military
Police reported that Dr. OKAWA, Shumei, was
. planning some kind of demonstration around the
Diet Building when the Diet would be in session.
1606

1610

In March 19315 I received a letter from Dr.
OKAWA, Shumei in which he suggested that I become
head of his movement to establish the Showa
Restoration.
Affidavit further goes into matters at that time
163, Part

2

Letter from OKAWA, Shumei read into evidence.

1614

Cross examination by Mr. McCormack.
I was one of the proponents of the government
policy of retrenchment.
I participated in the successful selection of
General MINAMI as War Minister.

1620

The military movements and actions overseas
come under the command of the Chief of Staff.
1 July 1946

1623

Relating to matters of the Supreme Command, the
Army Chief of Staff holds the highest position
next to the Emperor himself.
The relation in Manchuria between Japan and Chin
was very tense.

1624

After resigning as War Minister I was Supreme
War Councilor for three months and then went
to Korea as Governor General and was Governor
at the time of the Manchurian Incident.
Cross examination continued along, the same lines
by various Japanese counsel - concluded on
Page 1635^

Prosecution Document 1661. - Official record
of the Japanese Government of the Black Dragon
Society, the Society of the Emperor JIMMU and
the Production Party of Greater Japan.
Prosecution Document 1659. - Official document
of the Japanese Government, listing certain persons connected with Threatening Incidents.
FULIIO
G O T O
I was Minister for Home Affairs in the OXADA
Cabinet in 1936. The so-called Army rebellion
of 1936 occurred in Tokyo during this time. An
attempt was made by the insurgents to assassinat.
the Prime Minister Admiral OKADA. I acted as
interim Prime Minister for about three days. I
remember distinctly that Admiral OXADA and his
cabinet experienced difficulties with the Army.
Among the highest officer was General MINAMI.
In 1940 when Premier Prince KONOYE decided to
set up the Imperial Rule Assistance Association,
he asked my advice in formulating plans for this
organization.
Colonel IiA Shi MOTO occupied a position in the
General Affairs Committee.
Afterwards, no important political parties or
organizations existed. The result was to create
one important public organization, which controlled in its entirety throughout the country
by government officers who occupied some of the
high positions.
r

-Lhis organization was subsidized by government
funds to the extent of eight million yen per
annum.
Cross examination by Mr. HAYASHI.
I took part and was one of the directors of the
Imperial Rule Assistance Association, (IRRA)
Cross examination goes on in relation to the
purpose of the Imperial Rule Assistance Association and the connection of the witness with it.
HASHIMOTO soon resigned as director.
The difficulties with the Army were- first the
budget. Second, there seemed to be some elements hoping for internal reform. (165D
Cross examination by Mr. McManus.
I am presently in Sugamo Prison. I was there

on June 18, 1946 but I signed the affidavit wher.
I entered this building.
Cross examination by Mr « McCormack.
There is no special connection between the names
in the affidavit and the difficulty the cabinet
was having with the Army.
Further cross examination by Japanese counsel.
THE PRESIDENT: "We have all noticed a distinct
improvement in the organization of the defense,
so far as it can be judged from the cross-examinations r but it does occur to us that perhaps
a further distinct improvement could be made.
If it could be arranged that one Japanese counsel and one American counsel would cross-examine
each witness, that would give each counsel an
opportunity to examine or cross-examine a witness in turn. I do not expect a reply now,
but I do ask counsel to seriously consider that
course. Our purpose is to secure more effective
cross-examinations while saving time."
Further cross examination by Capt. Kleiman;
asked for explanation of "public association"
and "political association".
Baron HIRANUUA believed in the rightfulness of
parliamentary government.
Prosecution Document 451; Twenty pages excerpt
ed from same showing the scope and purpose of
the Imperial Rule assistance Association.
Prosecution Document 1658: Official file of
the Japanese Government - JIRAA. This file
begins 8 July 1942 and runs until late in 1945.
Attention is called to Page 5 and Page 6, being
a diagram of the March and October Incidents
and the participants therein.
Mr. Donihi offers film "Critical Period of
Japan"
At 1423 the film w£±s started upside down.
Film is to be shown later.

a
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Japan's lianchurian Aggression
1679-

Mr, Darsey makes opening statement.

1692

Mr. McKenzie calls attention to the fact that
the Covenant of the League of Nations is contained in Prosecution's Exhibit No. 23.
Mr. McKenzie reads into the record excerpt from
exhibit 57, known as the Lytton Report.
Page 1692 - 1720.

1690

2 July 1946
1722

Mr. Justice Mansfield discusses the matter of
the delivery of copies of' the -KUDO Diary.
Mr. Logan and the defendants object very strenuously to the fact that there is only one
Japanese copy of this diary that has been delivered. A*discussion between Mr. Justice
Mansfield, the President and Mr. Logan follows concluded on page 1725.

I73I

Mr. Logan objects to a screened translation.

1735

Mr.. Warren objects very strenously to the
paraphrasing of a document which has been
introduced in evidence.

1736

Mr. McKenzie, reading from the Lytton Report,
(1765) offers a statement issued by Baron
TANAKA on July 7, 1927Prosecution Document
1410, Exhibit I69. Attention is called to
the first two paragraphs and paragraph 5? 6,
7, and 8 of this document.

1765

169

1766

Mr. McCormack inquires as to where the document was obtained and objects to "rough translation" c

1768

170 &
171

Prosecution Document 760. Exhibit Number 170
refers to fact that in 1928, Japan regarded
Manchuria as n part of China. Exhibit Number
171 is Foreign Minister Baron TANAKA.1 s speech
at the 56th Session of the Imperial Diet.

1772

172

Prosecution Document 1625 - Official Announcement No. 4 of May 18, 1928.

173

Prosecution Document 1626 - Instructions given
to Baron HAYA3HI on his visit to Mukden in
August of 1928.

Mr. McKenzie roads from Exhibit 173.
Mr. McICenzie further reading from the Lytton
Report. Concluded at Page 1801.
Prosecution Document 2007 - Report of Proceed
ings, Hearing held before Joint Committee on
the Investigation of the Pearl Harbor Attack
reading from statement of Mr. Hull, page 1076
Mr. Warren asks the defense be permitted to
read excerpts from the same document which
has heretofore been introduced in evidence.
Denied by the President.
K E I S 2 1 1
0 K A D A - Prosecution
Document No. 1749.

THIRD SECTION
MANCHURIAN PHASE
Presented byMr. John Darsey
Page of
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1810-1812
1814

Exhibit
175

OKADA, Keisuke.
Affidavit.

Prosecution Document #1749.

"I was born in 1867.
I was graduated from
the Naval Academy in 1899. Held intermediate
offices in Navy. Admiral, Member of Supreme
War Council, 1924. Commander-in-chief of
Combined Fleet, 19?4. Minister of Navy in
TANAKA Cabinet, 1927. Minister of Navy in
SAITO Cabinet, 1932. Premier, March 1934.
(p. 1815). Through official channels and
the various supports that the head of a
Government receives, I took such official
action as was proper under the circumstances,
(p.1816). While I was Minister of the Navy
in the TANAKA Cabinet, Japan claimed to have
acquired substantial rights and interests in
Manchuria. It was our policy in collaboration with Manchurian authorities to expand
and develop such rights and in this policy
the TANAKA Cabinet was considerably more
energetic than its predecessor, (p. 1817)
TANAKA planned to collaborate with Chang
Tso-lin. While Chang was opposed to many
Japanese demands. TANAKArs bargaining and
trading power with him lay in the support
which Japan might lend to his leadership in
Manchuria. "
(The subsequent pages of this affidavit give
the attitude of the Navy and War Ministries
in relation to activities in connection with
the aggressive attitude of Japan in Manchuria
and the relation of TANAKA to Chang Tso-lin;)"and after his murder, the influence of the
Army with respect to Manchuria grew stronger.
OKAWA, Shumei was carrying on his propaganda,
(p.1821). When I came into the SAIHD Cabinet
as Minister of the Navy in 1932, I learned
that the Mukden Incident of September 18, 1931
was plotted and arranged by the clique in
the Kwantung Army, which was completely out
of control by the government, (p. 1822).
The Manchurian Incident did not take any
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enlightened public official of Japan by
any surprise. The Korean Army participated in this occupation without any
Imperial sanction. This became known as
the 'dressing the Border1 Incident. The
SAITO Cabinet and my Cabinet were known
as TNavy Cabinets'. The Army resented
bo+h. The Army knew these Cabinets were
formed to prevent the m i l i t a r y from having
their way. Many disturbances occurred,
culminating in the attempt at my assassination in February, 193&, which resulted
in the assassination of my brother-in-law,
Mr. MATSUO. (p. 1824). After the occupation of Manchuria the Kvrantung Army was
the real government there, although a socalled government was set up in early 1933?
whose independence was supposedly recognized by Japan. The Army was completely
without the control of the Japanese Government until the Great War in 1941"(p.1825).

1812-1825
(cont'd)

1827-

1831

176

Prosecution Document #11525* This is the
second affidavit and follows along lines
of the one of No. 175.
"There was a general tendency in the Army
to expand on the continent of Asia.
Premier TANAKA sent a representative to
Chang Tso-lin to obtain important railroad
concessions for opening up new lines. It
was important .that Chang Tso-lin be kept
in Manchuria and not in Peking. He
started for Mukden and on the way was
killed by the blowing up of a railway
bridge, (p. 182?). *he Army was getting
out of hand and a conference was had with
the Emperor. Premier TANAKA instructed the
War Minister to proceed with the punishment of the persons responsible for the
killing of Chang Tso-lin but General
SHIRAWAKA was unable to do so. B^ reason
of this failure, Prime Minister General
TANAKA resigned. This proved the Kwantung
Army was more powerful than the Japanese
Government." (p.1829)
(The affidavit further goes on to speak
of difficulties with the Army while he was
- 2 -
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1832-1835

1837-1838

1841

Exhibit
176

ITavy Minister in the SAITO Cabinet.)
"When I became Prime Minister of Japan in
I934 the power of the Army was increasing,
(p. 1830) On February 26, 1936, 22 officers
and some 1400 men revolted against the
Government and terrorized Tokyo for
days.
The Premier's official residence. the Diet
Building, the Home and War Offices, the
Metropolitan Police and General Staff
Buildings were besieged. My Finance Minister
Lord Keener of the Privy Seal, and General
WATAUABE were killed." (p. I83I)
Cross-examination
Dr. Kiyose.
"General TANAKA's positive policy in
Manchuria was not to be by force but was to
be made peacefully. At that time Japan was
greatly over-populated, and if it did not
expand somewhere the situation would have
been terrible. The United States tried to
avoid Japanese immigration by restricting
them; and I have heard that there was a
tacit understanding that instead of expanding in other directions Japan could expand
in Manchuria p e a c e f u l l y . ( p . 1834) I think
that the TANAKA plan was first to advance
peacefully into Manchuria, and then by degrees into China, (p. 1835) I have never
seen what is called the TANAKA memorandum.
I am sincerely convinced that such memorandum does not exist. I believe that TANAKA
had no such policy."(p. 1835)•
3 JULY
Discussion by the Prosecution, Mr. Yamaoka,
Dr. Kiyose, Mr. Warren, Mr. Mattice, with
relation to Defense attorneys and the situation of Defense.
The President: "A copy of this part of the
proceedings will be sent to the Supreme
Commander, for wuch action as he deems fit
to take. We may later make a recommendation.
At present I do not feel inclined to make any

- 3 -
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184-2

Application by the Prosecution for exemption from compliance with Rule 6(b)(1),
in relation to hundreds of depositions and
several reports to show the conduct of the
Japanese Army in and out of battle in the
Pacific.
The President: "As I took many of these
depositions and made two reports as sole
commissioner, and a third report in conjunction with Mr. Justice Mansfield, I decided that the appropriate authority to
deal with the application would be the
whole Tribunal."
Mr. Justice Mansfield makes argument in support of this motion, (p. 1842-184^).

1846

Mr. McCormack objects strenuously on behalf
of the defendants, (pp.1846-1847).
Further argument by Mr. Warren, Mr. Logan,
Mr. Furness, Dr. Kiyose and Mr. Levin,
(p. 1853). Reply by Justice Mansfield,
(p. 1857). The matter was taken under
consideration by the Court.

1858

OKADA, Keisuke. Cross-examination resumed.
"The p o l i c y of the TANAKA Cabinet was to
concentrate immigration to Manchuria and
Chosen. It was silently agreed to by
America."

i860

The President: "I shall give the Court's
decision on the application made this
morning by the prosecution in respect of
certain affidavits taken showing the conduct of the Japanese in Pacific warfare.
The whole affidavit should be lodged with the
Secretariat quam primum,so that the defense
may have ample time to note and copy any
partis they may wish to put in evidence when
they come to lead Tthe defense case. The
defense must be assured facilities to copy
these parts. The prosecution will then put
in evidence the excerpts they have chosen.
Within one month of the production of the
excerpts the prosecution will furnish to the
defense complete copies of all the affidavits
from which excerpts have been taken. We
understand that the excerpts will be made
available within the next few days."

-

4

-

Objections to ruling by Mr. Smith and
Mr. McCormack.
The President: "We direct the prosecution
to give you their addresses to the best of
their ability,"
Cross-examination by Dr. Kiyose continued,
"Disposal of illegal acts by the Japanese
Army is within the scope of the War Minister
and not the Prime Minister. From the time
of its very formation the TANAKA Cabinet
was confronted with many difficult problems,
not only the killing of Chang Tso-lin but
the Anti-War Pact which was concluded
shortly after that. (p. l863)...When I
speak of a 'puppet government' I mean a
government which would function under
Japanese supervision, (p. 1865)....The
leaders in the military, both Army and Navy,
have tried their utmost to control these
elements but could not succeed. The policy
of the SAITO Cabinet was to expand and develop in Manchuria without resort to arms.
The Navy established a resident Naval Office
in Manchuria to become familiar with the
situation there."(p. 1868)
Mr. Justice Mansfield calls attention to
what appears to be an inconsistency in the
order of the Court.
OKADA, Keisuke.

Further cross-examination.

The President: "This witness has testified
to matters of the gravest importance but
the cross-examination has been largely
directed to trivialities. ^Te are here to
be assisted and this is not the way to help
us."
Cross-examination by Mr. Warren.
"I heard of a gentlemen's agreement with the
United States from Prime Minister TANAKA
but I did not see the agreement....My entire
testimony about the murder of Chang Tso-lin
is hearsay."
Further cross-examination by Mr. Ito (p.1879
Mr. Ohta (p. 1882) and Mr. Takano (p. 1886),
"The administrative policy of the SAITO
Cabinet was the control or supervision of
the military, the economy of expenditures,
and relief to the farming population. It
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1875-1888
(cont'd)

,

1890

follows that the officials in the Finance
Ministry who had charge of drawing up the
budget faithfully performed their duties
in line with this reduction of expenditure policy and the reduction of military
expenses. I think it is an undeniable
fact that the defendant KAYA, Okinori
also faithfully carried out his duties in
line with this policy, (p.1887) KAYA,
Okinori tried to economize on state
expenditures. The Havy was never opposed
to the Army but it was opposed to a
small group of younger officers in the
Army."(p. 1888)
Cross-Examination by Captain Kleiman.
"At the time of my Cabinet Manchuria had
already been occupied and there was no
way of opposing it. Even under the SAITO
Cabinet Manchuria had already been occupied. "

1891

"I think Manchuria was recognized in 1932.
When the Privy Council voted in favor of
recognition of Manchukuo, I would have to
be there if a meeting was called in the
presence of the Emperor."

1892

"I had the right "bo oppose but I did
nothing to oppose the occupation of
Manchuria."
The President: "I would like to say before
the recess that perhaps I have been unduly
severe on cross-examining counsel. After
all, the stature of this witness and the
magnitude of the events to which he testifies^ may make cross-examination difficult
if not impossible."

1894-1896

Further cross-examination
"I thought I was doing a good deed for
Manchuria in voting for recognition. I
h3d hoped to bring happiness, both to the
people of Manchuria and the people of
Japan. It is a fact that the Privy
Council never opposed a Cabinet with the
exception of one time which occurred

- 6 -
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I894-I896
(cont'd)

during the WAKATSUKI Cabinet, (p. 1895)
I do not recall attending a meeting
wherein the defendant HIRANUMA vehemently
opposed Japanese entrance into war against
the United States and Britain, "(p. I896)

1896

Cross-examination by Mr. Brooks.
"Practically all the information was obtained. after the event had occurred, by
investigations. In relation to OKAWA
conducting a propaganda campaign, it was
started on the basis of rumors. The
basis for the statement was that public
rumor at that time was not very favorable
concerning OKAWA. (p. 1898).
It is
public knowledge concerning the March
Incident. I am talking about the internal
revolution where they used some fire
crackers in a demonstration. What I say
is a matter which was investigated under
my direction through all the agencies
available to the SAITO Government, (p.
1900) As to everything being based on
rumor, there have been an abundance of
evidence but all of these have been
burned, (p. 1900) There were rumors that
the Manchurian Incident was 'the straw
that broke the camel's back', "(p. 1901.

1902

Cross-examination by Mr. Okamoto.
"I think I conferred with War Minister
ARAKI about the Navy budget. War
Minister ARAKI at the time is the defendant ARAKI who is here now. I think I was
very grateful at the big-hearted attitude
of the Army and proffered deep thanks to
War Minister ARAKI. (p. 1902)...It was a
fact that the Army took a very humble
attitude towards the Navy. (p. 1903)....
As Prime Minister, in accordance with the
stipulations of the treaty, I abrogated
the Washington Naval Limitation Treaty.
The national situation was such that the
step had to be taken, (p. 1904) I thought
the step was proper to abrogate the London
Naval Treaty in 1936. I believed that even
though the treaty might be abrogated,disarmament could be carried out under some
other method."
- 7 -
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Cross-examination by Mr. McManus.
"Inasmuch as the Minister of War had
made special efforts to provide for the
allotment, special thanks were called
for. In making special efforts to
provide for my allotment he reduced his
own allotment." (p. 1909)

- 8 -
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1,911

177

1,917

1.921

5 July 1946 - KhilSUK2, Okada - I know that the
plot for the Manchurian incident was carried out by several of the younger officers
of the Kwantung Army ( 1 , 9 1 6 ) . Doc 490
MR. SACKETT - This is a book written by the
accused, HASHIMOTO, in 1940 end reads
excerpts from book marked Doc 4^03. (lglB1920}.

176

The prosecution offers the diary of the
accused, Marquis KIDO.

1.922

MR. FURNESS - The defense objects to the offer
of the entire diary. Further discussion
between Mr. FURNESd and Mr. SACKETT.

1.924

ME. FIMTESS-As ..to the defendants SHIG^ITSU
and uMEZU, "I object on the grounds that
conspiracy has not been^proved, on the
relevancy and competency and materiality
of these excerpts." MR. SACKETT - "If the
Court please, we charge conspiracy among, al
defendants. V.e offer to connect all the
defendants with the conspiracy in the
course of this trial. And we offer these
statements in the diary of Marquis KIDO
in evidence as a statement of co-conspiratc
made in the course of conspiracy. We offer
them with the understanding that the other
defendants will be connected up with the
conspiracy.Tt

1.925

TJ-L, PRESIDENT - "These documents are submitted
subject to the usual terns. That is the
expression. The terms will be subject uo
all just exceptions that are taken,
o^ption is now taken on specified grc»m&3«
Those exceptions will be considered."
MR. SACA^TT - Ve~offer to prove by these excerpts
the greet increase in the power of the
•Japanese army between July and October 193-
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1.930

13 July had lunch with Messrs H A R A D A , T A G W K I ,
S A X A L and OKABE at Tokyo Club ( 1 , 9 2 7 ) .

Mr. HAKI-IDA reported the army more unyielding than ever -- V»ar Minister to see the
Emperor on the 14th or 15th. I thought tha
I should report this to the -^ord Keeper
of the Privy Seal
August 7th, learne
about latest political conditions and
especially of the plot to be carried out
in army circles during the middle of March
It is becoming very obvious that
the army will carry out a certain type of
plot. Luring the middle of March plan
drafted at official residence of I'«ar
Minister to bring about political change
by Major Generals KOISO, T^TXSKAWA and
(1,928) NINOMIYA with Lieutenant Colonel
ILaSHIMOTO. They planned to send Lieutenant
Colonel SUZUKI to MORI of the SEIYUKAI
party, conveying their plot confidentially.
This was given up, however, by the advice
of S U Z U K I , who (entertained fears) for the
sake of the army.

MR. LOGAN - Request the ruling with reference to
the reading of excerpts from this diary.
THE PRESIDENT - Your position will not be prejudiced if you defer your objection to the
extent that you propose.

1.931

The affair that made Mr. UGAKI the leader, was
that of March 20. Certain SHIMIZU of
Taikosha was supplied with thirty bombs.

1.934

L'oe 1,632D - September 9, 1931. Held conference
at the residence of Prince K0N0YE. This
plot has been suspended once. A thought of
this kind will not disappear altogether,
but will reappear whenever an opportunity
presents itself because of the motives of
this plot as indicated herein.

1.935

Loc 1.632F - September 10, 1931. Lunch with
Messrs OKABE, CD* and TANI at Prince K0N0YE'
house. Mr. TANI told us about the China
affair and thought self defensive action
mi§ht be unavoidable according to the developments in the future. I agree with it
in general.
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1.936

Doc 1 , 6 3 2 E - September 1 2 , 1 9 3 1 .
Doc 1 , 6 3 2 - 1 ,
September 1 9 , 1931.. At 1:30 P.M. went to
see the Jmperor. I was told that our army
would not try to enlarge the situation but
would stop any further action when it founc
itself in an advantageous position. A tele
phone call came from Mr. HARrtDA telling me
to meet at the official residence of the
Minister of the Imperial Household at 8:30.
Hie Minister of the Imperial Household, the
Grand Chamberlain and Mr. HARADA were there
Mr, KiUiaDA reported that he was called by
the P R E F C I MINISTER at about 6:30 and that
he was asked about the state of affairs.
He said that the army's attitude was very
strong. He added that in regard to the
policies decided upon by the cabinet, the
Fiu£MIER seemed to be worrying because the
army was not driving it home thoroughly.
The P 1 . E M I E R , therefore, wanted to find the
best way for controlling the army.

1.937

Doc 1,632.? - September 2 1 , 1 9 3 1 .
The Lord
Keeper of the Privy Seal, the Grand Chamber
lain and Vice-Grand Chamberlain, the head «.
the Army Aide-de-camp and I gathered in th
room of the Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal
and conferred about the China and Manchuku
conflict
H A R . H D A transmitted Prince
S A I O N J I ' S words to be cautious about his
(KANAYA) answer when KANAYA, the Chief of
the General Staff would £0 to see thh I'mper or to explai.i why the Korean Army had
advanced into Ivlanchukuo without the ampere
sanction.

1.938

D: c I j 632-T - September 22, 1931. The jump ^ or
has expressed saci.sfaction to the Minister
of \ ar of the government policy to strive
not to extend further the Manchurian incident, J-ne army is reported to have been
•.iidigicnt at the emperor's opinion and it
•jat d3C4.ded among us that the Emperor had
better not say anything further about the
Manehurian poli cy.
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1,939

Doc 1632K - September 23, 1931. As to the
cause of the railway explosion, the most
important point of the whole affair was noexplained clearly. Doc 1632L - September
29, 1931. I visited the Lord Keeper of th;.
Privy Seal at his residence and reported
what I had heard from HAR^DA last night;
namely, what the Chief of the ^rmy G-eneral
Staff had told to the PREMIER, "Chances art
the army is compelled to send troops to tht
Yangtze River area. If this happens, he(lc
does not want the trouble regarding the
reversion of Supreme Command — that is to
say, the Government shall not interfere wi'
the prerogative of the Supreme Command of
the army." Loc 1632M - October 1, 1931.
Visit to Mr. E*iuJ)A, Prince KONOYE and"
Mr. SHIKATORI and we discussed and consult
upon the militarist's secret plot. The
combination of the middle class elements
of the army is likely to be pretty tight,
and the plan to break down the present
political party system by means of effecting a coupd7etat and to administer nationa
affairs under dictatorship has been made
secretly ever since the 2nd year of ohowa
era (1927). This is a serious problem ind
It will be impossible for our statesmen an
politicians to realize the danger of such
a problem. It is very difficult to devise
a counter measure. Anyway, it will be
necessary to guide those militarists so th
they won't cause the nation a serious dame
and unnecessary sacrifice

1,941

Doc 1632N, October 5, 1931. Doc 16320, October
6, 1931. The PRIME MINISTER seemed to hav
talked about the serious situation to the
Lord Keeper. The thing worrying the PRIME
MINISTER is that there is a risk of head-o
collision with the army about the question
of the other party with whom to negotiate
the Manchurian problem. Doc 1632~P, Octoh
7 ; 19)1
* e ht.ard the opinions of the cuz
rent problem of the Army Department from
L t . Colonel SUZUKI, Activities in which
Lt. vjlonel SUZUKI takes part do not inter
to carry out the national reformation immediately, but it is to save the situation
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if something does happen in the future,
such as the outbreak of rebellion among t:
young officers. Doc 1 6 3 2 - ^ j October 1 4 ,
1931 (1,942).
The plots of the army are
progressing rapidly. Doc 1 6 3 2 - R , October
15, 1 9 3 1 . The Chief of the Information,
S K I H A T O R I , Chief of the Maintenance Burea,
E A Y I I S K I , and I had a conference on the
situation. EaYASHI, "In order to reach
prompt solution, it will be necessary to
create a new regime in Manchuria."

1,943

MR. LLVIN calls attention of the Tribunal to
tho fact that already in the diary there }
appeared the name of Chamberlain S U Z U K I
and Lieutenant Colonel S U Z U K I .
Throughou*
these proceedings there will appear the ncf S U Z U K I ; and I simply want to direct th<
attention of the Tribunal that the defendant is Lieutenant Colonel S U Z U K I , Teiichi
subsequently Lieutenant General, so that
no confusion may be had with respect to tl
person who is mentioned in any of these
proceedings.
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TANAKA, RYUKICHI
(This witness was the strongest
witness of Prosecution to date,
and for the first time directlyconnected certain of the defendants with the Manchurian Incident
and some phases of the alleged con
spiracy.)
I served in the Japanese Army from
1914 to 1942, in various capacities
as indicated.
;Mc.1cr General at the time of dismissal, Chief of the Military Servicr
Bureau, War Office, Tokyo, December
l%0o
(1946-1947)
One of the principal duties of the
Military Service Bureau is to control and supervise morale and morals
of the entire army, and control of
the prior records and investigations.
Chang Tso-lin was a Chinese Marshal
who died in Mukden in 1928. (1948)
An official investigations of this
killing was conducted in 1942 at
Ichigaya. I read various documents
in the urgent file of the Chief of
the Bureau in reference to the May
15 Incident, the February 26 Incident , among which these documents
were found. I was Chief of the
Military Service Bureau. The record
was found .i:i 1942, and the report wa.
made in approximately 1928. (1949)
Major General MINE orepared the report - Exhibit 180
(1950)
The official report stated the killing was planned by Senior Staff Officer, Colonel KAWAMOTO, Kwantung
Army, (195D in accordance with the
policy of the TANAKA Cabinet to secure an early settlement of Manchurian problems, endeavored to disarm
Chinese troops retreating from Mukden in direction of Peiping and
Tsientsin, in the direction of Kinsh\
or Chinchow. Tne purpose was to get
rid of Marshal Chang Tso-lin and to
set up a new state separated from th
Nanking Government with Chang Hsuehliang as leader; in other words,
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to create a new state under Japanese
control, a state of peace and order
which later became Mnnchukuo.
The plan was banned by the TANAKA
Cabinet.
On June 3, 1927, the train which departed from Peiping was blown up,
and.as a result Chang Tso-lin died.
This dynamiting was carried out by
officers. The mustering of the
forces of the Kwantung Army was stoppad by Lieuter.ant General SATTO.
The report disclosed that the purpose
of killing Marshal Chang Tso-lin was
to eieate a nev» regime of peace, law
and tranculity of the north by separating that area from the Nanking
Government, and also by getting rid
of the war lords whose influence prevailed in Manchuria. The leport disclosed che number of people involved,
I talked to Colonel KAWAMOTO about
the killing of the Marshal, in 1935
(1953)
In my conversation with him he told
me about the plan of the Kwantung
Army concerning Manchuria.
MR. McMANUS: If your Honor please, I
object. It is strictly hearsay.
THE PRESIDENT; It is hearsay, but hearsay is admissible, It is admitted
for whatever probative value it has.
The objection is over-ruled. (1954)
I was attached to the Army General
Staff in 1922. During a conversation with Captain OZAKI he said
th'it he had issued a mustering up
order at the command of Colonel
KAWAMOTO, but that he was reprimanded by the Chief of Staff of the
Kwantung Army, SAITO, who said what
was the necessity of using the Kwantung Army against such a weak army
as that of the Chinese.
(1957)
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Testifying about the situation and
attitude in the spring of 1931, sine
the fall of 1928 after Chang Hsuehliang had succeeded Chang Tso-lin as
leader of Manchuria,
(1958)
There were elements in the army
advocating Japanese occupation of
Manchuria.,
There was no advocacy of an independ
on" 3race in Manchuria, but when the
situation had reached such a state
that diplomatic negotiations were of
no avail, it was the stand of the
members of the army that armed force
should be resorted to in driving out
tne Chinese forces from Manchuria
and to sec up a new regime under Jap
anrse control, a regime of peace and
order.
(1959)
To my knowledge there were civilians
advocating the same thing, "'This was
my friend OKAWA, Shumei."
The strongest advocate of what I ha"*,
testified to was Major General TATEKAV A, among civilians it was a group
centered around OKAWA, Shumei, Other
advocating this strongly from the
Spring of 1931 was HASHIMOTO % Kingor
The leaders of this policy in tho
Kwantung Army were Colonel ITAGAKI
AIJD Lieutenant Colonel ISHIHARA,Kan
(I960)
The HASHIMOTO that I mentioned is
one of the accused in this caselikewise OKAY A and ITAGAKI. (1961)
The organization of Sakura-kai was
organized in the storing of 1931»
(196.1)
The officers were from the Inspectoi
General of Military Education, the
V'ar Office and the General Staff.
Their rank, lieutenant colonels and
majors, also five or six officers
from the navy. The membership increased following its organization
in the spring of I931 with students
from the Army Staff College and tne
Artillery Engineer School.
(1962)
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I am farnilar with the facts and
circumstances of the Manchurian
Incident which took place on September 18, 1931. It came about as
a result of a plan, as distingu.ishe
from being spontaneous.
(1965
Leaders in Japan at that time was
the Chief of the Second Division
of the Army General Staff, the then
Major General TATEKAWA; leader of
Sa/.ma-Kai, the then Lieut. Colonel
HASHIMOTO: and among civilians, a
group undor the leadership of OKAWA
Shumei.
Leaders in the Kwantung Army
the Chief of Staff, the then
ITAGAKI, and Deputy Chief of
lieutenant Colonel ISHIHARA,

were
Colone;
Staff,
Kanji.

HASHIMOTO, OKAVA and ITAGAKI mentioned are each accused'in this case

(19w6)

Thn witness then stated that the
stories told by ITAGAKI, HASHIMOTO
and Cho are all different. The pla and objective was to find a solutic
to this internal situation in Japan
To carry out this purpose it was th
intent to destroy the Chinese war
lords then in Manchuria, to set up
a new country based on the kingly
way and maintaining peace, order
and tranquility, a country inseparably bound in cheir relationships
between Japan and Manchuria, a
country under the control of Japan.
(196?)
I mentioned HASHIMOTO, "He is my
friend1', and he Is now in the court
room today. I served with him as a
colleague in the Army General Staff
office.
(1968)
He told me that the Manchurian Incj.fent was planned by the Kwantung
Army, and that in accordance with
this plan he would assist and support the Incident. It was the plan
to exploit Manchuria, but he urged
that a new and independent state be
created in order to avoid inter-
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national complications. He involve
in the plan Major General TATEKAWA.
(1969)
He told me that the object was to
make of Manchuria a base from which
to bring about the revival of Asia.
(1970)
(Again testifies the purpose of the
Kwantung Army's intention to occupy Manchuria.)
H/iSH'CMOTO was chief of the Russian
Section, Second Division, General
Staff office in Tokyo.
(1971)
I learned of the Octobcr Incident
from Captain CHO, when he visited
in Shanghai in June, 1932. He
stated that the purpose of the October Incident was to cleanse the
ideological and political atmosphei
of rhat time, which v/as extremely
corrupted; to renovate internal
Japanese politics by assassinating
the leaders of the government at
that time; to set up a new renovated government, and thereby save
the nation; and then to bring about
unity among the people in order to
secure their unanimous support of
the settlement of the Manchurian
situation. HASHIMOTO told me
oxactly what CaDtain CHO had told
him.
(1973)
HASHIMOTO said that Dr. OKAWA was
Chairman of the Board of Directors
of -che East Asia Economic Research
Bureau of the South Manchurian
Railway, Limited.
(1974)
HASHIMOTO told me that ISHIHARA,
and ITAGAKI were key figures in
tha Kwantung Army, HASHIMOTO told
me that the events that happened
the night of September 18, 1931
was the result of the plan described to me.
(1975)
The occupation which followed the
night of September 18 was the result of the plan (continuing explanation of the plan)
(1976)
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Further explanation of the plan of
the SAKURA-KAI.
"I know Dr. OKAWA, he is a friend
of mine.1'
(1978)
He stated by all means Manchuria
must be separated from the Nanking
government, and place the new area
under Japanese control (and con- tinurs along the same general line
(1979 & 198
I talked to Dr. OKAl^A after he had
been released from prison in Ncveir
bfr 1934, in Tokyo, he said the
Manchurian Incident was a result
of planning, He said that the independence of Manchuria, which he
had as an ideal since his youth,
was the first step in the emancipation of Asia.
(1981)
Continuing about OKAWA*s propagandizing.
(1982)
He spoke of the occupation of
Manchuria as a result of a plan
disclosed to me the night of September 18, and said it progressed
smoothly, without a hitch, becaus
of the fact that it had been well
planned and prepared beforehand.
(1983 & 1984
I know the accused ITAGAKI, and 1
am very much indebted to him.
(1984^
When I talked to him in June, 19:
he said Manchuria should be placc
under Japanese control by all
means. He spoke about the use of
force to accomplish this result.
(He then stated at length as to
what he said J
(1985, 1986-8;
I heard from General ITAGAKI aftthe Incident.
(1987)
When ITAGAKI was stationed in
Hsinking I had occasion to see h:
on official duty daily,
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In speaking of guns, the conversation arose to the effect that in a
war it was necessary to strike against the enemy's weakness and to overwhelm the enemy, and continued along
these lines - pages 1988 and 1989.
Colonel NAGATA suggestion of installation at Mukden, which was complete
on or about September 10. The insta.
lation should be kept top secret.
(1990)
There was a garrison of the Infantry
in Mukden. The range was fifteen
miles, which would reach the particular spot on the S'outh Manchurian
Railway where the explosion occurred
"••From your knowledge of the location
where the guns were installed, are
you able to state whether the guns
had sufficient range that their fire
might reach the particular spot on
the South Manchurian Railroad where
the alleged explosion occurred on th
night of September 18? "Yes." (1991;
He advocated control of Manchuria
and explained control.
(1993)
As Senior Staff Officer had no control, but through the Chief of Staff
as well as the Assistant Chief of
Staff of the Kwantung Army it may be
said that he was one of the foremost
and leading figures in the construct
ion of Manchukuo. He was highly
trusted and respected by people in
Manchuria and Japan and by virtue of
the fact that Japan - the Kwantung
Army had internal control, under the
Japan-Manchukuo Treaty, he exercised
very skillfully the internal affairs
of that state.
' (1993)
Described how ITAGAKI exercised control over Manchukuo.
(1994-1996)
ITAGAKI had no direct relationship
with the economic control of Manchukuo*, he closely guided the General Affairs Department of Manchukuo
which was headed by HOSHINO
(1997)'
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MR. McMANUS: "If the Tribunal please,
many of these questions are leading.
Cannot the prosecutor here ask the
witness what control ITAGAKI had
over Manchukuo. Now he is going
into each separate phase. They are
all leading questions. I think it
is time we should note our objection
THE PRESIDENT: "Well, I uphold that
objection, I noticed they were
]easing an hour ago* I think some
attempt should be made to observe
the rules. We are not bound by the::
but in the case of a witness like
t.his, who doesn't need any leading,
I think it would be just as well to
CDserve the rules."
(1997 & 1998;
Manchukuo then was not completely
independent and described that.
(1998 & 1999
KOSHINO is one of the accused.
(2000)
PRESIDENT: "Somewhat formal and even
dramatic, but, nevertheless, quite
unnecessary."
MR. McMANUS: "If your honor please, I
realize that hearsay testimony is
admissable here. However, it appear
to me that conversation with a dead
man, to be recorded here, is highly
irregularc"
*

THE PRESIDENT: "Oh, that doesn t make
any difference. It is going to be
difficult to check conversations wi'
a man who is dead. Nevertheless, t
evidence is admissible for our purpose. The objection is overruled."
(2002)
Speaks further about placing Manchukuo under Japanese control.
(2002-03-04)
I talked with General TANAKA on the
night of September 18? 1931- He
told me he was expecting the outbreak of the Manchurian Incident .
(200?)
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Also that the time was approaching
when Japan can do what she desires
to do with Manchuria. However, on
the 15th or 16th of September a
cable was received from Foreign Minister SHTDAHARA from the Japanese
Consul General in Mukden reporting
the fact that a company commander o:
a patrol unit in Fushin had said the
within a week a big incident would
break out. Foreign Minister SHIDAHAHA brought this matter to the attention of the 1*'ar Minister MI NAM!
arid strongly protested against the
report that he had on hand. As a
result MINAMI ordered General TAKEKA'.Yr to go to Mukden as a special
emissary post haste to put a stop
to the contemplated action of the
Kwantung Army.
General .TATEKAV'A said that General
MINAMI had told him to stop the Incident at all costs, but it was
General TATEKAWA1s desire not to
stop it. General TATEKAWA arrived
in Mukden in the evening of September 18, that the Kwantung Army,
thinking that he had come to stop
the Incident had brought him to a
restaraunt in Mukden to isolate him
(2006)
He was taken to this restaraunt by
Major HANAYA» At midnight the roar
of heavy artillery so frightened
the geisha girls that they began to
tremble. The General further said
that he slept soundly until the
mcrning, but at that time the Incident had already occurred and he
was unable to carry out his mission
(200?)
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2009
2010
2011

MR, B R O O K S objects to leading question — that
ccunTeT be instructed to ask questions that
are not leading, (2012) General TAEAIZA testified that T,/:Jt.VJi had indicated that the
Manchurian j.'r.i:Sst was planned in advance....
In Japan it was the Si-ilURA-KAI, under the
leadership of JLLISKIMOTO and CH0, and among
civilians a group headed by OKAWA. In the
Kl.MTUNG Army Colonel ITAGAKI and Lt Col
ISEIilARA. (he want on to explain at length
the attitude of Japan with reference to the
LrnoL:irian Inci ier 0 and that HASHIMOTO (2013),
CH0 ar..'.f O K A W A planned the October Incident in
1931 3,'o.v the purpose of overthrowing the Government in power.1. (2014) CK0 was promoted posthumously to Lt. Gen. (2015) "I talked to him
after the September 18th Incident. He told
me that the Manchurian Incident had been
planned by the KWANTUNG Army beforehand —
that (2016) I T A G A K I and I S H I K H R A were the
leading figures -- that O K A W A was the virtual
leader and key figure in the October Incident
and that he had planned it." (He goes on further explaining the October Incident and details concerning it.)(20.16-2018) .

2018

TEE PRESIDENT:
to conversations with dead mci
we dealt with that yesterday. I can add nothing to what was said then.'' (This in response
to an objection by Mr. M C M A I T U S ) . . . . . . ( M R .
3ACKETT t-hen 8ska3 General TANAKA) "Do you
know x^is excellency MIU*MI well or casually?"
General T A N I J Z A answers - "I know his ^xcellencj
well, having Served as his subordinate in the
Kl.ANTUNG Army as staff officer from March 1935
to March 1936." (He goes on to explain as to
what MilL-MI tells hime about the Manchurian
Incident) .

2020

BECKETT: "To your personal knowledge did MINAMI
ever exorcise any control or influence over
Manchukuo?11 TANxJCA, "In accordance with the
treaties entered into between Japan and
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2021

Manchuria, he most effectively exercised
the right of inter-leadership over Manchuria
as 0ommander-in-^hief of the KWANTUNG Army. "
SACK&TT: "Are you acquainted v;ith the accused,
TOJ0?'r Answur} "I "know the accused, TOJO,
well, I served under him (states time). I
was Regimental Commander in Chahar from March
to the end of July, 1937." In answer to the
question if TOTO was attached to the KWANTUNG
Army, witness said - "He was Lt. ^en, and in
March, 1937, succeeded ITAGAKI as Chief of
Staff, i^.ANTUNG ^riny. If my recollection is
correct, in June 1932, up to June 1933, he
served as Chief of Staff of the KU.NTUKG Army
until he became Vice Minister of War under
General HAGiJQ. " S^CKLTT: ,?To your knowledge
did TOJO, as Chief of Staff of the KWANTUNG
Army, ever exercise any influence or control
over Manchukuo'?" Answer: *'I think, if I am
not mistaken, that it was in the fall of 1936,
at the time Ili/^JKI was Chief of Staff of the
KWANTUNG- Army, that the Five-Year Development
Plan of Manciiukuo was established. This plan
took effect after TOJO became Chief of Staff
of the KWixNTUNG Army." (Our Note: This is
the first time To jo is mentioned In this regard,
(2022) Witness continues: "During the time
TOJO was Chief of staff the number of bandits
in Manchuria decreased to a point whore they
were less than 10,000. Lew and order were
being maintained very satisfactorily, and
in accordance with T0J0Ts plan, the political,
economic -- Manchukuo made very epochal stride:
in the field of politics, economics and national defense."
S^CK^TT : "Did TOJO
have anything to do with the appointment of
government officials in Manchukuo, to your
knowledge?" ^ns//er: "Yes -- On the basis of th
right or authority of inter-leadership over
Manchukuo affairs held by the Commander-inChief of the KWANTUNG Army, TOJO as the highest ranging officer under the C-inC, had exercised great influence over all important(2023)
personnel matters in Manchuria — Manchukuo -and no appointments or dismissals of important
personnel could be made without the annroval
of the Chief of Staff."
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2032

Witness states that Japan completely occupied Manchuria in the spring of 1933,
after the IANGKU TRUCE was signed. States
he was familiar (2024) with the so-called
Autonomous Movement in the five provinces
of North China, explains the manner in
which he became familiar with it as follows: "As staff officer of the KfoANTUNG Army
I cam^ to familiarize myself with this movement. In view of the fact that the staff
officers In charge of the Staff Office were
busy I helped vn th the work. After the
officcr-in-oharge went to North China, in
company with General DOIKAR/. in September
1935; I took over tho work.and handled all
telegraphic messages and official ^ p ^ r s
relative to the matter of the Autojpo^pus
Mo v emcnt.". . . (2026) V. itness explatins
how the Autonomous Movement started in
1935 and what the movement was. ''The Autonomous Movement in N. China began in
April 1935. The purpose was twofold.
One was to create an autonomous regime in
Mongolia; the other was to create another
autonomous regime in N. China outside the
Mongolian area." (2027-2028)
Major General DOKIHARA arrives in Peiping
under the command of Lt. Gen. TADA of the
Japanese Army stationed in N. China.
General DOEIHARA bent his efforts toward
the -- exerted his efforts on behalf oi the
-autonomous Movement with the intentions of
the ET^JTTUNG Army and the Japanese Army in
N„ China in mind.(2J29-2031-2032).
MR. WARREN: "L/7E wish to object to this long
dissertation of this witness as not being
responsive ~>c the question."
MR. McIvlAKeS* ''If the Court please I would like to
knew whether or not this mnn is testifying
from. his O B personal knovfied&e or whether
V. is giving us facts from history."

Tin. P^ESID^ITT: "In reply to your question, Mr.
McMenus, it is obviously hearsay. He is
giving us history, but it is admissible
nevertheless. Now, as to confining the
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answers to the questions, we have no right(20^
r^elly to reject anything that is relevant,
and it is most difficult to say in a flash
what is relevant and what is not here. The
iesues here are vast, multitudinous, involved
and inter-related and we have to allow for
that. All that we can insist upon as far as
we can judge in most c&ses is that the evidence
will be adduced in sornithine* like logical
sequence, end I ce m o t say that up to now that
consideration is being disregarded.
You
may take moiv. control of your witness if you
think fit, Mr. Sx^CEUTT, but I cannot say, at
all events, that anything he said is not
relevant. "
WITNESS: 'The Commander-inChief of the E»'.^iNTUKGr ^rmy, General MIS IMI,
originated the autonomous Movement, and the
commander of the Japanese forces stationed in
N, Cnina> Lt. Gen. UMUZU. Lt. ^en. DOKIEARA
was sent to P^JlING on the order of General
rJIN;iH(2034) DOEIHARA is one of the accused.
I know General UMLZU. He is one of the accused in this case (2035) . In general, General
URLZU let'matters concerning the Autonomous
Movement in the hands of his chief of staff,
^olonei SAKAI, Takashi, but it is a fact that
as commander he controlled the Autonomous
Movement
The effect of the ULLiZU-Ko Yiangohin Pact of June 1935 was that the armies of
(2036) the banking Regime all evacuated southward and N. ehina came under the control of
armies not under the direct leadership of the
Nanking iie^ime, th\t is, the Eopei-Ghahar armies under Gen. Sung ^heh-yuan
I was present when DOHIEARA reported to the Commander-ir
Chief, MINiiJI. He said that the liopei-Chahar
xc0f;ime and. the ^ast Eopei Regime, though
Uxisatisfactory, hod been established and would
more or less obey the demands of the KWANTUNG.Army; ? nd that the North China Regime (2037)
would be established with the Eopei-Chahar
Regime as its core....... General DOHIHARA
Served in Peiping as counsellor to the HopeiChaliar Regime from the end of November 1935,
immediately after the establishment of this
regime, to Murch of the following year when he
became Commander of the i'irst Division in
absentia. His duties were to guide its poli-'.
tics and economics in accordance with Japanese
hopes...... I heard of the China Expeditionary
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(2038) Forces. ihey are the Japanese forces
stationed between Peiping and Shanhaikuan,
at points designated by treaty concluded
by the allies and the Peking Government of
the time in 1900 after the Boxer Incident,
in order to protoCt residents in North
China anl in ordor to protect railways and
lines of communication. Its headquarters
wore at Tientsin
I am acquainted?
with irinee TJII. ho is the ruler of the
(2039) Vo3t Sunito
ng Fu, in the province
of 1 oh-hue
I am familiar with tiio
facts and circumstances surrounding the foun
inr of the Mongolian State. The starting
point of the Mongolian government was in
March 1933, when, stimulated by the independence of Manchukuo, an Inner Mongolian
rutonomous government was set up at Pailin.'3-miao In Suiyuan with the agreement of
e-enoral Chiang .uai-shek. But the Nanking
government did not support this autonomous
Council economically as it had promised, and.
furthermore, the Governor of Suiyuan, Pu
Tsuo-yi did not welcome the establishment
of this council and oppressed it. This was
because Prince TLH earnestly desired the
re-establishment of the Mongolian people,
and his ideal was ultimately to establish
a unified Mongolian state comprising both
Outer and Innor Mongolia (2040). Seeing
that after the establishment of Manchukuo
Mongolians in manchukuo bocame far more
prosperous, secretly began to approach the
Kl.ANTUNG Army....*, I Wont to see Prince
Tlrl in order to make the Inner Mongolian
Autonomous Council form close relationship
with Japan to establish an autonomous government in Mongolia with Prince TZEI as . the central figure, and ultimately to establish en independent government of (2041)
Mongolia 1 since this was in line with the
KWNTiJNC- Army * s anti-soviet policies
In carrying out this mission this is
we did. At first Prince TiiE did.
but later in August 1935 be
General LiTKAMI close coOpol'ktfofl and the
K , I . N T D ' N G ;.rmy ^prdiiiisM/'him financial aid,
(further testimony, concerned the agreement
in relation to this matt of) (2041-20/42).
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(2041-42) General MINAMI was one of the most
earnest proponents of the establishment of
this Inner Mongolian autonomous government.
The accused T0J0 had no connection
with the establishment of this government.
But the Mongolian autonomous government established in 1937 after the TOJO unit had
entered Inner Mongolia after the outbreak
of the ChJne Incident was established" mainly
by TOJ0.(2C43) ...... Japanese armies were
trained in Manchuria."
THE Fie..bIL^NT* " I would like to hear the
evidence ascertained with less prompting.
The strict application, perhaps, of the rule
cgainst leading questions is not desirable
but prompting, undue (2044) prompting, should
be avoided. Jfor example, you could have
asked the witness whether any of the accused
had any association with Mongolia, and not
mentioned specific accused. That only tends
to upset the defense counsel, and I can well
understand it."
TANAKA: "The purpose of the training of Japanese
armies in Manchuria from the standpoint of th.
defense of Japan was mainly for future operations against the Soviet Union. Until the
outbreak of the Pacific War, the irmy in
Manchuria was trained with the best weapons,
the best airplanes. The suposed enemy was th
Soviet Union, ^fter the outbreak of the
Pacific V.ar, crack units trained in Manchuria
whenever the necessity arose, were sent to
the southern regions, approximately
2,500,000 troops were trained in Manchuria."
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July 8, 1946
TEE PRE31 DENT: ;'We will now take the crossexamination of the witness, General TANAKA.
I notice that he mentioned the names of five
of the accused, end it may be desirable that
the cross-examination should be conducted by
the counsel representing those five accused,
if that can be arranged." (2043)

2049

Further crocs-examination by HAYACHI, Itsuro,
counsel for HASHIMOTO. The gist of this
examination Is to the effect that the
reason of General TANAKATS departure from
the Army was because he very much feared
Americafs material strength. "One reason
for my resignation .from the Army was the
state of our defense installations and
friction between the various services and the
war situation was not truthfully nor fully
reported." (2051-2053)
On September 21,
1942, I approached War Minister To jo t')at
victory is hopeless. (2054) His question
concerning his being in the hospital because
of a brain disease. (2055) General
ITAGAKI and Lieutenant General ISHIHARA
are not members of the Sakura-kai Society.
(2057) According to my memory CHO :±ad not
consulted HASHIMOTO on the Manchurian
problem. "The Wanpoashan Incident occurred
in July, 1931. The NAKAMURA Incident
occurred on June 28, 1931." (2060)
General UOAKI was a superintendent of the
Army Staff College which I was attending
then. He was a friend of my wife's father.
For forty years, almost every day of those
forty ye°rs, I have listened to the very
helpful instructions of Generel UQAKI and
respect him very highly. (206.") UGAKI was
a proponent of the adjustment of armaments
and carried that policy into effect. I can
say that General ARAKI was a man of high
character, General ARAKI had just been
transferred to Tokyo from his post as Commander of the Sixth Division in Kumamoto at
the time of the October Incident and he was
a man with no connections in central political circles, I recall that HASHIMOTO,
Kingoro was punished and transferred to the
regiment at Mishima. (2062)

stated that I saw the documents concerning
the incident of the bombing of Chang Tsolin. But besides me I think the present
General UFEZtT, who was then Chief of the
Military Affairs Section, and War Minister,
General SHIRAKAWA. Such documents are not
permitted to be shown to anybody under the
rank of Section Chief without the approval
of the Chief of the Military Service Bureau.
(2063) The words x x x Manchukuo were
often used by Army officers who had
connections with China before the establishment of Manchukuo for the first time by
Yu Chun-har., (2065) I have stated that the
relations between Japan and Manchuria after
I92S were that of undeclared war. One
example was the construction of a parallel
line to the South Manchurian Railway in
violation of the treaty provisions. There
were often 300 pending issues in Mancnuria
between China and Japan, It is my understanding that the solution of the Manchurian
problem of these issues in establishment of
a land of peace, happiness and tranquility,
in accordance with the kingly way in Manchuria , was intended by Colonels ITAGAKI
and I3EITIARA. (2066). On the basis of my
study this phrase means a Utopian land of
peace without aggression and without war.
With the outbreak of the Wanpoashen Incident
and the Captain NAKAMURI Incident, public
opinion in Japan concerning the Manchurian
problem reached the boiling point. (2068)
A plan of General TATEKAWA and others was
to solve pending issues between Japan and
Manchuria and to establish a Utopian land
of peace. I heard tuetat the time the
Chinese cannons were installed, facing the
Japanese garrison in Manchuria--! think 'it
would be merely natural that the Chinese
cannons would begin to fire effectively
tov;ard our Army since fchat is natural,
(2069) after a war breaks out or hostilities
begin. There were approximately 150,000
Japanese in Manchuria which diminished to
100,000.At that time the *! Kwantung Army
was very small, about five or six thousand.
(2070) At the time of the Liu-tiao-kou
Incident the approximate number of Chinese
soldiers was 200,000. (2071) Extra-territorial rights prevailed up to 1935 and were
gradually withdrawn fror. that date. And
parallel with this, Japanese began to exercise the rights and obligations of Maric.huoans from that date. In 1938, however ,(2072)

extra-territorial rights were completely retroceded, and from that time the Japanese
there (2072) began to assume fully their
rights and obligations as Manchukuoan subjects;
but they were, at the same time, Japanese
nationals. The law and order in Manchuria
immediately after the establishment of the
State of Manchukuo was extremely bad compared
with the pre-Manchukuo establishment date. How
ever, the situation gradually began to improve
from 1935. Then, in 1938, the improvement was
very marked and areas, 1 might say virtually
independent areas, which had nothing to do
previous to that time with the regime of Chang
Hsueh-liang, and also although belonging to the
Nanking government had no intercourse with the
Nanking government, were absorbed into the
State of Manchukuo, and conditions again improved very markedly, according to my recollection.
Then, what was the policy of the Japanese
government which had recognized Manchukuo
towards Manchukuo?
Not being a diplomat and having had no connections with the handling of treaties, I do
not know the details. However, I. think that
after the recognition of the State of Manchukuo
the Japanese (2073) X X X
THE' PRESIDENT: This may possibly go to the
Question of mitigation of punishment but it
cannot go to the real question of guilt or
innocence. Vie must keep that in mind.
J7074)
HASHIMOTO, Kingoro, had absolutely no connection whatsoever with the government's policy
toward Manchuria; consequently, to explain
his duties as staff officer of the Kwantung
Army. (2074) Being a staff officer of the
Kwantung Army, my duties naturally would h ^ e
to be in line with the policy and I ther^ore
accepted them. ?y opinions being the name as
the Kwantung Army, I exerted my utmost efforts.
I participated in the China Incident as Chief
of Staff of the First Army. Whatever the
nation or whatever the people that makes (2075)
up this world, there is none thdt feels that
wars are aggressive when it enters upon warfare.
Chief Staff Officer expresses opposition when
opposition is called for but has no authority
of execution with regard to plans of operations.
(2076)
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It is the duty of the Staff Officer to carry
out any plans or orders once they are approved
and riven by the Commander-in-Chief, The
Chief of Staff has opinions but no policy. The
authority to supervise the military education
of young men nnd students rests with the Minister of War but there are certain rights which
are delegated to the Chief of the Military
Service Bureau. (2076). The duty of the Chief
of the Military Service Bureau was that of
military training. He had no authority whatsoever with reorect to indoctrination even
though he would wane to do so. May I emphasize
again, I want to say emphatically that the
authority to indoctrinate could not be carried
out by the Chief of the Bureau even if he
wanted to do so. (2077).
Further questions concerning interviews by
International Prosecution Section. (2078-9).
My background and experience which I owe
largely to the goodness of my senior officers,
As a result of such background and experience
(2080) I am quite familiar with nearly all
the subjects that are under the purview of
this Tribunal. Altnough I cannot say I know
the whole truth, I can say very positively that
I know the truth to quite a great extent; and,
by sharing of this knowledge, I am able to
ensure accurate investigation and a fair trial.
The irvestigation of these various matters of
which I have spoken Is being done by order of
the Supreme Commander of the Allied Powers, and
this investigation is being done in such a way
as to limit the scope of the investigation as
well as to simplify the method of investigation in order to economize on time. (2081)

2082

LIEUT. LAZARUS:
I have been very intimate with
Field Marshal Shunroku EATA since my (2082)
days as Captain. General RATA was opposed to
military control over civilians. On objection
to the question as to whether Field Marshall
RATA would become Prime Minister, the answer
being "yes" and objection by the Prosecution:
T7CE PRE 0 1 DEI ~T :
It may be a mitigation of punishment, but
isn't that stretching it? (2083)
Statement as to advising HATA not to be
Frime Mini s t er. (2084)
Eeing a member of the Japanese Army I have no
alternative but to give veracity to the statement given out about the blowing (2085-6J)

up of the railway, Mukden Incident. (2086-1/2).
Up to the termination of the Pacific War, I
believed, as the Japanese national advocated,
that it was an act of self-defense; that is, because I am a Japanese and I believed as my
government said. However, whether it was an act
of self-defense or not (2038) depends upon the
decision of this Court. At this present moment
I cannot myself say which. I am awaiting the
judgment of the Court. I think I am correct in
saying that according to the Japan-China Treaty,
entered into ir: 1904, a parallel line was not to
be established
that is (2089) parallel to
the South Manchurian Railway. I think that China
ignored Japan's treaty rights with respect to the
construction of parallel lines. I think parallel
lines were constructed to the east of the SMR —
South Manchurian Railway — as well as the ''
south. Continues an explanation of situation,
also about Chang Ksueh-liang brought the
national flag of China into Manchuria. The antiJapanese situation in Manchuria became extremely
acute. The principal objective of the antiJapanese movement was the retrocession of Port
Arthur and Dairen and the return of the South
Manchurian Railway. (2090). Many incidents occurred as a by-product of the larger anti-Jaranese movement. Because there was imminent danger
of a clash existing immediately before the outbreak of the Mukden Incident is why I stated it
was a state ox hostilities without a declaration
of war. During a visit to Port Arthur in April
of 1930 I stayed for one week as a guest of
General ITAGAKI. I not only saw ITAGAKI but all
the staff officers of the Kwantung Army. I had
discussion with all the staff officers as we
drank saki. The Manchukuoan problem was discussed at a drinking party over cups of saki as
well as in the offices of the General Staff Officers. It was a common practice. (2093)
In response to question as to whether ITAGAKI
was planning something concerning the Manchurian
problem (2093) lengthy answer given concerning
all relations (2093-2096).
THE 2 F T S I W T : X. X X He set out X X X to line up
ITAGAKI with whac he had already said, but the
link hqs not been shown yet.
In spite of big opposition success was achieved
in convincing the staff officers of the Kwantung
Army of the v^edom and need for this step in
1938 just before Tojo returned from a conference
of the Chiefs of Staff. This policy was established by ITAGAKI when he was Chief of Staff(2098
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of the Kwsntung Army but the person who very
vigorously carried out this policy was his successor, General TOJO. With reference to the
settlement of this question, I received from
General ITAGAKT. a very courteous letter
thanks. (209$)
I am perhaps more familiar than
anybody else that I n AGAKI tried to stop officers
under his command from inter?erring in the politics of the Manchurian government. Younger
officers were very restive and aggressive.(2099)
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RL3 • O N EV^IV I? T R E Y lU:VE OIxOSlNG OPINIONS
UNLESS T H E Y B E SICK. (2101)
I wrote an expose of the causes of defeat.
2101 - 2103 concludes this cross-examination.
OHTA , counsel for DO TI PARA : - OUTA , cr os 3 - e xa mi na tion by examination directed to DOHIHARA'S
advance in the Army in relation to JUNAMI on the
establisiiment of the Ilopeh-Chahar regime. He
testifies as to the policy of the independence
of Manchuria that peace was established between
J&jpan and China with the Tangku troops, and that
there were people within the Kuomiitang regime
Wxh'j disfavored any friction or controversy or
conflicts with -Japan or anywhere eLse in Asia
and he discusses anti-Japanese resistance, etc.
(2101-2109)*
2109

, Toshio , cross-examination on behalf of
defendant MINAMI. The place rhece I heard
General MINAMI relate about t.te Manchurian
Incident was in the office of Hie Commander-inChief of the Kwantung Army. (3I11) It might
be quite difficult for you tcimagine that a
mere staff officer would be ?lle to talk to
Ceneral MINAMI, Commander-in-Chief, but at that
time we were In the midst of planning our
North China policy and all cables coming and
sent to General DOEIFARA were being handled by
me. Unlike other unit commancers, a staff officer can always see his Commaacer-in-Chi^f in
case of important business. S-eneral MINAMI told
me of all his recollections o:' the Manchurian
Incident in one sitting. Gtnsral MINAMIfS
authority is not in relatioi to the guidance of
of the inner"affairs of Mens bur ia.' (2114-2115).
When I first went to the Kvar.tung Army, it was
immediately after the special service department
vas abolished. When General MINAMI became Commander-in-Chief he immediately abolished(2117)

QjCAMCTQ

the specie! service department in order to remove
the evils of the practice of meddling in politics
etc. (2117) General MIKAIvI took the first step
toward the abolishment of extraterritoriality
in Manchuria. He took the first decisive step.
Two brigades of the Kwantung Army were sent to
the demilitarized zone south of the Great Wall
in accordance with the treaty provisions -tnat is> the Tangku Truce. Another occasion is
during the program to set up the Hopeh-Chahar
Regime. (2118) Further examination about details
of handling the troops and withdrawal by the
Mongolian Army of Moran Chahar. Until the agreement ••as concluded between General DO III KARA and
Chin teh-chir.', the leading figure was General
Sung Che-yuan. After the agreement was concluded
the most powerful leader of the area was Teh
yuan or Frince Ten. (2120)
(However much a fool I may be, if the attitude of
my senior officers are passive, I cannot help
but be in line with that attitude. To call the
Chief of Staff, General MISKI0, and those'
serving under him, passive, would be tantamount
to an insult against the Japanese Army. That is
also an insult to General MIKAMI for it would be
tantamount to saying that he was not in full
control of his Arjuv as Commander-in-Chief).
(2123)
Further cross-examination about General
DOHIHARA goin*; to Peking on orders of the
Commander-in-Chief. (2124 - 2126).
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MR. OKAMOTO: ^further cross examination).
It was necessary to have that and, as I
recall. Major General DOHIBARA, Major General SASAKI
and Majof General OThGAKI, these three men studied this
matter, and in addition to the objective of just creating an autonomous area, they auded anti-Communism as a
sort of a slogan lor the purpose of this program (21312132), The so-called "order" was merely a formality
which was initiated
the Kwantung Army (2132). Major
DOKIHAEA was already iu / eking and had commenced upon
the Autonomy Movement (2133)• Rather, the purpose was
to create an autonomous area in North China which was to
have been closely interwoven in their relationships with
Manchuria. I urn, also positive that an anti-Communist
stand as a ..ne^ns of countering the threat of Communist
guerrilla activities was one oi the purposes for which
this area of peace was being projected (2137). The
most important aspect of the project carried on by Major
General DOHIEAIJL in connection with the Autonomy Movement 01 the five North China provinces - with the pro-egress of the Autonomy Movement in the North China provinces - was to eliminate friction between Japan and China.,
The opinions of Major General D O E I T I A R A were based on
the views of General I.TEk.T (2139). General MITAMI was
appointed because oi his very amiable character and his
administrative ability. There was a big job to be done,
since Manchuria at that time was a hot-bed of many disputes, especially between the police and military police, banditry was widespread and the job was to restoie
law ane order (2140). General UEDA, Ken.td.chi, was Com©
mander-in-Chief oi the Kwantung Army at the time. I
visitee General M I E A M I c u r m p the last two or three
years and the conversations were on how to save Japan
from the state of hopelessness which she had been plunged into (2142). Because the relationship, between the
Japanese and Inner Mongolians was not very gooc, and
in order to improve the condition, the Mengchang Autonomous Regime SAOUIC BE c-HRRea^thenec and given complete
jjadfcpfenosnce. lor this purpose I had ir. uinc. - t t a li ailment oi a Mongolian Society and asked General
2 - T T A M I to become its President ( 2 1 4 3 ) .
He was ^ost
enthusiastically and ardently in political activities
at the time.
THE PRE SIDE!'T:
'Tell, that won't help.
The purpose of this cross-examination should be to
show authority or justification or excuse for what
the Japanese forces did in Manchuria. So far most of
the cross-examination has been directed to an explanation of what they did. IT SHOULD CITY AZTECT
PUNI3SIETT IE ALLY. That feature may be overlooked
by counsel (2145).
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i S . KIYAK2 (counsel for Gen. UKEZU). We in
the Kwantung Army were absolutely opposed to bringing Sung Chihyuan's Army
southward. It was Colonel SAKAI who,
in spite of the Kwantung Army's opposi9
tion, convinced the Kwantung Army and
realized this plan. It is a positive
fact that the KSZU-Ho figreement gave
the Autonomy Movement in North China
its impetus (2149).
Q. I am csking the date when Gen. Sung
Chuiyuan came down southward to Peking
!.

2154

2155

What I have not in my recollection
I cannot recall, however much I try
to squeeze my memory.

TI-3 PR2SI3BK?: I would, like, to jJpint. out to
Japanese. porns el* more particularly that
none" of the accused will be exculpated
merely because it is shown, if it is
shown.tl .a t the Jpj?anpse^Jtorpejs. JLn_CM.jia
rjestored''..ueace and. trancuiiyty *therrV<, had 'authoriivy oV JuVtiYftajy^n pr_excusp
for wlii-t they:. did"/ "
PKESIDEKT: I said peace and tranquility
brought about by the Japanese forces,
if it were brought about.
III. -TSU3SS; Does that Constitute a judgment as to whether this was aggressive
warfare or not?
T-ZZ F. J53IDKKT; You are very impertinent.
You -mow th* t I did not pronounce any
judgment. Ty&t I sriC can be read and
re-read, and there is nothing in the
nature of a judgment in it. it is a mere
warning to counsel as to whet their duty
is. Your observations are gratuitous,
and we will de. 1 with, you if necessary.
"KK JT>IC3^3: I only wish to point out
that the ch^.rr.e in the Indictment is
violation of treaty rights, and it
seemed to :e in all respects that the
Court's statement dealt with that. I f
I was impertinent, I beg the Court's
pardon.
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Dr. OhAWA was the mos.t ardent advocate of
Hanchurian independence and those who participated in that movement in one way or
another received the influence of Dr.
Okawa. (2158) To whatever country an army
belongs, it is only common sense that it
would plan for the maintenance of law and
order in occupied areas. (2161). I fculd
say that by plan, it :*ould be thrt.Plan of
occupation, lie did not state whether in
the solute on of the I'anchurian problems it
would be necessary to resort to arms (21$2).
Q.

Your intention was to escape from puni s hment y our s e If5 iysmt± wa sn11 it?

A.

I
and I have said very
definitely th-t if there are any charges
against ;v.e I shrll gladly go to Sugamo
Prison5 biro to this dry the proseci^.tion
hes not found : nr charges against me.
(2158)

2172

131. .•Xj.XinDecision
as to the training of
armies were made under the Imperial right
of Supreme Connand by the General Staff made by then and not by any cabinet or
other department of the Government. The
COP:, and INS Oener? 1 of the Japanese Army in
North China was under the sole command of
the Chief of General Ftaff with respect to
the hir.h coinrcnds with respect to the military administrationv the Minister for '7ar.

(2172)

2173

CA.PTJ.IK iOiilV-:.211 The Chang Tso-lin Incident and
the hvliden Incident \*ore absolwto v se'oar^p?(2173).
A. The kwantung .
exercised the authority of inner guide nee over hanchukuo by
virtue of the J apan-IIsnchukuo treaty; if::
this treaty being concluded by the Japanese Government- it goes without saying thct this authority was conferred
upon the rwantunj; .Jrmy by the Japanese
Government. (2174) There was no authority of inner guidance over Inner Hongolia but the Coriander-in-Chief of
the "wantun*; .-.rmy acted in accordance
with directives issued by the Chief
of the General Staff with respect to
future operational plans north of the
G-ref t 1 all. This was among one of the
instructions from the Gen—al Staff(217:;
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2175

2177

2185

No diplomatic personnel were ever sent to
any of the autonomous governments by the
Japanese Government (2175).

181

Pr.Doc.2194
2194 3
2194 C

Telegram referring to the fact that China
would act upon the non-resistance orinciple absolutely (2180). The Government
presumed that the army was pi*nning to
start positive operations simultaneously
throughout the vrrious Places alonp the
ilanchurien Railvc y Zone $2182).

182
Pr.Doc.485

Mr. YAlIACXi objects to the introduction of
the document because of the fact that
UAT5U0:i'.. is now dead.
T.;:S PRTISID'TT; it does not follow that it is
not admissible cgainst the others, or some
of them (2185) (Fxcernt op^ecrs on pages
2186-7).

2187

183
Pr.Doc.12

Record of Sahur*-Lai or Cherry Society. The
Cherry Society had ^reat influence on the
March and October Incidents. Amons its members are persons who hold important posts
in t_\e various departments of the ministry
(2138). (Excerpts read from 2188 to 2192.

The n DO of Col. IMOISX:"C^o
cuently in this excerpt.)

2192

184
ill. IIYDKls We offer this document to prove the
Pr .Roc.618
dissemination of expansion!st propagand.s to
the divisional officers by the accused Gen.
III ITA! T in early A u g u s t , 1 9 3 w h i c h is prior
to the socalled Nrnchuri. n Incident (letter
appears pgs. 2193-4).

2196

185
Pr.Doc.2136

This is a letter from SCAP to prove that
the origin- 1 text of the speech rede by the
War Minister MINIMI on August 4,1931, is no
immediately avail, ble.
IH. hcCORl... CI" object inf. on belli If of defendant
l'H\Z'Io There is nothing of record to show
the speech rras ever recorded with the
War Ministry* This is just a subterfuge.
I will charge
inst the "-rose cut ion to
try to put r n excerpt of s or.: ething in. the t
they m n t in. (2198)
T..1] K3SIJX5TT: Tre reserve our decision on all
these points.
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2198

Hit. FURNESS: I take it this thing called I ATSUI
Diary is just a daily record of letters received in the War Ministry.
THE PRESIDENT: Unless it calls for a disclaimer
and the disclaimer could not be discovered.

2196

186
Pr.Doc.2135

MR. RYDER offers document 2135 which is an article in the Japanese Times dated Aug.6,1931
quoting the speece of MINAMI.
t r? IScCOItt ACE objects at length, calling on the
prosecution to put in the full text of the
speech. "jC know they hrve got it". (2200).
MR. RYDER: To my knowledge we do not have a
complete copy of the speech. I offered the
previous document in proof of that.

2201

T-.E PRESIDEI'T:' The feet is you have not got the
speech. Yor have got only what appears in
the article?
3i. D^JioEY: The remarks counsel has just made
constitute a gratuitous challenge to the integrity of the prosecution. (Further statement by Darsey (2201) c I thin1: that the
Court should either require counsel to sustain the accusation which lie has made or
else apologize to the prosecution (2202).
(Further discussion between the President
and 1 cCorrcc:- (2202).

2204

:iU KYDER: V:e offer this document to prove that
the Minister of !*ar was in sympathy with
the ultimate objective of the Army in Tancliuria. (2205)
'RESIDE!'?: I understand '.r. McCornrck has
a copy of the full speech. Do yor admit it
is a full speech? St:.tenant by F.cCormack
that he has a Japan Chronicle of ^ug.5,1931?
entitled
n-iy Con:iandersf Conference, etc.'1
L'i. 1 .YPER; If the Court please, the co^y that
Mr. i cCo^-v c. has is not a 'quotation of
*t:-e Minister of TTar. It is similar to a
sir:- r.ry of the speech , etc. (220?).
TEE PRESIDENT; You said that you knew the prosecution hed the full speech. The I^e ibers
of this Tribune 1. ta:.;:e thc-t accusation seriously,. They "want you' to" establish it or,
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failing that, to withdraw it and apologize.
That is now the point to be discussed.

2207

THE PrJDSIDEFT: We are going to keep .you to the
point. !7hy did you say the prosecution had
the full speech?
IH, McCBIiTACK: Because I have been told that
they have. (2207).

2208

THE Pli^SIDSrT: In the face of the prosecution's
denial, we don't thinh that you have sufficient raterial upon which to base your accusation and we thin: the proper course for
you is to withdraw and apologize. Tre are
not going to cl.'ow this Tribunal to be used
for the r.\ hin-:, of false accusations by one
side or the other.
X

_

RN'

:;CCQII!J..C:*:

I

sorry.

PJilcIDHirrs h'ellv you withdraw, do you?
lit. llcC- Ii . Chh Pardon?
TI""; FirJSIDiSrT; You withdraw the accusation and
yor apologize?
111. IcCOR:
Yes.
T.I-J.SIDIen.': You didn't do it very gracefully.
(220C).
2209

136
Part 1.

3xcer.pts on pgs.2209.10. hr. T.chanus objects to the introduction of statement of
, because of mistahes in its translation (2210-13).
T13 PKhhSIDSrT; I do not understand your reference to t'".e fret the t I said there was no
review, or suggested there was not. The
fact that there is no review does not influence our decisions in any way, interlocutory or otherwise. 1 did not li' e the
observations when I was ashed to note certain exceptions (2213). You can a 1*rays
re d into the record at the appropriate
tlie sue!" of th.e interroga tories or the
answers, or both,
s have not been used by
the prosecution. In Chambers I directed
that you s3.iou.ld have the whole of the interrogatories and answers of the accused.
That is the most I could- do for you, having regard for nor?:: 1 procedure in any
court (2214)

221?

187 A
Pr.Doc.2248
187 B
Pr.Doc.2249

Fage of
EPPjyM^L. Exhibits
2216

183 P
Pr.Doc.10C05

(Pros * documents number ed c on s equt iv ely
from 187 C to 187 W). Admissions of
ARAMI taken on Feb.15th at 10 o'clock.
Mrc Hyder states they are offered to
prove that the accused, ARAMI, decided
soon after he became Minister of War
on Dec.13,1931, that the four provinces
under Chang Hsueh-liang should be pacified and occupied. Mr. McManus objects.
(2217)
PRESIDENT; If he wants us to take his word
ior 1, there is one place fron which we
wi
take it, and that is the witness

DCJCS

MYD3M- Q. vr.ien eld you decide in your own
mind tl at tl.e four provinces under Chang
Esueh-lic.n& should be pacified and occupier! ?
bov.x •Koocme War Minister.
fool n 1
2218

188 B
1ML MYD;I'U Ve offer this portion of the admission of AIIAMI to prove that as Minister
Pr.Doc.10006
of Y/ar the accused AIIAMI consulted the
Prime Minister, the Navy Minister, the
Finance Minister, and the Secretary of
the Cabniet, on his proposed military
budget to pacify and occupy these provinces; that all agreed at this preliminary conference. The a.nser vras then
read

2219

188 C
Pr.Dov.10001.

2220

Admissions of AMM'T of Feb.7, 8 and 11.
Offered to prove that an agreement had
been reached (2219).
A. Mifter a policy has been decided by
the government, orders for operations
would be issued by the Chief of the Oener 1 dtaff. The Mar Minister has no
ri.aht to issue orders in connection with
operations. In other words policies
would be dec iced by the government and
the carryin; out of this policy would be
effected by the Ceneral Staff anc the
policy rruS to brin;, peace and order to
territory under Chanr: Mseuh-liang.
Q. Who decided th t policy'
A. The policy -ould be decided by the
government.
Q. By the government, General, co you
mean the Cabinet or the Mr r Ministry?
A. The Cabinet. (2220)
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HULIKG£
IJR. LOG..N: This Tribunal has upon several
occasions based its rulings on precedents
which have been established at the Nuernberg Trials, and I wish to call your attention to a ruling which v7as made at the
Nuernberg Trial with respect to the admission of interrogatories of the accused.
TI-IS FTHSIDZKT: You are wrong in assuming
we have been following Nuernberg slavishly. I have not read the decisions until
the last day or two. We are always pleased to have their guidance, and I thinr in
some matters we have followed them. I do
not remember any matter in ^hich we have
given a different ruling. (2225-6).
I'll * I-OCri.II: It has been mentioned several
times as to the rulings that have been
made at Nuernberg and they have been followed here.
Tlh; P.iS&IDSNT: I will tell you one matter.
Lord Patrick has reminded re several times
that we are far : ore liberal to the defense than they are at Nuernberg.. . I am
certainly not going bach on any decision
of mine because it i\.y have been something
different then given at Nuernberg. We
are not slavishly following Nuernberg,
which I do not think we s'iould do. (2226)
:JL
A point I wish to speak about is
now before the Tribunal with regard to
these interrogatories. (2226) {Refers to
the fact that where excerpts have be«tt
read fro:.:: documents, defendants could
not read certain excerpts until their
case is reached.) It is sound lew, and
I believe universally recognized^ that
where pert of a confession or declaration
by the accused is offered by the prosecuM
tion thi t tie b-.L-nce of the document ray
be introduced and excerpts read by the
accused on the prosecution's case. (2227)
PR!'13ID2NT: The balance may be tendered
and part of an answer not read may be
read, but not the whole of the answers.
Th/t is what yen want to do. If you are
right you can insist on the whole of the
two interrogations of ARA-'I being re. d
immedictely.
Talking about Nuernberg deciO
sions, I want to remind you, for what it
is worth, that there are four nations
represented at Nuernberg; those four are
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represented here and seven other nations
besides, and you are wrong if you think we
are going to slavishly follow Nuernberg. We
pay the greatest respect to their decisions.
MR. LOG^Ns I am sorry, your Honor, but I think
you misunderstood what I said. . .1 did not
contend that we should be permitted to read
the entire document (2228) (Discussion on
2229).
Tliii PRESIDENTS If you raisean issue when they
read part of an answer the only way for us
to decide it would be to hear the balance of
the answer in that particular casee . . If
you charge suppression against the prosecution, it is a matter we should immediately
investigate and deal with yor if you maRe a
wrong charge. Suppression of facts is a
form of fraud and we have to deal with it if
you raise it.
• IE. LOG:,!:: Hay I say this, if the Tribunal pleasI am not making any charge of fraud? I am
making no charge of suppression of evidence.
What l am asking for is not that the balance of one particular answer be read by the
defense. I am asking that sore other p^rt
of thet statement which the accused gave may
be read by the defense in explanation of some
statement that they read from an excerut. 1
That is all I am asking. (2230) We of the
defense really believe that this is a fundamental proposition of law.. . That to xsxiaar
us is so fundamental, and that is what we
are asking that this Tribunal follow (2231)
THE PRESIDEET: Let us understand this.. The balance goes into evidence as you recuire. The
only question is how much you should be allowed to read. If you. can say that the prosecution is suppressing a material part of an
answer5 then we will hear what the balance
is, but you will be practically charging
suppression of facts. I an supporting a decision already given by this Court.
LOG. .1" i ray allthe defendants have an excention to your Tonor 1 s rulin.-: on that?
(2231)

TEE PRESIDE!'? s My colleagues agree with me.
You may tare any exception you wish and
that wil"1 be noted. (22?2) Further continuation of reading of ARaMI interrogatories
(2232-33).
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Ilembers of tlie cabinet would also be present, and tlie decision would have to be
unanimous. (2234)

2234

K1;SID3FT s hre are not accepting all the
prosecution tells us as correct. It is all
subject to contradiction at the appropriate
time by the defense. (2236).
2237

2238

Admissions of AIUL'.I talien on Feb.8th.
Everyone at the extra-ordinary session knew
that the four provinces were of the territory of China. The sovereign rights were
Chinese (2238)

188 D
Pr.Docc10002

188 S

Admissions of AIU::i of Feb. 13th.

Pr.Doc.10004

Iic:rAFlBs I think' I should object again to
these opening state ents before the introduction of each c.ocuient,
rp-

PhhSlDX'T2 -/hat r. Ryder is doing now is
allowed at Fuernberg. V/e shall allow the defense the same privilege. But it must be a
very short explanation, hr. Ryder, *and only
when necessary. (2239).
A. The Binperor ••.new about the plan, however the order was issued by the Advisor,
and as to the written order a document as
old as ten years they would usually destroy.
(2240)

2241

2245

2254

189
Doc.219-B

Three excerpts, complete telegrams, showing the assurances given by the Japanese
government to the United States admitted,
(2241-45). It. W7.. M superfluous, to repeat tlv t the Japanese, Government harbors,
no territorial designs in Ilanchuria. (2244)

190

Second s suiv nee. (2245-48).
hr. heZcr.zie continues reading from page 72
of the Lytton Report (2248-53).

191
Doc.219

Telegram from the Ambassador in Japan to
the Secretary of State. (2254) "An observer to3-d re thi. t in Ihnchuric Jap., n was
creating a situation which was fr; ught with
the certainty of future war, for with the
alienation of Lanchurian sovereignty China
would not rest
gun."(225?)

Doc.219-C

Further reading from Lytton Report. (21562264).
2262
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Tin PRESIDENTS The Judges have had a conference
on the question of air-conditioning in this
court. . . . . Y/e propose to adjourn at
twelve o'clock until Monday rorning at 9:30.
. . We take that step with the greatest regret, but only under the greatest provocation
(2262-2263).
MR. BROOMS makes statement to the court.
(2264)

226?

TH3 PRESIDENTS Your plain duty is to object, if
you think that the evidence is not material.
It is not for the prosecution to try to educate you 011 the point. You object now* that
is your position. Give the grounds of your ob
Section. But your attitude is most unusual.
J have never Mnoun it to be taken before. Do
you want to object or do you not? (2265)
MR. MR00MS objects.(2265)
MM. PRMSIDMNT; , . . We are all of the opinion
there is nothing in the objection, and it
cannot be sustained. . . . We are adjourning
on the grounds that the conditions of the
heat are such that we cannot discharge our
duties in the way we thin, we should; and
that applies to Chinese evidence as well as
to any other. (2267)

2268

192
Summary of Japanese war crimes in China from
Pr.Doc.1371.
Sept. 13,1931, to Aug.13,1937. (2269)
192 A
M-M IPC'DMR points out that the accused, KOI SO,
Pr.Doc.1871 C
MuniaMi, was Chief of Staff of the Mwantung
Army from August,1932, to March, 1934, and
that the accused, AIUCI, v*as Minister of
War during this time. (2270)

2272

193
Pr.Doc.1870

2274

194
'I.. MYP3R re- din? from MrMibit 194 (2274-2276).
Pr.Doc.l871~D

2277

195
Fr.Doc.1242

2279

196

Pr.Doc.1871 A

lUS. LLEWMMTYT; Exhibit Mo. 193 is -mown as
the Tangku Truce and is cM ted 31 May
(2272-74)

Letter from MIS-JO, CMxef of Staff, Zwantung Ar^y, dated ©ec.^,1935 to FURUSMO,
Vice Minister of Mar. (2277-79).
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197
Pr.Doc.724 A

Cables dispatched Oct. 2, 1935, by the
Secretary General to the Japanese Embassy
in Peipingaddressed to the Foreign
Minister, RIRCTA, Moki, an accused in this
case. Ma j. Gen. DOIIAJIA is mentioned in
the cable. (2284)

TiVZS PPJSSIDSKT s We will adjourn now until ninethirty on Monday next. (Adjournment
taken until Monday, July 15,1946). (2284)

COMTIiTTihTIOK OF STJI11C.C 0J ZlOC^JDIITGG BY : ICJlxZL LSVIi:.
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Chief Justice Iiiggins, with the consent of
the Suurere Comender, has withdrawn as a
Member of the Tribunal. (22.86)
III. JUoTICB IiOKSFISLD: If the Tribunal,please
the question of the affidavits and reports
in connection with the prisoner-of-war
phase of the case was to be reconsidered
by the Court.(2287) (Discussion on pages
2287-89).
Hi. i cl,-FUS: I ask that counsel be requested
to refrain from characterising, using such
words as ,;massacre at Naha,!. (2289)
Th'-J PRMSIDILMT; You are unduly sensitive .These
terns are employed by the prosecution at
times. It does not follow the Court accepts them. (2290). (further discussion
by jr-STIC?. ' aKoFI'h'D and 201. McCOIl ,,CM
p^s.2290-93) •
T : 1 EXZZID:
Some modification on the decision appears to be necessary because the
prosecution haven't copies of all the documents so that they may comply with the
decision. . . . The Court will reconsider
the whole ratter. (2293)

CONTINUATION OF SUIIARY OF PROCEEDINGS BY lilCH^EL LEVIN.
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198

Pr.Doc.1750
199
Pr.Doc.2240

CHING TEH-CHUN testified by statement.
This statement relates largely to the
incident of the Rarco Polo Bridge. J!r.
1
LATTICE has made a comprehensive summary of this statement. In cross examination reference is made to same. Because Nr. Levin is quite far behind,
lie rrii: only refer to very special matters and the rulings of the court. It
is suggested to members of the defense
staff that from this date they interpolate statements in relation to this
summary.

' 200

Pr.Doc.2211

201

Pr.Doc.2212
2310

2324

199
Pr.Doc.2340

Reading of Ex.199 begins pg.2311.
IE-SIR.0T0s Japanese Consul at Ealgan,
protested. Mr.Gen. D O ! • I E . . w a s the
representative of the Garrison Forces.
He vent to Peiping and D O I E L : H A also
arrived at Peiping and they proceeded
with negotiations (2312).
I E l P e r . ..PUS: Objects on grounds that the
statement contains theories and opinions of the witness.
TEE PRESIDENT: It certainly should not be in
that form, but I an afraid, we will have
to receive it for what probative value
it has, lr. Pcranus. (2324)
Statement continues from pg.2324. Casualties reached more than 5*000,, including both dead and rounded among our
soldiers and officers. (2332)
Cross examination by -

2335

ORTR

2342

CU1TINGJEJ : Challenge o-" the ne~f member
of the Tribunal, Ea3.Gen.ryron C.Cramer,
IT. S 0 / rmy.
Argument pgs. 2 3 4 3 *
.
SPITE joins CENNIIRr. " ... P , rE.CN, C..PT
ELEIi A N :
L0G..-.N oppose.
JUDGE ESI.;,NG
in favor, ill. CtCTINC... , J m r :es further
ar gument pgs.23 51-2.
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Further argument by
^JTOF. Further argument by C,.?rj\ ici^-jx:
(2357-9). Argument
by m . Finrsss. (2359).
TH3 PR3£IDSI!T s The Tribunal, by c majority,
holds the.t General Cramer, the American
representative, is eligible to sit as a
Ker.ber of this Tribunal, and dismisses the
motion. General Cramer took no part in the
decision.
2ZI. dl'JTK: If your Honor please, in order to
save the record, and on behalf of all counsel who did object5 I would like to ask your
Honor to allow the usiu.l exception.
TI~;; prCSID&rT: The application for the exception is recorded. (23'Sl)
IJi. OUT** continues cross examination.

COMTIITIM.TICN OF S U M ^ Y Oi? P'dOOT^imS BY : :ccm ML y^vir.
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July 23.,....15146, TLZ PMMSIDiilMT;
. . . If I decided to mention
names, I thin!;: that the representative of
the Netherlands would not have been named.
He has a power of endurance second only
to that of the Supreme Commander, The Supreme Commander, of course, has had the
advantage of being through a hundred battles in those green hills between Ilorotai,
Port Moresby and Manila, And he has come
through with unimpaired health and, as
far as I can judge, without having added
a day to his years. lone of u.s desires
to be compared with him. (2365)
202

Scroll which was sent by Gen,Sung-Cheyuan
to Gen, Dohihara as token of gratitude.
Exhibit not offered in evidence, (2368).
This presentation is rather common between the officials of the countries.
(2370).

2375

13. ITO: Cross examination by A. There was no stipulation to the ef£
feet that the Chinese troops should be
Withdrawn from Chahar but there was a
stipulation that the troops stationed
in the Sixth District Forth of Malgan
should be withdrawn and in its place the
police guards should be sent forward.
*(23ol) " There was no anti-Japanese movement in China. (2332). Tho students held
the parades simply because they felt the
Jap.: ne s e a ggros s i on wa s end less. (23 84)

2386

Hi. T7JBI&J ~ cross examination by
The
Nanking Government has never
harbored any aggressive plans or ideas.
(2383)

2389

203
Pr.Doc.1750

TMM PMMelDaJMT directs t • t counsel for MMTSTTI,
Iwane, tender the book from which he
read for identification. (2389)
A. According to the agreement drawn af•tar the Opium Mar, Japanese, or Japan,
Wc.s authorized to station troops only
along tMe railw y froM Peipinr: to Ching
huan:;-tao to ru rd the safety of that
railroad. Any amount excessive than the
necessity is illegal. (239?) The reason why I to.V my subordinates Japanese
were violating the international law
were because they didn't hold their
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promise. l.laybe I didn't have sufficient
reference at hand in that time in this
literary term "international law1'. (2399)
/. gentlemen's agreement between the chief
of local government and the Japanese garrison commander was to maintain the peace
and order of that area. It is not in contrary with the spirit of international
law. (2400)
Since the 1901 agreement was
drawn, there mas not disorder in North
China which caused any Japanese suffering
of lives. It is because that Japan was
preparing for an invasion and aggression,
and using this reason like you stated to
mass troops in North Chine.. (2401)

2399

2403

m.

: If your honor please, I think you
entirely misapprehend my questioning. The
United States, Groat Britain., and other
powers had in China at the same time after the Boxer Rebellion we had our nationals there, our business interests that
we were pro tec tin;:;, ... nd so was Jupan. So
if great stress is laiC on the fact, if
it please your Honor, by the prosecution
in their exhibits, that Japan had more
soldiers th.-.r. any other nation, by the
same token I feel the t I have a right to
show, on cross examination, in the face of
this witness1 explanation, which your
Honor has required me to let him nake,tlmt
Japan likewise had more nationals and owned more property interests than the other
nations, and it took a greater police power to protect thorn th :n any other nation.
That is all I am trying to show; that is
all I an ashing this witness. He "mows it;
he knows it very well.

TIN: PhhSIDENT: So long as you. can rest your
. cross er-Cviminv. tion on treaties not in question here •• those made following the Boxer
Rebellion •• well, you ...re within your
rights. (2403)«
COLONEL NORItOU suggests th t the witness out to
have translated to him in Chinese these
remarks of counsel that he nay follow the
trend.
Tim PkkSIDkkT:
(2404).

No, I do not a ree with you.
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RR. hA-ERER; I would like to request the Tribunal
to respectfully recuost this witness to answer my questions without giving his conclusions, etc. . . once an answer is in, your
Honor does not permit us to strike it. I
feel we should bo at le, st afforded the protection of an admonishment to the witness
not to state conclusions not based on facts,
which he has given to tlie Tribunal. (2412)
THE PRESIDENT: Well, the whole of his examination in chief consists of conclusions, if I
recollect rightly. It is not the hind of evidence we would allow in chief if Re gave his
evidence from the box. But I will as1: him
to confine himself to simple answers to the
questions, to maRe sure if he can that his
answers do not extend beyond the questions.
THE Y/ITEESS; I have never overstepped the bounds
of the answer.
IRi. V/AXL^Us Thanh you, General.

2413
24i}.4

THE PRESIDENT i Re may always explain an answer
if he thinhs fit.
/. According to the Ro-U EZU Agreement, the
Chinese troops - part of the Chinese troops
were withdrawn and some of the political
workers attached in the army were also withdrawn. Other than that there is nothing that
should bo considered objectionable by the
Japanese. Also the office of the political
*x.:rty wore withdrawn by the a? reement between General Ro . nd IX EZU. (2414) It was
the Japanese who fired the first shor (2416).
Re denied th< t the resumption of hostilities
was commenced by the Chinese and not the
Japanese. (243/) .ELI these places were listening to the orders of the central government, (241?).

CONTINUATION OF Sit: <SV OF PROCEEDINGS Blr MICHAEL LEVIN.
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A. Tho central government order was surely
and .suddenly being listened to and followed by the local government. Y/hen I said
that you don't understand - when I said,
when yor put the question •• the question
you put is probably due to the fact that
you don't understand the channels of military command. Is that when you asRed me
whether one command - one battalion command or regiment or troops you have ordered would probably obey the government?
(2421) The order the Generalissimo sent
to us was exhortative in nature. It ordered us to leave Peiping and to proceed
to Fu-ping it the opportune moment. The
order is purely exhortative in nature and
is not a strict comm. nd. (2422) The orders issued by tPe Generalissimo will surely and naturally be thoroughly executed by
the v rious departments and troops and
commands. (2425) In principle, I agree
with the Lytton Report but that was compiled in 1931. I am testifying regarding
the incident of July 7,1937. (2426). The
Japanese m.s playing a multiple policy of
diplomacy. They were or. one hand negotiating with the loc< ! government while, on
the other, they were negotiating with the
Central Government in Nanhing. (2427) AS
to DOPI'P 'A-1s responsibility for the outbre P of if-.c-en Incident, tP.er'2 was one
important witness vPo Pad already given
his state-lent testifying to t-v t. And the
f c t that DCPXA.-U: was tPo responsible
figure in PuEd.on Incident is practically
Pncvn to every one of Chinese nopulction.
(2437). DOPIP-RA was a. long resident of
CPina, and. Pad: -ade a great number of
friends., associates. A wee": prior to the
h:opening of the Sept.lO incident many
friends, mutual friends
this moans a few'
friends between tae General and DO"'I'dPA many mutu 1 friends mad told. General told me, that DOPIP. PA is bout going to
:> .ncliuria to emTv.r?. on some big project.
(2438). Now, I e n tell you that DORIrPJL* v.a.s tPo responsible figure in effecting the outbre P. of the July 7 incident. (2440).
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THE PRESIDENT? The strict, technical position
is, if it applies here, that he must answer
all questions relevant to the issue whether
he testified to all these matters in chief
or not. But, surely, you must be satisfied
that he has told you all he knows. . „ .
If the Tribunal thought for one moment that
that witness was withholding facts within
his knowledge, we would compel him to answer. (2441),

2441

Ilk J OR BLAKENEY i cross examination by A. . . Originally5 this matter should have
been handled and settled by the Japanese
Consulate at ICalgan; but, as the Japanese
was trying to aggravate the matter, so they
referred it to the garrison forces headquarters in Tientsin. . « I never personally
handled the matter with them. The garrison
headquarters in Tientsin sent DOHIHARA as
their representative to Peiping to discuss
the matter with me. (2442). At that time
DOKIKARA was assuming double personality.
On one hand he was representing the Special
Serviee Command of the Japanese ICwantung
/•my in iianchuria, and on the other hand he
was also representing the garrison commander
in Tientsin - the Japanese garrison commander
in Tientsin. (2443).

2443

MR. HAYASKI: cross examination by (counsel for defendant HASHIkOTO, Hingoro),
The strength of the 37th Division under the
command of(|eneral Feng-Chihan was approximately fourteen or fifteen thousand men.
(2443) At th: t time parties to the negotiation were, on the part of China, myself and
one General Chang Tzu Chung; and on the part
of Japan, the one LIATSUI, Commander of the
Special Service Command, and another one
whose name I don't quite remember. The agreement was signed by General Chang Tzu Chung
and IIATSUI. (2447) Gen. DOKIKARA was not
concerned in any way with the signing of
this agreement (2448). The resumption of
fighting was a continuation of what happened
July 7. At that time the Chinese authorities
were willing to have the matter amiably settled, but as Japan pushed forward again the
hostilities broke out. (2449). It was
Japan who first started moving troops from
ICwantung. It was Japan who first started
moving Kwantung troops to Tientsin and then
to Lukouchiao, and then to Feng-Tai. It was
not China who started the all-offensive
warfare. (2457).

A. It was Japan who first initiated the
war. Naturally Japan should be responsible.
It is my opinion that to decide who should
be responsible for the war is who fired the
first shot, is not who used the bigger
a m y e There is no such international difference, definition, in a bigger force or
a smaller force. What is the difference
between bigger forces and smaller forces,
such as noro than a thousand or less than
a thousand? (2458-59). I saw the Chinese
translation of tho Tanaka Memorial.(2460).
It does not matter very much whether Tanaka
Uemorial ever existed or not. Even it may
have been destroyed or it was not existed
at all. But the fact th: t Japan occupied
Manchuria and then Forth China and then
greater pert of China and then Pearl Harbor Incident still remain. (2463). I do
not know if Consul HASHIMOTO is among the
twenty five defendants sitting in the dock
here. (2465).
i;PT. KL2IL.«.N - cross examination by
BE PRESIDENT ~ Can you enlighten the Tribunal
on the point you are hoping to make, Captain? (2465).
CMPT.ICLEI1 AN: I wish to show the friction that
existed between the Chinese and Japanese
C-ovornment between the year 1924 and 1929
when the alleged Tanaka Plan was supp&sed
to have first been discovered.
COL. MORROM; Stated there is a general rule
that the cross examination should be limited to matters brought forth in chief.
THE PRESIDENT : It night be convenient to adopt
such a rule, but I cannot say that it has
been adopted yot. But I will take the views
of my colleagues. (2466)
THE PRESIDENT; Colonel Morrow, this is a
matter in which there is a different practice in different countries. I think Australia and Britain have tho same practice,
and New Zealand. I think we do, of course,
allow any question which is relevant to any
issue arising in the trial at any stage,
but I understand, in Canada and in United
States, it is different. Me have come, to
no conclusion about this matter yet.
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PRESIDENT: In all events, Captain Eleiinan,
you have failed to convince us, I think,
that you should be permitted to ask this
question which, as I understand it now, has
no bearing on any issue. The relations between the Soviets and China do not seen: to
have any bearing on any point we have to de
cide. So5 we will disallow that cuestion.
(2467 0 .

2469

T „ OICAHOTO - cross examination by

/

CONTINUATION OF SUGARY OF PROCEEDINGS BY ' ICRARL LEVIN
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A. Yesterday I answered to tlie question
by saying that it was because the Japanese occupation of Tientsin and Peiping
that many of the Chinese students were
Communists and compelled to join the Communist Party. So it can be said that it
was the Japanese who indirectly nurtured
the growth of the Communists. (2479)
What I have told you is concrete fact.
Students, because of the fact that Tientsin , Peiping and surrounding areas fell
to the Japanese, were compelled to join
the Chinese Communists. This fact is a
concrete fact. (2479) Prior to the outbreak of the July 7th Incident, some of
the students may have been found to have
some Left inclination, but there was never -any Communist troops. (24o0).

THE PRESIDENT; I think it is as relevant as any
of the- other matters we have allowed
cross-examination about. The whole purpose is to discover the state of China its disturbed state is suggested, and it
is suggested, I suppose, that the Japanese took appropriate measures to protect
their interests there , and it will be
further suggested that they were acting
within treaties. This is a. suggestion
that the country was so disturbed that
its chief was imprisoned. (2482)
A. Then, I was the Rayor of Peiping.
That I know is this; that after the Incident at Rsi-an, the person responsible
for thet incident was Chang Hsueh-liang,
became repentant, and then he sent Generalissimo back to Nanking and then the
people all over the country were so overwhelmingly joyous that they showed the
greatest sign of vindicating the Generalissimo, and the country was unified as a.
whole; and Japan, then, was so much
jealous of that fact. (2483)
2486

RRo BROOKS - cross examination by
TEE PRESIDENT; It is useless, hut he may answer. (2487)
A. On the part of China there was never
• any order like that, but on the part of
the Japanese Government, I wonder if
there is any order of what we call punitivo war against China. (2487)
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Exhibits,
TEE PRESIDENT; If you are not merely fishing,
but have evidence as you suggest, your question should be very specific. They should be
based on that evidence, and your questions
are not specific5 they are very vague, and I
propose to disallow your questions until they
are made specific, because you now say you
have evidence. You must put your questions
on that evidence. (2489)"
Further colloquy between the President and
I.Ir. Brooks (2489-91.
THE PRESIDENT: Tho mere economic developments
of other countries could not justify the
Japanese resort to war. (2491;

2492

MIic BROOMS; If the Court please, in Section III
of the Indictment there is a charge made of
economic aggression in China and Greater East
Asia. There is no limit on that period of
time, as has been shown by the prosecution in
their evidence produced thus far. (2492-^S)

2493

THE PRESIDENT: You are divorcing that from its
context. Economic aggression is not a crime,
(2493)
A. I had reported to my central government
about the several provocative acts and aggressive acts on the part of Japan. But
whether the central government had reported
same to the League of Nations, I don't know.
(2494)

2499

THE PRESIDENT: I thin: we had better terminate
this matter by the understanding that the
Tribunal will give you every assistance to
get that report if it will be released by
the Chinese Government, or to he ve a Commission, if necessary, in China if the matters
in the rouort are really of importance to
you. . . (2499-2500)

2505

THE PRESIDENT; The state of China from 1900 on
is not relevant, and is too remote. Mhat we
want to discover is the state of China as of
the times when the Japanese took action,
when the Japanese armed forces began to operate, The conditions then are the things
that we want to know. You cannot go back
forty years. (2505-6)
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THE PRESIDENT; I would suggest to you, Nr.
Brooks, with all respect, 1 hate to say anything that may appear offensive to counsel,
more particularly to American counsel who
are practically strangers to me, that you
frame your questions more carefully, and with
a view to assisting the Court, keeping in
mind that it is your duty to assist the Court.
(2506)
Further colloquy between the President and
kr. Brooks. (2509-11)

2512

THE PRESIDENT; Your attitude is so utterly unreasonable that it is difficult to control
in the ordinary way. Counsel rarely puts a
court in that situation. (2512)

2515

THE PRESIDENT: The Tribunal has decided that in
the future all cross-examination shall be
limited to matters arising in the examination in chief. (2515) . . . . Have you any
reason to doubt the genuineness of the Tanaka
kemorial? (2.515-16)
THE WITNESS; I cannot prove that it is a true
one, but at the same time I also have no
means to disprove it. But as the development
we have witnessed in the latter stages of
Japanese aggression it seems to me that „the
author TANAHA had made himself a very good ~
PrOfit.
:•
• ;
THE 1 ONITOR;

English supplementsS

If T A N A A A

memorial was untrue, was cooked up,- everything predicted in it has been carried out.
(251 ty

2517

2527

Upon inquiry by the President as to whether
either of the HASHIMOTOS referred ...to was the
accused, the witness answered neither of
them. ( 2 5 1 7 )
204
Pr.Doc.246

ROBERT 0. WILSON called as a witness.
U-i. LEVIN: Nr. President, we would like to
object to the use of this affidavit as an
exhibit in this case or as the testimony of
this witness. We believe the t none of the
reasons assigned by the Court for permitting
the use of affidavits in this case are applicable to this witness. The witness is a
graduate of Princeton and Harvard Universities and a. well educated man and speaks
English as well as anyone in this courtroom.
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I Ho LSVIN's Wl:. en the Court announced - when the
President .nnounc^d tho decision of the
Court to permit affidavits, it stated that
it did so with grave misgivings. We have 110
situation with this witness that is applicable to any of the other witnesses who
have appeared - that is5 those who spoke
either Chinese or Japanese. Under these
circumstances we believe that the witness
should be directed - that the testimony of
the witness should be offered by question
and answer. (2527-28)

2529

THE PRESIDENT? It was offered in evidence,
there was no objection and the Court couldn't reject it. But it is desirable that the
witness should now be examined in chief as
though his affidavit was a mere proof of
his evidence.
I Pic LEVIN; Pr. President y my objection to the
affidavit - I offered it as an objection to
the affidavit. I assumed that that was the
proper time to make tho objection, when it
was offered in evidence.
THE PRESIDENT: It was already in evidence and
marked when yor objected, but we may be
prepared to sustain the objection and reject the affidavit. We can always do that.
MRo LEVIN1 If the Court please, my objection
was based according to practice to which
I am accustomed« In our practice, when the
exhibit Is offered it is not considered in
evidence. At the time it was offered I
thought I made my proper objection to it.
I now object to it. I thought I had objected
to it, and I ask that the Court sustain our
objection to the use of this affidavit.
SHE PRESIDENT: -7e can treat your objection as
made nunc pro tunc, and uphold it. We will
reject "the a~ffidavi t.

2530

ifeffS OF
DR. "PERSON testified concern' ing" the" rape of Nanking. (2530-

2534

I HI. FAT IICE objects to prospective answers of
the witness on the ground they are hearsay
and not responsive.
THE PRESIDENT; The objection is overruled. The
objection to horesay has Peen overruled repeatedly. (2535)
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HR. WARREN: Objects that the witness should
state ivhat the patient is alleged to havetold him and not his conclusions.
THE PRESIDENT;

Tho objections are sustained.

CONTINUATION OF SURRARY OF PROCEEDINGS BY 1 ICRAEL LEVIN.
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WARREN objects on the ground that the questions are entirely leading, (2546)
THE PRESIDENTs I doubt whether I was right. I
looked at the record, and unfortunately I
do not hear everything that is said at that
lecturn, because counsel sor.ietir.es turn
away fron the microphone.

2549

I El. EEENmlk Referred to ruling with relation
to the use of affidavits of witnesses who
speak the English language, and requested
a reconsideration of the ruling. (2549-50).
THE PRESIDENT; Obviously, the Charter does not
deprive us of the discretion which we exercised yesterday, that is, to insist upon
the examination in chief being conducted
orally and not by affidavit. . < In receiving affidavits we have exercised more
liberality than has been displayed at Nuernberg. The Court will continue to exerdise
its iudgnent in each case. (2550)

2556

205
Pr .Doc

1734- HSU CEUAN-YING called as a witness.
NR. KcIE-ITS: RTakes the same objection kr.Levin
made yesterday

2557

TIE.. PRESIDENT: I think you had better examine
him 01 ally, and ii you strike any real difficulty, we may be able at that state to
accept his alfidavit.

2572

TEE PRESIDENT: The Court will have to consider seiiously mo;, far it will have to
accept this second-hand hearsay.

2576

luK. iuoRANUS asKs whether the witness is testi^yin.t irom. his o..n knowledge or whether
he i3 drawing these conelusions and offering them £s evidence, and asks that
the Court instruct him to confine himself to the facts and whot he knows.

2577

THE PRESIDENT: I think he is speaking in the
historical present. Host ol his evidence
has been. Ths subject matter lends itself to that. I think he is telling us
the facts as he understands them, but
he is usin^ the present tense in that way.
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2582
2595

Evidence with, reference to opium.
TEE IRESIDENT: Yes. I must remind you that
rape ana the minder of women could never
be just reprisals. You are assuming that, if the Japanese
did the things said to be done, by the witness, they were^
just reprisals. Rape and the murder of women and such line
things could never be just reprisals, and it is useless to
continue your cross examination along those lines.

2599

206
Pr.Doc.1735

Shfeng Teh Yi.

2603

207
Pr.Doc.2119

Wi Chang Teh.

2608

208
Ir.Doc.1742

Chen Fu Pao,

CON TITUATI OF OF 3UNSNARY OF PROCEEDINGS 3Y NICHAEL LEVIN.
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2619

209
Pr.Doc.2118

2624

G-, J« Hsu•
LR. WINER 3EARLE BATES called as witness «

2623

NR.„ McMANUS: Calls attention to the fact that
no conspiracy has been established, as yet.

2629

TEE PRESIDENT: We are all of the opinion that
the link can be established at any stage of the trial.
Of course, if it isn't established, why, there is no case
in conspiracy. But the order of evidence isn T t that you
must give evidence oi a conspiracy first. (2629)
Further testimony on the lape of Nanking.

2639

MR. Mc NANUS objects to the use ol notes.
THE PRESIDENT: Well, if the strict rules of
evidence applied, he 'would have to refiesh his memory if
he needed to do so, fiom notes made at the time. But they
don't apply, and substantially .your position is not affected. There is no reason why, if he needs to refresh his
memory, he should not use these copied notes that he made
from the original. The objection is overruled. (2639-40).

2645

The oi'Xici&l proclamations end the general statements of
the newspa^eis, including the Japanese newspapers, indicated tiiat General I wane MAT SHI was in command for the
Shanghai-Nanking 1egion. (2645)

2651

NR. 3R00H3:
on opium is cumulative.

surests that the questioning

THE PRESIDENT: The evidence only becomes
cumulative in t.iiat sense when quite a numbe: of witnesses
will necessarily testify to the same thing. The objection
is overruled.
2659

LiR. LOGAN: cross examination by Admits tiist his testimony is hearsay. (2662)

2662

CAPT. KLEIkAN: cross examination by Colloquy between Capt. Hleiman and President.
THE PRESIDENT: Do not argue with me that
way
I told you .what the Tribunal T s decision *<as
and I shewed how you aie infringing it, and you have net
shown that you did not infrinse it in your question. You
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2664 (conTt).

must accept the Tribunal's decision, ><e are
not going to alter that to meet this particular case. (2664-65). I have told you what the
decision is. I have told you that it excludes
those questions, and why. You have given me no
answer that suggested the Tribunal is wrong in
excluding the questions. You must obey the
Tribunal's decision. (2665)

CAPTAZT IZLSIMAN: Is it the Tribunal's decision
that we may not ask questions, aside from what was brought
out by examination in chief, for the purpose of attacking
credibility of tne .witness? . . . (2665)
THE PRESIDENT: You appear to be the only counsel who misunderstands the Tribunal's decision. That decision does prevent you from examining outside the scope of
the examination in chief in order to test credibility.(26652666).
2676
2681

PETER J". LA'XESS called as a witness.
EcHxJ'US objects to question as leading and
asxs what it has to do with the war crime here.
IKE PRESIDENT: V.ell, I think the question is
a bit clumsy. I think he mi^ht have asked were they punished, what is the eflect of the punishment, but there is
nothing in it really. Tne materiality has already been considered. It is alleged that this is a type of warfare,
• really, or preparation for it by making the Chinese drug addicts. The objection is overruled. (2681-32).

CONTINUATION OF SURRARY OF PROCEEDINGS BY 1 ICRAEL LEVIN.
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2693
2694

2696

2699

I.Pl. HYDER oilers in evidence Pr. Doc.1871 B,
Sec. 5.
LIB.. FURNESS states that the document obviously
a c.oc'iment prepared by £ prosecutor nation
for use in this trial, end that it should so appear of
record, end objects to it on that ground. (2695)

210

Pr .Doc .1371B

Because of error in numbering the documents, the President requested Pit. Furness
to read the document, .<hich he did. (2697-93)

£KE PPESIDETT: This document will go into the
record es a captured document ir that certificate stands. (2699) . . . I think we must accept it for
whatever probative value it has. 2700)
PR. FURNESS points out that w h i l e the Court
may accept it, it is not re uiied to do so. "It is mandatorious within tne discretion of the Court'1. (2700).
TEE PRESIDENT: The question of whether any document or any other evidence hss any probative value or not
will liave to be considered when we come to review the whole
of the evidence. There may be rare exceptions but I cannot
say this is one of them. (2700}
I\JR. PER HYPER reads from document (2701-03).

2703

211
Pr.Doc.1771

2705

212
Pr.Doc. 7243

LP.. RYDER reads from document. (2705-07)

270S

213
Pr.Doc.l371-E

PR3* LEE' 'EILYN reads the portion offered, consisting of five paragraphs. (2703-2712)

2713

214
Pr.Doc.1791

Protocol of Mutual Assistance between the
USSR ana the mongolian People's Republic
dated 12 Parch 1936. M,. FURNESS objects.

2715

Japan Year Boo--: for 1937. Document read (2704)

THE PRESIDENT: The prosecution claims that it
is relevant. Its relevancy may not be ajparent to the defense yet and may not be apparent even to all the llembers of
the Court, but it may appear later as you suggest, LIr . Furness. If it does not appear, we must reject it. The objection is overruled. (2715)
Protocol read. (2715-13)
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215
Pr.Doc,l634-§

2720

216
Pr.Doc.1634-C

2728

"Gist of Plans for Dealing with No.China."
prepared Jan.13,1936.
Decision of the Prime Minister.
read. (2721-2723)

Excerpts

It is pointed out that the Premier at that
time was HIROTA, Koki, end the Navy Minister was NAGANO, Osami,

2728

217^
Pr .Doc .1634-D

2733

THE PRESIDENT: The Court will consider the
matter, and lor that purpose we will adjourn now until half
past one. (2733)

2734

THE PRESIDENT: Tile decision ol the Court on
the matter reserved before lunch is to this efledt: The
prosecution may read so much ol an excerpt as they think
fit. As the whole of t rie e x cerpt is in evidence, it will be
for the defense, ii they see lit when they are presenting
their case later on, to read so much ol the balance of the
excerpt as they think fit. They may, of course, also refer
to it when addressing. The defense are already supplied with
a copy ol the whole of the excerpt and will not be at any
disadvantage because the whole ol the excerpt is not read
by the prosecution. Our decision on this point is in accord
with what it would be if we were trying our own nationals.
Vie are following'the practice in our national courts. (2734)

2735

TBI PRESIDENT: The whole of the evidence
is part of the record, and the evidence includes the documents tendered in evidence.

MR. BROOKS objects to reading only excerpts,
Phe.t the 'whole part ol it should be read
so the defendants will have a chance to
hear it and understand its contents. Discussion between the President, Mr. Brooks and Mr. Lo ~:an.
(2728-33).

•

Further discussion between the Piesidsnt
and Mr. Logan as to the rule. Discussion by Mr. Brooks.
(2735-40).

2740

217
Pr.Doc.1634-D

Reading from by MR. EYDER (2740-43)

2745

218
Pr.Doc.1634 F

Decision of Ministries concerned, dated
Feb.20, 1937, and "The Third administrative
Policy toward North China."

2748

219
Pr.Doc ,1634 G

"Plans for Guiding North China (decided by
the Forei_n, Finance, Mar and Naval Ministers) dated April 16, 1937- (2743-50)
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MR. heKEFZIE offers maps in evidence,

2751

Imps.

220

W. 2754

MR. McKENZIE begins reading from copy of Lytton
Report. (2754-81)

2781

MR, MclvIAFUS: After reading from Exhibit 187-1,
already in evidence, Doc. 2256, admissions
0 f ALA1CI, Mr . He Fan u s objects.
THE PRESIDENT: Well, in an ordinary court that
objection would be sustained because the person who heard
the admissions would have to be celled. But here a different rule operates. \te have already given our decision. This
evidence must be received for whatever probative value it
hag. (2781-82)

\

MR. LOGAN requests a ruling with respect to
the effect of the admissions or declarations o£ one of the
accused made after the completion of conspiracy. (2732}
THE P R E S I D E N T :
Ordinarily it would be evidence only against the accused who made the admission. I
have no doubt about that. I am not prepared to decide that
other question without - or, rather, I am not prepared
to state the decision of the Tribunal without consisting
all of them. I do not know to what extent they will be
prepared to accept ARAINPs statement as evidence against
all of them. But we must hear it as evidence against
A R A A I . Whether it will be extended to other accused remains to be determined. (2782)
MR. MckEN2JE re&ds excerpts fron intsrrogatories of Ah^HI (2784-36).
2786
2787

RYOMEI HA3^01 called as a witness,
221
Pr.Doc.1854

This affidavit relates to his relation with
various organizations in connection with
Dr. OKA'.A and others. The money for the
organizations came from the Kwantung Army,
Colonel I T A G A K I , Seishiro, was in chaige of
this division. (2793)
/
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July 31, 1946
IvJik LEV IE: You will recall that yesterday
you made inquiry from l:r . Sutton as to
whether or not Dr. Bates had left Tokyo. On behalf of
all deiense counsel, both Japanese and American, it is
requested that no witness be permitted to leave Tokyo unless he has - he is expressly dismissed by the Court.
THE PIuLSIDStTT: It is understood that they
would be examined when they were here, that they could
leave Tokyo immediately after they had given their evidence .
kk. LEVITT: well, we are in this situation
in vie-., of the ruling.of the Court, of the Tribunal rather,
that these witnesses may not be examined on new matter,
that it may be we shall be una Die to have them when we
desire them.
TIS IKEEIDETT: If it be necessary in the
interests of a fair trial, I have no doubt the Tribunal
will direct that he be brought back, And as I am reminded, he could be examined in China on commission or
by way of interrogatories. Both parties would have leave
to administei interrogatories. I should say all parties.
M.. LE\HT: The request is made particularly
in view of the fact that Dr. Betes was excused*and an application /as made for tne use of a document or book
from which he had testified which had not been offered in
evidence and whicii it is row proposed to be used.
now
the Doctor is no longer heie. I «ould lice further to suggest that there m y te certain witnesses who might come
from the United States one elsewhere whom it would be almost impossible to 0 et at l future aate.
THE IRESILENT: At present we are not able
to say that you have been prejudiced by the return of Dr.
Bates to China because your position will be protected
by the Couit, not omly in his* case but others, if necessary.

2803

NR. C'HARA continues cross examination of
Ryomei ICasagi.
(2*03-15)

2817

222

14153

Minutes of Cabinet Gonlerence Meeting.
(281?-2823)

ML. BKCOES requests permission as to date
of document. Discussion between BP.00ICS, DAR3EY and the
PRESIDENT
(2323-2025). TIRE IRESHEDEN T: The objection
is overruled. (2-3251
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2825

223
Fr.Doc.1415-C

Minutes of the Cabinet Council meeting rela'ting to Manchukuo.
MR. DAI SPY:

Reads from document. (2826-27).

2827

224
Pr.Doc.1415-2

Minutes oi Cabinet Council meeting May 3,1932
The General Principle of the Policy Concerning Construction of the KIRBTTITGHOA Railway
Extension Line,

2830

225
Pr .Doc ,14I5-P

minutes of Cabinet conference meeting dealing with development of aviation in Marchukuo.
MR. DERS3Y reads from (2831-2835)

2836

226
Pr.Doc. 607

2837

Message addressed to V/ar Minister from CinC
Kwantung Army elated April 3, 1932.

LIR. LEVIP: It
ence to the telegrams No. 323
view of these telegrams, as i
and refeience is made to 334.
prosecution produce telegrams

appears that there is a referand 334. Re would like, in
- the telegram 323 is here,
Re would like to have the
334 if it is available.

THE 1 P E S I P PPT: It rests entirely with the
prosecution to produce them, or letthe defense do so.
2337
2844

2845

227
Pr.Doc.613

MR. McM^PJS inoaires ..nether matter contained
in parentheses, just before par agrspii one, was contained in
the original document. My client, general ARAKI, was Ear
Minister at the time. He was directly involved. II not
contained in original, should not be in copy.
228
Fr *Doc.645

2847
2366

2397

Telegram from C/S IR/an$ung Army to V/M War.
Document read *2338~43h

Telegram from W.I!, to CinC of Hwsntun.g ^rrny
dated June 10,1932 read (2846-47).
MR. McKEPZIP continues reading from Lytton
report. ',2847-65)'.

MR. COLE points out that the IvHJTO referred to
on page 106 01 trie Lytton Report j s not his client, Akira
MCTC. MR. MeEENZIL continues reading from Report. (28662896).
229

Ir.Doc.1008

M R . MCMANUS:
Has the Tribunal decided yet
whether these are admissible against ARAHI
or against the other accused as well:

THE 7RESIDENT; The Tribunal has not yet decided th£*t question and may not decide it until it is considering the whole of "che evidence*
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MR. E U I 1 T E 3 S objects on behalf of del indent
SHIGEhlTSU to admission or these documents.
(2897). MR. Mc^JUS objects on beheif of
arai^I *
2898

MR. LOG-AT: If the Tribunal please, may we respectfully ask for a ruling on the admissibility of this
interrogation of each individual accused with respect to
all the others earlier than at the conclusion of ail the
evidence, because i"- ,-il? neon that each accused will have
to prepare his defense, base., on the assumption that all
these interrogations may be used against him, whereas if
the Tribunal rules that the interrogations of one accused
are not in evidence as against the others, it will a liminete
all that work?
TIH POiSIDETT: I can > ive no undertaking, but
I am prepared to put the matter to my colleagues at a convenient time.
S . ' . C M E T T reads from alary (2898-2902).

2903

230
Ir.Eoc.621

Letter from G/S Xvantung ^imy to V.h.li, attached to which is outline lor .guiding Manchukuo. (29C3-11

MR. B L O C K S and If,. i'DlliSS call attention to
erroneous ditus in documents. Statement by MR. S A C K E T T
relative thereto. (2912-2913).
2918

If;. FTJhTESS; ,
s . I would like to point out,
too, that to ueiely say that it »<as prepared for official
use or gendial use g.ivce us veiy little information. It
must have keen prepared 1 or some specific use.
THE IRESIl'ETT: Well, if the defense desixes to
tenderths documents that are summarized, I an sura tiir Tribunal will give every assistance in its power.

2919

231
Pr .Doc .1014-*

MRS. LLET.TSLLYT offers to show that Japan
planned to dominate Manchuria by deciding at
Cabinet meetings in Tokyo to control the communication system of taat country. (2919-24).

2925

232
Pr .Doc.2411

Certificate from Eox^imi Oil ice.

2926

233
Pr.Doc.1014-D

Cabinet decision dated 3 August 1933. Summary
of the guidin , policy of Manchuria. (2927-32).

2933

234
Pr.Doc.1014-i

Cabinet decision regard in-? Manchuria dated
22 December 1933. {2933-37).

2937

235
Ir .Doc ..2412

Certificate from 'Foreign Office.
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LIR. FORTESS: If the Tribunal would look at
these letters, I think they would see that they are blank
letters, blank dates, blank signatures - almost entirely
made up of blanks. Does Urs. Llewellyn mean that they were
exchanged in that form or not. If not, they aie incomplete.
THE IRE3IDEMT:
of merit. (2933).

2939

The objection has not a shred

236
Document to prove that Japan tried to dominate
Pr.Doc.1014-F ana control Manchuria by unifying and developing th.j principal industries of that country.
(2939-43)

2933

237
Pr.Doc.837

Treaty of June 10,1936, offered to prove that
Japan concluded this Treaty with Manchukuo in
order thot Japanese residents in Manchukuo enjoy the same privileges of life and work as
those enjoyed by Manchukuons. (2944-47).

1
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237

Pr.Doc.337-A
233
Pr.Doc.837-A

Supplementary agreement attached to Treaty of
June 10,1936. (2949-59).

239
Pr .Doc .1014-0

Cabinet decision of Oct.22,19.37, concerning
establishment of heavy industry in LSanchukuo.

IH. LOGAN inquires as to whether it is claimed
XIDO was present at this meeting. (2961)
2961

THE PRESIDENT: The onus of proof, of course,
as you know, lests throughout on the prosecution. There is
no presumption that I know of that XIDO was present at the
cabinet meeting on that day. That view may not be shared by
all my colleagues, but I kno,/ of none. why should .you endeavor to complete the prosecution's case by asking these
questions and having the answers?
RR. LOGAN: The reason for that, your honor,
is I believe that now would be the proper time to object on
the ground of immateriality and irrelevancy to this document .
TRIE PRESIDENT: The document is certainly admissible, subject to being connected up, if it is not already connected up, with ICIDO.
HP. LOGAN: Do I understand, your Honor's ruling to be then that there is no presumption that any of
these members attended the aabinet unless shown?

2962

piE PRESIDENT: Yes, .-.hat I told you is shared
by my colleagues. That is so.
Document read (2962-67.

2967

240
Pr.Doc.644

Letter dated Oct.25,1935, from C/S Xwantung
Army to EURUSO, V.IvI.hh , plans for directing
and controlling public opinion in Ranchukuo.

2972

241
Pr.Doc.947

Minutes of Privy Council meeting Sept.13,
1932 concerning form of protocol between
Japan and manchukuo.

2997

. '242
Pr.Doc.1046

Threo telegrams, one from Comdr.kwantung Army
to
and V.C/GS, dated Nov.13,1937; one
to T/'CG-S from 0/GS of Ewantu.ng Army, Ray 14,
193-. and a t e l e ^ m from V/R.R. to C/GS
EWa n t ung Ar my, I lc. y 249 19 3 ok

1
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243
Pr.Doc.1054

Telegram from C/S IC.^rmy to V.M.V;. dated Dec.
16,1940.

244
Pr.Doc.641

Telegram from C/S K.Army to V.M.M. dated ITov.
5,1940.

3006

luORITO MOPLISHIMA called as a witness, by MR.
DARSEY.
lit. LEVITT: we object to tne examination of
this witness, first, in Japanese - that he be permitted to
testify in Japanese, and, second, we object to the testimony
by way of affidavit. I make this objection on behalf of all
Japanese counsel ana all .American counsel. 7«e believe it is
greatly in the interests of a fair trial, first, that the
witness shall testify in English. He speaks, reads, and
understands the English language, and has lived in the City
of New York for many years. In addition to that, we object
to the use - strenuously object to the use of this affidavit
because the mare saving of time should not be a primary consideration in the offering of testimony. Mo of the defense
are as anxious as the Tribunal and as the prosecution to
save all the time th-.. t wo can, tut it strikes us that thcmere saving of time, a d^y, a week 01 a mont£ is not nearly
as important as that a witness shall be subjected to the question and answer method, ^aich is the method by which we conduct our proceedings as a rule. The testimony by way of affidavit is in the nature of synthetic testimony; that is, it
is prepared under the guidance of either party who is interested in presenting the ev Hence in the best light, so far
as the aspects of the case are concerned. Further, the desire of a witness to testify in a particular language is not
controlling at all. The question involved is: Can he understand the questions the t are x,ut to him in the prevailing
language wnich. is used, and can, he answer? Me submit, Mr.
President, that in all fairness and in consideration of the
important issues that are involved, that a witness as important as this, and who c~n speak, lead, and understand the
English language - has lived in th-; United States, should
testify in English, and we should lave the opportunity of
having questions directJC to him under the scrutiny of counsel, and should be cross-examined or. his answers given pursuant to those questions.
THE PRESIDENT: Me have already decided that a
witness may testify in iris o-.ai language, but whether this affidavit should be received or not is a question which I will
refer to my colleagues, we have decided to receive the affidavit .

3009

245
Pr.Doc .2263

Affidavit of Morito Morishima.
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MR. LEVIN: May
take the exception, Mr. President, to the ruling of the Court, and at this time it might
be proper for me to inquire, in view of the question that
has been raised by other defense counsel, whether it is understood that when the rulings by the Court are adverse to
an objection made by us, whether we have an exception as a
matter of course. I make this inquiry so that we shall not
take up the time of the Court in asking for exceptions.
TEE PRESIDENT: The reviewing authority, with
his very limited power to review, probably will not stick
at an exception or the absence of one. To save time, we will
assume that every objection by the defense which is overruled is followed by an application for an exception, which
application is granted,
MR. LEVIN: That is satisfactory, your Honor.
P O R I S H I M A was Co^nsul General at Mukden until
1932 and his alrUavit covers events prior to Sept. 18,
1931- ftI received a telephone call from the Army Special
Mission advising urn? thct an explosion had occurred on
the South Manchurian Railway. (lC:sC pm, Sept.18,1931)
I arrived there about 10:45 PM and met Colonel ITAGAKI,
Seishiro, Major HANAYA . . . .TT (302C) This affidavit
also covers matters in relation to establishment of a puppet government, etc.

3025

MR. YAMADA - cross examination by.
nation follows the usual lines.

This exami-

>

3032

3037
3038

A. All I heard was Colonel ITAGAKI told me
that the Chinese side had blown up the South Manchurian
Railway. They did not say that the Chinese had begun to
fire.
MR. FURTESS:

Cross examination by

A. After the Chang Hsueh-Liang regime merged
with the ICuoming Chinese nationalist government, a movement for the recovery of Chinese national rights gained
in strength and, for instance, a demand for the recovery
of the South Manchurian Railway and even of what would
amount to overthrowing fundamentally Japan's position in
Manchuria. Such demands bagan to be made. . . Certainly it
is a part of a general anti-Japanese feeling in China. 3ut
this feeling was especially strong in the three eastern
provinces which comprise Manchuria. (3033-39). IvIR.
SHIGEMITSU, first as First Secretary in Peking, later as
Councillor there, and still later as Consul-general at
Shanghai, served in various parts of China and played a
prominent part in those difficult negotiations, helping
Minister YOSEIZAWA to the best of his ability and showing
the utmost petience. (3040) The Japanese Legation made
every effort to settle the incident and one of the legation who accomplished such settlement was SHIGEMITSU.(3042).

A. It goes without saying that on the whole
they respect the opinions of legations, but do
not act under their supervision.
Further cross examination developing the fact
that SHIGILM1TSU was doing eve: ything to try and
pursuade them to settle through peaceful negotiations. (3043-44).
TEL PRESIDENT objects to counsel going to the
witness box, "I cannot be sure that any statements made by counsel in his perambulations
between the lectern and the "witness box will
be properly recorded.
MP. FULNESS replies that it is t-uite a common
practice, etc. (3045)
Discussion between President and Mr . Furness
as to cross examination regarding telegrams.
Mr. Furness is permitted to cross examine.
Telegrams admitted in evidence. (3050)
This exhibit read into the record.
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August 2, 1946
. McCOKMACK: cross examination by - on
behalf of accused MINAMI.
THE PRESIDENT: We will take into consideration that he is a consul and not a prime minister.2. . .
We have paid the greatest attention, no doubt, to what he
says about the Mukden Affair, but his claims to the knowledge of Japanese poliLics generally may not impress the
Members of the Court. You will have to use your own judgment there. E^/en I cannot tell you that. (3087)
MR. BLAKENEY: cross examination by. In objecting to question as to whether China and Japan ever
severed diplomatic relations, Major Blakeney argued at
length that Mr, Daisey, in opening this phase of the case
stated evidence would be introduced under specific counts
of the Indictment to prove the waging of a war of aggression in connection with the llancnurian Incident. (3104)
Objection overruled.
A. It has never been severed. (3105)

3107

MR. BROOKS:

cross examination by

A. On the basis of the right of extraterritoriality, a large consular police existed to protect
Japanese nationals resident in Manchuria. (3107) From the
various sources of information trends and developments
were anticipated and reported as conclusions to the foreign office <.
3117

THE 1 RESIDENT: Objection allowed. It looks as
though we will have to adjourn and give general instructions to counsel about these matters. Re cannot sit here
and waste time like this. Nothing that has been brought
out today has helped us in the slightest, .!o have discussed
during lunch an adjournment; that is our opinion. That
largely arises out of prosecution s having asked this witness to swear to too much in his affidavit. In that affidavit he has made statements right beyond his provinces.
He is only a consul general,

3120

THE PRESIDENT asks the witness questions concerning his having gi--/en evidence before the Lytton Commission

3122

3127

141
Pr.Doc.l675

Book destroyed by MAEDA as Minister of Education in 1945- MR, EAMHCCK reads exhibit.
(3124-26}.

MAJOR. ELAIEuFEY cross examination in regard
to identification at officers who expressed disapproval
of speech made by him. (3127-29)
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3129

MR. McMANUS: cross examination regarding Imperial rescript and matters along those lines.

3134

THE PRESIDENT: That type of reasoning - that
line of cross examination is useless. Rhat does it matter to you if the Japanese people did think they needed
a part of China? Their honest belief, if it be an
honest belief, as to their needs for part of China, is
not justification for an aggressive war. That is directed to you, Mr. McManus, end not to the witness.

3135

THE PRESIDENT: The existence of the conspiracy
is not negatived by any evidence that the Japanese people
themselves desired wnat the alleged conspirators sought.
You do not disprove conspiracy by saying tho Japanese
people wanted this anyhow.
MR. P'cMANUS: If the Court please, it is not
my intention to argue with the President, but might I
ask. If it is a national policy how can it be a conspiracy of individuals?
THE IRESIDENT: There could be nothing more
natural than a conspiracy to give effect to a national
policy.

3138

•
Concerning the destruction of books, the witness answered over objection - At that time I was under
the instructions of the Cabinet and, being an official
serving unde: the Cabinet, I, as a subordinate official,
cannot destroy such books by my own will. There is one
other point I wish to have considered, and thet is that
I was Governor at a time wncn Japan "was in the midst of
war; and during war it was my, as well as other officials* responsibility of others, to reconcile all differences, if Lny, in order to help the country in its
war effort. Therefore I, as a Japanese subject, could
not do such a thing as destroy such material.(3138-39)
One of my reasons' for destroying the book was th.t its gen
general tendency was very objectionable, indicated that
Japan was greater than other countries; that Japan was
a country especially selected and blessed by Providence,
intended to foster prejudice and animosity against foreign culture. Secondly, it emphasized the Imperial way.
Another point is th. t the w:. y of human beings was entirely neglected,
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REQUEST THAT CHATTER PROCEEDINGS BE MADE A
PART OF RECORD.

MR. LOGAN: If the Tribunal please, for the
purpose of the record, I formally move the Tribunal at this
time, on behalf of all the accused, that the proceedings
heretofore had in Chambers and all the proceedings to be
held in Chambers hereafter be made part of the record of
this case, that a separate volume be kept of such proceedings entitled "Proceedings in Chambers", and that an orderbe enteied to that effect.
be heard?

THE PRESIDENT*/ Does the prosecution desire to

MR. DONIHI: No objections to the motion.(3154)
THE PRESIDENT: The Court will consider the
matter. (3154)
3155

Showing of the film "The Critical Period of
Japan". Reading in English of the titles and sound track.

3195

THE PRESIDENT: . . I make eveiy allowance
for Japanese counsel. I am most anxious to assist them, but
they must observe the ordinary rules.

3202

MR. PARKINSON requests thet the witness be
permitted to testify as to each of the three phases for
which he was brought here.

3204

MR. LOGANs Well, I don't know of any courts,
your Honor, that would permit a witness to be called three
times and peimit three direct examinations and three cross
examinations without special leave of the Court under special circumstances.

3205

THE PRESIDENT: I have never known a Court to
allow it. But, on the other hand, I have never known a Court
to be faced with a situation like this, nor you. I think
we have hud enough argument. I think we can all appreciate
the difficulties th.t 111ay arise from one course or the
other. The Court, by a majority, thinks thc.t theie should
be three directs or th, t you should be allowed to examine
him in three direct examinations in succession, each direct
examine tion to be followed by cross examination and reexamination .

3209

JOHN B. POWELL - called as a witness. I
lived in Shanghai from 1902 until 1942, engaged in newspaper editorial work as correspondent for American and
British newspapers. Mr. Powell related in detail occurrences in Manchuria from 1931 to 1942. This involves the
whole Manchurian situation and I am sure those inte: ested

/
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recall it very well. To give any short passage from it would simply be worthless. He was the owner
and editor of tho China Weekly Review end also wrote for
the Chicago Tribune and the Manchester Guardian.
3222

THE PRESIDENT: Apart altogether from the reference to atrocities, this witness has given a number of
details which might have led somewhere but which amounted
to nothing.
ML.. BROOKS objects that publication of papers
would not add any more credibility, (3223)
THE PRESIDENT: On the contrary, it was published in tht newspapers and g: ve an opportunity to the
Japanese to contradict it, (3223).

3224

THE PRESIDENT: You understand, the world heard
these allegations. We arc hora to get the evidence that
supports the allegations and you arc giving us the allegations over again.
Lit. nARREN objects and asks lor the name of the
village and the place where Certain events occurred. Tho
original story was in the Chicago Tribune.
THE PRESIDENT: I think you ought to get the
newspaper
We want tho best evidence and we won't
take more allegations, (3226'
MR. WARR.ET: ob jeats
regard to General DGHIHMRA.

line of questioning in

THE PRESIDENT: You H Q entitled to know the
name of his informr.nt. Objection upheld. (3231)
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JOHN B. POWELL still testifying. The given
name of DOHIEARA is Kenji. He is one of the
accused on tri.,1.
MILITARY AGGRESSION HI CHINA:
COLONEL POIROW made opening statement.

MR. McMANUS objects th t statement is a summation and not rn opening statement. (3243)
THE FRESIDENT: I suppose you hrve prepared
to deliver this and ther^ is translation of it which is
going Over the IBM. But, I hope that what I say will lead
to revision of some of the later openings, if that be necessary.
3248

MR. LOGAN asks that counsel's remark in opening statement that accused are responsible for acquiescence
in certain acts as constituting a crime be stricken from
his statement.
MR. LEVIN: I move that that portion of the
opening statement of Colonel Morrow be stricken which is
not a statement of the evidence which they will prove but
a statement of - but an address to the Court, as it is improper at this time.
THE PRESIDENT: Well, the Tribunal has already
stated when it will strike matter out of the record. This
is not an occasion on which we will strike matter out of the
record. Nevei tlieless, we quite appreciate the objections.
We can understand them. Those inflammatory statements which
have been indulged in by Colonel Morrow ceitainly only tend
to antagonize the Tribunal. We .are being treated as a jury,
not as eleven sober judges. The purpose of an opening is to
let the Court Know the evidence which will be adduced. But
this opening statement has extended far beyond tint. It
largely consisted of comment, comment not intended to show
the drift of the evidence and to enlighten us. To taKe only
two examples: What witnesses could bo called to tell us the
Chinese fought c. s they never fought before, and that the
Japanese behaved worse th: n Attila the Hun? Those may be
the f^cts, but it is not intended to prove them in evidence
in this section of the case. I repeat. We resent being
treated as a jury. We are judges and we are going to be
treated as such. (3248-49)
MR. IOWELL testified in relation to conditions in Shanghai ..bout February 1,1932. (3250-58)
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-MR. FURNESS: X-ex m regarding SHIGEMITSU regarding withdrawal of Japanese troops, etc. He testified
as to the Hong Kew Park Incident. This Hong Kew Park bombing took place during a Japanese military celebration at
the end of the Incident. SHIGEMITSU was on the platform
and was gravely injured. That occurred on April 29th and
the truce was signed by SHIGEMITSU in the hospital on the
5th of May.

3266

MR. McMANUS X-exrm relative to Lergue of Nations
etc. Mr-. Powell examined by Mr . DAVIS on the treatment
of civilian internees, Described in detail how badly prisoners were treated, how they were housed and fed, lack of
food, no place to sleep, no medic: 1 attention, vermin,
rats running all over. He also described his own physical
condition.

3286

59

3312

247
Pr.Doc.1726

3315

Sino-Jc.p: nese Dispute; Report Adopted on Feb.
24, 1933, by the Assembly" of the League of
Nations. Colonel MORROW reads. (328694).
(3295-3311)
MR. LEVIN objects on the ground that no application has been made to offer the excerpts in evidence, but in view of the shortness of the document waives the objection.
WANG LEN-CHfAI called as a witness.

3317

Factual Accounts of "Luckouchiao" Case. This
evidence ralated to the Marco Polo Bridge Incident and
counsel interested therein should fefer to the direct testimony. (3317-33 ).

3333

MR. LEVIN: Mr. President, I desire to call the
attention o? the Tribune 1 to the fact tin t a very substantial portion of this affidavit consists of conclusions,
opinions, aid judgments of the witness himself, we l^ave
it to the Jadgment of the Tribunal, in view of the fact
thc_.t that ief'oct is inherent in the use of affidavits. I
think that the prosecution is subject to some rather severe
criticism Ijr the insertion of a paragraph such ? s the last
paragraph cf this affidavit.
'.PEE PRESIDENT: The affidavit, I think, was
taken in Chin?, Mr, Levin. We realize it has a lot of objectionable matter,

3333

ME. HAYASHI> counsel for HASHIMOTO, Kingoro,
X-exmm in regard to the Incident,
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3341

MR. KATTICE introduces Comdr. E. R. Harris of
the New York Bar as appearing for the accused, SHIMADA.

3351

COL. MORROW: I desire to present for consideration an affidavit of Col. David D„ Barrett and ask the
Court's permission to file the same as an exhibit in this
case. . . . it is cumulative evidence concerning the Lukouchiao Incident. Col. Barrett had to return to China to assist General Marshall.

3352

THE PRESIDENT: If there is no objection by the
defense we will, of course, admit it, but it will be subject to the deponent being called for cross-examination if
necessary or desirable. Mr. Levin.
MR. LEVIN: We desire to object to the use of
this affidavit on the ground that, in the first place, I
believe the Court has unaer consideration the matter of
the use of affidavits where the witnesses cannot be crossexamined, and has yet not passed on it. Col. Barrett was
here and the prosecution knew the character of his functions with Gen. Marshall and I am sure the Court would
have permitted him to testify out of order and wo would
have consented thereto.
THE PRESIDENT: We will admit the affidavit on
those terms, that the deponent may be called later if necessary or desirable, and also may be subject to interrogatories on the affidavit by the defense even if he is not
called.

3353

3354

249
Pr.Doc.1946

MR. BROOKS suggests, for the purpose of saving
time, that the witness-be called later out of
turn for direct questioning and cross exam.
(3354)

THE PRESIDENT: . . . It is admitted. Affidavit
read by Col. Morrow. (3355-66)
MR. SMITH makes motion to strike the affidavit.

3369
3370
3376

LIANG TING-FANG called as a witness.
250
Pr.Doc.1743

This affidavit relates to atrocities in connection with the Nanking Incident. (3370-73)
HAYAO TADA called as a witness.
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3379

Affidavit of Gen. T A D A , Hayao, General of
the Japanese Army August 1937 through December 1933 and i ice Chief of the General Staff
at Tokyo, AS such he made the plans for the
capture of Japanese armed forces. The plans
for the captuie of Shanghai were made when
the incident bioke out in Shanghai. During
the battle plans were drawn up for the capture of Nanking. (3377-73)
DP. KIYOSE:

X-exam by

3335

THE PRESIDENT: The objection cannot be allowed as regards Hankow and Nanking, those two places for
which he prepared plans. . . . The witness can state what
the capacity of the bombers was, so far as regards his particular plans
What is this Greater East Asia
War? Was not it the genesis of the matters to which this
witness has deposed? (3336)

3390

A. A. DOIRANCE called as a witness. Connected
with Standard Oil Company and testified concerning events
in Hankow, China, about the Japanese occupation which
took place there the latter part of October, 1933. Also
testified as to atrocities and conditions on the Yangtse
River. X-examination directed thereto. (3390-3411)

3415

252
Pr.Doc.1752

MR. SMITH objects on behalf of Mr. Furness on
the ground that the Government has made no
showing as to who prepared the document and
the circumstances under which it was prepared.

THE PRESIDENT: We must receive it for what it
is worth. We may think it has no value unless it is in
some way supplemented or confirmed. (3416-17)
MR. LEVIN:. . . . this looks to me like a
Rafferty exhibit. (3417)
3413

MR. LOGAtT suggests that the interpretation
would mean an official document of a government which was
part of the archives prior to the inception of this law
suit, whereas, this document on its face shows it was compiled in February,1946. Further argument in relation
thereto.
MR. LEVIN: . . we should like to make the further point thc,t this is a summary of casualties, and
should come by way of argument or summation.
THE PRESIDENT: . . . It is evidence of immense importance. I think it is a matter of weight and
not of admissibility, Mr. Levin. The Tribunal may look
for confirmation beyond the Chinese prosecutor. . .(3420)
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THE PRESIDENT: I think that the prosecution would
do well if they exeicised a little more care in getting
these documents. Surely there exists somewhere in great
China an official who could certify to this document without provoking the defense into this opposition. It should
not have to rely upon the certificate of the Chinese prosecutor in a matter of that grave importance.

3422

COL. MORROw: . . . we have a document here that
purports to come from an official of the Republic of China.
worth.

THE PRESIDENT:

We will admit it for what it is

COL. MORROW reads list of casualties. MR. LEVIN
requests that the Tribunal not consider the document in
evidence until these figures are substantiated by an official record. (3423)
THE PRESIDENT: Well, I can't add to what I have
said about it, Mr. Levin.
MP. LEVIN: I think the Court has covered it fully.
I wanted to make' an additional statement for the purpose of
the record. (3424)

3424

>

253
Pr.Doc.10,103

Statistics showing air raid casualties.
MR. LEVIN objects to the use of this document on
the ground that it is a summary of incidents,
many of which have not been referred to in the
evidence. (3426)

THE PRESIDENT: It complies with Article 15c of
the Charter. . . . (3426)
MR. LEVIN: It does not seem to me that under the
* Charter that a reference can be made to items, to matters
concerning which no evidence is offered at all. It certainly seems to us that a summary of various events, without
evidence, cannot have any cogent effect in relation to the
trial of this case. (3426-27)
THE PRESIDENT: I suppose if you called a Chinexe
military historian we would hear him on these matters. No,
the document is admissible and we admit it subject to the
usual terms.
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Annals of Japanese Military Aggressions in
China. (3430-32)

MR. LOGAN objects to the reading of interrogatories of MUTO, Akira, dated 16 April 1946, document
No. 103101.
THE FRESIDENT: Mr. Logan, the Court has considered that mattei as to how far the admissions or statements made b- one accused will be used against the others,
if at all. We have decided not to give a decision in that
matter until we have heard all the evidence, including the
evidence for the defense. Depending upon all the circumstances, we may or may not admit the statements made by one
accused against the other accused also. In other words, we
will not hold ourselves bound by the strict rule of evidence if the facts warrant otherwise. So, prepare your defense on the assumption that the statements of one accused
may be admitted against otheis. (3433-34)
MR. LOGAN: May we than have a blanket objection to all these interrogatories, sir, intrudiced into
evidence, on behalf o£ all the other accused except the one
whose interrogatory is being read so we won't have to repeat it after each interrogatory? (3434)
3435

THE PRESIDENT: I told you some days ago, Mr. '
Logan, that we would take it th. t there was an exception
to every objection taken by the defense which was overruled,
and that extends to the interrogatories, .a. . . . and you
have an exception in each case.

3435

255
Pr.Doc,10,101

3443

256
Pr.Doc.10,102

Interrogation of Gen. Shunroku HATA. (3443-52)

3453

257
Pr.Doc.10,104

Excerpts from Interrogation of MATSUI, Iwane,
dated 8 March 1946. (3453-65)

3466

258
Pr.Doc.1949

Interrogation of Col.HASHIMOTO, Kingoro.

Prosecution's document No.10,101 will receive
Exhibit No. 255.

«

3470

THE TRIBUNAL DIRECTS TEE PROSECUTION TO SUPPLY
COPIES OF THOSE MAPS TO THE DEFENSE.
THE PRESIDENT: And you might give a copy to the
defense. (3473)
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MR. McMANUS objects on the tround that it is a
matter of judicial notice for the court to notice historical changes. I donft see any reason why the prosecution
has to resort to a Barnum-and-Beiley road show to present
their evidence. . .
THE PRESIDENT: It is quite a common practice in
all courts to present maps on a large scale. (3471)

3474

259
Pr.Doc,984

Submission of draft of outline for military disposal of railways in North China. (3475-86)

3487

260
Pr.Doc.928

Emergency measures in personnel administration.
(3487-88)

3490

261
Pr.Doc.473

Collection of addresses by Foreign Minister
MATSUOKA, 1941. (3491-3503)

3505

3509
3514

NOBUFUMI ITO recalled as a witness. I was
Minister at large in China, in charge of negotiations with
the diplomatic corps and members of the press at Shanghai
and in charge of inf0mation. I received reports from members of the diplomatic corps and from press men that the
Japanese Army at Nanking had committed various atrocities.
I did not seek to verify these reports. (3505) I did report
a general resume to my own Government. All my reports were
sent to the Foreign Office. I just said that I could not
recollect exactly to whom these reports were meant to go.
(3506)
262
Pr.Doc.1862

Press Release by Gen.MATSUI, 18 Dec.1937. (351013)

MR. YAMAOKA objects to the introduction of the
findings of fact regarding the U.S.Navy Board of Inquiry
in connection with the sinking of the USS FANAY. He argued that the matter, having been disposed of by the two
countries, it was no longer a subject of inquiry by this
Tribunal.
THE PRESIDENT: Suc^ things do not render the
evidence inadmissible, but they are merely considerations
to be weighed when we are evaluing the evidence. . . The
evidence is clearly admissible, but the consideration you
press on us is one to be entertained to some extent in
dealing with the value of the evidence. (3515i6)
MR. YAMAOKA:. . .The reason why I am making
this objection is that here we have incidents that are
closed, and if it is to be reopened we do not know to what
extent these matters, settled in diplomatic practice in usage would be upset. (3516-17)
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3517

THE PRESIDENT: We will receive the evidence,
but will consider the matters you have stressed. The objection is overruled.

3517

263
Pr.Doc.766

Re PANAY - reading from, findings (3517-30)

353I

264
Pr.Doc.488

Extracts from The Inevitability of Renovation
by HASHIMOTO, kingoro.

3538

265
Pr.Doc.852

Re shooting of British Ambassador at Shanghai,
1937.

3543

266
Extract from Tokyo Gazette, March-April,1938.
Pr .Doc.1504D "The Japanese Spirit" (3543-47) MR. LOGAN
objects on the ground that there is nothing
to indicate that it was issued by the Department of Education, and would like to know if
the prosecution is claiming that Marquis KIDO
either published, wrote or had anything to do
with it.
MR, PARKINSON: We take the position that, as
Minister cf Education, he was chargeable with the responsibility of the acts and publications of those who served
under him. (3548)
THE PRESIDENT: I take it they put before us
the fact that this article appeared in the Gazette at the
time when KIDO was Minister for Education and let us draw
the necessary inference. Having read the whole of the
Gazette, we may not draw any inference hostile to KIDO.
I can't say. (3548) . . . . They invite us to fix KIDO with
the responsibility for the article, clearly, and you invite us not to do so, but our decision must be deferred.
In short, the question is whether a minister must be held
criminally responsible for every article appearing in any
publication issued by his department, (3549)
M R . LOGLJN:
What I AMI trying to avoid is the
shifting of the burden of proof. . , that doesn't appear
from where they came or who wrote them. . . . the mere
fact that Mr .Parkinson, after finishing reading that article, stated that this was published during a tixme that
KIDO was Minister of Education shows that that is exactly
what the prosecution is trying to do in this case. (3550)

3560

267
Pr.Doc.1203

Extract "The Qinese Incident and Imperial Diplomacy" by KARAI, Tatsuo, August,1938.

3562

268
'Statement of the Government concerning the
Pr .DOC.1156-L-3 Ohina Incident." MR. LOGAN calls attention
to the fact that there is no certificate attached.
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269
Pr.Doc.813

"KONOYE*s Talk Regarding the Adjustment of
Sino-Japanese Relations." MR• SMITH objects
as being a talk by one who is not a defendant,
and that there is no showing as to where it
came from.

THE PRESIDENT: It must be connected up with
the defendants at some stage or other.
Discussion between The President, Parkinson,
Logan and Levin in reference to certificates attached to doc
uments.
3582
3583

269
Pr.Dco.1338

Ex.269 withdrawn.
"Materials for the Private Report to the Emperor by Minister TJGAXI (East Asia Bureau;
First Section). (3584-99)
Further discussion re certificates (3600-04)

3605

270
Pr,Doc*l685

3603

MR. FREEMAN objects on behalf of accused SATO
Kenryo on the grounds of authenticity and relevancy, that
it is indicated on its fact it is ncbt the speeches made by
SATO on August 25 and 29,1938. That document^was written
and edited by someone other than accused. (3603) Requests
that the prosecution inform the Court who is the writer
and where the material came from. (3604)

3604

THE PRESIDENT: Some effort should be made,
because without knowing who he is, we may give it no effect whatsoever. . . Re will receive it for whatever
probative value it has. (3604-5).
Considerable discussion relative to certificates, e$c. (3605-11).

3612
3641
3652

"Gist of the Talk by SATO, Kenryo, Chief of
Press Section, War Ministry."
(3612-39)
271
Pr.Doc.1093

Minutes of Privy Council Meetings, Nov.,1938
(3641-51J

Dr. KIYOSE calls attention to the fact that
the translation of Ex.269 uses the word "report" whereas
it should be •materials".

Page of
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272
Pr.Doc.605

"Central China Expeditionary -army Situation
Estimate dated 20 July 1939 from Y0SHIM0T0,
C/S. (3655-74)

273
Pr.Doc.623

"China Daily Confidential Files, No. 73".
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"Message Concerning Special Investigation of
Inner Mongolia". Reading from (3679-36)

3636

273
Pr.Doc.

MR. PAFaCINSON: . . contains certain bombing
operations and I should have stated the cessation of previous activity by the same army
in Mongolia..

MR. LOGAN objects to the document as not having been marked for identification. (3687)
MR. PARKINSON:
ed with the Secretariat.

Original volume has been lodg-

3688

274
Pr.Doc.643

"The Basic Regulation of Strengthening and Expension of the Ivbngolian Army, 1 May 1939,
G.H.H,. of the Expedition Forces to Mongolia.
(3689-95)

3696

275
Pr.Doc.1370

"The activities of the Imperial Navy in the
China Incident". Not read.

3699

276-A
Pr.Doc.1756

Excerpt from Japan Year Book, 1942.

3703

277
Pr.Doc.454

Speech made by Premier KOISO BEFORE the 85th
Diet, 1944. (3703-17)

3718

MR. BROOKS asks the Tribunal to strike Exhibit
277 and states grounds.

3719

THE PRESIDENT: At first glance it looks like
a speech that any prime minister might make during a war.
But, if this was an aggressive war, KOISO, if he made that
speech, abetted an agressive war; and an abettor is a principal offender. But you say he is not charged in the Indictment with abetting an agressive war in China. Can you help
us on that, Mr. Parkinson? (3720)
Parkinson.

3722

Objection overruled after statement by Mr.

JOHN GOETTE called as a witness. Testimony of
Goette covers so much and is so well known by members of
the staff that merely to summarize it would be of no help.
Reference is made to this testimony. He was the deen of
correspondents in China and testified about events beginning
with the Miikden Incident, Sept .18,1931, and finishing about
1942. He mentioned the names of a number of the accused.
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3738

MR. McMANUS objects because conspiracy has not
as yet been established.

3739

TEE PRESIDENT: I have already stated that the
link between the accused, or any of them, and the episodes
being testified to can come at any stage of tho evidence.
As to the evidence being cumulative, that really is a matter foi the Court.. Evidence becomes cumulative when the
Court thinks it has heard enough. I think we would like
the evidence to be briefer than it is in this case, but
subject to what my colleagues think, I cannot say that it
is cumulative.
MR. KEENAN: If I might be permitted to observe
with respect, Hi. President, if opposing counsel who objected is in position to speak for all of these defendants
or accused, if they are willing to concede that war-fate
was instituted against the Chinese people, that it was aggressive in nature, and that it occurred over a large part
of China over the period of time which we charge, we
would be veiy glad of our own volition to bring a termination to this proof. We do not understand that that concession is made yet, but any time it becomes clear, we will
be the first ones to, in that manner, attempt to contribute towards the expediency of this trial.
(3740)

3752

THE PRESIDENT:

The objection is overruled.

MR. WARREN objects to leading questions and
argument by Mr-. Keenan.
THE PRESIDENT: Well, a limited amount of leading is not only allowed but desirable in dealing with this
class of testimony. (3752)

3756

A. I saw and talked with DOHIHARA on Feb. 17
and March 2, 1936. . . . On July 7, 1937, I was tho guest
at dinnei? of the United States .embassador, Nelson T.
Johnson. This was at Peiping. Other guests included Gene: al
then Colonel, Joseph '».. Stilwell and General, then Colonel,
John T. Marston of the U.S.Marine Corps. . . We had the official report that the Japanese Embassy Guard intended to
stage maneuvers, Mfcxiaxs to the west of Peiping; not only
stage maneuvers, but to stage night maneuvers which was
unusual if not exceptional among the Allied Guards in
Peiping. . . It was such an unusual event that .embassador
Johnson, Colonel Stilwell, Colonel Marston and I discussed
it at great length and its potentialities.
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Direct exam.of Goette continued:
By actual count I conversed with more than
forty Japanese officers of the rank of General between the date of the Marco Polo Bridge attack
until 1941. Generals 3UGIYAMA and ITAGAKI were then
War Ministers. . . . .The military aim of the Japanese
Army, as reiterated to me by such Japanese officers, was
not so much the acquisition of territory as the annihilation, smashing and killing of Chinese Nationalist Armies.
(3774) Description of New Peoples Society or the East
Asia Society.(3775) Newspaper owned by Japanese Army in
Peiping was controlled completely by Japanese Army officers of the press section of the North China command.(3776)
I had a conversation with 3HIRAT0RI in 1940. »/e discussed
the Co-Prosperity Sphere. (3773). . I talked about what I
had seen happening and Mr. SHOR^.TORI referred to certain
Chinese as being sincere, in other words, that they were
willing to oooperate with the Japanese. When I said the
Japanese were at fault for misusing the English language
in describing such events, Mr. SH0RAT0RI said no, the
fault laid with us, what we needed was a new English language dictionary more in conformity with the concepts of
Greater East ^sia. (3776-9)• I kad a conversation with
SUZUKI, Teiichi, in Tokyo onSept. 27, 1939. I raised the
question of the Chinese with whom the Japanese army was
working, and General SUEU.CI said that they admitted they
could not get Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek to their
side; therefore, the war against China -would go on. (3780)

3782

MR. MATTICE - X-exam. This examination concerned whether or not the witness spoke from notes or
memoranda and as to the discussions he had with Mr,
Keenan (3732-3). . . I do not know if General ITAGAKI
was in China during all of the period within which I had
these conversations with various Japanese military officials. My first knowledge or Gen. ITAGAKI is i^ug.31,1937
at Huailai. (3785)

3786

MR. FULNESS: X-exam by - relative to maintenance of Legations or Embassies at reaping, Shanghai and
Nanking. That is true, but the various ambassadors moved
back and forth. (3737) They were discussions of local
problems, not negotiations. (3738) Questioned as to
whether he agreed with the Lytton Report.

3790

THE PRESIDENT: I do not think any opinion
of his will add to or take from the weight of any findings
by Lord Lyttonfs Commission.
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i
Probably the Japanese insisted that the Chinese
be removed from the neighborhood of the Japanese concession in the Tientsin Incident. There was a permanent
garrison of Japanese Army troops there at the time.(3790)
The Japanese and the Americans and other nations had the
right under Treaty to bring warships up the river (3791)
THE PRESIDENT: I know it is going to take very
powerful evidence to impair any findings in the Lytton
Report.
A. Shanghai was thrown into a state of war
when the Japanese began shelling Chinese areas (3796).
X-exam.

MR. KAYA3HI, counsel for defendant HASHIMOTO,

A. I didn't have to make inquiries. I watched
the Japanese Army in action during those days. I watched
the shelling of the outskirts of Peiping. I personally
witnessed the fighting which broke out at Wangping.(3801)

3802

A . The situation then was tense even if the
armistice did continue. There were Japanese troops facing Chinese troops, Japanese troops being reinforced all
the time in the area around Wangping.

3807

X-exam by - concerning
strength of the 29th Army under Sung-Che-Yuan - unofficially estimated at around 25,000. Would guess the
strength of the Japanese was about 10,000. General
Sung-Che-yuan, Chairman of the Hopei-Chahar Political
Council, was appointed by Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek.
(3803) I can state positively that the Chinese officials told me those three steps were the result of that
agreement. (3309)

3810

THE PRESIDENT: In fairness to the witness,
it must bo said that he has already affirmed that he
does not know what was in that agreement.

MAJOR

BLAEENEY:

Witness further questioned about having come from the
United States to testify, what his pay is, etc. (3812-13)
3814

MR. iVARREN:
respondents.
I think.

X-exam as to being dean of cor-

THE PRESIDENT: D-o-y-e-n is what they mean,

Further examination with reference to Gen. D0HIHARA.
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MR. SMITH: X-exam by. questioned as to whether
Goette told him if all the facts in this case were brought
out there was plenty of justification for everything that
the Japanese did in China and Manhhuria.
THE PRESIDENT:

That is a quaint line of attack.

This question raised a lengthy discussion participated in
by the President, Mr. Keenan and Mr. Smitfc. (3317-19)
3820

TEE PRESIDENT: Re are not going to allow our rules
to be altered even by chief of counsel. If chief of counsel is actuated by considerations of expediency, we are
not. If my colleagues disagree with me, I will allow the
question. By a majority, the Court allows the question to
be asked. . . . Likewise, the action of every Member of
this Court is actuated or motivated by considerations of
a fair trial.
The witness denies the conversation. (3820-23)

3826
3831

MR. NARITOMI:

X-exam by.

CAPTAIN KLEIMAN: X-exam by. Questioned concerning what portion of China at that time had been under Communistic sphere of influence.
MR. KESHAN objects.

3832

THE PRESIDENT: I do not think you can be heard
twice on an objection, Mr. Chief Prosecutor..
MR. KEENAN: I am obje cting - I am asking the
question, if the Court please, if it is contended that THE PRESIDENT:
you ought to know that.

No, you cannot be heard twice;

MR. KEENAN: I am asking a question about the
issues of relevancy that are being raised in this case.
THE PRESIDENT: You cannot be heard twice, I
tell you. unless my colleagues disagree with me, I will
prevent you from being heard twice.
MR, JGZENAN; I ;/nulfi 3 ike to have the purpose
of my inquiry to the Court clearly understood before a
ruling is made by the Court. Altheugh there has been no
opening statement made, as provided by the Charter, by
the defense, and the prosecution doesn't knew what the
contention of the defense is, I want to know if - -

Pago ol'
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me down.

THE PRESIDENT:
ME,. KEENAN:

I think you are trying to talk

I bog your pardon. (3832-33)

THE PRESIDENT; The Tribunal declines to allow
the Chief Prosecutor, or any other counsel, to argue his
objections twice. Proceed with your argument, Captain
Kleiman. There is one dissentient. (3834)
Further cross examination as to communistic activities,etc.
in Manchuria, whether there A'ei e communistic propoganda
associations functioning at the same time to the detriment of Japanese nationals and Japanese investments in
China dnd Manchuria. (3334-37)
3837

_
MR. KESHAN: I want to object to that question,
but 1 do not want to argue it until I hear the grounds to
urge its relevancy so I can answer without being required
to anticipate the theory of its presentation on the part
of the defense.
THE PRESIDENT: You should know on what grounds
it Is objectionable without hot ring the other side. The
mere fact that you object indicates that you have grounds
for objection, and you should state them before the other
side replies. You do not get tho right of the last word
by such a subterfuge. (Italics ours) (3338)

3842

MR. LEVIN: X-exam. This examination related
to Mr. Goette's interview with General Suzuki, Mr. Levin's
client.
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3847

MR. LEVIN: X-exam, of Mr. Goette relative to
General Suzuki., as to whether or not the General made a
pronouncement of policy or an objective statement of existing conditions, "We could only presume he was stating the
official case-1 - 'I would credit the General with honesty
in meeting two newspapermen that he would say what he believed .;t

3850

MR, LOGAN: X-exam on whether or not the fact
that the agreement was not published did not prevent him,
as a newspaper man, irom trying to find out what the terms
were. "And the foreign correspondents and myself did find
out the terms and we so cabled them to our principals."

3852

MR. HAUXHUR3T; Exam of Goette regarding third
phase of his testimony - the occupation of Peiping by the
Chinese Army. (3852-75)

3856

MP. SMITH objects to the use of "puppet regimes"
and "puppet governments" stating the witness should state
the facts and leave the conclusions to the court.
THE PRESIDENT: Well, "puppet" describes an individual. It does not express an opinion necessarily. It
can be used as a fair description. I do not see any objection to it,. (3856)
(Summary of the testimony of this witness is not given because his testimony was all inclusive, in other words, he
knew almost everything.)

3864

MR. LOGAN: Objects to any further testimony
with respect to economic aggressions on the ground that it
is immaterial and irrelevant in view of the ruling of the
Tribunal, wherein it was said that economic aggression is
not a crime.
THE PRESIDENT: If it is an adjunct of aggressive
war, it is certainly criminal. (3864)

3866

'•875

MR. SMITH objects to the question on the ground
that it is too broad and amounts to little more than a dragnet, that the witness has not been qualified as an economist.
Discussion between the President and Mr. Smith, Objection
overruled . (3866-67)
MR. T,iCANO - X-exam by.
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JOHN G. MAGEE, continues as witness.
(3918-3944) MR. BROOKS X-exam.

PUPPET EMPEROR HENRY PU-YI called as witness.
This examination will not be summarized in view of the
fact that the history of this witness is so well known
to those who are at all familiar with Far Eastern affairs.
My name is Pu-YI, Manchurian last name is Aishinjeher. I
was born in 1906. 1909 I was enthroned as Chinese Emperor.
1911 revolution started in China.

3947

MR. LEVIN: I want the microphone to address
the court, Mr. President. . . . Of course it is a matter
of procedure.

3954

THE PRESIDENT: Well, he cannot use his
notes on this phase unless they were made at the time.

3965

• MR.LBVUT: Mr. J resident, I understood by
the ruling of the Court, of the Tribunal, that the witness
could not use his notes on this phase of the case. I am
advised by my associates that the witness has been using
notes without the direction of the Court and I request
that the Court direct the witness not to use those notes
except to refresh his memory in accordance with the ruling of the Court.
TEE PRESIDENT;
of my colleagues using notes.
were not made at the time, he
the first requisite; v/e e the

He has been observed by one
I told him if the notes
cannot use them. That is
notes made at the time?

THE .,ITNESS: These notes contain dates and
months which I took down a few days before.
THE IRESIDENT:
THE EITREES:
THE PRESIDENT;
Objection upheld.

* few days before when?
Just a few days before today.
He cannot use those notes.
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HENRY FU-YI further direct examination.

MR. .VAPIREN objects to type of leading questions, tending to disprove issues and calling for conclusions without any supporting facts.
TPE PRESIDENT: Well, I hare to make this
observation, We are not trying the witness, of course, but
we aie concerned about his credit. Now, danger to life,
fear of death, does not excuse cowardice or desertion on
the battlefield; neither does it excuse treason anywhere.
All the morning we have been listening to excuses by this
man as to why he collaborated with the Japanese. I think
we have heard enough; and you have certainly indulged in
leading questions to a large extent, but there has been
no objection and the Court has taken no action.
MR. iCEEF^N: If the Tribunal please, I
hadn't been aware that anyone was being tried for any offense other than the prisoners, Japanese nationals, in
the dock.
THE PRESIDENT: Obviously, without your earphones you do not hear all that is said. I prefaced my
statement by saying that he was not being tried but we were
concerned as to his credit, and those things would go to
his credit. (39&5). • • • Tilr- objection was to your
leading. You were leading. The objection is upheld, A limited amount of leading is permitted. (3936)

4004

MR. SMITH suggests that the witness has
taken over counsel and his answers are not responsive to
the question asked,
Objection overruled. (4004)

4007

^ xigain I will have to refer back to the
Japanese legend. According to the Japanese legend, the mirror is what they call "Amaterasu-Omikami". The two treasures that were giv in to me when I got to Japan were a
sword and a mirror. . . . It was said that the ijnaterasuOmikami gave the mirror to his issues, to his sons and
grandsons, and told them that when you sec this mirror, it
is the same as when you see me. (4010)

4013

MR, LOGAN objects and asks that witness be
instructed to state facts, not conclusions,
THE PRESIDENT: I do not see any reason why
he should not make conclusions subject to cross examination.
That has been the practice at this tri;;l throughout. We can
hardly confine this witness to mere conversations and
statements of fact. There is some scope for conclusion from
a man of his standing. The value of tJiose conclusions will
depend upon the extent to which he can support them under

fkge of :
..
Re.coM S x M M t s .
cross-examination.
will receive them for whatever probative value they have. The objection is overruled. (4013)
4016

TEL PRESIDENT: "Respect" is a common English
word, the meaning of which is nev*r in doubt, and you should
not have suggested to the witness that he used it wrongly.

4018

A. In the rescript drawn up by the Japanese it
was stated, it was required, that all my descendants were
to worship the Shintoism. . . . . Fundamentally speaking,
I had never had any power even though it was prescribed
by the Organic Laws. (4019)
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HENRY FU-YI continue-s direct testimony.

MR * LEVIN: Mr. President, may I ask the answerto the last question be stricken as not being responsive,
or under the rule?
»

THE PRESIDENT: Pie is not at liberty to state
proofs, of course, as he has assumed to do, but I can't
direct that what he said be stricken from the record, Mr.
Levin. I understand your objection. (4037)
MR. McMENUS: We cannot, of course, request
the strike out of that remark
We do not know when
a witness is going to volunteer a remark. . . Now, I cannot
at this time ask the Court to strike out the witness' last
answer. I should like my objection noted because it was
voluntary and unresponsive. (4044)
THE PRESIDENT: You give us credit for very
little intelligence. . . . I have told you before, you are
addressing judges, not a jury. The things you mention occur in every court, every day, in every part of the world.

L >1r

MR. McMnFUS: M t h all due respect to the
Tribunal, I realize that those things happen; but, I think,
with all due respect thfet this Court is not only a Court
but also a jury. (Italics ours) (4044) Why should the answer be heard, particularly without hearing the legitimate
objection first?
THE IRESIDENT: There are no clairvoyants on
this bench. The objection is overruled. (4045)

4051

MR. ICEETE.N: The prosecution has finished with
the questioning of the witness.

4052

DR. UZAWA - X-exam by (4052-55)

4055

LLxPOR BLxICSNEY - X-exam by. ^s indicated
with reference to the direct testimony of the witness, it
is felt that no cursory statement of this examination
would be sufficient, or helpful and in view of its character ana the fact that all counsel are familiar with it,
we are not making any abstracts of same in general.

4070

ai. My ancestors came from Manchuria to China 300 years
ago to establish the Manchu Dynasty. They went in at the .P
invitation of the Ming Dynasty, particularly -.u-Sankueh.
argument between Mr. iCeenan, the President and Major Blakeney concerning what constitutes an answer to a question.
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MR. REEN^N objects thet after the witness had
stated "Not as I recall" the witness should not be further pressed.
MEJOR BL.JCENEY: I don't understand that any wit
ness, when ashed : Did you or did you not say something,
and who answers: I can't remember, or I don't remember,
has answered the question.

4073

THE PRESIDENT: I do not agree with you. If a wit
ness cannot remember, he is not in a position to say
either "yes" or "no", if, in fact, he cannot remember.
Mr.JOR BL.ROCEEY: I submit to the Tribunal that
that renders almost nugatory the attempt tp impeach a wit
ness by prior proof of prior inconsistent statements.
THE PRESIDENT: If, in fact, he could not remember, he could not truthfully say "yes" or "no"; and no
Court can compel any witness to tell a lie. The point
is unarguable. (4073)
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4100

Aup;. 21, 19^6

MAJOR EEAKENEY - X-exam of HENRY PU-YI
continued. . . . . . Implicit in the entire
testimony of this witness is the suggestion reiterated by
him from the stand that he was a reluctant monarch. Woven
through the entire fabric of his testimony is th6 suggestion that all he did was done under duress. Of course, if
we can qisprove that duress, if we can by impeachment of
this witness or by his own words show that he acted voluntarily, the entire structure collapses. How then could
I more directly attack his credibility than by the attempt to show or by attempting to get him to affirm or
deny that he did or did not send requests that that be
done which was done?
THE PRESIDENT: I suppose you will produce
those letters or account for their absence? That question
is directed to you, Major Blakeney.
MAJOR BLAKENEY: The letters will be produced,
sir. (4100) . . . I submit to the Tribunal that it is obvious that the witness does not wish to answer any question at all, and I think that he should be required and
directed to answer these simple questions.(4106)

THE PRESIDENT; I have told you before, I
have told other counsel, you should not attack the witness in court. You can do that in the course of your address later but not in the course of his evidence.(4106)

4115

MAJOR BLAKENEY makes statement in regard to translation,
reproduction and service of documents. The matter of the
letter came up at this point and subsequently. "I ask you
to look at the document which has been placed before you
and state whether that is a letter written by you or under
your direction, bearing your seal as the Emperor of Hsuan
Tung."
A. Your Honor, this was a fake one. . . .It was not written
by me. . . They should be guilty of counterfsiting this
document. . . I am sure it was a. fake one. . . It was not
the Imperial seal of the Emperor Hsuan Tung. (4116)

4116

278

Letter concerning which there was considerable
testimony and controversy.

A. As I had repeatedly told you, after I arrived
at Manchuria I lost my hands end arms and also my mouth was
stopped, and whatever I said was done by the Japanese.
After I got into Manchuria I lost my personal freedom, my
physical freedom. Had I resisted against this oppression,
I would never be here to testify today.
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ii. iit that same time BOHIHAPa* was then in
Tientsin. That was the time when Chinese Army were fighting the Japanese Army around Tientsin. DOHIHARA was then
very active in his activities,

4129

THE PRESIDENT: If he was declared a traitor by
the Chinese in 1931, and that declaration stands, it may
affect his present 3tatus. Now, on the question raised by
Major Blakeney, I do not see how this Tribunal can compel
him to reshape his answers, You hevc got to take them as
they are given, and you can comment on the form of them
later.

4141

A
Also with me were some Japanese gendarmerie and a Japanese Lieutenant-Goneral HASHIMOTO. . .
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Discussion concerning use of notes. (4150)

4151

(To the Fresident) May I request the Tribunal's permission to allow me to refei to the notes I have?
TEE PRESIDENT: If it is necessary, witness,
you may refer to your notes if those notes weie made at
the time when the events they record took place.
THE .CTNE5E: fheso notes was prepared by me
when I was in Manchuria. It was a very brief one.
THE PRESIDENT: here they made at the time
the events which they record took place?
THE wITNESS: These notes were jot down by
me from time to time when I was in Manchuria. It was not
exactly put down or recorded right after the event happened .
THE FRESIDENT: It is sufficient if they
were made shortly after the events. . . One of my colleague
makes the valuable suggestion, if I may say so, that we
might inspect the notes to see whether they are recent
notes or not. Ha3 he the notes with him? He must have, I
take it. he want to see all his notes.
THE WITNESS: There is one point I have to
make it cleai. The original paper was written in pencil.
AS it was not so clear, and it was hazy, so I had to rewritten it, and rewrite it with a fountain pen.
THE II iSIDENT: Have you the original notes
which you say you made in Manchuria?
THE WITNESS:
in ink?

No, it is not here.

Ti-U PRESIDENT:
THE WITNESS:

THE IRESIDENT:
original notes in Tokyo.
THE w ITT'ESS:

When did you rewrite them
I /vrote it in Tokyo.
Well, y$u must have had the
Yes.

THE PR! 3IDENT: Can you pr oduce them n*w?
THE WITNESS: I didn't bring it al^n^ with
mc right no*w because last time the Tribunal refused to let
me read into it. I
produce it later ®n.

I age of
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THE I RESIDENT: If you ha*6 their- in Tokyo, you
must produce them. The Tribunal has not yet refused to
allow you to use original notes mace in Manchuria. . . .
What he said is as clear as day. He said he has the original notes in Tokyo. Let him produce them. (4153)
....
He said he had in Tokyo the notes which he made in pencil
at the time of the events. They would be original notes.
MR.
Will the Court ; 0 rmit r_e to briefly
state the circumstances witn r-efeicnce to the evidence as
it was piepared for presentation in this unique trial?
THE PRESIDENT: A vital point has arisen. Let us
dispose of that first. (4153)
You may state whatever you think fits, subject to correction later, Mr. Chief
Prosecutor, but do producc those notes in pencil. They are
in Tokyo, and it has not been said they aie mislaid.(4154)
Lengthy statement by Mr. Keenan in regard to preparation
of notes. (4154-56)

4157

THE* PRESIDENT: We have still to hear a reason
why the penciled notes made ip_ Manchuria are not produced
to us. . . . It is an observation, and I hope that you
will act on it, that you will combat it, or that you will
produce the notes.
. Major Blakoncy is not testing the memory of the witness,
but is trying to counteract the effects of the testimony
..hich he gave against hi?, client, General UMEZU.

4160

ML. KEENifT requests permission to have processed immediately Exhibit 273, letter from Henry Pu-Yi.

4161

MR, BIMUCLNEY: In view of tho repeated references to fraud and forgery, I think the defense should
state that we naturally propose at the appropriate time,
when, under the order of the Tribunal the document can be
introduced as an exhibit, to disclose its provenance, its
custody, its origin, and so far as within our power lias,
to prove its authenticity.
THE PRESIDENT: In some of our countries, of
course, it is against public policy to compel the policc
to disclose the sources of their information. Maybe that
would apply to the prosecution he: e and also to the defense
but if the genuineness of the document is attacked, you
will necessarily have to disclose all those matters.
MKJCR BLAKENEY:

THE ^RESIDENT:

i.s a part of our own case.
you undertake to do.

Fage of
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MR. HEENAM: . . . we do not know whether the
defense will offer this or not, but it is a valuable
piece of evidence in our opinion when it is translated
and analyzed as prooi of the conspira cy in this case. It
comes into this courtroom and we believe we have a right
to use it as part of the prosecution's ceso. It is voluntarily offered. It is not requiring evidence of incrimination from defendants. They have offered it and opened
thf door, and we want to use it as a part of our case not
resting upon the decision of the defense.
TEE I RESIDENT t a'ell, it will be treated as evidunce if both parties are agreed - if all parties are
agreed. You speak tfor only one defendant, of course,
Major 31akoney. It can be treated as evidence against
you client only.
(4163)
MR. AEENAN contends that if they have relevant
evidence, they do not require the- consent of all tho defendants before it is put in a case. "That is our privilege. It doesn't belong to the defense." (4164)
THE J RESIDENT: Mr. Chief Prosecutor, you tender
that document. It will not be oojbccted. to by Major
Blakenoy, but before I will express an opinion, I will
hear any objection from the other accused. Tender the document. If nobody objects, it goes into evidence. II there
is an objection, w. hear it.
MR. KEHtAN: I am now tendering it, Mr. President
MR. ORAMOT** speaks with reference to the matter.

4167

MR. LEVIN objects on behalf of defendant
SUZUAI and on b e h a l f of defendant MUTO* Lengthy statement
by the I resident relative to this metter. (4167-69). . .
Statement by the I resident relative to this matter. ">»Te
said ourselves the t Major Blakeney did not speak for all
of the defense, all of the accused. . * . The question
arises v.hether this communication as between two persons,
as between one defendant and the witness, is to be treated
as evidence against all". (4163)
MR. LEVIN: If I may add one word, Mr. President
on behall of myself and, I believe, a number of my associates, we -ere very glad to have the expression of the
Court with reference to its understanding as to the statements of individual counsel as to their application.
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THE IRESIDENT: I us-.d
^expression "there is no
disclosure agcinst defendants." I should have used the expression, "there is no discovery against defendants in a criminal
trial". The Court will consider the matter.

4180

279

"Twilight in the Forbidden City". Discussion concerning the book in question. THE PRESIDENT:
"This book would be excluded in Gk.rm-.ny. This very point has
arisen there. . . 1 shall take the opinion of the wholeCourt." (4182)
I,SR. jIEENhN offers td> allow book to be placed in
evidence forv whatever value scma may hav^, but objects to
it where it purports to bind th» witness by a. statement not
verified.

4184

CATT^IN KLEUhNI:

X-exam by.

ax. ./ell, if the Japanese had succeeded in realizing their plan to have six million Japanese immigrated into
Manchuria within twenty years time, thot number would not fee
small. Even before tn> completion of this plan the Chinese
were already made bankrupt. It that plan were made realized
I could never imagine what state the Chines^ would be in.
4199

DECISIONS OF THE TRIBUNAL: The first relates to exhibit 278,
the letter purporting to be from the witness to the accused
MBUMI. Tnat will be evidence not merely against Major
Blaken^yfs client, but against all the other accused who are
connected with it or linked with it, according to the proof
that mpy be established by the prosecution. The second point
is as to the effect of Mi. JohnstonTs book. Statements in
that book attributed to the witness may be put to him for
the time being, we don't now know how mcny statements in
that book are atrributed to him. If a large part of the book
is invol¥ed we may have to consider some other method of
dealing with the situation. (4199-4200)

t
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HENRY IU-YI continues as witness.

MAJOR BL^KENEY resumes X-exam in relation to
Sir Reginald F. Johnston's book
I, therefore,
repeat that I have concluded except thet we should like
again to >; sk for the production of the notes which the 'witness was yesterday ordered to produce.
THE IRESIDENT: Huve you the pencil notes made
in Mandhuria?
THE ,/ITNESS: I am sorry thet I had made a mistake yesterday. Thet pencilled note I referred to was left
behind at Khabarovsk.
TIH', I RESIDENT: But you said you made
copy in
ink in Tokyo.
THE WITNESS: Yes, I have one written in ink
in Tokyo.
THE PRESIDENT: You must have had the copy in
Tokyo if you made the inK copy here. You must heve had the
original in Tokyo if you made the copy here.
(Whereupon, 13r, Keenan went to the lectern.) (To Mr.Keenan:
"This is where the witness and I are 1-cft rlone*
Till, WITNESS: I have, all together, three copies
The one I left behind in Khabarovsk was written in Manchuria
There wes one copy 3n Manchuria written in pencil; it was
left behind at Kha be rovsk. The one I wrote here in Tokyo
is more or less the summery of the statements I made to the
Russians - I made froiu the statements - from the stetoment
I made to the Russians.
THE PRESIDENT: But you said yesterday that you
made in Tokyo a copy in ink of your pencil notes made in
Manchuria.
THE Y.ITNES3: I made tho mist*, xe yesterday. The
one I wruite in Manchuria in pencil was left behind at
Khabarovsk. (4223-24;

4225

MR. KEENAN: . . . . and any matured and sensible
view of the situation could no^ more affect the credibility
of this witness than if he had notes made as to the Declaration of Independence of the U.Si . . . » .
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THE IRESIDENT: Nothing you said, Mr. Chief Irosecutor, explains away the clear fact stated by him yesterday that in Manchuria he made penciled notes, that in
Tokyo ho made an ink copy of those pencil notes, and that
he had those pencil notes in Tokyo. The Declaration of Independence throws no light on this.

4227

MR. LOGAN: If the Tribunal please, do I understand that the prosecution is offering that document in
evidence?
THE PRESIDENT: Well, I do not know.
MR. KEENER": We would be very gi< d to submit this
as the ultimate document that he brought into court for
the purpose of the dates, and also we will bring into the
court all the memoranda that this witness has here with
him in Tokyo,
THE PRESIDENT: Of course, what we wanted were
the penciled notes which were supposed to have been made
at the time of the episodes they relate to.
MR. KEENEN:
still in the Soviet.

The penciled notes apparently are

THE I RESIDENT: Well, you had better tender these
notes produced to the representative of China.

4228

MR. XEENi^N: We do tender it in evidence. But we
do not wish it understood that that constitutes- all the
notes that the witness has here in Tokyo, but constitutes
only a compendium or a marshaling of certain vital dates.
(4228)
MR. LOGAN: In view of the fact that it is admitted that these notes were not made at the time the incidents occurred, the defense objects to their introduction
us evidence in this case. (4228)
1
MR. LEVIN: Mr . President, I do not want to discuss anything further that has been discussed by my associates, but I should like to direct the attention of the
Tribunal that from the beginning of this witnessf testimony
until the conclusion at the pr* Se-nt time concerning the
discussion or his notes and memoranda, that he has palpably
and wilfully lied to the Tribunal.
THE I RESIDENT: Now, you are attacking a witness
about whom you have presently the right to cross-examine.
I said you could not attack a witness in the course of his
giving evidence. You may in your address later. You must
withdraw those remarks, Mr. Levin.
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MR. LEVIN: I respectfully withdraw those remarks. My only reason for makingthe suggestion at all is
that in our practice I believe when a witness testifies
under thOse circumstances, the court would of its own
motion take some action against the witness either by way
of punishment or something else. That is what I had in
mind.
THE PRESIDENT: That is a repetition of the attack in a vile form.
MR. KEENAN: Mr. I r e s id en t, as a representative
of the United States Government, so that our courts and
its procedure will not be slandered, I wish to state that
there is no such practice as that stated; but thot if
counsel deliberately discbeys the mandate of the court to
refrain from abusive conduct to witnesses, in our courts
not infrequently such counsel is not alone admonished
but punished for contempt of court.
THE I RESIDENT: Well, of course, in matters of
contempt in the face of the Court, the Court may act of
its own motion, ^nd it may also decide to allow the prosecution to move in the matter. What course, if any, we will
pursue is a matter for our consideration. (4223-30)

4230

DF. KIY0SE:

X-exam. by

4233

MR. LEVIN makes statement to the court.
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103TRY OF IU-YI:
First varae: "having completed a long voyage
across an oc^-n. whose ti; nguility is comparable to the surface of a mirror, both countries sh.ll cooperate closely to
consolidate forever the eastern world."
Second v^rse: "A splendid cruisc of ten thousand miles cleaving the flying waves, Heaven and earth are
joined in a si&gle expanse of blu-. This voyage is not
meant only to view thw beauties of land and water; the
friendly alliance of our' two countries shines as brightly
as the sun and the moon."
281-A
1-oeias on first page of book.
281-B
"
IVge 2"
281-0
"
1r*cr<3 14
"
281-D
"
lage 197
"
28I-E
"
fage 199
»
,These exhibits from the book "The Travel in Company
with the Emperor of Manchukuo.11

4289
4293

DR. KIYOSE continues X-exam of ITJ-YI.
Document accepted before his inauguration as
Regent of Manchukuo. It is made up of five
articles.

li. 0KAK0T0:
282

X-extm by

1 icture of fan on defense docu*nent,pagc 44S,
Do not nave this exhibit.
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HENRY IU-YI still testifying,

MR. FUJII: X-exam by
TEE 1 RESIDENT: The question is immaterial
and need not be answered. I think actually it is a waste
of time to htve to listen to these questions, we aie
not saving much time by following this particular method.
What we should do - say we have he-ird enough about the
general issue - allow v«r.rticul?.r accused who are affected to 1 sk questions concerning their particular activities as testified to by the witness.
IMTORIENT - statement by 1 resident with reference to
restricting cross examination. . . The position is
this, Mr. Chief irosecutor. V/e decided that in the first
place I would disallow without ~ny objections from the
prosecution any question which I thought wa3 not proper any question which was immaterial, among other things.
If thc.t failed, then the next step which I was to take
after consulting my colleagues again would be to shut
down on the general issue and allow particular defendants
to cross-examine so far as they were personally affected
by the evidence. Now, I have to wait for further decision
of my colleagues before I shut down on the general issue.
Naturally, this Tribunal is most reluctant to interfere
with cross examination; but the Charter regards U3 to
ha\-e regard to expedition in conducting this trial, and
we will disregard the Charter if we allow time to be
wasted by unnecessaiy, hopeless cross examination. The
interest of justice to the accused docs not require us
to waste time. (4334)

4341

MR. LATTICE: X-exam by. This examination
related to the witness' movements from his homo in China
to I ort Arthur, by whom accompanied, conversations with
persons prior to tile Regency being offered to him, conversations with iGEvx.SHIM^, Consul General of Japan, as
to what extent the Japen^se Government intended to assist him in tne matter of his restoration as Emperor of
Manchuria.
"This is a Japan fabricated story. There
was no fact at all". (4343) Reiteration was made that
there were only two interviews with ITAGL'JCI at I ort
Arthur. "Rut after we got into Chang-chun I saw him
frequently.n (4345) "I have already replied to you what
I remember. **nd it was that important interview I have
already testified to. with the lapse uf ten more years I
cannot remember all these dates; but, of courso, I do
remember that important event, when I got the worst excitement."
(4346)
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4349

MR. KEEthl":

Mr-. I resident, no redirect.

THE } RESIDENT: Well, do you want any special
directions about the witness? He mey leave Tokyo on the
same terms as the other witnesses .in the same position.
The witness is no xonger rccuired, ano his release is already set on the same terms as the oth-o, witnesses who
have come from abroad. (4351)
Tokyo.

4353

4354
4360
4362
4363
4367

MR. LOG-IT requests th-t the witness be held in

THE 1 RESTED:V: The Court has given consideration to the matters you have mentioned, and we see no reason whatever why thin men should b~ kept in Tokyo. He can
he interrogated later, if necessary, that is, by written
request. . . (maKxs statement c&ncornins specimen signatures and specimen of his writing.)
MR.
tenders witness to any experts suggested by a of ende. IvR. LOG*.F: That is acceptable to the
do fonse.
286

i r.Doc.1767'-222
287
Ir .Doc .1767'-223
- 288
IT .Doc.1767--229
289
IT .Doc.176?'-230
290
XT .Doc. 1767'
-231

Official documents*
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4403

291 to

305

4407

HAROLD a n GILL called as a witness. He
was a police officer in Shanghai and testified concerning
the Increase in the use of narcotics in Shanghai during
the Japanese occur- . tRea
All counsel trc f miliar with
this matter end with
m*.coption of a few questions
asked by the writer there was no X-cxam and it would serve
no spec 1...1 purpose to
this testimony. (4407-22)*

4424

TUNG 3KU~2£KG called as a witness. He was
Director .nd Manager of tn. lu-Tung Electric Supply Co.
at Shanghai in 1933. His testimony related to the Japanese
taking over his entile plant. The company's fixed assets
were valued by the Japanese at approximately 470,000 yen
against the origin! valu„. of 1,300,000 Chinese dollars.
*.fter tile surrender, the business w;. s returned to him and
his associates very much damaged. He also testified concerning damage to other pl-nts.

4434

THE iRESIDENT: Nr. Chiu, are you going to
deal with many of these cases? Do you propose to deal with
many of these cases?

to

Those exhibits constitute a series of telegrams in relation to the abduction or the
Emperor and irmttcre relating thereto,

MR. CHIU: No, your Honor. There is only one
other phase tint I would like to bring out, and I will attempt to do it in a much quicker way.
may be very
case. It is
general but
would call,
hundreds of

THE iRESIDENT: You see, it is going to - it
hard to draw an inference from a particular
not quite arguing from the particular to the
it is something like that, I assumed that you
perhaps, one 01 two witnesses who would cover
c.sos after having made inquiries.

4439

HE. LEVIN objects to the detail of testimon;-

4442

MR. BROOKS:

4444

MR. LEVIN:

X-exam by.
X-exam by.
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MR. JUTTOIT continues presentation of evidence
on the subject of atrocities committed by the
J- panose troops against civilians and others in
China.

KR. LOG. 17 expresses unanimous opposition to the
tri-1 of thi- s c se on atfid vits and makes argument relative
. Logan requests present
ther at 0, (44•51-53)- -t conclusion
address of e • cJa oi the witnesses, name and address of person
b e t 0 r e •. j no
-ii
cech
it id'.vit w, a tak-.n, ,.ne name and address
of anyone e± ae present
the taking of the aiiidavits.(4455)
4456

306
I r .Doc .1921
44o0
307
Ir.Doc.1947
30 3
4463
rr.Doc.1736
4467
_ 309^
x r.Dec,2466
4473

^Ifiw vit oi Lev.is j, C. Smyth e.
u.t fid vitof 3-oorge

Fitch.

^ffida\it ofl/jrs. Shui l'rng Tsen.
hffiu: vit o i J. me s ~:c C.. 11 um

MR. ER00X3 suggests th t the prosecution, in all
fairness, should read into the record the words, n we have
had some vaiy pleasant Jap«nes-,f.
THE 113 SID3NT: Well, we take it forgranted th-t
wherever ther^ are J-pan* se in large numbers, there are sure
to be some fair Japanese among them. The defense can read
that as part of their c:Sc. (4473)
prosecution is here
to present evidence of war crimes . nd not of the good conduct 01 individual Japanese. The re must be no further interruptions of this kinu• (4474)

44 SC

1R. BROOKS calls attention to the fact that it i
the duty of thw prosecution not to suppress evidence favorable to the d of ens - .
THE PRESIDENT: Now, this is -n attempt to review
a decision 01 to secure a review of r' decision just given,
he will not do so. If a simil r point .rises later, you may
bring the matter up then, we cannot ~Ilow our decisions to
be reviewed, to be brought up for review immodi.tely after
they aie giv.^n.
UR. x elu-TLSS

a s further argument •

j. ..ge of
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4432

I

^
THE lIUaSILENT: . . . The only question that is
reised here is when you should use it. You wtai to use it
in tn-v course of the prosecution's case. You .nay use it in
the course ol your ovn if It is relevant.
IX. EUENES3: I assume We c. n also use it in argument on motions at the close of the prosecution's ctse.
perhaps ,

310
r .Doc.1718B
4485 _
311
r .Doc.1729
312
Ir .Doc.1739
4491
313
r .Doc.1732
4493
314
r .Doc.1719
4495
315
Ir .Loc.1741
316
4495
r .Doc.1724
4498
317
Ir .Doc .1737
318
4499^
a r .Doc.1738
4500
319
r .Doc.1722
4501
320
i.r .Doc.1731
321
4504
j r .Doc.1730
322
4506
r .Doc.1740
00 u
4508
r .Doc .1744
4536
324
J.1 .Doc.1702
4540
325
I r .Doc.I7C-3
4540
326
j.r .Doc.1704
4540^
327
J.r .Doc.1706
4483_

4546

THE ILE-SU'ELIT:

Subject to whr t the Charter says,

affidavit oi Sun Yue*a Cheng.
^ffidevit ef L~e Tin sung.
..f f id. v i t e f lar . Loh Sung Szo.
*S?i£-: vit cf "..00 Ring Eai.
fid-vit of Chu Yong Ung, and Chiang Chi Hsiang.
.affidavit of Mrs. .on^ Ri ng Sze.
Ai'fia. vit or Hu Tu sin.
*-ffid vit of Mrs. .,ong Cher Szo.
Affidavit of Mrs. V.u Zah Tsing.
Afliu, vit of Yien heng Sze.
.uffid. vit oi Wong Ian Sze.
^fficV vit of m s. '.oo Oh-ng Sze.
^ffia. vit of Mrs. Oh: ng Kia Sze.
Excerpts from documents of Nanking Safety Zone,
1939, Publish, a dy Ke IIy & .. -ash, Ltd .
Report of Chief a rosecuter of the District Court
of Nanking, a ted J,n.20,1946.
Chart snov«iria burying ol victims.

Summary Report on Investigations of Japanese war
crimes committed in Nanking.

THE : RESIDENT; hre you ^oing to give us any further evidence of those ailegod laboratory tests for reactions
to poisonous serums? fhat is something entirely nav, we
haven't heard before. ..re you going to leave it at th.t?

H
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MR. SUTTON: ,;e do not at this time anticipate introducing addition'.i evidence on that subject.
MA. BROOKS objects to the reference to tn^ reaction
to poisonous serums tested.

4552

328
I r.Doc.1906

Telegrams and dispatches from trie f l U s of tho
^meric. n Embassy at ilai.'cing in 1938, to the Secretary of State. "On the 13th they pulled down
the ^raeric- n fl.vg from, a junk belonging to this
hospital and threw it in the river. I rescued the flag and
took it to two Japanese commandors. They 'expressed regrets'"*

THE .RESlOEni: ^a using there, I think you can
use the i k g incident . 3 showing a truculent attitude of tne
J' panose when disrengirding the- proprietary rights of the
Americans. That '-g-v;r a^.tes the offense. But only in that way
can you u.ae it. (4556)
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30,1946
329
Lr.Doc.4039

Reports from the German Foreign Office in Chine
to Germ n Foreign Office in Berlin, relative to
situation in Ranking following, its fall.

330 - 360

;.ffidf vits concerning atrocities committed in
Hunan Irovlncc : nd other provinces as indicated
in ind ex. (4603-55).
r

45S9

ML.. LOG*IT: . . . May I ask the privilege of reading three parcgr.phs from prge 10 of this report?
TEE : RESIDENT: V,e ar e determined not to allow
the defense to wedge its case into the prosecution's case.
That is accessary in the interests of order. This cr.se will
not conclude until the defense h. ve given all the evidence
they desire to give ana it may include reference to these
paragraphs. Those p^rarrephs are in evidence, but they arc
not properly in the record c s part of the prosecution's case.
The defense may put them in the record as part of their case.
These repeated applications by the defense suggest that we
are allowing evidence to be suppressed• That is not so.(4590)

4590

Mr. L0G*J£: • . . I think tho prosecution is endeavoring to cinrgo some of these accused with all these
atrocities <;nd everything th: t happened at Nanking. . . and
yet ho deliberately leaves out three paragraphs at this time
which would enlighten tho Court and expliin to the Court just
what the true situation was there at that time.
THE * RESIDENT: Chinese cannot bo shot out of
hand for throwing their clothes away. They can be executed after proper trial and due convection. (4590)

4591

ME. LOG*iJ: . . . this also shows that those
t
Chinese soldiers are the ones who ware responsible for looting
and killing of other Chinese civilians in order to get civilian clothes.
THE RESIDENT: . . . . In the interests of order
and proper procedure wo should hearall the- prosecution's evidence at the same time and later on all the defense evidence
at the same time. The only exception to that is wh-t the defense adduces in cross-examin. tion and necessarily so.
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MR. L0Grx.IT: Well, as your Honor so rightly said
the other day, we cannot cross-examine a document or a report, and when a report is submitted in evidence, it is the
prosecution's evidence. Let them re? d the entire document
to the Tribunal if they are going to read any of it so that
the Tribunal e n got the entire picture from the entire report.
THE PRESIDENT: You, as defense counsel, will see
th:.. t We get the entile aictuae rrom the entire report at a
time wh.n it will be moat vffectivo for you, and that is
towards the and of the trial. You iv-,ve no grievance. The defense evidence will be the last he rd and the freshest in
our mines whan we come to deliberate.

461B

TI SHU-T...1TG c lied :s a witness4
Hopei j rovincc , I, ep 1.1.bl ic of Chir' .

4621

DR. KIYOEii:

X-e,;.am by.

4622

MR. ER00K5;-

X-exam by.

My home is in

%

1
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I age of
Eecord Exhibits

Septi 3,1946

4657

Introduced in evidence, As to these documents
see index of Sept. 3» 1946.

361 - 391

4760

GIN SHICHI OIEAIA, testified by affidavit.

4767

EE. KL INO: A-exam by. Tho Economics Department
in Tokyo looked aft- r the affairs of opium. Appropriate poli
cies w re taken to gradually decrease the use of opium. The
Chief administrator of the >Io-5>~In, namely, Heisuke YAN.uGAi.Ai
and th:- Lead of the lolitical Department, Teeiichi SUZUEI,
had adopted this policy of gradual decrease. In 1940 a
medicine called ;TI.M.vf was invented which was supposed to
cure opium addicts. SUZUKI uaed the seriices of the inventor, Dr. S.JE.I, Yoshio. Ho was dispatched to Nanking as an
advisor to that government. (4763)
Concerning Dr.SAEAI's
activity, I received reports in full deatil. (4770) The
ICa-*.-In distributed that medicine. During my tenure of office I had nooasPuciation whatsoever with S A T O M I , Hajime.
After the opening of the Shanghai liaison office of tho
Ko-^-In, the *.rmy continued to maintain a Special Service
Mission, called the "Special Service Mission". It had
much to do with the guidance end execution of policies pertaining to political economics and culture in the vicinity
of Shanghai. (4772)

4733

Sept.4,1946
392 - 429

4307

Introduced in evidence. As to these documents
see index of Sept. 4, 3946. Affidavits relating to narcotics.

ME. LOGuJNT inquires as to whether or not the
witness is in ToKyo.

4831

EAJIML SATCMI called as a witness.

4392

MI.. Fin NESS:

Z-;xam by

CONTINUATION OF 3UL2MJY OF
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Record Exhibits
4909

Sept. 5 >1946

DR. IIIYOSE objects to Exhibit 429.
tion overruled.

Objec-

4919

430
Ir.doc.9555
and 9555-3

Letter from r.3.-*rny Military Government in
Iloroa.

4920

431
xT.Doe.9553

Report of : -^rmanent Ccntial Opium Board,
Geneva.s 29 Jan.1946.

4926

432
:1 .Doc.1154

Letter 1 rom U.S.to Consul at Geneva, Feb.12,
1946.

4926

433
ir .Loc.9536

Letter fun TJ.3 .^ibassaoor to Japan dated
-.pr il
, i 939.
>

49a

434
1r .hoc.9556

Lett ex from hart.of State to Lt .Col . Horned ay,
dated h^c.26, 1945.

4945

DR. iCIYC.'iC /.takes statement regarding witness
HOI lOl-liTs oreSvvnoo in Tokyo.

4949

SUSUMU 1:0: XOiut. called as a witness. Croesoxaxination by DR. RIYOGE, and MR. FULNESS.
Objection by M" . 3 jEENiiN.

4963

THE "RESIDENT: In view of the natuie of the
allegations against the eccuscd TOJO,particularly, and the
effect of the cross-examination to date, I think we can affoid to be a bit liberal. It may be that the further crossexamination will be useless but I don't think we should shut
down on it.

4967

435
Ir.Doc.1680

4977

Collection or Laws and Regulations - North
China Political Council.
MI.. :ZEJiJh'lI: Re-direct examination by.

Page of
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4998
Sept.6,1%6
436 - 450
4999
$0)28

Doc.440-B.

ECONOMIC ^OORESSION:
Oifeied in evidence.

See index.

MR. H^IEJIUEST: Opening statement.
MR. FULNESS requests dates of amendments to

-THE II.E3IDENT: . . . It is the prosecution thai
has the interest in showing amendments during the war period. I suggest that you give this more thought, Major
Furness, before you make any application. (5032)

5111

Sept,9,1946
451 - 457

5112

Offered in evidence.

See index.

DR. U
.
. . Commander Harris has become
the counsel for the defendant HASHIMOTO, Kingoro. With this,
each defendant is now represented by American counsel.
Continuation of opening statement by MR. HAUXHUPiST. . . . ."Yvho was Chief of the Ewantung x^rmy during the
period 1932 to 1936?" ... fit first it was Lt. General HON JO,
followed by Generals MUTO, HISHIiEJI, MBLJvfl, and UEDA.(5122.

5152

MR. H O ^ J D objects to admission of excerpts from
interrogation of MI , HD SEE-TO on grounds that at the time he
was led to believe the statements would not be used against
him; also on the ground of incompetent interpretation.
THE J RESIDENT: . . . You will be giving evidence
in rebuttal. In the meantime, the evidence is admitted subjec
to challenge in that way at that time. (5-153)

5194

CHEN, T-,-3H0U called as a witness.

5202

ME . KOWxJ I): X-exam by.

5209

MR. H^UXHURST resumes reading from documents.

MR. BROOKS: X-exam by.

\

lage of
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Exhibits
Sept,10,1946
458 - 471 .

5340
5351

5364

Offere d in evidence. See inde
MK. HuUXHOLST resumes reading from documents,

Hi. BLOOXS on ground of immateriality of this
tyre of evidence. Of lection overruled.
ness.

COL, CY1.IL EFV DiJJ.YJX LE ,.<ILD called as a witDirect examination by US' . COIfYFS OuIJt.

Sent .11,1946

5386

Direct ExLe.E.nation continued.
x.i„. LC'J,^T objects to questions as leading.

THE lEESIDETT: Those questions are not leading in the sense that they suggest the answer, certainly. It
seems to me that eacii question is followed from an answeralready given. I see no reason why I should intervene.(5388)
5433

Sept.12,1946

Direct examination continued.

admiral Lord Louis Liount batten gave me a special seat to see General IlhGwCI surrender. (54912)

5499

Sept.12,1946

IvX.#ELJDIH!Jh3T offers explanations as to Exhi bit 469.

Q

474

Offeree in evidence. TV>o certificates, one by
IE,. 3UZIKI, certifying to balance sheets of
Central Chins Development Company and the
Forth China Development Company as of March 31,1945*
Objections by HL. EEC GEE and
to incompleteness of documents. (5504-5)

EUHT&SS as

El . COLiriTH CiEJi. continues direct examination.
5569

LI . LOG.r objects to prosecution examination
of witness on stand in relation to document being read in
evidence. Objection overruled.

Page of
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5602

Exhibits

Sept-16,1946
~475
mentative.

Direct examination of Col. Wild continued.
M;. LOG-/IT:

Objects to the question as argu-

TEE IKL3ID3TT: It is a question an expert
might answer, and he is an expert. (5603)
5616).

Discussion as to service of documents. (5611-

TEE 7 RESIDENT
The document may be
used this morning. 1<:
within the exception, if compliance has not been made
the rule. That- is the opinion 01
the Tribunal „ 15-620;
5624
5647

476
Pr.Doc.2647

LT.. rUirhlC objects to testimony by a prosecutor on the case which he has investigated as a prosecutor.

THE 1 RESIDENT: . . . . it would be desirable
for him to avoid such statements. . . .
5685

ME. BLE.sETT iiioves that testimony of witness
not supported by his ov.n personal knowledge of the facts be
stricken from the record.

5686

LR. BLE./ETT: X-exam by.
of a bench wairant for Colonel SUGITi..

Requests issuance

TEE I xlLSIDETT: I know of no such procedure
except in the case of a witness who has been subpoenaed and
has failed to attend
The defense will be at liberty
to ask the Court to issue a subpoena for his attendance, and
if he fails to attend, tno Bench may take steps to enforce
his attendance. That is all I can say. (5r>*8)
5699

Sept.17,1946

X-exam by ifiR. BLE'/ETT continued.

CONFERENCE *-COM PROCEEDING? la.DE Iii'ilT OF THE RECORD:
On August 16, 1946, President ./ebb signed an order,
made on application of Mr. Logan, that the conference room proceedings are a part of the record:
"This matter coming on to be heard by the Tribunal
in Open Court on the 5 August 1946 upon the oral motion
on behalf of the defendants that all Chambers and Conference Room proceedings be made '.art of the record in the
above entitled case, and the Tribunal being fully advised
in the premises, it is ''.he decision of a majority of the
members of the Tribunal a^j .t xs
"ORDERED: That saic _a el motion be, and is hereby,
granted and that ail of the viecoedings heretofore had and
which shall be hereafter had in Chambers and in the Conference Room shall be transcribed and mode a part or the record
in this case.
"Dated at Tokyo, Japan, this 16th day of August .1946."
This is copiea here in lull because we believe it is extremely
important.
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Exhibits
Sept.13,1946

X-exam of Col. Wild continued by MR.
BLEVETT.

Discussion regarding signatures, transla
tion and composition of document Fo. 2647 by Major Moore,
Mr. Blewett, Mr. Brooks, Mr. Carr and the President. (57855801?.
5818
5828

SB'IOHiil.A:
Sept„ 19.1946

X-exam of Col. Wild continued by MR.FURFESS

5840
58W

X-exam by.

MR. GALS-

Re-direct examination by.

RELATIONS OF JiE AIT» GERMANY AFP ITALY, pre-

sented by MR. T A V E E T ^ R .

5894

MR. CIJITIFCKAH objects to evidence on behalf
of defendant 03HIMA. Objection overruled. (5899)

5907

ME. CUKNIFGIiAM objects to introduction of
prosecution's document 2156-B, until returned to OSHIMA for
corrections. Objection overruled. (5913)

5913

477
Pr.Doc.2156-B

5917

5922

LE.. 0UFNIFGKAR objects to introduction of
document 2156-C. Objection overruled.

478
Pr.Doc.2156-C

Sept.20,1946

Presentation of phase by MR. TAVEFNER continued .

5931

479
Pr .Doc.954

5936

480
Secret Japanese-German agreements.
Pr.Doc.l56l-A to G.

5941

48I
Pr.Doc.2628-x»

5953

482
Pr .Doc .4017-C

5956

433
"
3x..Dody 1 5 b y
4&3-A

5957

434
Pr.Doc.llC5 A,B,C.

-'Affidavit Concerning the Capture, Process'ing and I.reservation of G-erman Documents".
t
4' I
For identification only*
In' evidence/
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Exhibits
Sept,20,1946 (Cont.)

5967

485
Fr .Doc „ 949-A

Ee conclusion of agreement between Japan dnd
Germany.

5974

486
Er.Doc.2654

Certificate of Act.3ec.of State and affidavit
of Gardner C. Carpenter.

n n
6020

£
Sept.23,1946
487 to 516

6021

Offered in evidence.

See index.

NISEI I^JiUBIiCO introduced- as chief Japanese counsel for the accused, TOGO.
ML. TAVENNEE resumes presentation of phase.

6037

Mh. McAINNET takes over presentation.
ME. C'iTTTNGKAK objects to Exhibits 493 ana 49on the ground that they are agreements between nations and
not between individuals. Objection overruled. (6046) Asks
to have objection entered on the record to all of the documents pertaining to agreements between nations. (6047)

6049

MF. SMITH moves to strike all evidence relating to Enti-Commintern I act arc extensions on the ground it
has no probative value and no tendency to show fi Ear of Aggression. Motion refused.

6083

MK. NiHITOMI objects on behalf of accused
SEIKATORI to document 1413 being offered in evidence "CiainoT s Diary". Objection overruled. (609Q) MF_. 5MITH objects on behalf of all counsel. Objection oveirulei. (6091)

CONTINUATION OF SUELAI Y OF IROCEEDINGS BY MICHAEL LEVIN.
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Exhibits
Sept.24,1946
517 to 548

Tiiis is a list of exhibits relative to relations between Germany and Japan. Abstract
of these exhibits appears in the index of
the record of this date.

6156

THE IRESlEEFT: I thinx I had better explai
this, after a consultation I had with my colleague from
India this morn.-rg, V-na: you refer to as rtthe record here"
is really only a transcript of the shorthand notes of the
proceedings in this court. That is itself only a part of the
record. The record comprises the documents as well as the
transcript. So, when you read evidence from a document, it
appears twice in the record: it appears in the document itself, and it appears in the transcript.
The Court may consider the whole of the evi
dence in a document although only a part is read. If there
is evidence in a document which Is not read by the prosecuti
but which is detrimental to the defense, the Court may act
on it. The delense must then be prepared to meet anything
in a document which is tendered in evidence although it is
not read into tne transcript by the prosecution. (6157)

6173

ME. McMANUS inquires as to whether or not
the prosecution intends to call Ott as a witness and that
we should have an opportunity to cross examine him. ^Iso
requests that the court direct that he be placed on the
stand, if available, for such cross examination purposes.
THji PRESIDENT: Well, if the Court, after
full consideration of the materiil attributed to Ott, come
to the conclusion he ought to be called for cross examination, they probably will direct that he be called, but I
haven't hed an opportunity of consulting the Members about
that point, Mr. McManus. But they will all have it well in
mind now. This is evidence not volunteered by Ott but
documents taken fiom the Japanese Foreign Office, or otherJapanese sources, and that may make a difference. I should
say the German Foreign office. (6174)

6184

MR. CUNNINGHAM: If the Tribunal please,
since the effiaavit will not be read, 1 merely wish to emphasize that the statement of SCHMIDT was by notes rather
than transcribed notes. He merely made- a memorandum of the
conversation ana then reported it at length later on, and
that is emphasized in his affidavit.
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6185

THE PRESIDENT; Well, if the prosecution accepts Mr. Cunningham's statement, we have now a note on the
record, or in the transcript, of the position, and it will
not be necessary to read the affidavit. The Members may refer to the affidavit themselves if they see fit.

6267

MB.. LOGiJ" objects to the repetition of the nam;
of members of tne Cabinet.
THE I RESIDENT; Well, it is an advantage to hav
our minds readily and correctly informed at vital stages.
There is no undue influence in that. It probably would be
an advantage to h a v e t h e names of the accused who were in
that cabinet repeated here, (6268)

6282

MI . LOGhN objects to document 4029 (Ex.544)
as it does not appear to whom or fiom whom it was sent.
MR. TLVKNNER: . . it is an enemy captured doc
ument found with other enemy captured documents and it is
directed to the state - the Reich Foreign Minister. (6282)

6283

THE PRESIDENT: It. comes within the Charter although it does not bear a signature. Thc.t only goes to
weight, but coming from that source and being about the subject matter, it may hc-ve considerable weight.
MR. LOGAN: . . we don't see how it would be
possible for the defense to meet a situation like this not
knowing who sent the communication. . .

6283

THE PRESIDENT: well, the prosecution should
tell us who wrote this if they know, or can find out, but
their failure to do either will not render the document inadmissible nor deprive it of weight.

CONTINUATION OF SUELAI Y OF IROCEEDINGS BY MICHAEL LEVIN.
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Sept.25,1946
549 - 562

6301

Confidenticl documents and records between
Japanese and German Officials. See index
of record of this date,

MR. LOGAN discusses matter of producing OTT
for cross examination The President, in reply, makes
lengthy statement concerning interrogatories of persons
who have not been called as witnesses, etc. Further discussion between the President and Mr. Logan. (6301-6304)
THE .rRESILS*'T: . . . . The evidence appears
in a captured document Ho may be the most hostile person
in the world. Ho is an enomy subject, no doubt, V/hy
should tho prosecution tr-at him as their witness other
than as a person making admissions? He is identified wit
the other side, with the del ansa, really, in the sense
that his associations were with th..t side of the case,
that is to say, with the accused and those about them. .
. . . R'hy should the Allied lowers, the prosecutors here,
call their enemies to prove their case? Why shouldn't the
rest on their enemy's documents? (6304)

6322

MR. CUNNINGHAM: objects to the introduction
of Doc.1129, Ex. 549, on ground that STAKMER is available
at Sugamo Prison and his evidence would be the best evidence .
THE ITESIDENT: The Tribunal's reply to thi
is the same, substantially, as its reply to Mr. Logan
with respect to embassador Ott. (6322)

6404

MR. CAUDLE objects on ground that the trans
lation is not correct,
THE J RESIDENT: This is not the stage at
which we determine contested questions of fact of that
type. The prosecution may be prepared to admit errors and
to correct them. Subject to that, of course, you have only the right to give evidence for the defense later correcting any errors.

6417

Ihase of collaboration between Germany,
Japan nd It:ly unaer the provisions of tho Tri-Ff.rtite
I act, presented by MR. HYDE, beginning with Ex. 559.

CONTIITUx,TIOF OF SUI&IU-.Y OI' I E0CEEDIFG3 BY MICHAEL LEVIT.
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.fixhibit
Sept,26,1946
563 - 590

6439

These are sccrot documents, letters, excerpts
etc, Detailed description appears in index of
record of this d: to.

Lffv- CAUDLE requests the naraes of Japanese com
mission referred GO IN Ex., 5 4 3 , »vhich recuest was denied
by the President* [6&•.()':
.11-, CTJf/IrTOiAla refers to the objection to the
introduction oi political documents and that the court
volunteered the information that the documents were admitted under authority cf Article 13, Sec.b, Item (1).
(6440)

6441

THE EI.EcIDETT: By the way, before you go any
fuither: Ii the Charter said nothing about the rules of
evidence or what could be admitted, it is the law, as I
understand it, after teeing the advice of the most highly
placed counsel .in the country, Ex-Lord Chancellors, ExLord Masters and Attorney Generals, that the rules of evidence do not apply in these proceedings against enemy
property or against enemy subjects. The rules of evidence
the strict rules of evidence, have no application in
prize proceedings. My information was given to me before
I became a member of this Tribunal; so thet even if you
were right on this point you are raising, and you are
probably wrong, the matter would be purely academic. In
any event, we are not going to allow our decision to be
reopendd by you. . . .

6442

ME. CUTTIFGEAM: I respectfully call the Tri
bunalTs attention to the specific wording, and emphasize
that the documents permitted therein are armed forces
documents and not governmental or political documents.
THE FEE SILENT: The membeis of the Tribunal
have already ciscussed that particular phrase, and come
to the conclusion that the interpretation I put on it is
correct. But I repeat again, we have a duty to admit
any evidence we thins has probative value; and the documents specified in article i3c(1) are only instances and
are not an exhaustive category. I fuithe.i emphasize that
if the Charter was silent, if article 13 did not appearin it, the rules of evidence would not bind us. (64L>)
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Exhibits

MR, CUNFINGH/.M suggests that documents should
be introduced one at a time instead of four or five; calls
attention to discrepancy in dates; and objects that the
documents are German documents and not Japanese, and distribution is only to Genman and not to Japanese participant
in the conferences.
Tim PRESIDENT: Well, your first objection is
really a protest with which »/e have considerable sympathy,
Mr. Cunningham V.e do nol favor a lot of documents being
put in at the same tirna - but there may be some explanation
why that should be cc;ie here- Ordinarily the prosecution
do not follow that couiae; so .;e vail assume for the time
being that they have some'good reason for following it now.
As to the dates, ol course that is not really & ground for
objection, but a matter for noting by the Court and for correction, if necessary. The third ground is met by the ccnsiueration that the accused ere alleged to hc.ve conspired
with others and that the acts and declarations of coconspirators in the course of carrying out the conspiracy
are admissible against all, (6433)

6485

THE PRESIDENT: You realize now that we view
with disfavor the introduction of a number of exhibits at
the same time unless it is highly desirable that you should
tender them all at the same time.

6572

MR. CUNNINGHAM objects to the introduction of
any evidence concerning cultural agreement between the rxct",.
nations, such agreements being within the right and power
of nations and do not violate'any criminal issues involved
in the Indictment. . .
THE IRESIDENT: Acts taken by themselves, including political acts, may be perfectly legitimate, but
they may also constitute preparation for war when taken in
conjunction with other circumstances, and preparation for
war, of course, always takes place during peace. Thtt covers all thr^e objections. For grounds of objection the objection is disallowed*
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Exhibits
Sept.30,1946
610 - 611-A
612 - 613-A

Excerpts from Chicago Tribune of article by
John Powell re Manchurian Incident.
Documents relative to Indo-China phase.

6693 *

Tribute paid by the Court, the prosecution
and the defense in memory of Reginald Spencer Davies and
Colonel V-Tild , Statement or behalf of the prosecution by Mr-.
Cornyns Carr and Mr. Keenun, and on behalf of the defense by
Mr. Logan.

6695

TEF PRESIDENT: The Members of the Tribunal
are sorry - profoundly sorry to learn of the deaths of Mr.
Davies and Colonel did. In a protracted trial of such
magnitude in which so many take part, occasions like this
can be expected; but the deaths of two such handsome, vigorous, intelligent, and public-spirited men in the prime of
life came as a great shock to us all. From what has been
said by Mr. Comyns Carr and Mr. Logan, we glean, as we
might expect, that the deceased gentlemen were most liked
by those who knew them best; but, although no Member of the
Tribunal had met either gentleman until he appeared in
these proceedings, both were long enough before us to form
some estimate of their qualities. Each was exemplary in his
own particular sphere: Mr. Davies as counsel, and Colonel
Wild as witness.

6700

RELATIONS HETVJEN JAPAN AND REPUBLIC OF
FRANCE.
MR. KEENAN announces that the prosecution
will now proceed with the presentation of evidence on relations between Japan and the Republic of France; that same
will be presented by Mr. ROBERT 0NLT0, associate prosecutor
from the RepuDlic ol France. Mr. Oneto requests the Court
permission to address the Court in his native tongue.
DR. RIYOSE objects to carrying on in the
French language. (6700).

6705

MR. XEENAN calls attention to the fact tha
IBM machine has been used to transmit translations in the
Russian language for a considerable time, with, he believes, the full knowledge and consent of the Tribunal. If
not, he requests that the record so show.

r
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Exhibit

i
TEE PRESIDENT: All I know is what I have boon
told by the Language Section. There is no prejudice in favor of Russian as against French. For the time beinc it is
purely a mechanical problem, which I am unable to overcome.
Discussion between Mr. EEenan and the President
with reference to mechanical difficulties in tho use of the
IBM system.

6706

ICJE'IwS:
this action, with great
respect, can be receive! in no other than that of an affair
of discriminateanTRE PRESIDENT. Ona member of this Court can
answer you, one that is the French Judge.' He does not take
that view., (o706-7)

6708
6729

Opening statement of French phase by MR. ONETO.
_
ME, 3EITH calls attention to error on page 3 ol
the English copy referring to Minister HIROTA. The President
stated it should be A L I T E . in all copies.
ME. LEVIN requests that it bo noted for the purposes of the lecord that the opening statement is more than
an opening statement. (6729)

6731

MR. LEVIN objects to the introduction of the
document for the reason that it does not appear that this
is an official document of the Japanese Government. Objection overruled. (6732)

6739

Discussion by M R . T A V E I T N E R and the President
with reference to Mr. Oneto addressing the Court in Flench.

6741

ML, LEVIN: Mr. President, on behalf of the da
fense, we would like to enter an objection to the procedure
which has been suggested by Mr. Tavernier. we believe the
reasons for permitting this procedure far less valid than
to permit, as the Court did after consideration, the reading of the opening statement in French.
THE 1 RESIDENT; You need not say any more.
The Court upholds the objection.
ME . IEVENEER: In that .event, will the Court
permit Mr. On.to to mak~ his comment regarding tho document
he desires to introduce in tho French language, and that
the documents themselves be read in English?
THE PRESIDENT: The Court insists on the use
of English throughout.

CONTINUATION OF SUMMARY OF PROCEEDINGS 3Y MICHAEL LEVIN.
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6585
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Exhibits
Sept. 2 7 q 946
591 - 609
Documents, extracts, memos, etc. between Japan
and Germany. See index of Sept.27,1946.
Iff.. McNINNEY continues reading exhibits.
MR. TAVENNER continues,

6637

MR. HYDE presents phase dealing with military
agreement between Japar, Germany ana Italy.

6687

ML , H I 3 G I T S asks that orders designating and
appointing Members of the hLTFE who qualified efter 5 April
1946 be placed in the record.

MR. BLEhETT objects to placing of this paper
at this time. (6688) MR. FURNESS and MR. CUNNINGHAM object.
(6690).
6690

THE IRESIDUTT: hell, the matter is not urgent
The defense want a little more time, hhy not let them have it
. . . . .You can bring the matter up at a later date. .(6691)

CONTINUATION OF SUELAI Y OF IROCEEDINGS BY MICHAEL LEVIN.
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Exhibits
Oct, 1,1946
TBI IRLSIDENT: Yesterday afternoon the Court de
cided that you should speak in English, or that the French
case siiould be put in English throughout. That was the de~
cision of the Court as announced by me. That decision must
be respected unoil it dr se'. aside,
IE . KEEN AN recu^sts an adjournment for the purpose of explo? in;- the mcitor referred to by the Fresident.

6745

MR, AEETElm Eouid the Court be good enough to
permit me to complete my statement as Chief of Counsel or
am I to be reiused thai, right?
THE IRECIDENT4 You will be refused no rights.
On the other hand., T will not be prevented from stating what
I know to be the fact, I repeat; The Court heard all the
argument offered on this point and caaLe to a decision. It
is for the Court to say whether they will reopen that decision and he^i further argument. I clo not propose to adjourn for that purpose. I propose to confer witji my colleagues on the bench.
MR,
asks that i.<2r. Oneto be permitted to
complete his statement and that in a matter of this importance the Court announce the decision of each Member of the
Tribunal individually and in open court.

6746

THE ILSSI^ITT: The Court is prepared to hear
further arguments on matters not already brought to their
notice. Re expect the Chief Prosecutor to put the argument.
II.. ONETO: (In French)
THE IRE STREET: Re is still speaking French.
Tha t i s almo st c ont empt,
ME, ONETO: (In French)
£HE I RESIDENT: The Court will adjourn.
MR, ONETO: (In French)
THE j. RESIDENT: Re will adjourn for five minute a
the Members of the Tribunal have taken into consideration the conduct of Idr. Oneto which led to the adjournment soxue minutes ago. Re take a serious view of the
matter. It appears to constitute contempt of court. However,
we propose to adjourn that mattex until half past one this
afternoon so that Mr. Oneto may have an opportunity of reconsidering the whole matter. He may have a satisfactory
explanation, or he Uiay be prepared to apologize. Failing
one or the other, he will be liable to proceedings as for
contempt of court in the face of the court. . . (6747)
. . . we have decided to hear further argument on the scope
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of the Charter as regards the languages that
may be used in this court. . . (6747)
Argument by LIE. E^IT^T. (6747-63). .

6764

IvE.* CARE. continues argument regarding construction of the Charter»

6771

1&-.. LEVIF; .m>im;ent by (6771-77). Argument
by Lr. KIY03Z (6777-7B; Eurther argument by IvE.. ICE-"AN (677^
6779).

6732

THE .. liEEIEEET; The Tribunal by a majority has
decided to allow the use 01 x'rench to the extent indicated
or suggestud by the learned Chief j. rosecutor. ii.s r egards objections by the defense, we understand, of course, that they
will have to be translated into French and into Japanese or
English as the ctse may be, and so, too, the answers thereto *
Those are the terms imposed by the Tribunal; and, of
course, tney may be altered to suit the exigencies of the
case, ana to enable compliance with the Charter from time tc
time. Consistent .vith a just- trial, we are bound to conduce
a prompt and expeditious trial.

CONTINUATION OF SUMMARY OI PROCEEDINGS BY MICHAEL LEVIN.
r
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Exhibits
2 Pet
614 - 621

Ts3.ogra.n3. excerpts, reports * ett0 relative
to ^a.-fi.op'o^e.^ French lado-Cnina« See index
of record .toe Oot 2 -1946»
>

6800

3&5L . LOGAN calls attention to the fact that
Mar puis KIDO v;es Ham 3 lulrlsoor and lI'o Minister of the Interior, also to hie fa.£t that ARAICI was Minister of Education, on behalf of Mr . Lie Man usc

6805

The SU1UICI mentioned heie is not the accused.

6820

ML, FUIJ~E33 objects to documents on the ground
that theie are no certificates attached thereto.
. . . (6821)

6833

THE PIESIDENT:

The objection must be upheld.

APPLICATION OF DEI EN Si? 101. ORDER 01 C0UI..T TELATIVE TO APPLICATION TO SUMMON ..ITNESSES AND OBTAIN DOCUMENTS.

6833-36
Argument by MT. . LOG-.-IT, and DR. KIYOr'E. MT.
McMANUS calls attentioncf the Court to the fa-a t that he has
a large number of witnesses but has had no opportunity t*
interview them and he does noa know whether the testimony
will be material The most he can do is suomit a list with
respect to witnesses, etc. He also calls attention to the
fact that there are several defense counsel who are not now
in Japan.
6839

ML. LEVIN requests clarification or intimation
from the Court, as to what our rights may be witji reference
to documents presented by the prosecution which have not
been offered in evidence, etc.
THE PRESIDENT: My order under discussion applies only wheie the defense is seeking the assistance of
the Tribunal to get a witness cr to get a document- That
appears en the face of the order itself, which shows that
it is based on tie .tion III. Article 9, paragraph (e) of
the Chaiter. That pi o v.is ion of the Charter states that n An
accused may ap^ly in wr.iaj.ng to the Tribunal for the produc
tion of witnesses or of documents . ( 6 8 4 0 ) . . . However, as
I said, as the trial develops the accused may be advised to
call further witnesses so tnere will be nothing to prevent
the accused here, in the light of the evidence, from approaching the Court for further witnesses. . . V»e are here

i
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(Oct.2,1946 continued)

followin_ the procedure adopted in Germany of which we
have heard no condemnation to date. This may be a case
in which the accused cannot say with any great certainty
just what witnesses they will require until all the evidence is heard, but ttiey must have a fair idea of the
witnesses that will be useful to them even now, . . D'\That, however; would not extend to copies of documents
made by the prosecution for their own use but some arrangement wo id d certainly be made about the use of copies
by the defense if the Court saw fit to order the original
to be made available to the defense. . . (6S41)

Oct.. 3, 19Vo
622 ~ by]

Documents, telegrams, reports of telephone
conversation^, etc. in connection with French
aha so oi the case. See index to record of
Oct. 3; 1946.

6897

EE, ..ILLIiJ^ makes application to bo heard
relative to certification of documents. The I resident
permits this argument on the basis that it effects otherphases oi the case as well as the French, because if it
related only to the Trench phase, only one counsel would
be permitted to adaress the Court. LJr. ..illiams was denied
that right on the previous day. (6897-6906)

6907

- TEE IEESID3MT: The rule of the 4th of June
will continue to be followed, as it is not in question.
The Court must require some evidence of the place where
the document was discovered, if objection is raised. That
evidence can be given in simple form. There is nothing to
prevent a single affidavit, whether joint oi othervvise,
being filed, saying that prosecution documents numbers
so-and-so were found where they were found, . . . . .
suoject to v.hut the defense have to say, I see no objection to itc
EE, FUETESS* If the Court please, the defense
would like copies because when we get these papers and
prepare for the next day's work, we would like to know
where the documents which are going to be presented crme
from. (6907)

6908

ME. FUI.FESS: If the Court please, the defense
has no objection whatsoever to a single certificate listing' aocum^nts c-c-.-^iue irom the s = me source. Y.e do not need
them to i>e attached to ei oh document«
THE rEESIDETT: Th-t could be indie, ted in the
one document - in the one certificate - pages 1 to 6
showing sources from the Japanese Eoreigh Office, et cetera. Et ,.II events, we cannot take the stand; the prosecution h,.-Ve presented this, it must be right.
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MR. FUIlaESS: But we would like copies of that
one document, that single certificate listing the complete
list of documents. That is all we want.
THE PIESIDEFT: Vie must have proof of origin, and
what form is immate ial to us as long as the defense is
satisfied.
LI.. FUP2JES3: But we would like copies of that
pioof of origins so that all defense counsel can have them.
THE PRESIDENT: V/ell, Mr. Oneto, you must give us
proof of the origin of you:;- documents by way of certificate
or oral evidence in the bo.*, or affidavit. Perhaps I failed
to make clear that the defense should be supplied with
copies of whatever proof or origin the prosecution ofler,
unless they call oral evidenfce. (6909)
ments.

MR. ONETO continues with case, reading from docu-

6975

MR. BLI^'ETT calls attention of the Court to the
fact that
so far as defense is concerned document
837-A was not supplied with a certificate as to origin and
there is no signature on the original.

6984

ME. CUiTINOH^M objects to testimony of counsel
as not reading from document in evidence but merely giving
additional information concerning one. ME. BROOKS moves
the argument be stricken fro.oo. the venord. (6985)
THE PRESIDENT: I think he may show the drift of
the documents, but he should avoid argument. I do not think
he has offended serioualy so far. (6987)

CONTINUATION OF SUMMARY OF 11 OCEEDING-S.
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Record Exhibit3
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Oct, 41 1946
638 - 651

French phase.
7083

Telegrams, extracts, treaties, etc. relative
to French phase of case. See index of record
for this date, for further details.
MR, CNRTO continues with presentation of
[7029

R U S S I ;
In the afternoon session on
this date MR. A E E N R N presented an application requesting
that the Russian phase of this case might be presented in
Russian. This matter was discussed between the President,
Mr*. Keenan on behalf of the prosecution; Mr. Cunningham,
Mr. Logan and Mr. Levin on behalf of the defense.
THE IT EVIDENT: V/here that is required in
the interest of justice and of an expeditious trial and is
not contrary to an expeditious trial, or does not preclude
an expeditious trial. The interests of justice are always
paramount, A fair trial must be given. (7093)
DECISION OF THE COURT: THE PRESIDENT: The Tribunal by a
majority have decided to grant the application^with the exception ol paragraph 5, which reads: "The President's remarks and the objections of the Delense should be translated
into Russian, accordingly, the Prosecutor's replies to the
objections of the Defense and the Prosecutor's explanations
to the President's remarks would have to be translated into
English and Japanese simultaneously". Re do not permit the
use of Russian in respect of those matters. (7100)

7102

Oct. 7« 1946
652

7103

-665

These are the remaining documents in relation
to the French phase. See index for details.
MR. ONETO continues.

MT.. FULNESS asks to have signer of Exhibit
655 identified. (7118)
7192

M E . E L E V V E T T calls attention to affidavit
being testimony ana inquires if witness is to be produced
for cross-examination*

THE PRESIDENT: Re can note the fact, but
there is no occasion for- any debate about it..
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Oct. 7* 1946

RUSSIAN PHASE:

MIc. KEENAN introduces prosecution staff on
behalf of Russia.
7196

ME.. CUNNINGHAM objects to opening statement.

9*201

THE PRESIDENT: The opening statement of the
Soviet's prosecutor at Nuernberg; General Rudenko, has many
of the features wnich the deferse counsel, Mr. Cunningham,
finds objectionable in the proposed opening statement of
Minister Golunslcy., I hs"<e aoAjeral Rudenko fs opening statement before me no7»\ howler, -..here is a material difference
between the Nuernberg Onartor and our own.

7212

Oct. 8, 1946
666 - 672

Documents, excerpts, telegrams, etc. relative
to Russian phase. See index for details.
MINISTER GOLUTSKY makes opening statement.
(7213-7286).

7286

MR. LOGAN objects to opening statement.
ME,. McMANUS also objects to opening statement. (7292)

7293

ME. KEENAN suggests that a brief be filed
answering the objections.

7294

THE I RESIDENT: The Members of the Tribunal
have considered the question of delay in dealing with these
objections. They are glad, of course, that the objections are
now in the record. It may be that some of the Members of the
Tribunal will agree with all the objections, that others will
agree with none of them, that some will agree with some objections and not with others. The task of editing the opening
statement so as to make it conform to an opening statement
in the true sense, that is, to a statement of evidence about
to be introduced, is a tremendous one. To complete it would
involve a greet waste of time. However, we have a solution,
r.e are all agreed on tnis, and we hope both the defense and
prosecution will accept it also; It is the simple statement
that we will take into consideration only such parts of the
opening speech as aie justified by the evidence to follow.
For that purpose, every Member of the Tribunal will give the
fullest consideration to every objection taken. We ask the
parties of the prosecution and the aefense to consider what
I have said.
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7296

ML. SMITH cells attention to errors in opening
statement. Further discussion by Mr. Logan and Mr. ICeenan.

7300

THE PRESIDENT: It goes without saying that we
will be governed by the evidence and by the evidence alone
Suppose we had a jury in this case and that counsel opened
more than he eventually proved. Y/e would point out to the
jury, counsel alleged certain things but he hc.s not proved
them; so at the and of tne evidence for this section of
the piosecution we will compare the opening with the evidence adduced and we will disregard everything but the
evidence.
The purpoac- at -he opening is to help us. It
may fail to do so but tie re is really no need for us to
consider in detail every statement in excess of the evidence made by the prosecutor in the opening. M l we need
do, I think, is tell the defense that we will discard
everything which is not justified by the evidence to be
subsequently adduced. I do not see how we can do any more
than that, we would take no greater precautions if we
had a jury here. The defense must trust us to distinguish
between evidence and mere statements by the prosecution
unsupported by evidence. Beyona stating that we will be
careful to discriminate in that way, I think I should add
nothing. (7301)
COLONEL R0SEN3LIT presents evidence relative to
Japanese aggressive plans against U.S.S.R.

7302

ML. FULNESS objects to map on the ground that it
is not translated into English or Japanese.
MR. G0LUN3KY:. . . all the geographical points
which are going to be mentioned by the prosecution are
written on this map in big characters and translated into
English and into Japanese. (7302)

7304

MR. McMhNUS objects to document 2367 on the
ground that it does not appear to be a captured enemy docu
ment or that it is from the files of the Japanese Government, and the events occurred before the date stated in
the Indictment;
THE PRESIDENT: Statements attributed to the ac
eused by the public newspppers of their country may have
some probative value, of course. My colleagues who have
read this say that there is nothing in the statement to
show what was said by ARAKI and what was said by the other
man.
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7311

MR. BROOKS objects to affidavit of Semyonov,
G-rigori Mikhailovich, setting forth particular questions
in detail. MR. BE^KENEY further makes objections thereto
both calling attention to the fact that Semyonov has been
shot by the Russians, argument by G0LUN3KY. (7314-15)

7316

IKE ET E3IEENT: well, this is not a case where
a certificate of origin is required, becu; se we are dealing now with an affidavit, That was one of the points
takon by Capt.in Brooks Ihis affidavit oerta.inly would
not be received in t r-.e ;ai ats of any British court, but
the Charter preclude.s <:..; from applying our Own procedure
and, indeed, from applying any technical procedure or
any rules of evidence, th.t is to say, any strict rules;
the sole test is whether the document could have any
probative value. Cert in examples are given in tho Chartor of what might be admitted, but they do not restrict
the provisions in the earlier part of th<- t particular
clause, that anything of probative v: lue may be admitted.
However, the eflect you give to it is wmothm matter. 7/e
may think that it ought to be rejected because tho deponent is dead. Wo may
influenced by the ft ct that
the deponent was executed by the government that puts
forward the affidavit, :nd so prevents tho deponent from
being calldd for cross-examination here, or from being
interrogated at all. Throughout this trial We have mode
quite a feature of the right to interrogate a deponent
who is not called here, but tint right h: s been destroyed
by the country offering the evidence. Upon the merits of
that country's action I express no opinion.
Now, as to the fact th r t opinions are expressed in the affidavit, there again thrt is covered by the
heading of probative value. As an Australian Judge, I
may not think it has any value, but my views do not prevail here. There are eleven nations, and they may heve
different views, or some of them may have different views..
Again, as to the dc.tes when these events took
place, apparently they preceded 1928 and went b-^ck as earl
as 1918 or 1922, in all events. I cannot s^.y without hearing further evidence whether or not that evidence is relevant to ^ny issue in this c se. It m y be difficult to establish that it is, but it should be received conditionally upon its being shown to be relevant; that is to say,
that if this evidence is received it all. There are other
grounds of objection, and I do not propose to admit it
until I h-ve had an opportunity of discussing the matterwit h my colleagues.
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7322

K . LdGrill: objects to document 2457 on tho ground
th< t it is the statement of a witness who has previously appeared before the Tribune 1 and the document should h.Us beer
submitted to him and would h; vc been the best evidence if
it had been offered through him, he recalls no reservation
by the prosecution th:.t further evidence of statements or
documents made or offered by thi-s witness could be offered
later.

7323

ML, G O L U F T h e document now being presented I,
an excerpt fx cm the- oirE oi_l record of the Washington Conference, Other hist Drier I documents occurred before the
Indictment.
TEE PRESIDENT; The only question, the only serious question, th t I can sec is whether it was fair to the
defense to let SHIPEIIEIX go out of the box without putting
this material to him, although ha may have s' id these things
at the Washington Conference, we c nnot say that crossex-Lmin. tion would not effect the v-lue of what he said
there. This m-.y be a d m i t t e d perhips - I haven't consulted my colleagues - but I thin/: the defense should have
the right to h a v e him recalled by the prosecution for crossexamination on it, if they thins it is desirable, (7323-24)
. . ; . . . The m: jority of the Court thinks the defense
should h- ve- the right to have the witness SHIDEHuA recalled
by the prosecution for oroas-oxamin' tion on this materiel if
they think fit, (7325). . . . I said the defense would have
the right to h:_Ve him recalled by the prosecution if the
defense wanted him recalled. (7325-26)

7329

Mti. B L a - I E N E Y calls attention to the fact that
TAEQS3E is under subpoena, which is : n cdditional reason for
requiring the presence of the witness for cross-examination,
THE 1 RESIDENT:
defense, of course. (7329)

The subpoena was issued by the

ML. G0LTJH3HY: The prosecution did not intend to
produce TEXE3E here in person because to bring him here
would be difficult and his evidence is corroborative.
TEIE IRESIaENT: You must produce him if the Cour\
directs you, Minister Golunsky, and you must peanmit his interrogation if the Oourt so directs. The nifiarvit can be
received on no other terms, admitted on those terms and
other usu-1 terms.
7331

,f

I me a n to prove by the excerpts from this affidavit the t
in the yetrs thrt followed, AEaEI went on supporting the
imperialistic clique and shared its leaders* dears of expansion to the Soviet territories in the Erst. . . . .
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7332

War Minister General RKAKI most strikingly expressed the
Japanese aggressive aspirations at that period, he were
friendly, Genercl EEEEI end myself , since the 1918-1922
Japanese intervention, *it that time jrJj^il was chief of the
Japanese Military Mission in IChcrbin.

7334

Newsp-per report from Jap* n advertiser of July
11, 1938c citing xJJiCI's speech at conference of lolitical
and Economic kese.rch Soojety,

7334

ML\ McI*LKU5 objects on tne ground that the speec:
was reported in an ,bbr ;vxated way, is a triple reproduction
or tri-production 01 the origin*1 speech and is not from
any official government J f a e s e files,

7335

THE EEESIDETT: The document is admitted for
whatever prcb-tive vrluo it h( s„

CONTINUATION OP SlMiALY OI' IR0CEEDING3 BY MICHAEL LEVIN.
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Continuation of Russian phase.

7340

MEw EURNE3S objects to document 2368, Ex.673-h
first, proper source not identified and second, the fact
that it is found in the Imperial Library does not identify it as an official document. Argument by MR. G0LUN3ICY,

7341

THE PRESIDENT * There is no need to say any
more, 15r, Golunsky. Tn<o:e Is no requirement that the
only documents admitted shall be official documents. As
I have repeatedly pointed out Article 13 of the Charterprovides 15 that the Tribunal shall admit any evidence which
it deems to ha\e probative value''.. By way of illustration;
but without limiting that provision, the Charter goes on
to state, among other things, that such private documents
as diaries ana letters may be admitted. There can be no
possible question about that. I am reading from the Charter. Now, what document has probative value may be readily determined in aoiue exceptional cases. In othej cases
the Court may require time to consider. But the question
whether any particular document has probative value is
one which cannot be dete:mined on the Bench in most
cases, so the only practical course is to admit these
documents for whatever probative value they have.
There is another point you raised, Major Furness, and tiiat is, bearing on the origin of these documents. i.'e must have a minimum of evidence as to where they
come from, he are insisting on that. Here we have a certificate of origin for what it is worth, and I do not understand that your objection to it is really radical at all.
In one document, I understand, §rou have only the surname;
in the certificate of origin you have both names of the
particular author» If I am to hear your point, I would
like for you to clear it up, . . . . he want to be sure
that the certificate- of origin refers to the document
being tendered. This is the only point left. V/e admit
it subject to that point. In other words, we take the
same stand that we took in relation to the Erench documents without certificates of origin. (7344)

7345

673

7346

674
674--^

7347

Book "The Japanese-English-Chinese War".
'1TAKAJCA, Kanoe f s article, "A New Stage of the
Soviet-German lar, and Japan".
Excerpt therefrom.
5

'2apan:s standpoint is definite. Japan rejoices
in and hopes for the victory of Germany, her confederate.
Needless to say, Japan should make efficient use of the
world situation created by the victory of Germany in order to achieve her primary great mission.
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675 - 691-A

Documents in connection with alleged action
by Japan creating conditions in regard to war
with Russia. See index of this date lor details .

OBJECTION BY MR. LOG, r IF REGARD TO USE OF RRIVATE BOOiCS
IT EVlDSrCE .
7351

MR • LOGAN: If the Tribunal please, with respect to these private books that are going in evidence . and
more particularly with respect to this one now being offered(
we fail to soc hovw a do --it. ant written by a private individual could have any prr.je'm.7o value at all in this case. In
other words, are these accused to be held responsible for
what anybody writes, irrespective of >*nere it" is found?
THE FEE SHEET: This is the first time this
point has beer: raised in this soction of the case. The
point was raised earlier in connection with articles in the
Toyke Gazette. The Court w&s asked whether they were going
to admit against every accused any article in the Tokyo
Gazette. „e said: certainly not, not even against an accused
who was in charge of the department at that time. He would
have to be connected with it somehow. The same ruling applies here. I may bo mistaken as to the Tokyo Gazette; it may
have been publications under the Ministry of Education. But •
that does not affect the principle. (7352). . . The Tribunal
trusts the prosecution not to clutter the case with document,'
which they have no hope of connecting «dth the accused, or
of connecting the accuscd with. (7353) (Italics ours)

7354

Ifi. BR00R3 calls attention to the use of tiu
word "union" in connection with the cover; that the prosecution is inclined to place political significance on this
talk of a sphere in x.sia, East ^sia.
THE. PI ESIDERT: That is not a proper ground
of objection. . . . (7355) (MR, BROOICS continues discussion. ) fte are becoming gravely concerned at the amount of
time spent on objections which, in view of tho terms of the
Charter, have no chance of success. We invite the cooperation of the defense in saving time. They have been cooperating very well. (7355-56)
RE, BROOKS: IKy objection is made solely
for the purpose of the record. (7356)

7357

KAZUO Y^TSUGI, Ghief of General affairs
Bureau of the Rokusaku-Eenityu-Eai Society, called as a
witness. "I was entrusted with the business of the Research Section of the 7,'ar Ministry from December 1933 to
the end of 19^4. The Rational Eolicy Investigation Association was instituted by Baron ETNMPCHI OKURA, a member
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7359

of the House of leers, myself and others to investigate
the ,77aver political problems of immediate attention to
cirr :,ouijtr\~ . . . . . . The n??rbcr of ir*J vsicltai members
of this Association was approximately 2000, and the number ol juridical persons about 150. all of them paying a
subscription. (Yec^-iy subscription indicated at page
73Ac)*, "Lt„Gen. *Jcira MUTC not only made speeches two or
three times in the interest of the i^sociaAvon, but gave
financial support Lt, Gen. Tenryo SAIO also ma.de speeches.
Governmental Orjr-n: eetiono f u n ; shod r.s with necessary
fi-at^rials and data fci i:r?e3aigstiag, etc.. E'hen it appeareu in 1 c El tnat Jo ran wo'Ud go to war., the Board instituted a Committee for .—mini strative measures for the
purpose of working out a plan to be submitted to the
Government in preparation*for war. ( 7 3 6 3 - 6 4 ) (Names of
this Committee appear- at p; go 7364).

7368

YATSUGI, Aazui, examined further directly by
the prosecu'-.icnr This evidence was in further explanation
of the character oi the Aokusaku ICenkyukai Society.

7374

ME. aUC-HALA - cross-examination by. "The NT IA
was apurcly research association consisting of nonofficial civilian members who cooperated in their common
task of research. The research organization was neutral.
It did not have any particular ideology, thought or tendency. (7375). . . if a certain problem arose, those interested in this particular problem would gather together
and form a research body on their particular subject.
(7377) The association was established in 1936. Since
that time it has received donations from both the Army and
Navy; and, naturally, this organization has received such
donations before the time of Lt. Gen„ MOTO and SATO.(7378)
The lectures whioh Generals MuTO and SATO gave were public lectures sponsored by the association as a service to
the members of the organization. . . . . The purpose in
starting this study was to make clear the purpose of the
war. . . . Reports prepared by the organization were made
public and distributed, but this particular document shown
by the Russian prosecutor was not made public. (7379) . .
My impression of tho document is that the views are very
extreme and positive."(7382)

7385

MR. 0KAM0T0, cross-examination by. This crossexamination was along the same'lines as the previous one.
"General MUTO spoke about his experiences in*China after
his return from that country. (73->8) I have no recollection about Gen,MUTO1s speech containing subject matter
which was very aggressive in nature, or anything contained
in Exhibits 679, 680 or 682
There is no mistakingthe fact that when officials of the government or
military officers speak before private civilian organizations, they do so in their private capacity. (7390)
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"The donations varo received from Gen.MUTO, but I think
they were from the War Office. Three hundred thousand
yen was devoted to the preparation of this particular
document out of general donations - the plan for measures
for constructing th« Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity
Sphere. n

(7392}

7396

ML, ELcuHlFY - further cross-examination by.
"The National Policy Investigation Association was burned
down as a result of we:? in March, 1945 . . . we do not have
in our possession most of Axe .records ol the association.
. . . Approximately , the purport of the letter is as follows: that the National Policy Investigation Association
in pursuing a study of C-rooter East Asiatic problems would
like to request the assistance and support of both private
and official sources by donation; and these letters were
sent out not only to the Foreign Office, but to various
circles both official and private. (7397)

7403

Ml. LOG;!1 objects to the remark for the prosecution to make with respect to the blending in of people
who donate to this society with the Zaibatsu.
THE IRESIDENT: Re shall have to decide later
whether Colonel Rosenblitfs observations are warranted.
(7401)

7402

COL. R0 3ENBLIT: . . . . I shall respectfully call
the attention of the Tribunal to the fact that two more
defendants now in the docx of the International Military
Tribunal for the Far East, MUTO , Akirs, and SATO, ICenryo,
were named by the witness YATSUGI, IZazuo, as having rendered the IIokusaku-xCenkyu-Kai Society active support. (Othernames listed on page 7&03)»

7405

ML. LOG^IT states the explanation of counsel of
whet he proposes to introduce exceeds the offer of the
Tribunal and that it amounts to argument and a summation.
THE PRESIDENT: Well, you are entitled to give a
short descriition of the document and a short statement of
your reasons for introducing it, but, Col. Robenblit,
actually you are delivering an address with occasional
reference to the evidence yau propose to submit to the
Court and which has been accepted by the Court. (7405). .

7413

MT. FTJFNESS objects to testimony by the prosecutor as to the formation and purposes of this institute.
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THE I RESIDENT:
at a later stage another
ing to 1 reduce documents
think Col. Eosenblit can

It is helpful for us to know that
section of the prosecution are go~
bearing on this particular body. I
reasonably foreshadow on that much.

COL- EOSENBLIT submits to Tribunal for identification top secret symposium of the first total war military
games of the Scientific Research Institute of Total War
(1941).
7421

li , LOG.N; It the Tribunal please, in reading excerpts it h'.s nevxr bocui my unlerstanding tint either the
defense or prosecution wo uJ C be remitted to break into a
sentence an., just re^d a part of it, especially where it
changes the entire meaning of the sentence, of the complete
sentence read,

CONTINUATION OF SUMMARY CI' PROCEEDINGS BY MICHAEL LEVIN.
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Exhibits
692 - 706

Octt 10} 1946
Affidavits, reports, cables, and other documents relating to Russian phase of case. For
details see index of record of this date,

MT., YAEA02CA: If the Tribunal please, I desire to announce that LR. HICH^EL LEVIN, who is already
well known to the Tribunal„ has filed his appearance as additional associate American counsel for the accused KAYA,
Okinori t
692

Contains summary of talk between HJROT*. and
ILJ^ATA•

744S

ME. BLAiZETEY objects to the acceptance of thi,
affidavit unless the witness is presented lor cross examination.
THE IRETIREE?: Other affidavits have been admitted on the condition that the deponent, if available,
must be called ii ttie Court so requires, or interrogated
if the Court so requires. That condition will obtain here.
(7443)
Discussion between minister G0LtTT3EY, the I resident, Col* Ivanov and Rr . Renai with respect to original
document and information to tne effect that the Russians
would have the original document. Document read (7452-53)

7453

MR. FULNESS ~akes formal request that the witness be called lor cross-examination.

7454

MR. GOLUNSLOT: . . we diu not intend, we did
not consider it necessary to put in the witness here . . .
'TIE I RESIDENT:
deponent be called. (7454)

The Tribunal directs that the

7457

694

Admitted conditionally. Proposal mace by
Japanese General Staff dated Feb.9,1931, concerning Russian-Japanese fishine problems.

7459

YUKIO, huSILJA- called as a witness. Document
1990-i. is an outline of what ^mbassadot HIROTA told Maj.
Gen. EARADA, which I wrote and gave to the General. (7460)
I wrote document 2657 and everything in it is true.

7464

MR. HANAI, cross-examination by. "I wrote
the document at a later date. It was not submitted to
Ambassadoe HIROTA. With respect to the Russian question
in general, I have had occasion to exchange views with
him," The witness was requested to read the original and
it was not entirely the same as the translation. "I did
not recall this conversation, not even until I was called
here as a witness. I recalled it only when I was shown
this document1. (7477)

lage of
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7477

DI... JHYOSE, CDDss-examination by.
"There are
more passages to follfcw, but that is all that was shown to
me. I do not recall how many pages, but I am positive in
saying that there is more to follow.

7480

Mi. FULNESS requests prosecution to produce the
other pages of the original document which is part of exhibit 692. i,. GOEUNSiCY states this photostat was assured
by the Intelligence Service at the time, and that is the
only page of which you have the photostat. . . We do not
have them at our disposal, \'e tried to find the original in
Tokyo and failed. (7480-81)
THE : LESIBENT, Did you try in Russia? Did you
try in Iviosco*. or elsewhere in Russia?
RE. GOLUNSEY. Certainly. In lb scow we tried first
That is the only part of the document which we could hage
in lb scow. .
(7481)

7482

THE PRESIDENT: In the absence of the whole docu
ment the Tribunal may find some difficulty in acting on
what has been produced. I do not Sj. eak for them all now,
but that is a possibility, of course. In the absence of the
production of the whole document., we may have to consider
also whether HAIAIXu should be called, if he is available.
But so far we have not undertaken to call witnesses. I
douot whether the Charter contemplates that course in any
circumstances. (7483)
MR. FURNESS states our understanding with reference to Exhibits 692 and 693.

7485

Interpreter reads shorthand transcript taken in
Japanese of statement read by witness.

7487

MR. SRITH: . . . Veil, I am really confused.
Notwithstanding .-hat my associates say, that evidently something was left out of the English translation. If it was I
would like to he.\o it gone back over ana make sure of this
because it is highly important to my client.
THE: riESIEENT: If anything has been left out it
should be put in. . . . (7487)

7495

Mu„ FUI*TE3S: cross-examination by, "This is
sort of an informal lecture that I gave to his Excellency,
Gen.
This informal report expresses my personal
views." (7497-98)

7500

affidavit of LTY.ECE, Mitsuharu, Lt.Gen. of
Japanese ^rmy, presented. Mi.JOR BL^.CENEY objects to document unless witness is produced. Mu. FUI^NESS, ML.. L0G^ T
and 14.. SMITH request that witness be called. ML . SMITH
makes length argument on the point.

I age of
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7504

THE IIESIDETT: Ee have open minds on the need
for calling him. But I think we would prefer to hear all he
has to say in that affidavit before we come to a aecision.
He is a very important witness,

7506

I.e^ort from Lt.Col. lE/^BE, .Torashir0, dated
Puly 14,1932, tendered inevidence. Marked Exhibit 701.(750-3}
Ma. EUllv'ESS objects to document as to its source and also
that tne witness is available for cross-examination, 11.
GOLUFG.IY stctes that
will be brought to Toicyo.

751B

El.. LOGx.r coasts to admission of Ex.703 on the
ground that the i.lan had re en suba.itted and sanctioned by
the Erperor, ana because of the fora of the question.
THE : 1 E3IDETT. ^11 these questions and written
interrogatories, aifi-i.avrts, are leading as a rule. That is
one of the ^ain objections to this form of evidence, I
thinx we will have to remit it lor whatever probative value
it has. . .(7513)

7521

Document 1857 presented for iaentilicction, decision of
the conference of the four .....inisters, top secret. The
defendants HIEOTu and IE.Gv.T0 were among the participants
of that conference. (7522)
M L . B L E . J E T T requests that the Tribunal require
that the witness apt ear for cross-examination. (7525)

WITNESSES MiOSE *.PFID..VITS *J.E 1 LODUCED TO BE C.XLED UNLESS
INDIC^TuD TO THE COMTiua.Y BY THE TRIBUNAL.
7525

THE ILESIDENT: Unless we indicate the contrary,
we will make it a condition of the acceptance of any affidavit th~t the proponent will be called, if directed by
the Tribunal, or will be subjected to interrogation if
directed by the Tribunal, But, in most cases, we would
want to read what is in the affidavit before we would give
such a direction. (7526)

xagQ Of
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7534

707 - 732

7535

MAJOR MOORE suggests that page 4, par.7, line 2
of Ex.705, the word "aggression" should be changed to
"attack", adopted by the I resident.

7539

Further documents relative to Russian phase*
For details see index of record for this date.

MR. LOG,IT objects to the map on the ground

that there is no claim that Japan attacked Russia in 1945,
so that the stationing of the .army of Manchoukuo in 1945
would be immaterial,
THE liJ;3IDENT: Loll, one charge is conspiracy
to wage an aggressive war, and the steps taken in pursuance oi any such conspiracy may be given in evidence. I
understand this evidence of such steps, although taken as
late as 1945. (7539)

7565

"The active part T0J0 played in the setting up of fortified
districts on the U.S.3.1.. frontiers may be seen from the
following telegram ^hich I shell bring to th& notice of
the Court."

7572

MR. L0G..N objects to Doc.2152, affidavit of
Lt .Gen .MURIEL .MI, ICeisaku, Commanding General of the Third
Army. On page 2 there is an inference thet the attack
at the time of the Russian-Japanese war in 1904, was
contrary to international laws that existed at thrt time;
also objects to the question concerning whom was the most
important war crimina. (7573)
THE "-.RESIDENT: . . The objections are well
taken and aie sustained, (7574). . . . It is always a
condition that the affidavit is accepted on the terms that
the deponent will be called if the Court so requires. In
most cases, and I think in this also, we desire to read
the affidavit first before coming to any conclusion.(7531)
"The ICTO-'.L.-iL.I was established by the proposal of the
Japanese, especially Gen. HON JO, former Commander of the
ICwantung *.rny.
. . . ."There were more than 4,000,000

members."

7601

(7599-7600)

M ^ J O R B L A R E F E Y objects to the affidavit of
iCOKST.lTTIN \ L A D I M I I 0 Y I C H R O D Z I J E V S K Y , D o c . 2 3 6 4 , 2x.730.
he wish to enter our strong protest to the second example
of a deliberate removal of a witness whose testimony was
known to be material here.
these instances multiply,
we submit thfct the Tribunal must find that the reception
of this testimony is inconsistent with the be rest minimum
of a fair trial, (7602)

Exhibits

(Oct.11,1946 cont.)

THE PRESIDENT:. . . Re decided by a majority some
days ago to admit the afficavit of a deponent who had been
executed before his afiidavit was tendered. . . . He has
been executed. The position then is the same as it was
when s majority decided to admit the affidavit for whateverprobative value it had.That decision applies here unless
my colleagues desire to review it. . ,(7603).
YUEI0 EE.SiiLIu* called as a witness. Counsel read
EX.697« (7619-20; O IT.. ETJI^NESS objects to the admission
of this document from pnges 7 to the end as the witness
only identified the firs'; three chapters. (7621)
THE ; 7ESIDEFT: The document is admitted to the ex
tent tim.t it is not questioned by the defense, but we must
hear something on the clause's objection. (7621) . . .
The defense's objections are upheld. . .(7622)
DI.. AIY03E, cross-Gemination by. 'It is an individual research. . . The xarson who sent the report is Maj.
KANDA. . . . 3y i.rmy regulations when a person in an organization makes a report, this h s to be sent to the Chief
of the organization in question. . .
for the General
Staff - all official documents of the General Staff have
to be sent to the Chiei of General affairs of this General
Staff. . .» (7631)
Further cross-examin'tion by MR. FULNESS ^ T D MR. BROOKS.
(7635-37).
732

MuJOR FULNESS:. . the source of this information
as to who conducted this conference should be in
sworn evidence and not a mere statement by the
prosecutor.
THE ..IJESIDERT: You should prove this admission
of MITSUI*s in order to meet the objection, but the rules
must be observed. . .

CONTINUATION OF SUMMARY CI' PROCEEDINGS BY MICHAEL LEVIN.
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7642

732-A to 747

Further documents relative to Russian phase.
For details see index of record of this date

7648

"HASHIMOTO worked out a system of concrete acts of political sabotage.
ME. LOGi-JJ, ME. FULNESS and ME. McM.NUS object to summation by the prosecutor in relation td each document,
THE IRESIDENT: The Tribunal has at no time allowed a prosecutor to testify from the lectern, that is to
say, to make statements of fact without proving them. Some
days ago we allowed the Russian prosecutor a little grace
to reduce comments which he was making and which he had
prepared and which were based on evidence which he submitted or which he proposed to submit. The statement made
this morning by the Russian prosecutor from the lectern
and which is objected to exceeded the bounds of fair comment. It extended to matters of fact which there is no
intention of establishing beer use no preparations have
been made to establish those facts or are they contemplated. To the extent the observations of the Russian
prosecutor exceed the evidence adduced and exceed the
bounds of fair comment, they will be disregarded. The objection is upheld to that extent. (7650)

7651

ELATON DMITRIEVICH MOT0S0V called as a witness.
"I took part in the interrogation of MdTSUI, Iwane, on
^pril 25 of this year at Sugamo Irison. The document is
signed by him." (7651-52) Prosecution document 1632 was
presented to the witness. (7653)

7654

MR. MdTTICE, c iDo s s-examine t ion by. tT. . . i t
whs the only interrogation of the accused MITSUI. . ."
(7655) . . . ATSUI wrote a page or several pages and
a copy of the notes should be included in the minutes of
the interrogation." (7657)

7672

T0RASHIR0 KA1A.3E called as a witness. Ex.741,
Doc.2661 is his affidavit. "I wrote and signed this affidavit myself. . . . The five sheets of documents shown
to me represent photographic copies of the original of the
report which was written in my own handwriting ond sent to
the General Staff Office at Tokyo from Moscow. . . .
Ex.701, Doc.1991 contains certain opinions which I entertained at that time and -vhich I reported to the central
army authorities in Tokyo. It was written in my o.*n handwriting." (7674-75)

Tags of
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7676

742
~r»Loc,2660

Affidavit of KAEABE, Torashiro. "ae present this
document to prove that the Commander of the Japanese General Staff permitted the destruction
of all secret documents alter the surrender of
Japan in 1945,
that time the Chief of the
General Staff was General Yoshijiro TJMEZU. (7677;
. , . Among the documents burned were documents
of mobilizetion plans, military operation plans,
and the documents relerrin., to the guidance of
the war, as well a a records of Supreme ,,ar Council,
Ehea the documents were burned, Gen.
Ul-EZU was ia To.ryo", (7673

7679

1>- , .I1Y0SE • c r :> s s • - e a a ni na t i o n by. :vThis was
communicated to me from Lt. Col JL.SHALi*. . . I do not believe that they were the ;naJ.\idUel opinions of IL.S^ILJ ^.
. . . I oelieve the ^.lan was carried into el feet step by
step. . . . . I cannot state whether ;.iy opinion was concerned solely with the
juration and execution of such plan
against Soviet Union. (7681) . . .1 asked that our side
should do nothing to bring about a. - not pursue any policy
such as would stimulate the Soviet Union." (7632)

7683

K . illYx.TA: Further cross-examination relative
to orders in rogara to the burning of documents.

7683

mr. furness: Gross-examination by. ?II was under
the direct control ol tne Geneial Staff Office. . . The
first page is in
handwriting. (7689). . . I am unable to
gather anything from this document, Ex. 702. . . I «o know
what the handwriting means. . . It is a messcge Irom Lt.Col.
Iu.NBA dated July 15th." (7691) HI.. FULTESS requests that
the prosecution furnish the original.

7692

THE ILESIEETT:. . . if my colleagues require
the document, I shall say so. For the time being they are
not asking for it.

7699

La.., KcfiLFUS objects to certain methods of the
prosecution in relation to producing excerpts, making requests for albums, etc.

7703

ML. 3L00E5; refers to e n o r in relation to
reference to Gen. HO ISO.

lege of
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GEN. Ti.DEYOSY.iiN: My task is to produce evidence to the Military Triounal oi the violations of the borders of the U.3.S.R. by the J" a ft nese-Manchurian authorities,
and of the undeclared wars against the U.3.S.R. which were
waged by Japan in 1938 and 1939. But before tiu t I shall
present evidence thet in 1931 and 1932, the Japanese government twice rejected the official proposals of the U.S^S.L,
government to conclude a non-aggression pact, and continued
her hostile policy towards the U.S.S.I-..
LI.v iURNE33 objects to evidence of refusal to
sign a non-aggression paom (7713)

7713

TEL x.ESILENT: . . . lailuie to agree to make a
non-aggression ract taken alone would, of course, not be
evidence of an intention to ...mke war, but, t*.ken in conjunction with other circumstances it may reveal a state of mine
in fevor of war. . . . The objections are overruled.

7716

MR. EUIRLSS objects to excerjts from whe t is
termed "Litvinov's Diary". argument thereon. Statement by
GOLUNShY thw.L this is not ret. 11 y a diary but a record of
talks between officials of the foreign office and representatives of foreign governments.

7718

MR. BLLJIENEY requests that the witness referred
to in the exhibit be called for cross-examination, (the witness Y03HIZA7.L, pros.doc.2369, Ex.744).
MR. BLiJCENEY objects to Doc.2372 on the ground
that "V,e hf. ve heie nothing remotely resembling an original
document. .
(7721)
THE 1 RESIDENT: u majority of the Tribunal has
decided to admit the copy tendered heic. It is already
marked exhibit 746. The objection is overruled. (7722)
MR. BE. RITEY points out that Doc.2373 is a
document delivered by the Japanese representatives to the
Soviet authorities. . .
(7725)
1

TEL'j11SIDENT: *«e have admitted copies in
these circumstances, always reserving the light to call
foi the origira 1 if we thinx fit.
MR. LOGAN roints out that copies of documents
hi ve been admitted only if the original was not immediatel
available, etc. (7725)

lego of
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7725

THE 1 RESIDENT: If, as the certificate says,
tho original is in Moscow, it certainly ts not immediately
available, (Discussion between MR. LOCL.r and The 1 resident
with reference to ruling of the court.)
Well, the
Tribunal must be consistent in its decisions, of course.
But our recollections appear to differ in this regard, Mr.
Logan. If I find I e-* wrong, I will correct my decision,
or the Tribunal's decision. But I feel sure we are right.
I am. supported by one of my colleagues, who JListens very
carefully and who has a good memory. <7727)

7728

I!.. SMITH objects to statement or* prosecutor
and th.t he did not see fit to read from document.-

7731

M c U X U S objects to the testifying oi the
prosecutor end asks th..t he be instructed to limit hi;* explanation; that there lies been an opening statement.
THE .RESIDENT: I have every sympathy with your
objection and I appeal to the prosecutors again to limit
their descriptions and explanations to the £• rest minimum.
Thct will not prevent the ligic. 1 presentation and the clearest understanding ol their c..se.

CONTINUE. TIONOF SUlSvlnEY OI' FEOCEEDETGS BY KICHRIEL LEVIN
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748 - 758

Oct. 15»1946
Locuments relating to the Russian phase. For
detail see index of record this date.

7734

THE I RESIDENT: This system, as you describe it
is not only acceptable, but will be insisted upon by the
Tribunal. V;hat the Tribunal does object to, though, is the
statement of the prosecutor on matters of fact which are not
proved or intended to be proved; and also the indulgence in
comments which exceed what we regard as a fair limit. Descriptions and explanations of evidence to be introduced must
be kept at d bare minimum ' 7'<"'35 > . . . . I find, on looking at the exhibits, that we Lave not here the original of
documents which were proved ao being in Washington, we were
satisfied with copies. UucR oi the correspondence between
the Department of State it. Washington and the Japanese Foreign Office was proved here by copies only; so that the
recollection of my colleague who supported me yesterday
and my own recollection are correct. (7736)
Well, if it is in the interest of a just trial,
the Tribunal will insist upon the production of the original
in all cases. So there is no inflexible rule about it. You
might find that to be of some comfort to you. (7737)

7738

L O G L N objects to doc.2306.
THE IRESIDENT; The majority of the Tribunal
think that document No. 2306 should be refused as evidence
at this stage.

7746

MR. KcRiiNUS objects to Ex. 750 on the ground
that we do not know what the document is all about.
THE IiJLSlDENT: . . . . it is bare assertion.
So is a lot of the evidence here. I mean there is no attempt to give the details of these things, and if an attemp
were made, of course, the time wasted would be out of all
proportion to the value of the material. However, the document was not objected to when it was tendered, although the
defense had the document Ion* before it was tendered. It
will be given whatever probative value it has. (7747)

7748

Lik* L0G.IT calls attention to the fact that
certain excerpts are beim used and no application has been
made to use exfcerpts.
THE I id:. SILENT* "well, it is a rule, no matter
where the document is, if you are going to use part of it
you should let the defense see the whole of it seven days
before it is to be us^a so that they may ask for more excerpts than you intend
I think that we must
insist on the whole of the evidence given by that particulat witness being made available to the defense so they may
ask me in Chambers for more of the statement, if they see
fit. (7749). . . The document has not yet been admitted.

Fgge of
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exhibits
ML.. G0LUN3ICY: . . . . With tile Tribunal's permission, we will omit all this group of documents with the under standing that we will ha£e an opportunity to present the
whole group later.

754
Ir.Doc.2241

Record of talk of Mtvinov with SHIGEMITSU, lapanese iimbass&dor on July 20,1938.

TERESHKIN, leter Fcdorovich called as a witness.
I am a Russian officer, Lt.Col. I worked in the Frontier
Border Guard Department in Moscow. . . I was chief of that
outpost in lodgornaya, which guarded that part of tho
frontier in the vicinity of Rake *Jiasan and Mt.Zaozernaya.
life there ir tho Far East and guarding
the frontier was really a very troublesome matter. . .
There were daily provocations on the part of the JapaneseManchurian troops. (77711. - . . Until august, 193$, I
hae never seen Japanese frontier guards on the Zaozernaya
Hill
s fer is the Zaozernaya Hill is concerned,
the population of Manchuria had nevv-r gathered there for
performing their religious rites, but I know that three
kilometers west of the frontier line there is another hill
which is called in Russian, Bogonolnaya. Eell, I saw
there many Manchurians from time to time; I don't know
what they did there. (7773). . . . The Japanese started their
attack on the night of July 30, two battalions in strength;
from the Soviet side only frontier guard troops participated in the battle. No artillery took part in the Rattle
from the Soviet side, while tho Japanese used their artillery already on the night of the 30th of July. . . . The
Soviet field units entered into battle only after the
Japanese had occupied a part of Soviet territory. (7781)w

M

7783

MR. L0Gi.N moved that the evidence be stricken
and disregarded; that it referred to a minor border incident, etc.
THE I RESIDENT: A majority of the Tribunal think,
that the evidence is admissible. (7784) . . . . .
Let me put it this way, without amplifying
the decision but in reply to you, that if an aggressive war
is an offense against international law, no one nation can
pardon that offense. That is the position as I see it.(7786i

7786

13:'.. KIYOSE: cross-examination by.
knew
them and learned at school on the way the frontier parts
according to the treaty of 1836. I studied that at the
Military College. (7787) . . . . The frontier line runs
across the river. (7788). . . . Special operations were
conducted east of the crest of hills between the western
bank of the IChusan Lake and the Zaozernaya. (7789)

Page of
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ML. JUHvESS: cross-examination by. Further
examination in relation to where frontier line was, where
the Soviet troops were and the Japanese troops. (7793-94)•
"I repeat, the Soviet troops did not violate the Frontier
Line and prior to the battle and during the battle they
were east of the frontier lines. (7794). . . I three times
participated in the negotiations with the Japanese authorities and have heard no claims from the side of the Japanese
authorities. (7797). . . as I have already said, two Manchurian s were held up and the letter was discovered on them,
(7793) . . . . There woie no particular cases of violation
of the frontier. I would have known if there were any in
my capacity of commanding officer of the frontier outpost.
(7300) . . . I carried out no spy work. At different times
•there were 150 men under my command. (7301)

7803

THE PRESIDENT: This is a useless cross examination w,hich, I respectfully suggest, misses the whole point.
The question here is whether there was an encroachment by one nation on the territory of another with a view
to retaining tiut territory; and the movement of spies and
others across the boundary line proves nothing. It would
not prove anything in any country. That is, as to the
exact location of a bounaaiy line between two countries.

7804

Ja . FULNESS: . . .Part of my objective here is
to attack the credibility of the witness and to show prejudice .

7805

"After the conclusion of the agreement, both the Japanese
and th« Soviet troops withdrew from the frontier line and
there remained only an ordinary frontier guard outpost."
jr.fter that there were no serious incidents." (7306)

7811

KE. BL^aQCNEY requests th„t the witness Chernopy: txo be produced for cross-examination.

7817

MR. FUIJTESS objects to comments by prosecution,
and entire exhibit not being in evidence. . . . * Requests
that defense be furnished with complete copy of Litvinov's
so-called diary.
THE : RESIDENT; . . . . The Tribunal will insist
on the production of the original document if they find
that to be necessary in the interest of a fair trial(7319)
* . . . . Yes, the diary is only a soliloauy totually.
(7820).

i
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Further documents relating to Russian phase of
case. For details see index of record, this
date.

7822

MR. CUNNINGHAM addresses the court with reference to objections stated by Mr, Logan the previous day.
THE I RESIDENT: You have no right to be at
that lectern on such a point. I have to give whatever reasons
are necessary for any decision of this Tribunal, and I shall
give those reasons without regard to the opinions of individual counsel for the defense or for the prosecution.(7823)
Well, you can trust the Tribunal to ignore any
excessive comment, ^fter all, as I have reminded you frequently, we are not a jury, although discharging the functions
of one. When we come to consider our- verdict we vail pay regard only to the evidence and disregard txhe comments so far
as they aie not warranted by the evidence. When the defense
feel provoked to rise again bee use comments have been made
excessively, I hope they will keep in mind what I have just
said. It will save a lot of time. (7825)

7834

ML. CUNNINGHAM objects to comment by the prosecution f Argument by Golunsky and lengthy comment by the
1 resident in relation thereto.

7835

THE PRESIDENT: The objection is not to the
tying in of the material tendered by Messrs. Hyder and Parkinson but to observations that preceded that.
The decision on the objection is the same as
that hitherto given, and the objection is upheld to that extent. Only such comment as is warranted by the evidence adduced or to be adduced must be indulged in. We must have a
bare minimum of description and explanation of evidence to
be adduced. I can only keep on repeating that there is no
need for repeated objections.
The excessive and unwarranted comment, if any,
is made in Russian before we know it is made. We have to wait
for the English. And, in the circumstances, all I can do on
feehalf of the Tribunal is to assure the defense that we will
disregard any excessive end unwarranted comment and will confine ourselves to the evidence; end I trust that will be sufficient for all purposes.

7836

MR, SMITH cells attention to the fact that if
on the blenket ruling we make no objections, when the record
comes to the reviewing authority they might regrrd it as a
waiver on our part if no objection has been made.
THE I RESIDENT: There is no need for you to
object. The Court itself will ta,.e the sti nd that you are inviting us to take. We need no invitation. I have said that
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repeatedly. I do ask you to remember, we are not a jury;
we are eleven judges trained in the lav/, trained to give decisions, trained to weigh evidence.
ME. SMITH: What we are afraid of is the complexion
ana appearancc of this record if it comes before a Reviewing
Authority. Now, every trial man in this room knows that in
a record as voluminous as this, it is literally impossible
for any Reviewing Authority to read every word; and the danger is that the man reading this record for the Supreme Commander and digesting the evidence will seize on a catchy
expression such as tho Russivn prosecutors use in introducing these exhibits,
Certainly, your Honor has the power of control of
counsel and to strike out these excessive remarks, what the
last prosecutor SLid, abort ell this evidence that ho is
trying to tie up shows a Ion ; pirn dream, I submit is a
final summation £nd h s nothing to do with this stage of
the case. (7337;
ME. CUNNINGHxil suggests that the prosecution be
directed to give us a copy of what they are going to say.
THE PRESIDENT: I appeal to the prosecution to give
no occasion for all these objections that are wasting our
time and getting us nowhere.
*

MR„ GOLUNSKY*. . . we try to comply with the wishes
of the Tribunal and have shortened our comments to the very
minimum, and I do not know where the defense counsel have
sesn the long comments. . (7337)
7862

^
MR. CUNNINGHAM further objects to the second opening statement by the Russian prosecution, - "and it certainly is time that the defense make more strenuous objection and that the prosecution be admonished".

7865

THE PRESIDENT: The Tribunal's concern is to observe
the Charter. We are not influenced by the procedure in the
courts of any of the countries represented here where the
procedure of those contrier. differs from that stated in the
Charter. The Charter says there shall be a concise opening
statement, and we insist that opening statements shall be
concise; and, furthe , that they shall be opening statements,
that is to say, a statement of the evidence about to be adduced, and nothing beyond that except a brief explanation of
the point of the evidence or the purpose of adducing it. We
will carry out our duty as indicated by the Charter. I can
say nothing more. Tmat observation is made to both sides on
this. I ask f or the cooperation of the prosecution and of the
defense in carrying out our duty. I did propose to make some
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7365

observations on what has occurred in Germany in this matter, but we are not slavishly bound by what took place
there. We are not justified in looking at what happened
in Germany when our own Charter is so clear.

7869

MR. KEENAN: . . . . In other words, the prosecution believes that it would be helpful to the Court at a
given stage to succinctly bring before the Court its
theory of prosecution as it believes the issues to be in
existence at that time, and attempt briefly to state how
the facts it intends to produce, or the evidence it intends to produce, fits into that theory and to refrain from
argument but merely to 2elate it. Re wish to know whether
we have that permission, or if that would be in violation
of the Courts instruction,
THE PRESIDENT: I said you could add an explanation of the purpose of introducing the evidence. I cannot
limit the right more accurately than that, and that is
what I understand to be the meaning of an opening statement. (7869-70)

7889

GET. V^SILIEV: . . . .The evidence presented by
me will later on show that Germany's actions of concluding
the Non-Aggression Tact with the U.S.3.R. were quite^lfiderstood by Japan, ^t present in order to emphasize that by
this protest the Japanese Government admitted that the
Anti-Comintern Tact was directed against the U.3.S.R., I
shall present an excerpt from the entry of the defendant
KIDOf s Diary, dated Aug.22, 1939, doc. l632-3B(l).

7895

MR. FULNESS objects to taking judicial notice of
Japanese aggression in the region of Lake Khasan.

7896

ME. LOGiiN calls attention to the fact that no
motion was mace in Chaxabers with respect to the Court taking judicial notice of any matters. It was suggested that
possibly an agreement could be made. (7897)
THE PRESIDENT:
decide. (7897)

. . If you fail to agree, we will

7906

Mix. CUNNINGHAM objects to any further evidence on
the question of the Tri-Fartite Tack except as it relates
particularly and peculiarly to the Russian phase; that
comment is cumulative, repetitious and cluttering the record

7907

THE PRESIDENT: Tho Court is not bound, of course,
by agreements between different sections of the prosecution. In fact, we will ignore such agreements except in so
far as they are consistent with the proper presentation of
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prosecutionrs case. V.'e cannot say the agreement is inconsistent with the proper presentation of the prosecutionfs
case. The objections are overruled. (7903)
731
Pr .Doc .1632-1,-54

"In the case of the HIK^Ufc- Cabinet, the
Premier, who had emphasized to the Emperor
the necessity of a national policy to look
upon the Soviet Russia as our hypothetical
enemy, could not help keenly feeling the responsibility because this iiypothetreal enemy, Soviet Russia, had concluded
a treaty with German;*" » . . . . . .
,
told him that the extension of that
}act to other countries, besides Russia, would depend on
the degree of readiness of ou.v army and navy for the war
against those states. I told him that such an extension of
the I act would be Very difficult f'er Ja^an. To this Ribbentrop replied that Ger.aun^ <.-ouId not ask us to do the impossible, and that all the particulars of the behavior of the
contracting parties in case of such a conflict could be discussed after the conclusion of the Tact. I received a telegram confirming that Ma j,.Gen. JCES^JiAEA forwarded my message
to the leading military officers.
ol them concurred in
the idea of concluding such a Pact and reported to the
council of five ministers which consisted then of Prime
Minister KONOYE, Foreign Minister UGAHI, war Minister
ITRG^IvI, Minister of the Navy YOMal and Minister of Finance
IKEDA. The council of live ministers also approved of the
idea of concluding such a Fact, and I received a telegram
from the General Staff offering me to continue the negotiations concerning the conclusion of the Pact.
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Oct. 17, 1946
Excerpts from Hitler's talk with Matsuoka,
Ribbentrop's talks and telegrams, etc. For details see index of proceedings this date.

MR. CUNNINGHAM registers objections to further
evidence concerning activities, etc. inthe European theater;
that the jurisdiction of this Tribunal extends only to the
area over which Gen. MacArthur has power.
THE PRESIDENT; Your objection is utterly foolish. We think you are net addressing us at all; you are addressing the public, (79?6)
MR. CUNNINGHAM objects further that the Russian
prosecutor's evidence should be limited to specific counts
In the Indictment which the Russian prosecution limited
themselves to in their opening statement. (7936)

7960

Evidence of Neutrality Pact between U.S.S.R.
and Japan grossly violatec by Japan (Ex.779/, snd military
preparations by Japan for war against U.S.S.R.

7977

MR. B E A I Q L N E Y objects as to documents bearing no
evidence of origin* „
THE' PRESIDENT: &11 these intercepted messages
or what purport to be intercepted messages are admitted. The
Court will have to determine later the extent of their probative value. (797-3)
MR. KEEN AN, MR. 3LAEENEY and the PRESIDENT have
discussion in regard to subpoena issued for the appearance
of former Ma j.Gen. MaTSUMURA. (8001-5) MR. FURNESS enters
discussion.

8008

THE PRESIDENT: Well, the face is, he is here
now in the custody of tne Court. He is not required immediately for the purpose of defense. They are not giving
evidence. But you are giving evidence, ana you have subpoenaed him. The Court could make him available to you. You
would call him as youi witness. And for that purpose, you
would be entitled to take a proof of his evidence. We do
not want you to put a witness in the box without taking a
proof of his evidence,
Pending his production in court to give evidenc,
for the prosecution, the delense could not properly approach him, The defense could cross-examine the witness,
and, if not satisfied, they could subpoena him for the defens^, or they could insist on the subpoena for him as a
witness being complied with. . * .
He expressly exonerated you
,
I said the subpoena for the defense could be

Exhibits

(Oct.17,1946 cont.)

complied with at any time after tho defense gave evidence.
That is so. Up to the time they commence to give evidence,
of course, the summons does not apply but they will have
an opportunity to take proof.
ML. LOGEN objects to Doc.1337 as apparently being a communication from tho ixdmiral of the fleet to the
prosecutor, Minister Golunsky; he draws conclusions,
opinions and inferences, comments on newspaper reports,
etc,
THE K-EEiTEETThe Tribunal has decided to admit document 1&3? on the usual terms, but it may be that
some Members of the Couit, whether a majority or not I
do not know, will iay little regard to it; and they
would expect that, if t U matter is really important to
the prosecution, they should have the advantage of the
evidence of some Russian officer of standing who could
testify to these matters-

Exhibits
826 - 838

Oct ..18,1946
Text of Statement by TOJO, telegram from SHIGEMITSU, copy of directive of Kwantung Army Headquarter s, etc, For details sou index of proceedings, this date,

Affidavits in relation to plans of attach on
tho U.S.S.R. being worked out by Japanese Army General
Staff during Soviet-German war, beginning with Ex.779.
SEJIMA, Ruizo called as a witness. I was staff
officer. First Section, Ewantung -t.rmy before tho surrender.
I worked in the Opera-1ions Department, ox-Lt.Col. I worked
in theist Deprrtxaont of the Army General Staff Office called
Military Operation3 Department, took charge of duties regarding ;lans for military operations. (8095). . I attended
to matters of generr 1 business including safe keeping of
secret documents and incineration of documents for ,<hich
custody period had expires. . . I also participated in the
drawing up of operational jlans, some of which I drew up
myself. In 1941 I incinmr: ted the documents concerning the
plans for the 1939 military operations. The period of custody was generally two years. They A ere planning for the
1939 operations against U.S.S.I,, according to the plan
the chief strategical scheme of John's Supreme Command
was to concentrate our main forces in Eastern Manchuria
and take offensive against Far East Russia. (8096). . .
The plan for 1941 was to concentrate its main force in the
direction of the Maritime Provinces. (8097). . In the
first phase of the war they expected to occupy Voroshilov,
Vladivostok, Blagoveshchensk, Iman, Kuibyshevska and
Rukhlovo; in the second ihase they expected to occupy No.
Sakhalin, lort letropaviovsk of Kamchatka, Nikolayevsk of
the Amur River, Komsomol sk and Sovgav/n. . . . besides
that there were the plans for joint operations to be carried out in close cooperation by the Array and Ncvy together.
(8098)
DR. KIYOSE, cross-examination by. (8103-09)
ME. ELAEENEY (8109). Mi;. McMANUS (8123)
MR. SMITH objects to statement made in affidavit
Ex.835, Doc.2467, on the ground that it infringes tho provinces of the Court.
THE IRESIDENT: . . The objection is upheld.(8I36;
MATSUMUIA., Tomokstsu called as a witness. I
-worked in the Army General Staff in the capacity of Chief
of the Fifth Section from October,1941 through august,1943.
I am w war prisoner of the Soviet. (Ex.836,Doc.2672 read).
Formerly Maj.Gen. of th^ Japanese ^rmy. Aft-r arriving at
Headquarters I was first of all informed of the operations
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8140

plan kept by the Headquarters. The directives were that
the Kwantung Army should make preparations for further
operation after occupation of Maritime Provinces. The
tasks were indicated as the general tasks of the Kwantung
Army. (1841) The second front was planned to comrrise two
armies. Besides these there were three infantry divisions.
The Second Army should attack from Chientao Area toward
the Southern Ussuri Area; the Third Army should attack
from Tungning Area toward Voroshilov; the Twentieth. ..ray
should attack from the area to the west of Lake Hhanka
toward "Voroshilov and the Fifth .jay should attack from
Hutow Area toward I'm*n
and thereby cut off the
enemy's communications extending from south to north.
(8142) The Sixth A m y was to stand on the defensive in
the Hsingan mountain-range against the Soviet Army from
Zabaikalye. The operations vlan in 1942 was signed by
Gen. UL:E2U. It was not clear to me whether a wur against
the Soviet Union would be carried on. (3144)

8147

EL. EIY0 3S - cross-examination by. By ML. SHIMAITOUCHI (8151). ML. FULNESS (3152). ML. BL.J^ITEY (3152)
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839
t. Doc. 520

1946

Documents aertairing to fin^l nhase of Russian
esse. For details see index of proceedings»
this date*
1

Record of folk of Reichs Minister with Ambassador O S & L A of <\pril 18,1943, ir Fushl.

COL. HCH* ' "-LIT: . . "The tfeich 7orciph Minister then once ncrc emphasized that if Japan felt strong
enough r»nti had suffJcirnt anti-tank '.venders, tbe currcnt
year was without doubt t s c best, opportunity for attacking
Bus si.?, '.?h j ch would certainly never aj-.^in be as woa-i as she
is row. . . . . . . The Japanese est'Hi?to of t~o strength of
the Russians as 80C,0CC ncn in Siberia is, in cur opinion,
however, over-estimated. Our estimate is only ^50,000 men,
who, in addition, are sccond-class soldiers, since all the
Siberian Divisions had already beer battered by the German
a m i e s 1?ist Winter. . . .
CO " C ' ^ K v Oi1 RRS-IAA C.cR.
n. •>. iah calls aLtort5on to the fact that
there was ar> crrcr In ttr cpeninp statement* -3. allRC'i'A
held no office at the tine of
?.hasar» Incident.
hi*. GCLU; a vY: The arosecutlon agrees to those
corrrctiors being made. (0179)
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L A W , ; IIJTAAY, POiEUTIY;R ••. CE and Pfloarciic::'.
BHIG/QJrjt QUILLIAE, ofinning stater»e?»t. (?l828240).

8240

LPV1E: Jr. Eresidert
'embers of the
Tribunals The defense would like to enter its objection
to portions cf the ooer.ing statenent wade by T?rlg.:uiii.lsn
on this phase of tuc esse. . . « Joints cut that opening
statement was not -v^il able tc defense cc 'nsfcl era * therefore, they conic* *ct na^* an analysis such as v close
scrutiny cf sar.e *7ould enable th-n to neke; statement contains summary end arguments ard dees net cor ly with original charter requiring sare tc be concise; further da lis attention tc the 'fact t'^r-t c^e^irg s In ter.xr.ts of those other
than the Chief Prosecutor have been longer th«r» these cf the
Chief rrbsecrtcr; farther cirts cut esracially that this
statement was beyond other st?te<ierts ir that it notes
evidence £t length; requests direction by the Tribunal to
the prosecution t^st they furnish opening statements to
defense counsel, or th t, the Prosecution do sane as s natter
of esprit de corps, cr it V \ be necessary for the deferse
to take up the tine of the Court end object during t' c course
of the delivery cf thp opening statement.

8243

TEE .-REcilDEr?: As compared with the opening
statements at Nuernberg, the Chief rosecutor's statement
here is very brief. Ec doubt Er. xenan made it short becausc
he knew that there were to be ether opening statements preceding each phase of this case, host of r. Eecuar's sta.toner ts was devoted tc the law. I thin*. he left t-e facts to
be opened by the- rcsecuters ir charge of each section.
I expected that the ' ew Zealand opening, or the
opening cf this phase* ;cuVi ret he objected to to any extent. Apart fron the references to : r. D-vis1 speeches
ard President Roosevelt's letter, it was really a concise
statenant, and, as you say, r. Levin, a very temperate
statementi *"e have had i.r. Davis* sreeches and Rres.Roosevelt4 s letter in extent, se no tire will be wasted because
I do xadc anticipate that Brj- . "^uiiMam -ill ret read these
speeches and that letter ;hen he is giving evidence. Ee will
be satisfied to refer tc then.
As regards delivering a copy cf the opening to
the defense counsel, v/oll, I have no dcubt that all
have
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to express to Br if • ^jiVian is n wish that ho '"ill do
so - - rather, J should say to the 'prosecutors in charge
of trr s' bse.n7ent. sections. Brig. "uiUia- has delivered a copy of his opening statement to the de^'e^sc already. Jov'svor9 \/hot yci:» h^vc said, :r. T.^vir, •.,i]1 be
taker into cor sidor-* tion by the Tribunal.'
8245

LIi-.T-i";HT, John Grar>v:il3e called as n v/itnrss.
Direct examination s^d •"•-aiifications. («°'M<~49) CrossGXrnin^tion by .
-.r 'MI (f: 50).
nent.

.2. LTT> r •? begins rr«d1rg his arc? or red state-
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84 5 - 85?

v.'hich was
documents
of some.
counsels*

Oct.

_1946

Charts, «?£rccnents, etc. For details see
index cf record, this d^te.

LlEHErfT continues reading Exhibit 840,
offered in evidence, together with 3 number cf the
which were attached to the exhibit -nd
s p?rt
These should bo checked. They v;ill net appear in
scpnr-rte record cf exhibits.

8449

853 - 861

8567

840

Reading of statement concluded.

(8^49-8567)

Admitted in evidence,

ATTENTION IS DIRECTED TO TRE FACT THAT UNDER
DATE OF OCT. 21,1946, THE SUGARY REFERRED TO THE LIEBERT
STATEMENT FROM THE BEGINNING TC THE END THEREOF. TO AVOID CON
FUSION YOU WILL NOTE T"E ARE N0V- RAKING A SHORT RFVIF7' OF IT
AND REFERENCE FILL BE RARE TO PREVIOUS PAGES THAT HAVE HERETO
FORE BEEN INDICATED.
826$

841
Doc.9028

8263

842
Doc.1522

"Particulars in Framing a Program for Extension of Important Industries. Reading from thi
document (8264) entitled "Essentials of 5-year
Program of Important Industries, ^ar ministry
29 May 1937."
Resume of policy relating to execution of summary of 5-year
program of important industries, tentative draft by Army
June 10,1937. (8269) Outline of the Plan for the expansion
of productive power by Planning Board, decided by Cabinet
Conference, January, 1939- (8270) Electric Power Industry
(8272)

8282

843
Doc.9030-7a

8283

Beading from this plan (8261-3).

Part of statement. Petroleum Control Law made
obligatory in oil companies to maintain a perpetual reserve of six months supply of oil,
etc,

July 1, 1935? the Petroleum Lav/ was the beginning of an intensive danroaign to create a monopoly in the oil industry
by inaugurating a licensing system. The size of refineries
and other equipment were controlled. Price regulations were
made effective by which all companies were forced to sell to
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the Government upon demand at market prices. Central orgainzations were established for distribution of petroleum
products* From 1934- to 1941 the total daily capacity of
oil refineries was almost quadrupled, (8284) Large companies from l$37 on made every effort to acquire as much
equipment and knowledge corcerning the manufacture of aviation gasoline and high-grade lubricants as possible. Many
reorganizations and amalgamations took place after 1937
to improve the financial and operating structure of the
old-ljns oil companies, rspaii was one of the first countries to build fast tankers with a speed of 19 knots.
Tanker fleet increased fr;.m 220.000 tons to 440,000 tons
and in 194-1 wa3 well in excess ox 500}000 tons...
844
Doc.9030-10a

Included in report, shows the ever increasing
imports of petroleum and the growing stockpile
prior to the a'ar. Through economic sanction in
1940 Japan tried to force The Fe-aherlands to provide
22,990,000 barrels of oil and oil products, including one
million tons for making aviation gasoline, (par.20).
Outline of Plan for Expansion cf Productive Power by the
Board of Planning (Part III of IPS Doc.1522) provides
that production of gasoline for aircrafts should be increased approximately 63O per cent in years between 193^
and 1941;; production of artificial gasoline for motorears
sfcovOd ho increase approximately 2900 per cent; natural
heavy oil should be increases ^proximately 30 per cent;
artificial heavy oil 900 per cent; imbricating oil for
aircrafts achieve a production of 20,000 tfix* "litres. (8°8<°
Oil Resources Exploitation Law was passed March
Law #31. By the Regulations for Enforcing the Oil Reso«.-c
Exploitation Law (C.& I.Ordinance No.772,dated July 30,
1938,) it was necessary for the owners of oil rights to
make reports to the government concerning the progress of
oil exploitation, Table indietes amount of increased sub
sidies paid by the Ministry of Commerce as bounty for oil
prospectives. (par.21) (82*89) The Imperial Oil Company
Law of March 15,194-1 established the Imperial Petroleum
Company, a national policy company to survey and develop
oil'fields and to control the purchase and sale thereof.
(8290) Petroleum shortages presented suhh a serious problem it was decided to advance production of synthetic petroleum using, coal as a raw material. Discussion and
table, (paro24) (8291) The South Manchurian Railway Company attempted to and did develop the production of petroleum in Manchuria from shale oil, (par.25; 8292) The
Flanning Board gave consideration to limiting amount of
petroleum available for civilian use, because conservation
of oil and oil products was considered a strategic problem
(8?93)
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8293

On March 7,193$, the Ministry of Commerce and Industry
Ord, No. 8 provided a rationing system for the use of
petroleum, (par.27). Subsidy Budget table indicated on
page 8294.

8295

Oct. 22, 194-6
COAL INDUSTRY (per«?8, p,8?S6, et seq). Normally, Japan
is a substantial exporter of coal, excepting coking coal,
which is imported, In spite of plentiful supply, Japan
regulated use of coal for productive purposes. Coal Division of the Fuel Bureau was charged with conduct of all
matters concerning distribution and use of coal.
Outline of Plan for Expansion of Productive Power by Board
of Planning (Part III of IPS Doc.15??), (par.29,p.?297)
provides that production of coal should be increased.
On Aug.16,1939 > C&IL promulgated Coal Sales Control Regu~
lations, which pi-^vidcd that coal producers and coal
agents could not sell coal without permission of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry, «cc%trt
of teas
than 250 tons per month, (par.30, p.8298)
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY (par.33, P.83OO) Processing of materials
and manufacture of equipment vital to the war effort,
promoted fufcther manufacture of explosives.
ALCOHOL (par.34, p.8300) In 1936 the Japanese Government
announced a seven year program whereby production in
Japan proper would be increased to 39 million gallons
a year by 1941. Government subsidized construction of
new plants which enabled vast expansion* Target not
reached. Table shows increase from 1935 to 1941 of over
6000 percent. (8301) J^pan started production of synthetic methyl alcohol in 1933. (par.36, p.830?) Table
shows enormous expansion m this vital chemical during
years immediately preceding the war. (830^-3)
BUTANOL (par.37, p.8303) Discussion and table (8303-4).
GLYCERINE (par.38, p.8304) Discission and table (£'304-5)

8305

MR. LOGAN suggests that it would facilitate cross-ex°mination if witness would state where he got the figures and
the specific source. Discission by Brig. Ouilliam.

8306

THE PRESIDENT: The witness may be able to tell you, not
here but when von are conferring with him later, where
he got those figures and that can be passed on to the
defense. But that is a matter for yo" entirely, Brigadier. One suggests the Japan Yrar Bock as a source of
some of them, at a.1! events.
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ACETONE (Par.39) Discussion and table. (8306-7)
"NITRIC ACID (Par,40) Discussion and table. (8307-8)
DYES (Par,41) Discussion and table. (83,09)
PLASTICS (Par.42)
VlNYriCETATE * RESINS, etc. (Par.43) Used in the manufacture of synthetic fabrics, for waterproofing favrics, as
adhesives, etc. Tar acid resins remained the most important of the plastics (par .44). Table (8312) shows expansion of products of the three chemicals previously indicat ed 1COKE AND CCKF OVEN BY- rP0ETTTS (par-,45). Tables (8313-17;
par .46-47T.
SHIPBUILDING INDUSTRY (par,48) Adequate ocean transportation facilities required in the conduct of war in foreign
territories; support cf army in Manchuria brought about
an early expansion of shipbuilding by Japan. In 1932
the Japanese Government introduced the first of the
"scrap and build" urograms. (£318) Discission and further details of report (par.49-51; p.8319-22).
IRON M'NUFACTURIN: INDUSTRY (par.52) Japan always deficient
in indigenous prcductiorTcf iron for development of
he^vy industries and industrial purposes generally. Government directly took leading part in iron industry as an
operator by passage cf the Japan Iron Mfg.Co. Law, April
6,1933, law #47. By this law the Japan Iron Mfg.Co.,
controlled, directed and financed by the Government, subsequently became the largest producer of iron in Japan
and the hub of the iron industry, (par.52) With commencement of activities of Planning Board further special attention was given to stimulating and controlling iron and
steel production. Aug.12,1937 I L S W 68) the Iron Manufacturing Industrial Law was passed to develop iron manufacturing industries of Japan and to strengthen national
defense, (par.53) Table (8323-24). This bounty in addition to other subsidies, (par,54) For these privileges
and subsidies the Government was ^mpc-wom-a to dirrcr
iron raonuf'cturcrd on ma i lev s of sale prices, terms of
sale, expansion and improvement of facilities. (8324)
SCRAP IRON (p^r.55) Enormous quantities of scrap iron
were imported and efforts m°de to collect and conserve
local scrap. Outline of Plan for Expansion cf Productive Power by Board of Planning (Part III of IPS Doc.
1522) emphasizes increasing indigenous production of
iron and steel in conformity with the national policy,
(par.56) Table. (8327) Many additional regulations controlling the use of iron and iron products were promulgated. (par.57) Provisions thereof indicated (8327-8)
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The various plans of the Planning Board always place
great stress on the securing of the natural deficiencies
of these products, (par.58) Expansion indicated by
table. (8329) PRODUCTION AND IMPORTS OF IRON ORE, JAPAN
PROPER 1926-1941. Tables (8330-33.) Ex.845, IPS Doc.9030.
The type of development demonstrated in the above Shart
was the creation of =n artificial finished steel industry*
(par.59)
LIGHT AND NON-FERROUS LET AT PRODUCTION INDUSTRY., (par. 60)
For the production of"Ti^ht" metal s and non-ferrous metals,
the Outline of the Plan for Expansion of Productive Power'
by the Board of Planning (>art~III of IPS Doc.1522) specifically set goals to be reached by the end of 1941.
ALUMINUM (par.61) Aluminum is perhaps the most important of
light netals, particularly so when one considers that approximately 71 percent cf the Japanese aircraft pnd parts
alone were made of aluminum. Plan calls for expansion
from 19,000 kilo tons in 1938 to 126,400 kilo tons in 1941
an expansion of approximately 667 percent in four years.
Chart attached marked "Aluminum Production in Japanese Empire". Pros. DOC.9030-46A, Ex.846, in statement. (8338)
Prior to 1934 Japan imported all aluminum needed for her
economy. Industry advanced at great cost, uneconomically,
to achieve self-sufficiercv to insure material for aircraft and other production. (8339)
MAGNESIUM PRODUCTION (par.63) Magnesium is a second strategic
light metal. Table (8339)
NON-FERROUS METALS (par.64) Copper is one of the most important of the non-ferrous metals, having many war uses.
Table, refined copper. (8340)
LEAD PRODUCTION (u-r-r.650) Ext^c^el^ important war material.
Table («3'41).
ZINC (par.66) Zinc ranks with lead in industrial importance.
Table (8342)
NICKEL (par.67) Strategic war material occupying prominent
place in manufacture of alloys of many sorts. Normal requirements very low. Government subsidized production as
indicated at page 8343. The Board of Planning demanded
production increase of from 150 kilo tons in 1938 to
5,000 kilo tons in 1941. (par.68) Tab n e shows imports of
nickel, together with smelter production from domestic
ores. (8344)
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TIN (par.69) Tin is another metal vital for war equipment
purposes and the Board of Flanning provided its production should be increased from 1804 kilo tons in 193$ to
3,500 kilo tons in 1941. Tin is not found in Japan proper. Table shows expansion of indigenous production of
tin, together with enormous expansion in imports. Indication of the cost borne by the Government to stimulate
processing of minerals, as well as mining, is shown in
table which discloses only amount of subsidy paid by the
Ministry of Commerce and Industry. (8347)
LIGHT LiETAL MFG.INDUSTRY (p*r,72) That the national policy
stimulated the expansion of light metal manufacturing
and processing is clearly shown by the Light Metal Mfg.
Law of April 28.1938 (law No,8*). Aim of law (par.73)
(8348)
MACHINE TOOL INDUSTRY (par.74) Before the China Incident,
the U.S., Germany and G.B» were the principal sources of
imports of machinery and parts. (8350) Until 1937 there
were over 1000 small plants manufacturing machine tools
in Japan. By 1941 intensive integration of the industry
occurred so that approximately 90$ of the ma chine tools
were manufactured in approximately 100 plants with the
five leading companies operating 28 plants responsible
for over half the total production. It was disclosed
in the- Outlino cf the Five-Year Plan for rroduction of
War Materials of the Wer Office that it was intended to
encourage and cultivate the machine tool industry.
( E X . 8 5 2 ) (par.76, p.8351) Objective stated. ($352) Further stimulus vr-s given by the Machine Tool Industry Law
in 1938. This law and regulation resulted in enormous
expansion of Indigenous production as well as increased
imports, (par.80) (8355) Production, Imnort ->nd Export
of Machine Tools, Japan Proper, 1930-1941.
Table is indicated in report *t page 61. Doc.9030ESlA, Ex.847, attached to statement and not separately.
PRECISION BEARING INDUSTRY (par.8l) Closely allied is the
precision bearing industry. Certain types of industrial
expansion can be quickly gauged by the expansion of the
bearing producing industry and the output. Table (8357-8)
v
Pros.Doc.9030-62A, Ex.848. Attached to statement and not
separately.
MOTOR VEHICLES. TANKS AND ROLLING STOCK INDUSTRY (par.82)
Japanese motor vehicle industry virtually nonexistent
prior to 1936, Automobile Industry Control Law enacted
key 29,1936. Automobile manufacturers licensed by the
Government, exempted from various taxes as incentive
and allowed to offer debentures beyond limitation provided in Commercial Code. That the military intended using
A.M.C.Law as the authority for forcing production of
automobiles is disclosed in outline of 5-year plan,Ex.841,
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TANKS AND ARMOURED.VEHICLES (par,87)

Ex.841. (8366-69)

MKjra^^
(par,88) Ex,842. Aims at
the expansion in production of locomotives, etc.
AIRCHAFT.INDUSTRX (par,39) Commanded top priority. Fx,841.
Aircraft M.vgrLav; promulgated in 1938. Licensing, control ana taxing indicates par.90, List of military aircraft production
:
INDUSTRIAL CONTROL (par 9?; Indicated in Ex.841 (8384-90).
To accomplish the purpose it was planned to buiid upon
the b-^eic structure of cartels and control mechanisms
already in existence in industry, (p^r.93) First attempt to control was in August,1931, with the passage
cf the Major Industries Control Law, (8391) Details of
method (8392). The effect was to destroy the ability
of the small and medium scale industries to compete with
large industrial crganizations controlled by the socalled Zaibatsu interests, (par,95) Extent of forced
mergers disclosed in statistics of B»nk of Japan. During
1940, 212 major corporation mergers took place affecting
capital of 2,300,000,000 yen. During first half of
1941, 172 major companies mergers took place, affecting
capital invest/ment of over 3,000,000,000 yen. By 1941
there were over 1C00 Kogyo Kumiai or Guilds formed of
smaller enterprises. These enormous mergers indicate
the strength of the government's program. (8394) Following a 5-year control plan, the National General Mobi:
ization Law became effective May,1938. (par,97) Ex.84.
General Mobilisation Law (8395-9401) Ordinance Concerning the Plan by the Promoter of a Business for General
Mobilizetion, dated ?6 July 1939. Minister? <>r wr«r an*
Navy could call in owners or promoters cf selected businesses in order to make plans for production following
a set national production schedule, including power to
order the type of training programs of personnel within
scientific industrial plants, (par,98, p,8402). Ordinance No.901 of Dec.28,1939, "Use and Expropriation Ordinance of Factories and Workshops" gave w ?r and Navy
Ministers authority to authorize expropriation of materials, lands, buildings, etc., deemed necessary for the
national general mobilization. Upon notification by
Ministers, the owners *nd operators of selected plants
turned them over to the Government direction and management. (par,99, p.-8403) Most sweeping of control ordinances was Key industries Control Ordinance, promulgated Aug.30,1941. It"was base'd on provisions of National General Mob.Law. to serve as foundation for complete
control of all major industries. Major industries were
to form control associations according to type of industry.
Power of each association was as indicated in
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paragraphs (a) to (g) following, and provided for appointment of President to be chosen by the Government. Fixing
of production plans, allocation of materials to individual
plants, nomination of sale <5f all products, fixing of
prices within each industry, etc. was made pursuant to
Control Assns. and Planning Board. One of the functions
of the Planning Board was to compare the indigenous supplies of materials with production demands and make plans
for means cf securing and paying for deficiencies, making
such adjustments as were consistent with national policy.
(8406) In addition the Government directly took over the
job of equipping w=»r industry plants (Law No.91) enacted
Nov.25,1941, entitled "Law Concerning The Sangyo Setsubi
Eidan". (C407). Empowered to transact business described
in paragraphs (1) to (7), page 8409* (par.102) To aid this
program the corporation was exempted from income taxes,
capital was supplied by Government, etc. (par.103)
The
governors, directors *nd auditors were to be appointed by
the Government, Planned expansion in production by the
various industries before Dec.7*1941, far exeeeded the
amount of materials and potential needed for conduct of war
in China. All industry chained. Sneech of SATO indicates
this. (par.104) (8410)
849
Doc.9027-A

Speech of SATO (8413-15).

FINANCIAL PREPARATIONS (par.105) Financial controls for the
years immediately preceding 1941 designed for two purposes;
one, to integrate dependent territories into economic system of Japan in order to draw materials, etc. to strengther.
Japanese economic position., and second, to use total financial capacities of Japan proper to build up war production,
etc. (8415-16)
INTEGRATION OF TERRITORIES (par.106) During Manchurian Campaign, 1931 to 1932, Japanese Army relied upon Bank of
Chosen to supply currency and banking facilities. Bank of
Chosen currency rose from 75;000,000 yen on June 30)fl931?
to 222,000,000 yen at closa of 1935. Additional financing
for industry during this period handled through South Manchurian Railway, a national policy company of Japan.(8416)
After establishment of Manchoukuo Govt.agreement entered
into between Imp-Jap.,Govt, and Imp.Govt.of Manchoukuo
which bound the economies of the two nations, (par.1071
P.8417)
8417

850
Doc.875-A

Above agreement.

Reading from same (8418-31)

8432

851
Doc.2196-A

Agreement regarding establishment of joint economical committee of Japan and Manchoukuo.
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Creation of Industrial Bank of Manchuria in Dec.,1936,
furnished neans of financing planned development of Manchurian industry. (par,108, p.8435) Bank officials appointed by the Government, supervised by Finance Ministry.(8436.>
Authorized to issue debentures to secure necessary funds
for industrial development purposes; provided easy financing for preferred industries. In Nov.,1935? the yen
bloc was established, integrating monies of Japan and Manchoukuo. Yen bloc enlarged in March,1938. (par.109> p.8436?
"Essentials of the Five-Year Program of Important Industries
by the War Ministry" (par.110,p.8436), dated 29 May 1937.
Intent of War Ministry to fully utilize resources of Korea.
90$ of economic structure of Korea controlled by Japan*
(par,111, 112, po8442) Fi?isncial structure of Taiwan also
dominated by Japan, Bank cf Taiwan carried out fiscal
policies of Japan.
Further evidence of planning to use
the facilities of China for war purposes disclosed in
"Resume of Policy Relating to Execution of Summary of FiveYear Program of Important Industries", dated 10 June 1937.
(EX.842) (8443)
Using currency in occupied territories
valid for circulation in Japan had disturbing effects upon
Japan's monetary structure. Use of Bank of Japan notes
backed by specie abandoned in 1938. Federal Reserve Bank
of China formed and yen bloc extended through use of facilities of this bank. (par.114, p.8444) Made use of new
local currencies issued by Japanese-dominated Fed.Res.Bank
of China in Central and South China the "military177 yen
became the sole legal tender of Japanese Army. (par.114)
Description of Fed.Res.Bank of China (par.115) Military
yen used by Japanese Army in ChAna did not represent obligation of Government nor of any Japanese bank. Put in circulation in payment for goods and serviced, withdrawal mad*
through fiscal levy and sale of goods and services, (par.
116,p.8446) Use of military currency in denominations
other than yen anticipated by Japan in planning conquest of
southern regions. In January,1941, responsible officials
directed preparation and printing of military currency in
foreign denominations. Secret communications by Govt,
during 1941 contained in IPS Doc.9022, Ex.852, (p»r.ll7,
p.8446-47)
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MR. LIEBERT continues reading statement. Doc.
852 is a series of 10 communications among officials of the War Ministry and Finance Ministry in regard to preparation of military currency in foreign
denominationsv for use in undisclosed areas. Coinm.No. l 5 top
secret, dated 16 Jan.1941, is addressed to Chief,Financial
Bureau, Min#of Finance, from Chief,Intendance Bureau, War
Ministry. Comm.No* 2, top secret, dated 24 Jan.1941 refers
to preparation and printing of military currency and is an
acknowledgment of communicaclon. Further details given in
communications 7 to 10, ($452-62). This makes complete outline f-;r handling of military currency by the Ministers of
Finance and the military.

8463

853
Doc.^3l6

846*

$54
Doc.90l6-A

8470

Oct. .23,19.46

"1 Nov.1941. Secretariate Secret B No.$41-3.
Bank of Japan. The procedures in dealing with
the military currency expressed in southern
region foreign currency hnv^ been prescribed as under and
sJiall accordingly be pursued. Okinobu KAYA, Minister of Finance". (8464)

Exhibit 854-A shows that as e-^rly as May, 1941,
currency in foreign denominations for anticipated use in southern regions was in existence.
Engravers plates secured for military notes to defray was expenses in southern regions. (Ex.$52) Notes printed from thes
plates before Dec.7,194-1. ($469)

855
This exhibit comprises 17 engraved military
Doc.9028-A,B,C. notes and 29 engraver's plates and stones
and certificates relative thereto. In integration of territories outside limits of Japan proper, the
device of the "National Policy" companies was used extensively by the Japanese Government. National policy companies were
created by special legislation. List of more important nation
al policy companies shown at puges 8471-76. List shows capital investment of policy companies up to 1941. After that time
enormous further capital outlays were made to enlarge the
scope of activities and tighten control. (8477) (par.120)
FOREIGH EXCHANGE AND FOREIGN TRADE (par.121) Foreign trade
and foreign exchange transactions played a vital role in the
complete industrial development and economic life of the
country, because Japan is dependent on foreign commerce for
her economic livelihood and position as a modern industrial
nation. She must import about 1/3 of the total raw and other
materials required for manufacturing, all raw cotton, wool
and crude rubber must be imported, while the major portion
of the requirements of iron and non-ferrous metals, notably
copuer, lead, zinc, nickel, antimony and tin, etc. r:ust also
be imported. (8477)
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The exports of Jap^n have seldom beer sufficient to pay for
her imports. Because Japan was unable to borrow, it was
necessary to make enormous outlays of foreign exchange. To
make necessary payments the problem of acquisition of sufficient foreign exchange was magnified many times, Attempted to solve the import financing problem by consolidating,
conserving and controlling all available foreign exchange,
by stimulating exports to foreign currency countries, and
by increasing Empire gold production, (8479-BO) First decisive measure to conserve i'crDign exchange taken in 1932 by
enactment of Capital Flight Prevention Law (parsi?3)« Bank
reports on foreign exchange transactions made compulsory
to enforce embargo on gold exports
Foreign Exchange Control Law, March, 1 9 3 3 b e c a m e basis for many subsequent
regulations regarding handling and disposition of foreign
exchange,. (8480) Foreign Exchange Control Law gave the
Government full control of all exchange transactions on the
Bank of Japan. Powers hot completely invoked until Jan.8,
1937, when, although prior to the Lukouchiao Incident, the
import excess was so great that Jap r n began actually to ship
gold in payment for imports. (p~r.l24, p.8481) Army drafted
policy regarding foreign tr^do control, realizing that the
success or failure of production plans depended in great
measure upon the careful balancing of imports and exports,
(par.125 p.8482). Doc,read (848387) Exhibit 842 indicates
the plan. Outbreak of China Incident precipitated the
Foreign Trade Adjustment Law, which permitted the Government
to prohibit or restrict imports of commodities. It was called "Law for the Temporary Control of Imports and Exports".
Class A contained leading raw materials of peacetime industi
such as cotton, wool, jute, wood pulp, etc. Imports of these
were subject to severe curtailment. (8-488) Class B listed
nearly 300 articles of which imports were generally entirely
prhhibited. (par.126, p.8489). Method used was the cartel
system, also accepted for the control of manufacturing enterprises. Law of the Foreign Trade Associations enacted
Aug. 13,1937* (par-.127) These various laws were effective.
By limiting imports to war potential goods Japan was unable
to acn,,ire sufficient foreign exchange to continue operations over a long period of time, (par.l?8) Chief Secretary
of Cabinet to ,,far Minister, Soishiro ITAGAKI, ^3 June, 1938
(IPS Doc.90l8-A) discloses this fact. (par.129)

8492

856
Doc.9018A

8497

857
Doc.9017A

Document appears pages 8492-96.

Read into record (8497-8508). Relates to revision
of plan for regulating the supply and demand of
essential materials, indicated in exhibits referred
to in statement. Japan attempted to sol
importexport difficulties by linking purchases of foreign exchange
for imports of certain raw materials to sales realized by
exporting finished products made from same materials, (par,
130).
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Annual foreign trade reports between 1935 and 1941 show
ever-increasing export and ever-decreasing import trade
between Japan and areas comprised in Korea, Formosa, Kwantung, Manchuria and China * Percentages shown at pg.85'11.
GOLD PRODUCTION (par,132) In order to pay for imports Bank
of Japan began shipping gold in payment for goods in
Marchk'1937 (3512) Necessary to stimulate production of
gold to do something abou:: sold supply in relation to
managements cf foreign trade« Diet passed Geld Reserve
Revaluation Law, Gold Fund Special Account Lav; and Gold
Production Law on Aug . 10, J.937, f'S5'i3) Laws set out (85148516) Bounties paid
Every effort made to acquire
all gold bullion, ornaments, jewel£y, etc. held by individuals and private Institutionsw Amendment to Gold Prod,
Law passed March,1939. authorized compulsory purchase of
gold by government, Illustrated by table "Gold Production in Japanese Empire''1,

8518

858
Attached to statement. Par.137 and following
Doc.9030-106A
paragnphs relate to the financing of industries, furnishing of bounties, etc. to various national policy companies and corporations, as indicated in Doc,1522, Ex.842. Plan set forth
pages 8519-26* Attempt made to estimate amount of funds
necessary to construct facilities to carry out expansion
program of important industries. (8526) Estimate table 3
in resume. Table classifies industries to be expanded
in Japan and Manchuria. (8527) Government gave effect
to subsidy program by providing for payment of subsidies
in certain cases as matter of law. Amounts paid indicated
in par. 1390 Favored means of stimulating industries
was to induce investment by private enterprise through
medium of national policy companies. Two types, those
for exploitation or development of foreign territories
and those for entering into business directly to develop
a specific industry or industries generally, (par.140,
p.8430-35)0 In addition, bonds were guaranteed (par.141.)
Unsecured company debentures increased as war preparations
became more intense., (par, 142) Tables of debentures issued between 1937 and 1941 (8538). By this guaranteeing
the Government became the direct and principal financier
for the expanding operations of national policy companies
(par.143, p.8539)-

8539

THE BUDGET FOR WAR AND NAVY (par.144) Showing of financial
preparations for war made in yearly budget of Japan for
war and Navy Ministries.

8539

859
Doc.9023A

Table indicates budget for Minister of War 1931-41.
Each year separate. (8540-41) Budget for Minister
of Nave 1931-41. Each year separate, (par.144)
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Authorization to expend money actually by Ministers of
War, Navy and Finance. For ins.tance, the document discloses that Ministers of War ITAGAKI, RATA and TOJO, together with Minister of Navy, SHIMADA, as well as Minister of Finance, KAYA, all authorized expenditures from
these accounts» (par.145, p*8542)
MONETARY POLICIES )paru147) In 1934 dollar was stabilized
in terms of gold and the yen in terms of pound sterling.
From August,19395 the yen remained pegged to the pound
sterling, After demise cf K* TAKAHASHI, Minister of Finance, on Feb.20,193o; Japan embarked upon a series of
financial programs emphasizing state control of economy
for political purposes, Monetary Policies reflect the
all-out war expansion program with little regard for
sound Government financing* Table (85*44) shows amounts
of bend issues, etc. (par.148) Holdings of government
bonds by Bank of Japan in 1936, 487,000,000 yen; increased
in 1941 to 5,409,000,000 yen, Government twice increased
the tax free note issue limit of Bank cf Japan, Bank of
Chosen and B^nk of Taiwan between 1936 and 1941. (par.149)
(8544) Resume of Ex,842 provides for plan accelerating
increase cf fresh savings cf ricney. (8545) Government
set up many National Savings Encouragement campaigns.
Postal savings indicated by table, par.150, 8549. National Savings Assn.Law passed 12 March 194-1, as further inducement to public savings, under provisions of Nat.Gen.
Mob.Law, (par.151) Within Government was special Bureau
known as Beposit Fuhds Management Bureau* Investment of
funds limited, (par.152, p.o55D
Plan for adjustment of
capital investment indicated Par.153, 8552-3»
Temporary Fund Adjustment Law passed Septc10,1937, centralized
complete authority over nation's financial structure in
Bank of Japan. Operations of all banks strictly regulated
as indicated (pard54, p.8553).

8556

860
Chart part of statement. Imperial 0rd.No.68l,
DOC.9030-124-A
Oct.19,1940., conferred upon Minister of Finance further domination of banking and financing. Provided
incurred by financial
Institution*
result of directives to be compensated by
the Government. At same time there was promulgated Imp.
0rd.No.680, "Ordinance for Control of Corporate Accounts",
made pursuant tc Nat*Gen.Hob,Law, charging commercial
concerns with responsibility for attainment of national
object* (par.156, p.8556) Effect of these controls was to
completely integrate the financial resources and activities of banks, financial institutions and corporations
into the national policy. (p*r.l57, p.8559.)
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JOHN G R A N V I L L E L I E B E R T c o n t i n u e s o n s t a n d . C r o s s e x a m i n a t i o n by MR. L E V I N ,
U p o n being q u e s t i o n e d a s t o
w h e t h e r t h e w i t n e s s had ever been q u a l i f i e d o r t e s t i f i e d a s

an e x p e r t , President Webb stated that the w i t n e s s was n o t

r e c o g n i z e d a s a n expert- on what C o n s t i t u t e d w a r p r e p a r a t i o n s
b u t r a t h e r a s an expert on e c o n o m i c a f f a i r s , a n d o n l y t h e
i n f o r m a t i o n which was supplied would b e t a k e n i n t o a c c o u n t

and a l l personal observations ignored.

Upon the w i t n e s s b e -

i n g q u e s t i o n e d as to whether he made a s t u d y o f t h e p r e p a r a t i o n s f o r war by other n a t i o n s , t h e P r e s i d e n t s a i d :
8573

THE P R E S I D E N T :
We do not regard him as an expert o n what constitutes preparation for war but merely
a s a n expert in collecting material and placing it before
the Court so that it can be understood,
MR. L E V I N :
My u n d e r s t a n d i n g o f t h e r e p o r t i s
t h a t i t not only c o l l e c t s i n f o r m a t i o n f o r the b e n e f i t of
t h e C o u r t b u t i t g i v e s a n d a s s e r t s many c o n c l u s i o n s i n r e l a t i o n to the purposes of the s t i m u l a t i o n o f the Japanese
e c o n o m y a n d u n d e r t h o s e c i r c u m s t a n c e s , i t seems t o me, t h a t
these q u e s t i o n s a r e p e r t i n e n t - a t l e a s t throughout the ent i r e r e p o r t I c a n p o i n t t o some o f t h e m . T h e y a r e h i s c o n c l u s i o n s based on the c h a r a c t e r o f t h e i n v e s t i g a t i o n t h a t
h e made a n d o n t h e i n f o r m a t i o n t h a t he h a s d i s c o v e r e d a n d
given to the Court.
THE P R E S I D E N T :
I f e e l s u r e t h a t n o n e o f my c o l l e a g u e s r e g a r d s h i m a s b e i n g a n y t h i n g more t h a n I s u g g e s t e d
he was.
I h a v e c o n f i r m a t i o n h e r e f r o m o n e o f my c o l l e a g u e s .
He s a y s we w i l l i g n o r e h i s c o n c l u s i o n s , we w i l l c o n s i d e r
h i s f a c t s as f a r as t h e y a r e p r o v e d , and o u r s e l v e s draw the
c o n c l u s i o n s . So y o u w i l l u n d e r s t a n d t h a t we a r e n o t t r e a t i n g h i m as an e x p e r t i n what c o n s t i t u t e s p r e p a r a t i o n f o r
war.
MR. L E V I N :
T h a t i s s a t i s f a c t o r y t o u s a n d we
u n d e r s t a n d now t h e b a s i s o f t h e e v i d e n c e w h i c h h a s b e e n o f f e r e d a n d t h e r e p o r t w h i c h h a s b e e n m a d e . (8^74)
Cross-examination continued r e g a r d i n g whether comparisons
h a d b e e n made b y t h e w i t n e s s a s t o w h e t h e r o t h e r c o u n t r i e s
h a d made p a r a l l e l e c o n o m i c e f f o r t s i n p r e p a r a t i o n f o r w a r ;
whether Japan reached her goal i n preparing f o r war. W i t ness t e s t i f i e d t h a t Japan f e l l f a r short of her output
g o a l s due t o s h o r t a g e o f m a t e r i a l s and o v e r - e s t i m a t i o n o f
c a p a c i t y , a n d " o n l y i n a f e w i n s t a n c e s d u r i n g t h e var d i d
Japan ever reach her planned c a p a c i t y " .
"That Japan's
e c o n o m y i s one o f s c a r c i t i e s i s t r u e " . (8?85) F u r t h e r c r o s s e x a m i n a t i o n was made t o c o m p a r e t h e o u t p u t o f b a s i c m a t e r i a l s with that of other countries.
F i t n e s s could not
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i n f o r m t h e C o u r t a s he h a d made no s u c h s t u d y , b u t s t a t e d
t h a t a l l the p l a n s w h i c h had been d r a f t e d by J a p a n were
a c t u a l l y executed„ F u r t h e r q u e s t i o n i n g as t o r o l e p l a y e d
b y t h e Z a i b a t s u 4 s i n t e r e s t s i n J a p a n e s e economy a n d i n d u s t r i e s . " I n d u s t r i a l a c t i v i t y or i n d u s t r i a l expansion duri n g t h e l a s t two d e c a d e s has a l w a y s b e e n s p e a r - h e a d e d by
t h e Z a i b a t s u g r o u p " . (8587)
W i t n e s s q u e s t i o n e d f u r t h e r r e g a r d i n g the Government b u i l d ing of s t o c k p i l e s of c e r t a i n items i n order to balance
economy.
He t e s t i f i e d t h a t A m e r i c a h a d e x p o r t e d s t e e l ,
scrap, o i l ' a n d other items to Japan;
t h a t i t was d i f f i c u l t t o c l a s s i f y s p e c i a l items as war p o t e n t i a l i t i e s b e c a u s e o f t h e u s e o f many k e y m a t e r i a l s i n b o t h p e a c e a n d
was i n d u s t r i e s . (8589--8632)
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8635

MR. BLEWETT - cross-examination by. (8642,et seq,
It was only through the assistance of the Intelligence
Section of the U.S.Army that this document was uncovered.
(Ex.842, p,8643-44)

8645

THE PRESIDENT: We have
paper was so precious that it had
tute or whether the contents were
to be retained there,. The answer

to determine whether the
to be kept in the Instiso secret that they had
should be easy.

Mr, Blewett further questioned the witness as to from whom
he received the information and certification thereof;
also as to the different dates of Ex*842. Further discussion about the documents between the President and Mr.
Blewett (8647-50).
8650

THE PRESIDENT: It had to remain a closely guarded secret, if we understand war as it is conducted today.
There is internal evidence of that in the document itself, or in related documents.

8652

Witness: Responsibility must be fixed by other people. I
would assume that the order was executed. The persons giving the order would be responsible for the issuance of
the order. (8652) It does not appear in so many words
where Japan made preparations for war against America or
Britain. Witness knew nothing about the Russian fiveyear plans* (8659)

8675

Further cross-examination by MR. MIMACHI. These questions
were directed as to the various plans for stimulating industry in preparation for war.

8683

THE PRESIDENT: All we treat him as is an economist and, perhaps, an accountant, to place before us
facts and figures which he has ascertained as a result of
the examination of persons and documents which he has
stated he made; to assemble and classify these facts and
figures. . . . We will take what he places before us, consider what he has placed before us, and form our own conclusions as to what they mean. His purpose will be entirely outside the point. (8684)

8684

Witness: I have stated and quoted, I believe, from the
original - paraphrased from the original legislation,
that it came into effect presumably to improve the character of Japan's shipping and to reduce marine casualties.
I believe, in addition, that it was originally the intention of this legislation to assist the expansion of the
ship building industry to provide foreign exchange in the
form of service. . . . .
I am aware from my readings
that in 1932 Japan wished to stimulate her overseas carrying service because it was a profitable business for Japan,
(8685)
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8686

Witness*. I might even consider, Mr. Attorney, that in.
1932 the building of new ships for Japan was good business. , . . ; I find no evidence that these, ships,or
that these programs were instituted for the purpose,,of
building ships for war; and ships subsequently were
very useful but the first evidence I find was in the
plan of 193? (0688;
• •. • .•
•
• •• • • i i.
Further cross ^exahination as to basis of testimony up to
page 86v7s

8697

MR FUrHEES: ivoss?examinetiozi by in relation
to the pegging oi the yen and extent of preparation cf
the budget, (8697 C701)

CONTINUATION OF SUMMARY OF PROCEEDINGS BY MICHAEL LEVIN.
Page of
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Value of yen indicated by Financial and Economic Annual
of Japan, 1940. In 1931 in San Francisco and New York it
was 49 3/8 per cent, in November, 1941, it was worth a
little o^er 23£. The average retail price in 1930 was
155.1? figuring July, 1914, as the basis of a hundred.
In 1931 it was 135-5; in 1932, 136.8; in 1934, 148.7. The
revaluation of the yen was not reflected one hundred per
cent in the retail prices but rather the internal prices
within Japan proper were not affected at all by su€h a
change. It did affect the prices paid for purchases of
goods in foreign countries for which foreign exchange is
necessarily used; that was the purpose of the revaluation measure. In 1939 the average retail price was 223.6.
I do not have anything for 1941 but I know that the average
retail price continued to spiral upwards as the inflationary trend progressed, wholesale prices would follow. The
rise in the cost of things paid for was taken into consideration in the table. (8705) Final figures obtained from
Ministry of Finance through the Central Liaison Office.
I got the War and Navy budgets and totaled them myself.
(8707) My understanding is that this budget, expressed as
total budget, is the budget appropriations for the fiscal
year indicated. (8709)
The fiscal year begins April 1st
and ends March 31st. (8712)
MR. FURNESS continued cross-examination along lines of the
budget and relating matters, and reference is made thereto.

8719

MR. FUJII, cross-examination by. w itness stated the commencemenf of preparations for war might date back to February, 1936.
Questioned further with reference to petroleum stockpiles, as to whether or not that was a normal
procedure for any country suffering from a lack of natural
petroleum resources, witness stated he was not aware of
the doings of other countries but he did know it happened
in Japan.

8745

MR. SMITH, cross-examination by. Witness:
I was referring to the resources in Japan proper.
Japan never had
enough coking coal. That had to be imported, usually from
China. (8745) We speak of a supply of coal for normal
industrial periods. Heavy industries are not normal to the
economy of Japan because they do not relate to the natural
resources. . . The only coal which is indigenous to Japan
proper is a low-grade coal. . . None of the coal indigenous
to Japan proper is what is khown as coking coal, and the
only coal suitable for making of steel and iron is coking
coal. (8746)
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The iron and steel industry is the one which uses this
high-quality coking coal, as we say; but the ordinary
coal in Japan is very satisfactory for other industrial
purposes requiring heat, . . . "'ell, I have said they attempted to make synthetic petroleum from it. (8747)
Questioned as to whether or not certain figures on imports
from China were correct the witness said: "those figures
are not out of proportion with what they might have imported," (3743). - . »'Jhe demand for coking coal has exceeded the supply because there isn't much here in Japan.
. . . Exhibit d42 pr^vidas that the goal to be reached
in 1941 for the pronuoticii of coal in Manchuria alone was
over 78,000,000 tonr
. , , Yes, a great proportion of the
coal mined in Manuhuria was used in Manchuria because
that is where a great deal cf the heavy industry «/as being
built up. . . . Well, wo have coking coal in the U.S.,
England has it, they have it in the Ruhr Valley, many
places in the world have coking coal. But Japan doesn't
have enough of the coking coal to supply her normal needs,
particularly her expanded heavy industrial needs.(8750)
. . . But Japan got her coal, and got her coal during the
war from those territories which were occupied by her and
adjacent to those territories occupied by her. She
didn't get any, certainly, from the U.S. or G.B. (8750)
Further examination with reference to consumption of electricity - that there was a surplus of electric power in
Japan the last 20 years. Japan has no cotton and only
negligible quantities of wool. Japan imports most of her
salt because it is cheaper to do so. There are no natural
salt deposits in Japan of any consequence. (8753) • • •
It was thought better to import wood pulp and Japan was
a substantial n»port^r of wood pulp before the war.
Owing to deficiencies Japan proper imported foodstuffs.
(8756> Japan imported lumber in substantial quantities.
(#757) It c°n generally be said that the largest part of
the world was locked up in exchange controls between 1927
and 1935. As to how I associate a natural phenomenon
with the preparation for a war of aggression, I think
this, all comes down to the general proposition which we
have discussed all through the memorandum. It must be understood that Japan had an economy, that it had to support
that economy in relation to the existing economies of the
other nations of the world; and that certain of the acts
whi<fh the Japanese Government did closely paralleled the
acts of other nations. But it is in the abnormality of the
application of certain laws and the abnormality of the
laws themselves which I think, when coupled with events
and plans for war, must show these acts in a different
light than the acts of other nations. (8758)
Discussion
as to what was abnormal about Japanese Diet passing a
foreign exchange control law in 1933. (8758-60).
The
Foreign Exchange Control Law of 1933 could be considered
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by itself as a peacetime expedient,
. . . but in these
laws we must consider the application of them later on
where their existence made it most convenient later on to
apply these laws for a different purpose. ( 8 7 6 1 )
The oil refineries were built along the west coast of Japan

so they would be available to the imports of crude from
the East Indies,
Tnese plants were built at the direction
of the Army and Navy and.were so located that they would
be protected as much as possible from observation and from
possible attack. (8763) The reasons for selecting the year

1931 as a normal year were that it is an arbitrary date;
it follows a period of reorganization, let us say, Japan

going off the gold standard to effect reorganizations in
her internal economy., indicates a pickup after the worldwide depression. ( 8 7 6 5 )
Retail prices remained relatively
constant from 1931 on up to about 1935. This is indicative
of certain normalcy or balance.
(8767)
It is not correct
to say I was told to prepare an economic report of Japan's
aggressive designs.
I was asked to prepare a statement
concerning the economic and industrial and financial preparation for war on the basis of facts as I found them,. .
( 8 7 6 9 ) . . . If these facts indicated preparation for war,
I was to include them in the statement, which I have done.
I came to the conclusion that there was a preparation for
war, and that has tempered toy statement here.
It think it
is inescapable. ( 8 7 7 0 )
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8773

MR. LOGAN, cross-examination by.
Witness: All of the facts were obtained from official
sources of the Japanese Government and from Control Association files. This information has been compiled in its exacting nature, (8774)

8775

No estimate was made as to the amount of machine tools sold
before 1937- After 1937 the figures are exact, showing the
name of the arsenal tc rh3c:i the tools were shipped and the
amount in do'Jlars and r ey.
figures on chemical industry,
coke, iron ore, etc. were tc ken from the various official
sources. (8776) No figures taken from the Japanese Year
Book except those regarding rights of exchange and population. I made a selection of documents on the basis of those
demonstrative of the truth of the point which I wished to
show. (8777) • • I used those figures which demonstrated the
truth. . .Let it suffice to say that these figures are as
exact as it was within my power to get them. . . The charts
and figures show production in Japan and imports of these
raw materials in various years. (8778) . . . In all cases
the figures as to what part of the $raw materials was actually used in production of equipment for war were not
available to make an accurate statement in that regard.. .
Outside of these five charts, the figures for all these
raw materials fail to show the percentage that was used in
any one particular year for war purposes. (8779) If Japan
were preparing for war she would naturally have on hand
huge stockpiles of these raw materials, which she could not
get for herself during the progress of a war. (8780). . .
I was referring to the stockpiles of raw materials and a
great stockpile cf potential production. By "potential
production" I mean the allignmant of factories in such manner that they could be rapidly switched from production at
the moment to production of absolute war products.(8781)
. . . With reference to chemical industry, that is a socalled indigenous industry on which Japan did not have to
rely upon imports for continuing production. . . That is
the important fact of building up a potential during these
years - production which did not have to rely on imports
from the outside in the event of war. (8782-3). • • The
figures do not show th*t the 43-1-5 tons for the year 1931
were manufactured that year . To find out how much was
stocked away for war purposes, one would have to know how
much was consumed in that year. . . It is substantially true
that the figures throughout my statement with respect to
all these raw materials failed to show the amount that was
consumed in any one ye^r with the exception of crude oil. .
Q.

So that your figures do not show any stockpiles on December 7; 1941; is that not true? A. Expressed in exactly
that manner, they do not. (8784)
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EVIDENCE WITH RESPECT TO MILITARY PREPARATIONS.
Exhibits 862 to "859" offered in evidence. Through these exhibits it was proposed to show that Japan, in 1938, openly
publicized to the world that she was preparing for war by
promulgating the National Mobilization Law, justifying her
action by the fact that the organization was inevitable
for international defense. Exhibit 862, May 19,1938?
The Japan Advertiser published an article entitled "S-rmy
Explains War Fill"• (8?9---) • , Excerpt from Japan Year Book.;
1941-1942 entitled ".Revisions of the Military Service Law".
(8802) . . Excerpt from V.ol:, "The Inevitability of the

Renovation" by EA8hJ>:olO
Ambassador

in Tohy

1

GSll) c

Telegram from German

r<i-jbentrop, Exhibit

867.(8813)

Pros.Doc/1795) Ex - 3Sh; s.ic.-.-s establishment in 1940 by Imperial ordinance of Total War Research Institute, an organization under the administration of the Prime Minister,charged
with basic research and study in regard to total war,etc*
Ordinance set out (8cl6-l5* • Reference is made to personal
record of defendant HOSHINO, Ex,109; defendant KIMURA,
Ex. 113, and defendant SUZUKI, Ex.126, stating they were
appointed Councillors of the Institute. (8819)
8820

HORIEA, Kazuwo.j called as a witness. Testified
by affidavit, Ex,869? Doc*2548. Ex, A is list of members
of the Institute; EXo B is a list of research student members of the Institute for research into total war from
April, 1941 to March, 1944. Ex^C is list of contents of
lectures at the Institute, (8823)
The 26 documents have
been compiled by the Total W.-r Research Institute as is
natural for research and training in the Institute.

8828

DR. KIYOSE, cross-examination by,
The course
of the Institute was terminated after the end of the third
period. (8828) The limit of students was about 50. The
field indluded various government ministries, various private and other or gan5 zations wh~l oh recommended students
for the Institute * (883I; . < - A 3 to the nature of the documents, it is clear enough la the affidavit that they were
top secret documents within the Institute itself, and not
to be made available to thosa ".'ho were outside of the Institute or to outsider? 1:1 general, and not to be taken
outside of the Ins ci tute -v833 4-> , . The Prime Minister
is not interested at all, although the government official
regulations governing the institute mentioned him as head
of the Institute. (8836;

8837

THE PRESIDENT: It is incredible that this
witness should he talking a bout students who comprised, such
persons as Lieutenant-Generals; vice Admirals, Secretaries
of great departments s in fact, practically the heads of all
the government departments and naval and military establishments 6n Japan.
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THE PRESIDENT: Take the second period students,
. . individuals from different Ministries. . . I think he
has tested our credulity to the utmost.
Witness:

I th:;nk the average age of the students was 32

or 33^ (8838) Ordinarily those people occupied positions
of junior secretaries in Government Ministries and those of
equal rank in private organisations.
THE PRESIDENT;

District rruvt judges.

witness: I shculd thi; .'• j1" the average age of these judges were about oho ramj r f . l j. though 1 do not reoalu (8839
.>:.:•:. . I do nc ; th\-x-z •Mr.?rr i.i cry such document. Generally speaking, the In - iri tut 3 v/aa so much taken up witn
training and practice t.u.c t ' was not able to extend its
efforts into study and research, (88<-I--42) . . The curriculum was determined witb.vr. r.ho Instit.ite. The last decision
is given by the d: :ecU :~ of the Institute, . . no direction
or suggestion was ever giver to the Institute from the
Government or the High Command concerning the curriculum.
We were hoping there would bo some kind of deman forthcoming
from the Government and elsewhere in order to give us some
direction. (8845;
Explanation of table-top discussions.

(8846-47)

8848

THE PRESIDENT: This is just so much wordspinning. Obviously, every cooperative body has the same
objects and the same procedure< But, does the witness forget. the title of this Institute? Is he suggesting that it
had nothing to co with total war, and was just a system of
adult education?

8851:

Witness: If - literally translated, the title of the Institute is self-evident that it is an organization for study
and research 0:0 the subject of total war, as I have just
stated previously..
THE PRESIDENT: It is hopeless to suggest to this Tribunal
that this was merely a cultural body« We are warranted in
being frank about that.
Further discussion of tablo-toy maneuvers. (8852) Explanation of wh*t is meant by "total war" in response to question
by the President, (8353)- » "In total war there are two aspects: One is to prevent war, and the other is to make
preparations - to cope with the total war when it breaks
out," . . Some of these documents were obtained from the
Cabinet file. (8854) The Institute was abolished after
three years and some of the paper? after that were put in
the store house of the Cabinet. (8855)
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Yes,

I da r e c a l l

that t h e r e w e r e c o u n c i l l o r s

in

the Institute* However, they were not members of the staff
o f the Institute , but they 7;ere cniy nominally attached to
the Institute, because the purpose Ear designating councill o r s to the Institute was that when the Institute was established it was essential that the Institute get as wide a
support as possible, and therefere those representative of
various fields cf endeavor were requested to serve as councillors, although they lid not contribute substantially to
the work of the Institute..
THE PRESIDENT? Does the witness appreciate that his evidence is in contradiction to the Imperial Ordinance under
which tha Institute v?s established? Article ? cf that Ordinance provides that councillors shall be installed in the
Total War Research Institute and shall participate in its
duties * (8861)

®

Witness: I have heard that MR. HOSKINO was a member of the
committee for the establishment of the Institute or acting
d i r e c t o r at the time of its establishment. . . . With respect to these three accused persons, I have never met or
t a l k e d with them in the Institute, The position of councill o r s was, as i have said before, they were just nominal posts
without any particular substance. (8662) The Institute its e l f d i d not go to these various persons to secure or obt a i n t h e i r opinions on various questions. (8863) . . .
Although there are exceptions, generally speaking i t i s i n
my way of thinking councillors and advisers have been i n
most cases merely figureheads or decorations, or nominal
existences, which just mteeiy gave some form to an organization.

^^864
^P

8865

(8863)

MR. BROOKS: cross-examination by.
I do not know of my own
knowledge whether there is outlined anywhere in the exhibits
attached to my affidavit any member of the accused that
was or has ever been one of those persons designated as the
head cf the Institute, staff, assistant or clerk. "Total
War Research" was the general subject of study or research.
(8864)
THE PRESIDENT:
this,

The p o i n t this witness cannot elucidate is

whether t h i s

Institute

was f o r m e d i n c o n t e m p l a t i o n

of

war or simply because war was just conceivable. The whole
question is what was the state of mixed of those who brought
the Institute into existence. They based it on an Imperial
Ordinance and gave it the best brains and the highest placed
persons in the land and war followed within a matter of
months or years, a short year. (8865)
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8868

870 - 878
Further cross-examination by MR. BROOKS.
•.: As to the subjects handled, by .the Institute- in
connection with the general' subject of total war, there Were
four different-, categories or phases of the lectures, namely,
ideological or thought measures, political measures,'economic measures and armbd measures* . . It was regarded in the
Institute as being v.npermis3ible.the .resort tq war with a
was consciousness, and that means other than military should
be exhausted before resort to war is taken. (8672-73) In''
this connection, it was the policy of the Institute to give
as wide an interpretation and effect to the Japanese tradition of resorting to arms only in the spirit of justice when
the. use' of arms Is unavcldab'-e.. (3873) * a <>••.'. As to, all' other
data^., I might say that no 1 dtndies", no lectures, no exercises
Were carried on under m e idea that war wals necessary or that
resort to;war must be had? (3874)
,

8876

MR. BROOKS: I understand that the prosecution
is to furnish the-list of documents. . .
.:
THE PRESIDENT: We Want to know all the publications issued by that body. Some of them may show that it
had other purposes than those suggested by the prosecution.
(8876)

.

.

. . .

** 1
7-*. ->••.
Witness: The members of the Institute were quite few in number and each of them handled subjects which he specialized in.
(8877). . * Members of the staff of the Institute were at the
same time nominally teachers. (8880). . . Specialists from
outside agencies were brought in as a lecturer or a teacher
for special, specific subjects. (8881)
THE PRESIDENT: Well, it appears that .it .was
all directed to total war. (8881). . . No director or any.
member of the Institute ever participated in any discussion
or.consultation of any policy of the Government as distinguished from a hypothetical discussion for training.. The
Institute ,did not prepare plans for the use of the Government
or of any Government agency. The question of education .and
actual policy was completely separated. (8884) Neither the
General Staff, the Supreme Command nor any of the planning
bodies exercised any Supervision over the activities of the
Institute, nor did they utilise the work of its students.
It was purely an academy of learning. (8885) .
.
-, 4.*.^
'
MR. LEVIN: cross-examination by. As to whether pr not the accused SUZUKI, Teiichi, had ever had any
direct connection with, the Institute the witness indirectly
answored in the negative. (8886)
..... , T H E PRESIDENT: He said yesterday he did not
knoW who the councillors were. He did not see them there.
That ought to be sufficient. (8887)
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89288994

8 7 0 t o 878

O f f e r e d i n e v i d e n c e . These e x h i b i t s r e l a t e t o
t a b l e - t o p t o t a l war maneuvers w h i c h a d v i s e d
Japan to r e s t r a i n h e r s e l f from e n t e r i n g i n t o
war u n t i l a l l p r e p a r a t i o n s were completed,,
Progress of
t h e o r e t i c a l m a n e u v e r s for t o t a l w a r p r e d i c a t e d t h e a p p l i c a t i o n o f f a r r e a c h i n g m e a s u r e s i n 194-1.
" D e t a i l s of the
E x e c u t i o n o f ..^ministration in t h e S o u t h e r n O c c u p i e d T e r ritories",
O 7 7 . (8987'}
M e a s u r e s * yo be t a k e n t o w a r d
f o r e i g n c o u n t r i e s . Ex* 8?3
(8994-) l*[t I

8906

j
MR. LOCA'Ie we h a v e a s i t u a t i o n w h e r e a
w i t n e s s was on the
who .knew a b o u t t h i s d o c u m e n t t h a t
i s being read.
In the I±1z
$lace, i t i s t h e o r e t i c a l and
i t i s i m m a t e r i a l and irrelevant 00 a n y o f t h e i s s u e s i n t h i s
c a s e . As a m a t t e r o f fact, r h e n t h i s d o c u m e n t was i n t r o d u c ed b y t h e R u s s i a n p r o s e c u t o r , he r e f e r r e d t o i t a s a
" m i l i t a r y £ a m e " , w h i c h a p p e a r s o n p&ge 7 4 1 6 o f t h e r e c o r d .
F u r t h e r m o r e , t h e a f f i d a v i t s u b m i t t e d b y t h e w i t h e s s who
j u s t l e f t the s t a n d , t h e r e are l i s t e d a l l the IPS documents
a n d n e i t h e r 16^2, w h i c h i s now b e i n g r e a d , n o r 1 3 ? 6 A , w h i c h
a p p a r e n t l y w i l l be t h e n e x t d o c u m e n t i n t r o d u c e d b y t h e p r o secution, are mentioned.
On t h e b a s i s o f t h i s I h a v e a n o b j e c t i o n t o make t o t h e f u r t h e r r e a d i n g o f t h i s d o c u m e n t ,
on the ground i t i s i m m a t e r i a l and i r r e l e v a n t , and, s e c o n d l y , t h a t i f t h i s T r i b u n a l b e l i e v e s t h i s d o c u m e n t and t h e
n e x t d o c u m e n t t o be i n t r o d u c e d b y t h e p r o s e c u t i o n h a s a n y
p r o b a t i v e v a l u e a t a l l , t h a t t h e p r e v i o u s w i t n e s s be r e quested to reappear f o r r e - e x a m i n a t i o n .
THE P R E S I D E N T :
W e l l , t h e s e maneuvers a r e r e l e v a n t t o t h e i s s u e o f p r e p a r a t i o n f o r war, o r e v e n t o t h e
Issue of c o n s p i r a c y .
The p r o s e c u t i o n h a s t h e o p t i o n o f r e l y i n g o n t h e d o c u m e n t a l o n e o r of f o r t i f y i n g i t b y c a l l i n g
a witness.
M o s t l y t h e y h a v e r e l i e d o n the d o c u m e n t a l o n e .
Here they wanted to prove r e l a t e d m a t t e r s not found i n docum e n t s and t h e y c a l l e d a w i t n e s s . The R u s s i a n p r o s e c u t o r d i d
r e f e r t o t h e s e m a n e u v e r s as a " g a m e " , b u t I t o o k h i m t o
h a v e b e e n s p e a k i n g ironically or p e r h a p s f a c e t i o u s l y . T h i s
w i t n e s s t o l d u s that all ohese m a n e u v e r s w e r e b a s e d on hypot h e s e s a n d t h e y may h a v e been. T h e y c e r t a i n l y w e r e n o t b a s e d
o n a c t u a l i t i e s ; t h e war h a d n - t o c c u r r e d , b u t t h a t d o e s n ' t
p r e v e n t t h e m a n e u v e r s f r o m b e i n g r e l e v a n t and m a t e r i a l t o
t h e i s s u e o f p r e p a r a t i o n for war o r c o n s p i r a c y t o c o m m i t i t c
I c a n t h i n k o f no more r e l e v a n t e v i d e n c e t h a n e v i d e n c e o f
t h i s t y p e . T*Te a r e n o t b o u n d b y t h e a n s w e r s o f t h e w i t n e s s
i n t h e b o x . Where t h e y a r e c o n t r a d i c t o r y we h * v e a c h o i c e .
I am s o r r y t h a t t h e r e w a s n ' t an a t t e m p t made t o e n l i g h t e n
u s i n r e - e x a m i n a t i o n u p o n a c e r t a i n p o i n t , b u t that i s b e s i d e t h e p o i n t . T h e - o b j e c t i o n i s d i s a l l o w e d . (8908)

Pape of
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Exhibits

(Qct. 30,1946 cont.)

MR. BEANNAN calls attention to doc. 1628 and o V
jects to the introduction thereof on the ground that the
prosecution has dene nothing to qualify ATIS, which is
nothing more than one cf the many Sections under SCAP.
It in a report probably by hundreds of investigators, with
no opportunity to cross-examine or otherwise investigate
a report of this kind.
THE PRESIDENT: Your difficulties in coping with
it, of course, do not restrict its admissibility.
i. : f

Page of
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Exhibits
879 - 911A

Dec,

16, 194-6

Excerpts from Togo's address, affidavits of
individuals purporting to indicate Japan fortifying mandated islands for war, etc.

9008

MR. LOGAN further objects to Doc.1628 on the
ground that it contains summaries, etc*

9009

THE PRESIDENT: TfTell. the Tribunal will not regard this report as providing a short out for its verdict.
We will not accept any crneiusions in that report except in
so far as they are cc nc'- us tons on matters requiring expert
knowledge and are given by orperts. . , The position is
summed up in a note I
vs r eceived from a colleague. We
will admit it for its factufl contents, and not for its comments or conclusions, which, will be ignored.

9010

"Japanese preparations fcr the ! War for Greater Cast Asia'
far antedate the actual outbreak of hostilities on 8 December 1941. Available references - - "
MR. LOGAN: In accordance with your Honor's ruling just now,
I submit that is a conclusion.
THE PRESIDENT: I think to present the position intelligibly
it may be necessary even to touch upon conclusions, assuming
it be one - I am not quite sure. But the Tribunal, of course
will disregard anything in the nature of conclusions. Wedged in among the conclusions there may be, of course, statements of fact which we would admit. (9010) . . . The prosecution not objecting, we make an order for the production of
the originals or photostat copies. (9072) (This is ATIS Report No.131, entitled "Japan's Decision to Fight", request
for same having been made by Mr. Logan.)

9074

Ex.880, Doc.2521, shows total strength of Japan's Army on
Jan.1930 as 250,000; Jan.1,1931, 250,000; Jan.1,1938,
950,000; Jan.1,1939, 35 Divisions, 15 Brigades, 1,130,000;
Jan. 1,1940, 43 Divisions, "i6 Brigades, 1,240,000j Jan,I,
1941, 53 Divisions, 24 Brigades. 1,350,000; 'Jan.1,1943,
68 Divisions, 25 Brigades, 2.400,000; Jan.1,1944, 80 Divisions, 41 Brigades, 2,900,000. (9074-75)

9076

JAPAN FORTIFIES AND ESTABLISHES MILITARY AND 1UAVAL BUSES ON
THE MANDATED ISLANDS. This evidence consists of Exhibits
883 to 907. (9076-9139)

9109

MR. BRANNON calls attention to obvious discrepancy in the
Ex*894* Doc.6013.

9160

910
Dosi.1124

Minutes of the 1st to 13th meetings of the Investigation Commieett for the ratification of the
London Treaty (Naval) of 1930. Meetings from 18
August, 1930, to 26 September 1930.

Page of
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9176

912 - 919

MR. LOGAN:

9220

Doc.l6l8-A does not state on its face, or in anything stated
by the prosecution, as to ifthose document it is, There is
' nothing on it to indicate whet individual if anybody, sanctioned it. There is a statement on the top of it that it
was decided on 12 October 1934, hut it does not indicate
who decided it*
THE PRESIDENT: The certificate states it came from the archives of the Navy Mir 13";:.-yi
MR. LOGAN; Yes, I res'. Lie iist, your Honor, but there is
no signature to this document, and there is no indication
it was ever published. It might have been drawn up by
some clerk who has no rear or.jibility whatsoever and placed
in the archives of the Navy Minister. VJe don't know; we
can't tell from this document, Frankly, your Honor, there
must come a time in this case when documents as important as
this one and others are submitted and there is no evidence
of them being connected up with any of these accused. Now,
the mere fact that the document was found in the Navy Ministry, I submit, is no evidence of any act by any of these
particular accused, and it is merely cluttering up the
record.

9222

THE PRESIDENT: The defense will be at liberty to show that
the document was not brought into existence by any responsible person; but the presumption is not that way. The source
of the document and its Character, although unsigned, is a
consideration for us. It may be that a document will yet
be discovered or has been discovered, unsigned, of the
greatest significance. As to the question of conspiracy,
the charge is conspiring with others as well as among themselves; and the statements and the acts of others are admissible against the accused so f*r as they have been s=id
or done in the course of carrying out the conspiracy, or
in arriving at an agreement. 1.9221)
a
MR. LOGAN: There is/little doubt in the minds of defense
counsel with respect to the Court7s observation that these
documents which are found in the office of a certain Ministry, that the burden of proof would shift to the defense to
show that they were not issued by any of these accused; is
that interpretation of your Honor's statement correct?
THE PRESIDENT: The burden of proof rests throughout on the
prosecution,, There has been an important change recently
in the British Dominions about that. There used to be a presumption that if one man killed another, it was presumed to
be murder until the defense showed otherwise; but in Wilmington's case, the House of Lords held that the onus of
proof rests upon the prosecution throughout and never shifts
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in a criminal ease> But that has no bearing on the doctrine

of presumptions as applied to the laws of evidence.
It is
best the presumptions s fcill prevail*
Here is a document coming from enemy sources.
It
should be taken at its face value until the contrary is
proved. The Charter does not require documents to bear signatures before they are admitted her?. The most secretive
communications may not bear a. signature. Records of what
took place In a department may bear no signature; records
of the intentions of 5. 3. v r b m e n t may bear no signature.
This may be such; Rut, I .xpoot, that as far as I am aware,
I would have, to be ru-a oj: this, to cor suit all m y colleagues who come frt.m oou-m*:iec where the systems of law
perhaps arc different. E rt subject to what thoy have to
say, I think that tht British view obtains, that the onus
of proof rests on the p r e v e n t i o n throughout and never

shifts. It may be the Ameiican view, I cannot say - I am
assured it is the American view, (9223)

9224

9263

THE PRESIDENT: (in response to objection by Mr. Logan) You

will recollect that that document, although unsigned, was
admitted there as this document is admitted here.

RELATIONS BETWEEN JAPAN, THE UNITED STATES AND GREAT BRITAIN.
Opening statement by CARLISLE HIGGINS (9263-93p6) This relates to the history cf treaties and covenants which Japan
signed, then violated, beginning with the Hague Convention
of 1899 to the Nine-Power Treaty of 1922, leading to the
Pearl Harbor attack and the outbreak of the Pacific war.
The statement further covcred the vast detail of this phase
of the case.

Pa.~e of
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9327

(Nov.1946)

920 - 966

These were all excerpts from Ex,58, papers relating to the foreign relations of the United
States and -Japan from 1931 to 1941. This is
an original chronological record of excerpts from telegrams
and various communications "between the secretaries of State,
Ambassador Grew and others in relation to the situation between the U.S. and Japan, and the conditions prevailing prior
to the war; exceru43 of varies conversations between diplomats and various Secretaries "of State and Foreign Ministers,
all with the purpose of ine-*
she developments leading up
to the war and different
of the case on the part of the
prosecution.
MR. CUNNIfT3HA?/ nrde lengthy objections to the
opening statement. (932o~93>0 - MR- SLITH made further objections. (9393-94)

9338

THE PRESIDENT: The decision on these objections
should be the same as the decision on the objection to the
Soviet prosecutor's opening statement. In principle, there
is no difference between the two. Our decision will be the
same; namely, we will pay regard only to so much of Mr. Higgins1 statement as is an opening statement in the true sense;
that is, as states the evidence or indicates the evidence
that he is about to introduce.

9335

MR. LOGAN inquires as to whether or not it is
intended there should be listed the witnesses who appear voluntarily and do not require a subpoena.
THE PRESIDENT: No, that applies only where the
witness is to be subpoenaed. I explained that before. (9336)

9353

MR. LOGAN: We request the prosecution to read
into the record paragraph four, which refers to the representatives of the Chinese Government statement With respect to
its assumption of responsibility. . . . But this particular
document is a resolution of the Council of the League of Nations. I think it important that the Tribunal be advised of
all the facts on which they made their decision and this
item 4 is one of them. (9554)

9355

THE PRESIDENT: T'Te are adverse to the defense mat
ing repeated applications here in Court to have these additional paragraphs read. We think that you should speak to the
prosecutor out of court and if he does not agree, then take
his decision because we will leave it to him. Th^t is the correct course for us to pursue in the absence of very exceptional circumstances and these are not exceptional. (9355)
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ATOMIC BOMB MR. LOGAN: States that documents are being
offered to set forth the principle of international law that
the bombing of noncombatants is illegal; that the defendants
contend they should be disregarded because of the adventof
the atomic bomb and its recent usage dictate such a principle
of law as obsolete.
THE PRESIDENT: Well, clearly the quality of
these acts must be determined in the light of the law as it
existed at the time they were done. As to whether there has
been any change since,-well, we may hear the defense at the
proper time. This it rather too early; but my colleagues,
or some of them5 are a bit restless about the type of evidence you are tendering now, Mr. Hardin. Some of them ask
what its purpose is. I can only suggest aggravation of punishment, if we arrive at that stage, it tends to show the
great patience displayed by America and perhaps Great Britain
and the truculence of the Japanese notwithstanding that.

9467

MR. HARDIN. . .The fundamental charge in this
Indictment is conspiracy, agreement, Basic under the whole
Indictment is conspiracy. This evidence shows, we thing we are offering it for the purpose of tending to show not
only what I have said but that these defendants, others in
authority, people v/ith them were in agreement to carry forward aggressive war beginning with Mukden, and c^rry through
consistently for the ten-year period.
THE PRESIDENT: To show they were bent on war,
notwithstanding American and British appeals, evidence of intent, guilty mind, mens rea, and aggravation. (9468)

9485

MR. FURNESS objects to the introduction of IPS
Doc.219-P(41), Ex.967, on the grounds th-t it has no probative value and does not appear to be a communication of the
Japanese Government and is not connected with the defendants.
MR. BROOKS states that ^11 defendants do not join in the objection of Mr. Furness on this introduction. Document admitted in evidence on Nov. 5, 1946.
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Nov, 5\ 194-6

967 - 1009

It will be noted that on this date the 1000th
exhibit was offered in evidence. These exhibits
constitute a continuation of the testimony of
this phase of the case n nd are largely excerpts from original
Exhibit 58. They are addresses delivered by the U.S.Secretary
of State, messages from and to Ambassador Grew, and show the
chronological plan of development of this phase of the case by
the prosecution.
Objections were made during the day by Mr.
Smith, Mr. Furness, Mr, Levin, Mr. Cunningham and Mr. Logan to
various documents and incidents not confined to either rules,
or being deficient in other respects, along lines similar to
which previous objections had been made,

9509

9654

THE PRFSIDENT: You are not at liberty to take
these objections piecemeal, . . . These proceedings will become
exceedingly disorderly if I allow you to do what you are trying to do now.
1010 - 1045

These exhibits follow along chronologically
the general theory of the prosecution to indicate the pl°n of Jap^n to w°ge war* They include various
press notices from the Dept. of St~te, statements from Ambassador Grew to Matsuoka, telegrams from Ambassador Shigemitsu
to Foreign Minister ARita, and many telegrams, memoranda,
and notes along the same lines. One of the exhibits indicates
it is the intention of the Japanese Government " to get rid of
the menace of the USSR while preparing against Britain and the
U.S. and bring ^bout close collaboration between Japan, Manchuria and China, and that Japan's guiding principle was based on the spirit of "Kodo", or the Imperial way,. The exhibits
also indicate the strengthening of preparations so as to be
able to "cope with any force which the USSR can mobilize in
the Far East". The number of documents °lso indicated that
despite the protests by the American Government the Japanese
soldiers in China continued to destroy American property and
jeopardize the lives of U, S 5 nationals and loot their possessions. The same applied with reference to British nationals.
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1046 - 1035

The evidence introduced on this day was entirely by exhibits, (9311-9982) These exhibits and e'ridsnce were the steps prior to war
between Japan and the United States and Great Britain. They
were all dated in 1941 and were telegrams from Matsuoka to
Shigemitsu, Ambassador Grew, Secretary of State Hull, etc.
PROSECUTION INDICATES IT DOES NOT INTEND TO
BE BOUND' BY ANY DOCUMENT OR WITNESS OF JAPANESE ORIGIN OR
NATIONALITY.
MR. KEENAN: If the Tribunal please, this is
not our contention of oho fact., nor do we at any time, at
any stage of this proceeding, in offering a 113' document or
witness, intend to be bound when they are of Japanese origin
or nationality. We are offering it as the representation
made by the Japanese Government oi what they contended the
facts to be as they were making it appear to other nations»
More specifically, w i t h respect in stating

our position in answer to the Court's inquiry, this might
be considered an offer for world peace on Japanese terms.
(9839)
MR. LOGAN: . . we cannot let the Chief
Prosecutor's statement go by unchallenged.

THE PRESIDENT: He can state his position
without issuing any cnallgmge that you can meet now. The
Court, :n effect, incited him to state his position. He did
not misunderstand us. He just stated it, and I think that
ought to be the end of it for the time being. . , . In a
criminal proceeding, of course, it is the duty of the prosecution to place all the facts before the Court and let the
Court draw its conclusion, Here you have a document which
may or may not contain a wrong heading, If it contains a
wrong heading, the prosecution are not bound by that wrong
heading. (9840)
9862

MR. KEENAN explains that Mr. B«llahtine,
Special Assistant to the Secretary of State of the United
States, will be presented and offer testimony which has been
touched upon by some of the documentary evidence-

/
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Nov. 8, 1946

1086 - 1106

Those exhriiDits relate to the sane subject matte;' a -3 those of r.he previous day, largely as
preliminary matters to preparation ro.~ tvsr
with the united, states3 These were telegrams- from Anbaerador
Grew, to Secretary of State Hull, excerpts from Xido'ti diary
oral statement by Secretary o:C State Hull to Ambassador No«
mura (Ex,1091? p.10,000), draft of proposal of settlement bo
tween .Japan and the United States dated 21 June '^941
1092), telegrams from Ott to Ribbontrop and vice TITS'I,
mersage from American Ambassador in Japan to Matsuoh-- dated
8 July 1941 (Ex.1099), etc.

10,037

MR. LOGAN requests that the record shew after
each entry is read that that particular excerpt 13 referred
to the language section without further order
THE PRESIDENT: Every counsel, defense and oth
counsel, is at liberty to refer any point of translation to
the head of the language section, Major Moore, without the
permission of the Tribunal, If that right is fully exercisethere will be no need for the Tribunal to refer any document
to Major Moore*. If Major Moore advises a correction, he will
notify the fact to the counsel who presented the document,
who will read it as corrected unless he dissents when the
Court may have to take other steps to secure finality, but
we do not' contemplate that in any circumstances. (10,038)

10,067

1104
Doc,2216

Affidavit of Henry L. Stimson.

THE PRESIDENT: We have decided to receive the affidavit and, therefore, to overrule the objection
to its admission. If further examination of Mr. Stimson is
desired by the dfefense, it could be done on commission in
America, or by way of interrogatories. We can see no need
for his attendance here. He is a statesman in the highest
category; and no such statesmen were called in Germany, at
all events. That is not conclusive, of course. (10}067)
Similar objections were made to the affidavit of
Ambassador J. C. Grew (10,089). The ruling was similar to
that in relation to the Stimson affidavit.

\
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N o v ,5\1946-6

This was a continuance of exhibits in regard
to the fall of the Third Konoye Cabinet,
various entries in Kido : s diary, list of names
of persons attending Imperial Conference of 1941, various interrogatories of Tojo, certain views of the defendants
NAGANO and KIDO regarding war with the U.S., etc. Imperial
Conference called by To jo in Julyi^ 1941 (Ex.1110, p. 10,150).
Tojo interrogatories (Ex.lllO-A, p» 10,151), Ex.lll9-A,
p. 10,173; Ex.-. 1123, p.10,181; Ex, 1124-A, p.10,183. Excerpts
from Kido's Diary, Excerpts from Nagano interrogatories,
Excerpts from SHIMADA interrogatories, Ex-, 1128, p. 10,193*
Prosecution stated these exhibits indicated
the final war steps by Japan against the Uo S. They indicate
the various Imperial Conferences, liaison meetings, and the
exchange of telegrams between the Prime Minister and the Ambassador to the U.S. (Imperial Sonference beginning June 23,
1941, and including November, 1941).

10,151

1110
Doc,2502

Excerpt from Tojo interrogatory. "Since the
problem of stationing troops in southern
French Indo-China was the principal problem,
it may have been the War Minister, I believe,
Actually, I think I probably requested it. However,
things were decided usually at the Liaison Conference where
they were decided practically by common consent. You asked me
who requested this conference and I cannot answer because usually the War Minister, the Navy Minister, Foreign Minister,
and the Premier got together and agreed on a subject. Then
the actual drafting of the plan was left to the three secretaries, to whom I have referred in previous interviews. . . .
. . . but the responsibility in connection with the movement
of troops into southern Indo-China was my responsibility as
^ar Minister.

10,157

1113
Doc*4062-K

10,193

1128
Doc.2498

Offered in evidende to show close relationship
between Japan and Germany and the disposition
of Japan to wage aggressive war.

Extract from interrogation of SHIMADA: I heard
that YAMAMOTO offered his proposed Pearl Harbor
attack to the General Staff in January, 1941.
At that time he was Commander-in-Chief of the
combined fleet. I think it was later that Admiral Nagano
authorized him to proceed with the study of the plan. I think
it was perhaps May or June
At firfet the ordinary
plan did not have any plans for the attack on Pearl Harbor,
but it was made formal in May or June. The studying and training of a squadron by YAMAMOTO was begun in May or June of
1941, I think. . . The Navy started developing a shallow
water torpedo early in 1941, I know very well. That was because the Navy was well aware that the w?ter at Pearl Harbor

4
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10.195

was shallow water- The fleet practiced with thd use of
such a torpedo throughout the summer of 1941.

10.196

1129
Excerpt from Kido's Diary. Prince Konoye said
Doc.16§2w(64) he was annoyed to find that there was an observable tendency for the tough elements in the
Navy to gather strength, a tendency which would
be a great hindrance in the way of the maintenance of harmony between the Supreme Command and the Government. If
the U.Sr&„ adopted decisive measures such as to cut us off
from supplies of oil, we would run out of oil. Under
these circumstances, we would be threatened by an acute
national crises if we made any mistake in our diplomatic
moves. (10,197)

10,198

10,204

10 ,206

MR. LOGAN pointed out that there vras an error
in the translation of Marquis Kido : s diary# that same
"is a direct statement made by Marquis Kido as to his opinion and not the opinion of KONOYE as set forth in the prosecution^ document, (Mr. Logan presented this same argument
a number of times and the President referred same to Major
Moore of the Language Section and indicated those matters
should be taken up directly with the Language Section.
However, upon further objections by Mr. Logan and others
to the translations, the President indicated the decision
of the Tribunal on Nov. 14th, which will be referred to
in the Summary of that dayu
1132
Doc b 2534 D

"Speedy expansion of armaments and autarchy of
East Asia Sought. Commodity Mobilization plan
Studied.," At cabinet meeting on August 22, trieGovernment formally decided the national commodity
mobilization plan for and after the 2nd quarter of the
1941-42 fiscal year, as proposed by Lt.Gen.Teiichi SUZUKI,
governor of the Planning Board,, The key points of the
scheme are: (1) Prompt expansion of armaments; (2) Establishment of a system of autarchy for important resources
In the East Asia Co-prosperity Sphere, especially the
maintenance of steel and coal production; (3) Maintenance
of the lowest limit for the nation's living necessities;
and (4) strict harmony between the commodity mobilization
scheme and the marine transportation plan. (10,?05).

MR.SMITH asked permission to introduce in evidence
the affidavit of Ambassador Grew which Mr. Warren obtained
while in the U. S.
THE PRESIDENT: It seems to me it Is defense evidence to be given later, unless the prosecution are prepared to adopt it as theirs and tender it. . . . It is
the same ^ropoEition as evidence taken on interrogatory.
It would not follow that when we received that we would
accept it immediately. It would have to be tendered as
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10,208

part of the defense evidence, - . , Yon will have to wait,
unless the prosecution are prepared to oblige you by accepting it and tendering it,

10,245

MR. LOGAN requests that due to the many changes
in the document, because of inaccuracies, we be permitted
to read the entire document, as changed,
THE PRESIDENT° I am reminded by a colleague
that I should repeat what I cold you last week; to arrange these things with the prosecution out of court. If
you differ, go to the Translation Section; if a correction is made, let the party presenting the document read
the document as corrected, (10,245;

10,250

1148
Doc.497 A

Facts Pertaining to the Resignation of the 3rd
KONOYE Cabinet*
"The 3rd KONOYE Cabinet started
off with the great mission of readjusting the
Japanese-American relations. For this reason, the
retirement of Foreign Minister MAT3U0KA was brought about
and as only that was done, it can be said that all efforts were solely exerted toward the accomplishment of
this great mission ever since the formation of the Cabinet
War Minister TOJO, expressing the Army's
point of view, stated: 'There is absolutely no hope for
a successful conclusion of the diplomatic negotiation'.
(10,253). (This important exhibit appears at pages
10,251 to 10,275.)
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Nov. 13, 1946

1151 - 1192

Continuation of this phase of the case purport
ing to iridic??.te the occurrences in 1941 * These
exhibits include many excerpts fron Kidors dial
and manj" excerpts from in teiic.,-,-? ::oiies of To jo, Konoye ! s letter of resignation, etc. The prosecution offered this evidence as purporting to indicate the intent of .Japan to begin
a war against the United States- also the pa r-t: the excused
played in connection with the war which ultimately to
place*

From Kid5rs dia^y: "I asserted that the most import "lit
things were the revision of the decision of the lest Council
in the Imperial presence and the unity of opinion between the
Army and Navy. I suggested a T0.T0 Cabinet as a solution of
these problems, with TOJO as Premier and War Minister, even
though he is on military service. . . The War Minister proceeded to the Palace at the request of the Emperor to receive
the Imperial Order for the formation of a new Cabinet.(10,292)
The memorial was concerned with War Minister TOJO's
remaining on active service and with his promotion to full
general. . . . War Minister TOJO was received in audience at
3 and presented the list of his cabinet members. (10,293)

10,291

10,295
MR. LOGAN objects to prosecution making statements that he intends to show Marquis KIDO's real motive.
THE PRESIDENT: It is too early to have discussions about the meaning of documents. We are confined, for
the time being, to their actual wording, (10,296)
TOJO was Prime Minister, War Minister and for a short time
Home Minister, President of the China Affairs Board and a
Supreme War Councillor„ (10,296) Balance of cabinet indicated
10,297,10,298.

10,299

MR. LEVIN objects to again referring to matter
already in evidence, (personnel records) It
seems to us it is a matter of summation end argument to direct
attention to particular evidence that is already in the Case.
THE PRESIDENT; Well, it is a great convenience
to the Court to have the names 0f. the accused who are alleged
to have been taking part in the more important events as we
receive the evidence of those events, but only, of course, if
we get correct information., (10,300).

10,332

List of those attending the Imperial Conference
of 5 November 1941, Ex,1107.

10,353

MR, CUNNINGHAM objects to previous statement of
prosecutor, that same is argumentative and interpretation of documents not embraced within the language of
the document.
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10,353

THE PRESIDENT? I see nothing excessive in eithe:
statement, but Mr* Cunningham's represent©tions are noted.

10,361

MR. FREEMAN objer^ to certificate and affidavit
of Gen. TANAKA, document 990- that he does net give any basis for the grounds of his belief or any reason for his statement.
THE RESIDENT: ™Te must pay regard to the first
paragraph in the affidavit. If he does not know, who would?
A Major General, Chief of the Military Service Bvr^-v ne
attended meetings at which the document was read, •• no } aecor<
ing to him, the accused. SATO' Kenryo, was then Chief of the
Military Affairs Section of the Military Affairs Bureau,,
Maj. Gen. KANAKA should have a fair idea who was responsibl
for the document, . . . . Affidavits are always based on
knowledge and belief. (10,362)

10,391

1182
Doc.l072-B

10,426

MR. BRANNON "discusses with the President and Mr.
Fihelly the matter in connection with reading from EXill28-A
that the report was based on the recollection of several Japanese naval_officers5 questioned why the prosecution was
placing reliance on memory report when they appear to have
a document that actually was a copy of the official Japanese
order of the same nature. (10,427) Calls attention to the
fact that said officers are now in Tokyo. (10,428)

Negotiations for renewal of Anti-Comintern Pact?
excerpts from records of Investigation Committee
meeting of the Privy Council.
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Nov. 14, 1946

1193 ~ 1225

Continuation of this phase of the case purporting to indicate occurrences in 1941. Exhibits include telegrams from Togo to Nomura, and vice versa/
excerpts from Kido T s Diary, telephone conversations, interrogations of Tojo, etc.

10,452
1196 v
Excerpt from KidoTs Diary. Has reference to
Doc*l632-W(86) meeting of Senior Statesmen on Nov. 29, 1941,
in connection with matter of war with the IE.So
Baron HIRANUMA agreed with Mr, WAXATSUKI?s opinion as regards the spiritual strength of the Japanese nation, and
urged further measures to awaken patriotic sentiment. Mr.
WAKATSUKi said that we were equal to a prolonged war with
the U.S.A. in spiritual power, but regarding material power,
we must make a careful study, (10,452) Prince K0N0YE stated it was quite regrettable that our negotiations were going to be a failure in spite of our strenuous efforts
since last April. (10,453)
10,455

MRo LOGAN further presented the matter with
reference to referring excerpts to the language section.
Discussion concerning same between Mr. Log°n, the President
and Mr. Smith. (10,455-57)

10,461
1197-A
Doc.2496--A

Extract from interrogation of defendant
NAGANO * My approval was the decisive factor
in carrying through the attack on Pearl Harbor. (10,463)
DECISION OF THE TRIBUNAL ON LANGUAGE QUESTION

10,474

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Fihelly, before you proceed I will give
the decision of the Tribunal on the language question. I
cannot do better than repeat what appears in a note drafted
by one of my colleagues who was fully aware of the situation. It reads: "Mr. President, while you were in Australia
v;e were told on all hands that we would be faced throughout
the trial with competing translations, w e came to the conclusion that the only way to solve such questions was to
set up a board of referees. The Supreme Commander Allied
Powers appointed one member of the board - nominated one
member of the board - the Japanese Government nominated another, and a third was nominated by the prosecution. All
three were appointed by the Court. The idea was to appoint
an authoritative and impartial board of experts because it
was understood if we allowed competing evidence and competing translations the trial would be prolonged indefinitely
and the Judges would have no means of deciding between them
and would still have to rely on the decision of the board
of experts," In view of that decision, I v/ithdraw what I
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10,474

said as to the right of the defense to give evidence of
conpeting translations. The defense will be confined to
an appeal to the board of referees, whose decision will
be final. They will go directly to the board of referees
instead of making application to the Court for a reference there bo. . In other words, they will follow the procedure that I have already outlined on more than one occasion, (10,475)

10,483

Excerpt f rom T o o ; s Interrogatories: "The three-man
committee did not report back to the Liaison Conference.!',
. . , 1 am reporting to you the facts, but the results
of those facts are my responsibility..' . , Yes, the Foreign Minister knew the time and day set for the attack
on Pearl Harbor. The President of the Planning Board also knew. . . . I do not rmenb^r exactly, but I suppose
that the Commerce and Industry Minister and the Communications Minister attended because raw materials were involved for factories and shipping was involved. Of course,
the President of the Planning Board and the Navy Minister
were also there. (10,484)
As I have explained
this before. The decision as to the time was not made at
the Liaison Conference, The Supreme Command and the Foreign Minister 'were to meet together and decide the time
which would comply with the diplomatic and also the
strategic requirements. . . I and the cabinet agreed on
the contents of the message, The gist of the note was
explained by the Foreign Minister at the Liaison Conference meeting, The whole text was not read and passed
about. After the meeting, the matter became the responsibility of the Foreign Ministry, (10,489). „ . I knew the
attack was going to be made, but I did not approve it because., under the Japanese system, approval by the Premier
or Minister of War is not called'for in a problem of command, (10,4905. , . , From the standpoint of strategy,
since it was war, the necessity for victory had to be
considered also, and the possibility of victory was intimately related to the question of tine. I was extremely
anxious as to the success of this surprise attack. That
•also was a grave matter.- . . - * The cabinet did not know
that four surprise attacks were intruded at the same time
against possessions of the U.S. and G,B. I knew, in my
capacity as War Minister-, The cabinet did not know that
America and G«B, were going to be attacked without warning. At that time thev and I thought that Ambassador
NOMURA would have delivered the note before the attack.
(10499-500)

10.., 508

1207
Doc,4115

Extract from Togo interrogation of Mar. 11 -.1946, '
"As I have said at a previous meeting, members of
a 'liaison conference who were responsible for
the study and discussions on the matter were
TOJO, SHIMADA, SUGIYAMA, NAGANOs TSUKADA. ITO. KAYA,
SUZUKI, and the three secretaries, HOSHINO, MUTO .and 0KA„
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10,510

As to the members of the Cabinet, under the constitution
they are responsible for decisions of the Cabinet, even
on natters outside of the competence of their respective
offices* . . . . As to the contents of the note, I think
it is but natural that all the members of the liaison conference are responsible. As to the Cabinet, they would
have at least a final responsibility in that they expressed
no objection, that is, from the legal point of view. Of
course, it all depends whether you view the matter superficially or formally, or whether you would like to view it
more profoundly. But, practically speaking, in the light
of actualities it might be said that there is a difference
in the degree of responsibility by the liaison conference,
and the Cabinet because not all the Cabinet members attended the liaison conference. . . (10,.511-12)

10,513

Exhibit 115&-A was offered to show there was a meeting of
statesmen prior to December 1st, convened by the Emperor.
(Only accused at that meeting was HIRANUMA)
i
'
IA
It was this way:. The Army, Navy and Foreign Ministers, President of the Cabinet Planning Board, and I, as Premier,
met with the Senior Statesmen in the morning and explained
the situation to them* Then after a (2>urt dinner with the
Emperor, the former Premiers and I met with the Emperor
who heard each man's opinion in turn. The other cabinet
members were not present at that time, only I from the
government* There was one other former Premier present HIROTAa1

10,515

10,520

Those who attended the Imperial Conference of Dec,1st or
2nd,1941 were; T0J"0, as Premier; the President of the
Privy Council? all or nearly all of the other Cabinet
Ministers; the two Chiefs of Staff, . , Those were the
responsible people that were there, Also, Chief Cabinet
Secretary, Mr. HOSHINQ, Chief of the Military Affairs
Section of the War Ministry Mr, Sho MUTO, . . . I presided
at the meeting and explained the purpose of the meeting
at the very first,

10,523

1210
Entry from KIDO Diary of Dec.I,1941* "At 2 pm
"Docsl632-W~88 the Council in the presence of the Emperor
was h^Id and at last the war between Japan and
the U.S.A, was decided upon, At 4:30 pm the
Premier visited me to consult about the Imperial
Proclamation of War,"

10,538

1219
Offered by prosecution as tending to show preDoc,2593r,D(38) parations which had been made and orders
given to take over British and other proper*
. ties in Chine on the opening of hostilities,
particularly indicating that the Nanking Government was being directed and given vital orders by the Japanese Government.
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Doc,-2665
Ex.1222

Synchronized time chart. Summary of the whole of
events Indicated in same. (10,544-48).

10,548

1223
Doc,2581

Further chart.

10,551

1224
Doc.2405

10,556

MR, LOGAN further requests the appearance of Mr.
Grew as a witness before the Tribunal*

10,561

THE PRESIDENT: There seems to be a majority
-i
against calling him (Mr. Grew) for cross-examination, but I
can say candidly here if you ask me to allow you to subpoena
him, I would find it most difficult to refuse a subpoena because he can give material evidence, or you may be able to
show he would be able to give material evidence, in your
favor. You have said he can do so6

Affidavit of Mr. Grew regarding message sent by
the President of the U.S. to the Emperor, and delivery thereof, request for conference with Foreign Minister and Emperor but nothing being said
about war, When he returned to the Embassy he was informed
that Japan was in armed conflict with the EES. and G,B.

Further discussion on this subject by MR. LOGAN, MR. BROOKS,
MR. FURNESS, MR. WARREN AND MR, KEENAN,
10,.567

TATEKI SHIRAO, Secretary in Communications Office,
called as a witness®

10,568

1225
DOC.2597

Affidavit cf Mr, Shirao. This related to a direction by Lt, Col, TOMURA Morio that certain messages be delayed from five to ten hours. This had
reference to the delay in delivery of message from
President Roosevelt to che Emperor, dated December 7, 1941
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10,578

TATEKI SRIRAO still on stand. Cross.examination by DR. KIYOSE, MR. BROOKS and MR. FtfRNESS, (10,581-604). This related largely to
his memory of the events and the instructions which had been
given.him. Exhibits 1226 to 1235-C were offered in evidence, .
most of which were concerned with explanation of the time
chart heretofore offered in evidence,

10,608

Affidavit of F.-C.Psrr/ Ex.1227, Doc, 1420. At 0330 on December 8, 1941., the Customs guard outside the Customs Jetty informed me that a Japanese destroyer had berthed outside the
Customs Jetty * (10?6lC) » , * At exactly 0423 the Japanese
destroyer at the Customs Jetty opened fire on H*MeS« *'Peterel,y
with her forward main armament. . , H.M*S. "Peterel" Was then
a mass of flames and was the target for Japanese guns of all
calibre. , . .(1036'il)

1©,630

1233
Doc.1424

Affidavit of Secretary of State Byrnes. In 1941
the Japanese Government approached this Government
with a proposal for an agreement providing for a
pacific settlement^covering the whole Pacific area.
Conversations were entered intoe Various drafts and counterdrafts of proposals were exchanged. No reconciliation of
fundamental points was reached, On Nov. 20 the Japanese
Government presented this Government with an extreme proposal
which this Government could not accept. An alternative plan
was offered Japan on Nov*26th. On Dec. 7th the Japanese Gov~
ernment made a reply announcing its intention to break off
negotiations, but more than an hour prior to delivery of
that reply it attacked without any warning American terri-*
tory in Hawaii,, Japan, before Dec* 7th,.did not have recourse
to the good offices or mediation of any friendly power, or to
arbitration, Japan did not, before the attack on Pearl Harbor, deliver to the U.S., any previous or explicit warning
or ultimatum with a conditional declaration of war.: (10,631*32).

10,635

MORIO TATENO, announcer of Tokyo Radio Station in
December, 1941, sailed aj a witness* Excerpt from
script read-at 0700 on Dec.8,1941:

122? - 1235-C

"We now present you an urgent news. Here's the news. The
Army and Navy Sections of Imperial Headquarters jointly announced at 6 o'clock this morningDecember 8, that the Imperial Army and Navy forces have entered into a state of hos~
tilities with the American and British forces in the Western
Pacific at dawn today, This was the announcement made public
by the Army and Navy Sections of the Imperial Headquarters."
(1M38J
Further exhibits were offered relating to the announcement
by Japan over the radio. (10,635-661).
DR. KIYOSE - cross-examination by. (10,657-61)
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1236 - 1245-G

Dec,

16, 286-6
Final exhibits in relation to the Pearl
Harbor phase of the case and preparation for
war with the U.S.

Tojo's interrogatories - As Premier he knew and approved the
attack on Pearl Harbor, Hong Kong, Malaya and the Philippines,
on or about Dec*7 or 8,194-1.
10,709

^i. Do you, as a Japanese, feel proud of the fact that several thousand Americans were killed at Pearl Harbor in
this manner?
A.

No, I am not proud of it.
I should like to
make a supplementary explanation of my answer to the last
question as to whether I was proud that several thousands
of Americans were casualties as a result of the attack
on Pearl Harbor. I sympathize with those who died, but
Japan had been challenged and so she took justifiable
self-defense. The English and American Governments had
menaced Japan militarily and economically and they should
have had a suitable attitude of readiness. Furthermore,
the attack was against military objectives.

10,683

1239
Doc,l632-W-90

Extract from Kido's Diary, 8 Dec.1941.
At 12:40 a.m. Foreign Minister TOGO telephoned me to consult about the treatment of the
personal telegram from President Roosevelt to
the Emperor, which had been brought by Ambassador Grew.
I advised him to consult the Premier as regards its diplomatic effect and procedure. . . .
I was informed that
Foreign Minister TOGO had proceeded to the palace, so I
went to the office at 2:40 a.m. to see him. When I was
going up the Akasaka slope, I saw the rising sun above a
building there. I thought it was symbolic of the destiny
of this country now that we had entered the war against
the U.S.A. and England, the two greatest powers in the
world. I closed my eyes and prayed for the success of our
Navy planes making an attack upon Pearl Harbor at that
time. At 7:30 a.m. I met the Premier, the Chief of the
Army General Staff, and the Chief of the Navy General
Staff, I heard from them great news relative to the success of the surprise attack upon Hav/aii and felt that the
Gods had come to our aid. I saw the Emperor at 11:40 a.m.
and talked with him until 12 noon. I was very much impressed by the self-possessed attitude of the Emprror on
this day. The Imperial Proclamation of War was issued.
(10,684)

10,685

1240
Doc.2362QA

Text of the Imperial Rescript of December 8,
1941.
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DECLARATION OF W AR AGAINST THE U . S . AND G . B .
"WE, b y t h e g r a c e o f h e a v e n , E m p e r o r o f J a p a n , s e a t e d o n
t h e ThroiSe o f t h e l i n e u n b r o k e n f o r a g e s e t e r n a l , e n j o i n
u p o h y e , Our l o y a l and b r a v e s u b j e c t s :
"We h e r e b y d e c l a r e w a r o n t h e U n i t e d S t a t e s o f A m e r i c a a n d
t h e B r i t i s h E m p i r e . The men a n d o f f i c e r s o f o u r A r m y a n d
N a v y s h a l l do t h e i r u t m o s t i n p r o s e c u t i n g t h e w a r , O u r
p u b l i c servants of v a r i o u s departments s h a l l perform f a i t h
f u l l y a n d d i l i g e n t l y t h e i r 1 a p p o i n t e d t a s k s , and a l l o t h e r
s u b j e c t s o f OUrs s h a l l p u r s u e t h e i r r e s p e c t i v e d u t i e s ;
the e n t i r e n a t i o n w i t h a u n i t e d w i l l s h a l l m o b i l i z e t h e i r
t o t a l s t r e n g t h so t h a t n o t h i n g w i l l m i s c a r r y i n t h e a t t a i n
ment o f o u r w a r a i m s ,
" T o i n s u r e t h e s t a b i l i t y o f E a s t A s i a and t o c o n t r i b u t e t o
w o r l d p e a c e i s t h e f a r - s i g h t e d p o l i c y w h i c h w^s f o r m u l a t e d
b y Our G r e a t I l l u s t r i o u s I m p e r i a l G r r n d s i r e a n d Our G r e a t
I m p e r i a l S i r e s u c c e e d i n g H i m , a n d w h i c h We l a y c o n s t a n t l y
to heart.
To c u l t i v a t e f r i e n d s h i p among n a t i o n s a n d t o
e n j o y p r o s p e r i t y i n common w i t h a l l n a t i o n s h a s a l w a y s
b e e n the g u i d i n g p r i n c i p l e o f Our E m p i r e ' s f o r e i g n p o l i c y .
I t h a s b e e n t r u l y u n a v o i d a b l e a n d f a r f r o m Our wishes
that
Our E m p i r e h a s now b e e n b r o u g h t t o c r o s s s w o r d s w i t h
A m e r i c a and E r i t a i n .
M o r e t h a n f o u r 3^ears h a v e p a s s e d
s i n c e the government of the C h i n e s e R e p u b l i c , f a i l i n g to
c o m p r e h e n d t h e t r u e i n t e n t i o n s o f Our E m p i r e , a n d r e c k l e s s l y c o u r t i n g t r o u b l e , d i s t u r b e d the peace of E a s t A s i a
a n d c o m p e l l e d Our E m p i r e t o t a k e u p a r m s . A l t h o u g h t h e r e
has been r e - e s t a b l i s h e d the N a t i o n a l Government o f C h i n a ,
w i t h w h i c h J a p a n has e f f e c t e d n e i g h b o u r l y i n t e r c o u r s e and
c o - o p e r a t i o n , t h e regime w h i c h has s u r v i v e d a t Chungking,
r e l y i n g u p o n A m e r i c a n and B r i t i s h p r o t e c t i o n , s t i l l c o n tinues i t s f r a c t r i c i d a l opposition.
Eager f o r the r e a l i z a t i o n of t h e i r i n o r d i n a t e a m b i t i o n to dominate the
O r i e n t , b o t h A m e r i c a and B r i t a i n , g i v i n g s u p p o r t t o t h e
remaining (T.N,Chungking/ regime, have, under the f a l s e
name o f p e a c e , a g g r a v a t e d t h e d i s t u r b a n c e s i n E a s t A s i a *
M o r e o v e r , t h e s e two P o w e r s , i n d u c i n g o t h e r c o u n t r i e s t o
f o l l o w s u i t , i n c r e a s e d m i l i t a r y p r e p a r a t i o n s on a l l s i d e s
o f Our E m p i r e t o c h a l l e n g e u s . T h e y h a v e o b s t r u c t e d b y
e v e r y means o u r p e a c e f u l c o m m e r c e , and f i n a l l y r e s o r t e d
to a d i r e c t severance of economic r e l a t i o n s , menacing
g r a v e l y t h e e x i s t e n c e o f Our E m p i r e .
" P a t i e n t l y h a v e We w a i t e d a n d l o n g h a v e We e n d u r e d , i n t h e
h o p e t h a t Our G o v e r n m e n t m i g h t r e t r i e v e t h e s i t u a t i o n i n
p e a v e . But our a d v e r s a r i e s , showing not the l e a s t s p i r i t
o f c o n c i l i a t i o n , have u n d u l y d e l a y e d a s e t t l e m e n t ; and i n
t h e meantime, t h e y have i n t e n s i f i e d t h e e c o n o m i c and m i l i t a r y p r e s s u r e t o c o m p e l t h e r e b y Our E m p i r e t o s u b m i s s i o n .
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This trend of affairs would, if left unchecked, not only
nullify Our Empire•s efforts of many years for the sake
of the stabilization of East Asia, but also endanger the
very existence of Our nation- The situationbeing such as
it is, Our Empire for its existence and self-defence has
no other recourse but to appeal to arms and to crush every
obstacle in its path.
"The hallowed spirits of Our Imperial Ancestors guarding
Us from above, We rely upon the loyalty and courage of
Our subjects in Our confident expectation that the task
bequeathed by Our Forefathers will be carried forward,
and that the sources of evil will be speedily eradicated
and an enduring peace immutably established in East Asia,
preserving thereby the glory of Our Empire.
"The 8th day of the 12th month of the 16th year cf Showa."

10,701

1242
Wire from Berlin to Tokyo dated 8 Dec. relating
Doc.2593-D(40) to Germany and Italy declaring war on the U.S.

10,703

MR. BLEWETT objects to leading questions in the
Interrogatories, which, in essence, was overruled by the President*

10,710

MRc KEENAN presents MR. BALLANTINE as next wit-

ness and makes statement in relation to his qualifications

as such.

Statement offered in evidence, Doc.2215, Ex*1245.

MR, LOGAN and MR. SMITH object to statement.
Argument by MR. KEENAN, statement bv the President. (10,71410,71^10,717

MR. SMITH? I ask your Honor to allow me a special e£ seption in refusing to hear the grounds for my objec-

tion and your Honor ? s last remark to me,

THE PRESIDENT ; You may have your exception. 1!"hat
I stated from the note is a mere observation that has been
made previously and whion has been repeated for the common
knowledge. No decision is involved.5 it is a mere statement of fact-.,
Statement of Mr. Ballantme was read covering his experiences in Japan from 1909, and particularly covers the negotiations carried on between Japan and the U.S., through
Ambassadors and Secretary of State, with reference to the
differences between the U. S» and Japan and the attempt to
settle them, Much of tho statement consisted of documents
introduced in evidence by the prosecution in this phase
of the case. In connection with the statement, exhibits
referred to therein were offered and received in evidence.
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BALLANTINE continued reading of his affidavit
and the exhibits contained therein and concluded sane. <sI0j349)

MR. WARREN makes further objection to the affidavit on the ground that same contains conclusions of the
witnessc etc.
THE PRESIDENT: . . . We gave our deoision
yesterday, and we are not going to review it*
$

MR. BLAKEN3Y: cross-examination by. Questioned the witness with reference to the preparation of the affidavit, the various statements that were made, and questions
concerning many negotiations with Japan, participated in by
Ballantine, and the Secretary of State, covering six months
period from May to November, 1941,. Cross-examine tion carried on for balance of day, Detail of this is not given because it follows closely along the lines of the affidavit
in relation to matters witn which defense counsel are already familiar,
3 0,371

THE PRESIDENT: . . . ^e will get very little
assistance from any academic discussion about the meaning
of self-defense, or the right to it.
MR. BLAKENEY: . . . I should like to point out
that I think this witness can give us great assistance in
one other way 0 . . . . in understanding diplomatic negotiations, and here you have an expert on the subject.(10,872)

10,873

THE PRESIDENT: From what I told you yesterday
I think you should have inferred that we are not treating
him as an expert; that is, as a. person who can draw conclusions for us. There is no diplomatic language, really;
there may be a diplomatic style. But we reserve the right
to give our meaning to the words used without any help from
any diplomat,
I told you the Tribunal would
disregard everything in the affidavit except statements of
fact; that we would disregard his opinions, and only to
his opinions can ycu justly apply the term "sweeping".
On objection by Mr. Keenan with reference to questions in
relation to the position of Japan regarding the Tripartite
Pact (10,989), there is a discussion between Mr. Blakeney
and the President.

10,900

THE PRESIDENT: In view of the very explicit
statement to which I have just referred, the attitude of the
Japanese as to the Tripartite Pace in the course of the negotiations becomes wholly immaterial. I should say the apparent attitude, Immateriality is a ground for excluding
evidence.
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10,918

10,932

•

10,938

1246
Doc. 92

NOV-20^1946
Continuation of cross-examination by MB. BLAKENFY.
This brought out the fact thvf, Doc<,92, Ex.1246,
was not included in the affidavit of the witness.
Excerpt from Dept.of State's publication "Foreign
Relations", Vol-I,(pp,709-710), headed "From
Japanese Ambassador Nomura to the Sec.of State,
dated 7 NoVri941," This document states that the
Japanese Government had offered to withdraw 90$
of the troops in China, although no definite
period was set»

A- The new point there was an equitable peace in
the Far East, I d e n t think that adds anything whatsoever to
the other thing, because you couidr't have an equitable peace
in the Far East without a settlenert of the China Affair.
Al so, the term "equitable" - who is to decide which is to be
equitable? It was clearly implication that that was to be
unilaterally determined by Japan, The offer to withdraw,
upon the conclusion of the present agreement, all troops
then stationed in southern Indo-China - if you can call it
a concession; it is perfectly meaningless. (10,934). . .
Because there was no limit placed on the number of Japanese
troops that they could bring into China. If they withdrew
them from Southern Indo-China to Northern Indo-China, they
could have brought a 100,000 into northern Indo-China and
brought those troops back to southern Indo-China within a
few days.
THE PRESIDENT: It was still possible for the
Japanese to give you evidence of good faith?
possible.

THE WITNESS:
THE PRESIDENT:

I think it would hav^ been still
By withdrawing troops?

THE WITNESS: By withdrawing troops or any other
practical evidence of an intention to follow peaceful courses
A H of the drafts of that modus vivendi proposal were made public in the Pearl Harbor Inquiry conducted
by the Joint Committed, (10j949) . . > The Department
thought, as a result of the months of conversation, that it
was unlikely that the Japanese Government would accept our
proposal of November ?6; but there was always a chance, and
the proposal seemed to us cf a character which any peaceloving nation would have been glad to accept. (10,952) . . .
When Mr. Grew expressed to the Department enthusiasm for and
hopefulness concerning a meeting between the President and
Premier Konoye, he was only reporting from the viewpoint of
Tokyo, as he himself stated. (10,959). . . We did not see
how - what explicit commitments that would be of a satisfactory character could be given in the light of the failure to
reach an agreement on so many fundamental points during all
those months of conversation. (10,960). . . The negotiations
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were designed not to conceal military preparations. Those
had been obvious since July, this tremendous forward
movement from Japan southward into Indo-China to await
some chosen time for some acte
I think in the minds of many of the American authorities
the note was connected with the dispatch of this large
Japanese armada which had sailed a day previous and of
which we had gotten word on the noon of the 6th - this
huge armada which was sailing southward or westward in
the general direction towards British or American or
Dutch territories. I am sure that Mr. Hull has testified
to that effect. . \ . . 1 don't know that any American
officials expressed the opinion that it constituted a
declaration of war. Things were happening so fast at that
time; this armada had already sailed* (10,983)

1247-1248

Further orcss ezam:i vir tion of MR. BALL ANT INF by
MR, BLACilNEY, who incrolucod in evidence defense d >-r.:.isni No
,
1248. ('Answer handed
to Mr
in. Tohyo in response to telegram
c f P:. o s.. Ro o s eve 11 "

Answer; "His Majesty has expressed, h u gratefulness and
•appreciation for the cordial message of the President, He
has graciously let known his wishes to the Foreign Minister
to convey the following to the President as a reply to the
President as a reply to the latter 5 s message„
"Some days a go} the President made inquiries regarding the circumstances of the augmentation of Japanese
forces in French Indo-China to which His Majesty has directed the Government to reply-. Withdrawal of Japanese forces
from French Inao-China constitutes one of the subject matters of the Japanese-American, negotiations. His Majesty
has commanded the Government to state its views to the
American Government also on this question. It is, therefore, desired th-t the President will kindly refer to this
reply,,
"Establishment of peace in the Pacific, and consequently of the world, has been the cherished desire of His
Majesty for the realization of which he has hitherto made
his Government to continue its earnest endeavors. His
Majesty trusts that the President is fully aware of this
fact."

It is correct that the U.S. draft modus vivendi proposal
prepared prior to Nov,.26th included a small quantity of
petroleum for civilian uses. . . . It is very small, indeed,
compared to what the Japanese indicated in one of their intercepts they were going to ask for. . . . Well, the Japanese Government had asked in their proposal of November 20
for such petroleum as Japan night require. Th^t presented
great difficulties for us, (iO.;990) . . . . If Japan had^
reverted to peaceful courses, there would have been no difficulty ibbout any petroleum or any other trade question.
(10,991). . . * When Japan moved into southern Indo-China
in a position to attack us, we couldn't see our way clear
to give Japan petroleum for that purpose,, . . We thought
there was very little prospect of any acceptance by Japan
of the nodus vivendi that had been drafted, , . . Sec.Hull
said, I believe, that there was "not more than one chance
in three" that this would be acceptable, He proposed it
to the Chinese Ambassador, (10,992) . . . He didn't think
there was a reasonable prospect. He thought there night
be a very slight prospoct of the thing - the proposal was
a worthwhile proposal, but he didn ! t think there was very
nuch chance of the Japanese accepting it. The Japanese had
given a very clear indication in their intercepts that that
Novenber 20 was their minimum proposal, and what v/e were
offering was chicken feed compared with wh°t they were
asking. (10,993)
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10.994-

The podus vivendl was a part of the whole proposal. The communication of Nov. 26 - the whole communication was a part
of that too, of which the modus vivendi was to be just one
part- What we envisaged was that during the life of the
modus vivendi we would carry on conversations toward the objectives of a permanent peaceful agreement.

10,995

MR, BLEWETT, cross-examination by.
I n southern Indo-China, Japan placed herself in a position
where she stood over the Philippine Islands, was able to
have threatened vital trade routes affecting our trade with
the Far East, and she was also in a position to threaten the
territories of our friends who were resisting aggression.
Our business interests were a very small part of
the consideration. The main part was, the Far Eastern region
is a region of great production of strategic commodities
such as tin and rubber which we used in great quantities.
(10,995)
The U.S. continued to aid China under
lend-lease or other legislationduring the pendency of the
negotiations. (10,997). . • . Yes, certainly we had notice
of the imminence of Germany's attack on Russia prior to June
21,1941, That is a matter of public record, that the Acting Secretary of State informed the Russian Government that
we had intimation that Germany was going to attack Russia.
(10,998)- . . . .As to whether there was any serious consideration by the State Department relative to recognition
of Manchukuo, our position right along was that that was a
question between China and Japan. If China were voluntarily, through amicable negotiations, willing to agree to it,
we had nothing to say. Our position is clearly stated in
the June 21 draft; Amicable negotiations in regard to Manchukuo. . . . Our Department would not have objected to it
as far as I know. If there had been peaceful negotiations,
without duress, and China had been willing to agree to it,
I don't think that anybody would have hod anything to say,
That is just my personal feeling. That is the clear implication of this draft - (10,999)- . . We consistently took
the position that the National Government of China, with
Temporary capital at Chungking, was the government which
we recognized and that was the government of China. We
never changed in that position. . . . The economic plan
cf Japan concerning China, Japan and Manchukuo conformed
to the tendency of the Axis Powers, a tendency which we
were doing our best to change, (11,000)
I suppose
from time to time there were questions raised by trade
groups in regard to Japanese trade, but those - if there were
they went to our economic people and I don't know much
about that, In any case, that had no bearing upon the conversations or our attitude toward the thing which was governed by the fixed principles of the United States which
have been traditional in our Far Eastern policy and the
most complete embodiment of which is found in the NinePower Treaty of 1922. Those principles we wanted to see
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carried our. in any new agreement which the Japanese gov-

ernment a eked as .for. We were n'1 seeking any new agree-

ment, We were satisfied with tne existing agreement. Thus,
when the Japanese came to u end asked uo for a new agreement, we said that we would he willing providing it conformed to our fixed principles*
. c Narurally we hed
to consider what ki^d of an agreement we could carry Congress with, c , > Regarding the freezing order of July,
1941, when a desperado gets in position to shoot you-,
you don't want to give him ammunition for that purpose,
. . . . . I think the State Department recognized that
economic measures of that character could only be taken
in a very serious situation, but then we were concerned
at that moment with a very imminent and overt act which
necessitated cur taking steps of self-defense
vr
e we"r concerned, as I s^id before, then with this question of self-defense which, in view of the imminence of
the peril that was created by Japan's move into southern
Indo-China - that consideration overrode any other consideration in the situation. I think I explained that in
my affidavit, (11,004) . . . . We got nothing in writing
from an authoratative source that Japan was prepared to
enter into an agreement nullifying the Tripartite Pact.
(11,006). . . . . I think yo11 will find a similar statement in the summary of conversations in the record of
"Foreigh Relations, U.S.-Japan, 1931 to 1941". It was
our desire and our hope to meet the expectations of the
American people who desired peace. We wanted to keep alive
the spark of peace to the last split second. We wanted to
clutch at every straw that might make possible the continuance of pe~ce. Surely there was nothing inconsistent between that objective and giving our armed forces and
those of our friends time to prepare adequately for selfdefence* . ,., Under these circumstances we would all be
the more anxious to t°ke anything that was possible, but
surely we weren't going to sacrifice our principles.
(11010) . . . . It is difficult to elaborate on what I
have already said..
had to take into consideration,when
we entered into the conversations, Japan's past record.
At the outset of the conversations there was nothing particularly that indicated insincerity. But as conversations
progressed, it was difficult to reconcile these assertions
of their peaceful desires w:th the specific formulas that
they proposed for settlensnt* (11,014)
MR. CUNNINGHAM: cross-examination by.
I was not present at ?ny of the conferences between Mr.
Hull and Mr. Sti.-^on
As I said yesterday that
Mr. Hull ha^ .said: "The matter is now in the hands of
the Avr-y and Navy," If I recall correctly, he said that
on November ?7th. In any case, the facts are set forth
in the Pearl Harbor Inquiry, (11,018) . . . . As to whether
or not it was the foreign policy of the State Department
to totally d ivorce Japan from Germany, Japan came to us
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and asked for an agreement covering peace in the Pacific
area. Naturally, before cone lading such an agreement, we
wanted to make sure that Japan would not attack us if we
got involved in Europe«. , c , , We made our position clearto the Japanese from the very outset of the conversations..
. . . . M r , Hull repeatedly told the Japanese that he
would leave it to the Japanese what they could do. (11,020'
. . . . I would put it this ways The failure - our failure
to obtain clarification from the Japanese as to what they
would do in case we became involved in the war in the Atlantic was one cf the factors which made it difficult for
us to reach an agreement* (11,021) . . . . The Japanese
had said that in the event cf failure of the negotiations,
that the consequences would be most unfortunate. We felt
that we could go so far, and if we could not go any further, we would gust stand and take the consequences.
(11,022). . . . The changed circumstances were Japan's
breaking away from the Nine-Power Treaty of which she was
a party. Our position on that is abundantly set clear in
a note which we addressed to the Japanese Government on
December 30, 193?, which I believe is in evidence before
this Tribunal. (11,023) . . . We were conducting informal,
exploratory conversations to determine whether a basis
for a negotiation existed, The stage of the negotiation
was never reached,, . . . .
The BoC.D.Powers were informed
that we were having informal, exploratory conversations*
They were not given any information in regard to the contents of those things except in connection with the Japanese proposed nodus vivendi and our proposed modus vivendi(
I do not recall definitely whether the exact Japanese proposal of Nov.,20 - whether they were informed of the details of that, I am not sure about that* (11,025). . . .
I have no knowledge that those governments (Great Britain,
Netherlands and Canada) gave the IRS* a blank check to
settle things for them in any way. What we had envisaged
was that, after reaching what we thought was a basis of
an agreement, that we would go to these other powers and
discuss the matter with them then. (11,028) . . . My understanding is that we did not offer mediation; we merely offered good offices, (llc;02y) It was for the purpose of restoring and maintaining'peace
I don't know if
the State Department made any official determination as to
when the forward movement began, (11,030). . . In the
autumn of 1940, Japan concluded an alliance with Hitler's
Germany and with Italy. If you will read some of the
speeches of some of the Japanese leaders following that
alliance and read the speeches of the German representatives, you will see many references to the creation of a
New Order throughout the world. It was a world movement
of conquest. (11,031)
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1JL,©31

It was perfectly clear that the U.S. was a peasre loving
nation, that the UoS. was not coveting anybody else's
territory or was not out on a course of aggression. It is
perfectly clear that our nation did not want war even as
late as the summer of 1941. The extension of the Selective
Service Act was passed by only one vote in the House of
Representatives. (12UC31) • • • Japanese invasion of Manchuria in 1931 was in clear violation of the Nine-Power
Treaty. That certainly was a forward movement. (11,032)
. . . The intercepted messages were communicated to the
State Department when they were translated. (11,034). . .

11,035

MR. WARREN, cross-examination by.
It is a fact
that it was perfectly clear that 'late in 1941 the U.S.
did not want war. I am speaking of both Cordell Hull and
Pres. Roosevelt, . . . . I am sure neither Cordell Hull
nor the President ever had in mind an aggressive war
against Japan. . . I have no knowledge of discussions of
the nature you have described other than wh*t I read in
the Pearl Harbor Report. . . . I was informed that it was
the aim of these men in high station that they should
strive for peace to the very last. (11,037). . . . I was
familiar with memoranda prepared by Mr. Hornbeck, which
dealt with a great variety of subjects. . . I would not
concur in the generalization that invariably in a memoranda
he refused to credit Mr.Grew and Mr. Dooman's Advice on the
situation in Japan and the Far East. (11,039)®
The witness was cross-examined in detail about certain
memoranda prepared by Mr. Hornbeck, concerning which the
witness stated he had no knowledge. As to whether or not
Mr. Hull and Mr. Hornbeck opposed having Pres. Roosevelt
meet with Prince Konoye, Mr. Hull was 99-9/10 per cent of
the State Department. Mr. Hull's attitude on that thing is
made clear in the record, Th*t is to say that he felt, as
we all felt, that some clear commitments by Japan on general principles and their application should be arrived at
prior to a meeting. (11,042). . . As far as I know, the
President and Mr. Hull had exactly the same attitude on
that proposed meeting. . . . Mr. Hull's position from the
beginning, and the President's position are crystal clear,
(11,043). . . . The reason the modus vivendi was not suddenly abandoned was because, as Mr. Hull explained in his
Pearl Harbor testimony very clearly, the Chinese were very
much opposed to it. We felt, or Mr. Hull felt thet it
would be a very discouraging factor on the Chinese, who
were being very hard pressed, might cause their resistance
to collapse. The other powers were lukewarm toward it.
There was
strong body of opinion in the U.S. who we
felt would be opposed to it. (11,044). . . As to the State
Department not believing that the Army and Navy in Japan
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According to my records, it the end of 194-1 the U.S. had
under construe-'ion in map- •r combat vessels - that includes
risers 5 destroyers and submarines,
battle ships carriers

a total of something over two million tons. At the same
time Japan had under cons miction, according to the best
information avaliable to ' ;he U.S, 5 which might not be aci
curacy because of The sec: ecy A-ith which Japan guarded her
program - had under const, uehion less than 500,000 tons
of major combat vessels .
— > , „ , . . It would be a
to whether
pur *
P a n s Navy was far superior to
the American Navy in The
0 if ic but if you w^nt a guess,
I woudd say somewhere bet en 10 and 50 per cent, . , .
When I w^s Commander-v n-C ef of the U.S. Fleet the vast
majority of the 'combatant : ee of the Navy which was ready

for service was in the Pa
the accuracy of any s

.fie, but I have no idea as to
::,t made now, (11,278)

Colloquy between the President and Mr, Brennon in relation
to evidrnce of the witness before the Senate and House Committee on the investigation of the Pearl Harbor attack,
and the ruling by the President that there is no necessity
for going over matters to which he testified before the
Pearl Harbor Committee *
11,290

In my opinion, Order Noc 1 was an order to be used, however
the war was initiated., It was a p'i^n for the conduct of
operations in a war that might be started in any way, a . 0
In recent times it has beer an established naval procedure
of the Powers to hnve prearranged naval war plans against
It was normal for Japan
potential enemies. (115290)
to have the Pearl Harbor attack in its naval plans, but
entirely abnormal for the U.S because its success depended upon surprise, , , . , The retention of the American
force in Hawaii came from orders from higher authority to
remain there, In October, 194-0, President Roosevelt said
that the maintenance of the fleet in Hawaiian waters was
in order to provide a restraining influence on the action
of Japan..
!95)

11,296

' X -L cr o s s•exa nine t i on by.
It is true, except as to a degree, that these same records
show th!3t all nations, inc lading Jap^n and the U^S. engaged
in a policy of surveillanc.e, reconnaissance and espionage.
* , By degree I mean the IE. S, has always made it possible
for representatives of for eign nations to see more of what
we are doing than Japan ha 5 ever permitted any representative of the U.S. to 'Learn what t h e w e r e doing. . . No
records disclose that the U,S. ever carried out a welldefined policy of' espionag e in reference to the activities
The Navy records disclose that
of the Japanese navy* ,
na
concentration of the U.S«,Fleet
the knowledge, movements
ME
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would back Konoye, all I crn say is that it was the belief
of the President - as far as I know, because I didn't
talk to hin - and of the Secretary of State th^t the
Japanese Government, whoever happened to be the spokesman
at that tine, was not likely to yield on the courses which
it was pursuing,

11052 - 61

11,062

MR. SMITH, cross-examination by.

B0V0 22, 1946.
Continuation of cross-examination by MR. SMITH with reference to the effect of the passage of alien land laws by
Oregon, California and Washington and the effect on
American-Japanese relations * He was also cross-examined
with reference to the delay through the Panama Canal of
Japanese ships attempting to pass through it.; whether
there was any measure taken in order to prevent Japan"
from getting oil supplies from Mexico and Argentina; also
asked how long the State Department estimated it would
take to bring Japan to her knees by means of economic embargo, The witness answered that they were taken for
self-defense. Continuing series of questions along lines
to affect the econonit condition cf Japan by embargo,etc5
also tried to show that the Nine-Power Treaty was a "dead
letter" even before Pearl Harbor. Further cross-examination
by Mr. Brannon (11,092-94); Mr. Brooks (11,094-115;
Mr. Logan (11,115-27), and Mr, Okamoto (11,1^7-36).
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1249 - 1265
MR. OKAMOTO, further cross-examination by on matters relating to the affidavit of Mr* Ballantine, in
which he attempted to ask various questions concerning the
position of the U. S., the President and the State Department, most of which the Court held were outside the scope
of the affidavit,
ADMIRAL JAMES 0, RICHARDSON called as a witness.
After stating his qualifications, Admiral Richardson read
his prepared statement. EX- 1249, and the various exhibits
to which reference is made in his statement (Ex.1250-1265).
This statement presents evidence of plans and preparations
made by the Japanese Navy leading up to naval hostilities
which Japan initiated and waged at Pe.^rl Harbor on Dec, 7 ?
1941. Statement appears at pages 11,166 to 11,238. Reference made to the stand taken by Japan at the London Nava}.
Conference on Jan. 15, 1936c Testified NAGANO had advocated
"the abolition of aircraft carriers and a drastic reduction
in capital ships and "A" Class cruisers. (Il,l8l) The affidavit also charged that NAGANO and the late ADMIRAL YAMAMCTO closely cooperated as early as 1936, and especially in
1941-43, in their capacities as Chief of the Japanese Naval
General Staff and Commander-in-Chief of thecCombined Fleet
in working out the plans and issuing the orders for the attack on Pearl Harbor. Japan relied on three steps to execute the policy; namely, to abolish treaty limitations on
construction of aircraft carriers; construction of aircraft
carrie r s and supporting naval units until Japan had carrier
supremacy over the IRS..; and the use of an aircraft carrier
task force for making a secret, sudden attack to destroy
before the war began the men and ships of the U.S., Pacific
Fleet, Following Japan's withdrawal from the London Conference in January, 1936, Japan rejected Americ-n, British and
French proposals for the reciprocal exchange of information
on navel construction but continued to obtain extensive information in regard to naval construction in the U.S. by
methods including consular espionage, etc. He also surveyed
the secret developments of the Japanese fleet, showing that
on Dec*7>19415 Japan h^d ten aircraft carriers, whereas Amer
ica had only six, with' only three of them in the Pacific;
that in what he termed the "sneak attack" on Pe°rl Harbor,
the statement showed that Japan had sent out six carriers,
naming them, which constituted 75% of the Japanese total car
rier tonnage strength, which hurled into the attack 360 airplanes, Admiral Richardson termed the Japanese force "one
of the most powerful task forces ever assembled up to that
time, with overwhelming carrier air force supremacy over the
naval forces attacked.

EAG§38F
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11,238

MR. ERANNON1
cross-examination by. As to
whether he drafted the report personally, the witness said:
"The project is mine, I sups& visad its preparation and its
final re -v/rite is my own work " . , . . I did not personally
bring the documents with me.. They were in the custody of
subordinates of mine who accompanied me in the same plane
in which I came to Japan, (11,241). . , I repeat that all
the evidence 1 have used came from the official naval files a
. . . . I made an earnest effort to state facts only and
avoid stating opinions > In so far as I know, I succeeded
and the facts stated are supported by official documents„
(11,242) .
. .. Admiral NAGANO stated that they advocated
the abolition of aircraft carriers and a drastic reduction
in capital ships and "AR uLass cruisers, and m a memorandum
that was the official opinion of the Japanese Delegation
they were classified in order of offensive types, one, aircraft carrier; two, capital shins• three, "A" Class cruisers, (ll,247)o , , As to whether NAGANO advocated abolition of capital ships other than aircraft carriers, I cannot state it in clearer terns than he stated it himself in
the part I quoted, , , e As to whether he attributed any
special significance to the fact that NAGANO and YAMAMOTO
at two different periods represented their country as delegates to the naval conferences •••• none, except that they were
probably considered the best able to present the views of
those who selected them, (11,243). . . I attach no importance to it whatever, but no officer can rise to be a Minister of the Navy and another at tre same time be Yice Minister, without them having been associated together for a long
time. (11,249-jO)

11.252

1266 ~ 1272

11.253

Cross-examination by MR. BRANNON continued. This
covered a review of the affidavit of Admiral Richardson and
questions arising out of tho affidavit. «. . . Information
secured after this statement was prepared and secured from
Japanese sources shews that, with respect to destroyers,
instead of being lj2 in 3^31 and 102 in 1941, It should have
been 110 in 1931 and 112 in 1941. (11 ? 260)
Court Ex,916
shows that according to Japanese figures there were 67 in
1931 and 65 in 1941, . , , The witness was questioned with
reference to figures submitted pertaining to increase of
Japan's naval strength between I931 and 1941 and admitted
that some were inaccurate,- (11., 160-64) Also, in regard to
fifty destroyers handed over to Great Britain in 1940 and
that this accounted for the so-called drop in IRS, destroyer powerr. ( 1 1 , 2 6 3 ) * c Witness was questioned concerning the displacement of the various Japanese aircraft carriers. . „ The figure 75 per cent is warranted on the size
and number of ships involved, and for some slight mistake,
slight variation from 755 is t-ken care of by the weaselword "probably" *
(11,269)

Nov.. .?,$•.„ i;?f6
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11,297

in Hawaiian waters would be a natter of political and naval
concern to the Japanese bearing on the questions of world
peace and war. „ *
» I presume they called it a star boat
because it had a. star on its s i I „ . . , I stated I v/ould
hazard a guess thet the Japanese was superior somewhere between ten and fit ty per cent * I know it was superior to
the fleer in r,he Pacific. - e In so far as I know the records of the Na -rj do not show why this flash of naval power
was made in the fa.-a of the strained relations between Japan
and the U.S. (11,299)

11,300

CAPTAIN ROE I'N'Still* re-direct examination as to
the statement that che rate of U>b. naval construction in
comparison to the rate of Japanese naval construction was
approximately four to one
I wouldn't characterize it as
a rate of construction but as a statement as to the number
of tonnages of combatant ships under construction at the end
of December,194-1, . * , f c the end of 1939 the tonnage of
combatant vessels under construction in the United States
was approximately 4-50000 tons, whi^e that of J-p^n was some
thing less than 200,000 tons. The amount of tonnage under
construction in the liS, increased rapidly in the ye^r 1939My belief is th-t the U,S> felt that it was confronted with
a serious world situation where she must be prepared to defend herselfa (11,300;
Comparison of the LANGLEY and the
HOSHO (11,301-2)

11,302

BRIGADIER NOLAN: . . The general ebb and flow of
Japanese conquest and the progress of the war itself have
been sufficiently shown year by year on the large maps exhibited early in the case
We do not propose to gothrough
the military history, but to present to the Tribunal a se'iec
tion of political events throwing light on the objects of
the war and the conduct of particular accused c (11,303)

11,314

1266
Doc ,1021

Committee meeting attended by TOJO, SHIMADA, TOGO
MCJTO and OKA.

1267
Doc* 1022

Meeting of Privy Council Dec,'10,1941, concerning
treaty against a separate peace between Germany,
Italy and Japan attended by TOJO, SHIMADA, TOGO,
KAYA and SUZUKI>
The draft states in the preamble that the three governnents
Japanese, German ana Italian, would conclude the agreement
with the firm resolution not to lay down *rms until the
eommon war against the U.S. and United Kingdom would h^ve
been achieved completely, , , ( l l 3 3 0 7 )

11,311

1270
DoCol8il

This is a lengthy series of essays on problems
of international law related to Greater East Asia.
war,
MR, LOGAN objects on the ground that it was
prepared by the International Law Society which is independent of the Government of Jap°n., Also requests that K.HIAYAS
be produced by the prosecution for cross-examination*
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THE PRESIDENT: The writers of this could be the
others, alleged conspirators in the Indictment. All the alleged conspirators are not n^ned in the Indietment* . . . .
But they could get these people to write up the law in a way
that suited them. I en referring to possible allegations
only. We will consider the application to have these people
called for cross-examination, HIAYASHI, I shonld say.

11*345

Ex.1272
MR. LFVIN objects to Doc,407o~B, 17 May 1942 on
the ground th?t it is primarily incompetent; that s^me is
a statement for the purpose of obtaining "decorations on the
part of the Germans. . it is indicated in the statement
itself that Gen. SUZUKI*s attitude toward Germany had always been moderate. (11-346) MR. CUNNINGHAM, MR. HOWARD and
MR. LOGAN also object,

11,359
to

1273
These are further excerpts from Kido's diary,
Doc«l632r*( 114) from 1942 to August 9, 194-5.
1283
Doc.l632"r(107)

11,364

1275
Doco1170

Meeting of Investigation Committee of Privy
Council, 18 August 1943, relative tc conclusion
of Treaty between Japan and Thailand concerning
Thai territory in Malaya and Shan areas.

11,393

1283
Extract from Kido's di^ry, Aug.9,194?. Doc.l632w(l07) At 1:30 pm Premier SUZUKI called at my office
and reported that the Supreme War Guidance
Council has decided to accept the Potsdam Declaration on the
following conditions: (I) preservation of the Imperial Dynasty, (2) Independent evacuation of troops, (3) Handling in
our own country of persons responsible for the war, and (4)
No guarantee occupation.

11,397

JUSTICE MANSFIELD makes application to call witnesses out of turn in relation to Counts 53, 54 and 55*
MR. LOGAN states that owing to the f«ct that the defense
has serious objections to this phase, it might not he necessary to hear these witnesses at this time if the Court rules
in favor of them. MR. CUNNINGHAM states that this not only
presents evidence in another phase, but presents a phase included in the group of Counts in the Indictment, and presenting it in this manner creates e serious handicap to present
general objections to the evidence of a particular phase of
the case or particular group, and "I urge most seriously that
the testimony of these witnesses be deferred until after the
opening statement and after the defense has an opportunity
to make its objections to the evidence - to the general
evidence to be presented in the atrocity phase cf the case.f!

11,400

THE PRESIDENT:
pared to hear him now

A majority of the Court are pre-
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11,402

MR, CUNNINGHAM: . . it appears rather illogical
to present an objection to the introduction of evidence after the evidence has been introduced, so I would like the
privilege, before this witness testifies, to make a few objections as far as the defendant is concerned that I represent..

11,403

ALBERT ERNEST COATE-S called as a witness,. Lt. C
Australian Army Medical Corps> 2 was captured at Padang,
Sumatra on March 17, 194-2 by the Japanese^

11,405

MR, CUNNINGHAM objects to the introduction of
any evidence relative to the commission of any war crimes
especially those having a definite geographical localization* Objects on behalf of defendant OSHIMA that during
all the period of hocr-iiitiea described he was beyond the
1 inits of the jurisd.in 1.ion of tb±s Tribuna 1 -, 0bjeots to
evidence bearing on conspiracy to commit violation of the
rules of land warfare or crimes classed as crimes against
humanity; that the Charter limits the scope of this inquiry
to bring to justice only those individuals whose acts were
beyond the jurisdiction of the other courts, (11,405-6-7)

11,408

THE PRESIDENT: I think his objection covered this
evidence. He said you could give no evidence of these conventional war crimes because we have no jurisdiction, as
our jurisdiction is confined to crimes which have no geographical location, Secondly, th~t so f a r as conspiracy is
alleged, it does not extend to conventional war crimes. If
I h^ve misunderstood the argument of counsel, I would like
to be corrected > , , , Thirdly, th~t conventional war crime,can be dealt with only by the military tribunals of particular nations, and not by a combined court such as this. The
Tribunal has already decided, if my memory serves me correctly, th^t not oniy is aggressive war in issue, but the
type of war conducted. In these circumstances the evidence
would be admissibleo The Tribunal has decided to admit th.
evidence.
The witness testified as to atrocities and treatment of
prisoners of war, denial of medicine, supplies, assaults and
other mistreatment.

11,417

THE PRESIDENT;. . . . A majority of the Court
thinks that you should have th n t permission provided you
serve the defense with a copy of the synopsis as soon as it
is prepared,
MR, LEVIN: While I realize the Court has stated that exceptions go to adverse rulings as a matter of
course, nevertheless we regard the ruling in this instance
as a very great departure from the previous rulings and of
such importance that yre want to t^ke special exception to
the ruling of the Court in this matter,.

Page of
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Exhibits (Octe29,1946-6 cont.)
THE PRESIDENT: An exception is always an exception but I suppose you want to emphasize your objection to
this course£
Further discussion of this natter by Mr. Logan, the President and Mr. Mansfield. (11,418-424)

11,449

1

1

MR. LOGAN:

,

4
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,

cross-examinetion*in

29, 1946

Lt.Col. COATES continues on stand,
11,458

MR. LOGAN continues cross-examination relative
to details of testimony given in the treatment accorded
the P0TrIs. Witness admitted that in several instances some
fair treatment had been given, Some evidence to the effect
that Red Cross supplies did arrive and were distributed.
Witness testified, however, "The guards were given « free
hand by the Japanese to beat", (11,48?) . . . It is right
that when complaints were made to some of them, steps were
taken to alleviate conditions. (11,486)

11,488

MR. BLEWETT: further cross-examination, obtaining information as to direct examination. (11,488-97)
Cross-examination by MR. CUNNINGHAM (11,497-509); by MR.
HANAI (11,509-516); by MR. BROOKS (11,516-525)5 ' hy MR.
LEVIN (11,525-26)

11

j528

DECISION ON USE CF SUMMARIES FROM AFFIDAVITS
THE PRESIDENT: Mr, Justice Mansfield, we understand that it is now your intention, if it has not always
been, in those affidavit matters simply to tender the affidavit for identification; then to tender an excerpt merely;'
but to read only a synopsis cf the excertp*

11,529

MR. LFVIN: in the absence cf Mr. Cunningham, on
his behalf I want to renew the objection he made to the testimony of the previous witness; in other words, the points
he raised,

11,529

"ARTHUR3SEA'FORTHbBLACKBURB called as a witness.
Brigadier General of the Australian Imperial Forces, captured by the Japanese in Java on March 12, 1942; remained
a prisoner until the Japanese capitulated in August,1945.
"I was frequently informed by Japanese officers that the
policy of the Japanese Government was to treat prisoners

Page of
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(Nov.29,194-6 cont.)

only under their principle cf 'BushidO;' that the principles of the Geneva Convention would be applied only when
it suited them, and that prisoners cf war had no rights
whatever-" Witness further testified in relation to misconduct and b°d treatment of prisoners, the denial of food,
medicine, assaults, etc. This treatment included high
ranking officers.

11,535

Dec, 2,__1S46
BRIG.GEN. BLACKBURN continues testifying. Further details as to alleged improper treatment of himself,
General Weinwright and other British and Australian officers.
Cross-examination bv MR. BLEWETT (11,565-96); by MR. LOGAN
(11,596-609); by MR. BROOKS (Il609-ll6l0).

11,611

1284- - 1306

Further cross-examination of Brig„Blackburn
by MR. BROOKS in relation to "Bushido" a n d
generally as to his treatment *=t various PW
Ar.ang c t h r r camps* Among other things he testified that
the buttons were taken off his clothes, that they were not
taken off of all prisoners' clothes and that it happened
only on occasions. Also questioned in relation to the
amount of rations th~t were given to the prisoners and
attempted to obtain a comparison between that and what
was eaten by the Japanese in Tokyo.

CONTINUATION OF SUMMARY OF PROCEEDINGS BY MICHAEL LEVIN.
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Dec, 3, 1-46
RELATIONS W ITH NETHERLANDS AND PORTUGAL METHE1 -LAN)>S PHASE.

LI,628

MR. HIGGINS presents MR. JITSTICE BORG r RHOFF
MULDER, associate prosecute £ f-om the Kingdom of the
Netherlands, who is charged wi'-h the prosocution of the
case as it relates to Japanese aggression against the
Netherlands e

11,629

MR. CUNNINGHAM object? to the introduction of
evidence by counsel for the Govtr-nment of the Kingdom of
the Netherlands, and objects to their participation in
the trial, for the following reasons:
(a) Nothing officially grants this Court jurisdiction
to permit presentation of th^ Netherlands phase of the
case by other than American counsel;
(h) The Appointing Authority has no power over Dutch
forces and, therefore, no jurisdiction to enforce trial
of offenses to their notional honor and dignity;
(c) The Appointing Authority has no power over prosecutors of the Netherlands, neither has the Chief of Counselauthority to delegate responsibility to them;
(d) That no oath of office or notice of appointment or
letters of authority have been filed by the Netherlands
prosecution staff;
(e) That the Netherlands Government was not a p^rty to
the Potsdam Agreement and, therefore, not a proper party
to these proceedings;
(f) That the views expressed in the Indictment °nd opening statement of this phase do not represent those of the
leaders of the Butch E^st Indies but of the Imperial
Government of the Netherlands "vhich was in exi'te at the
time the acts complained of occurred and thus not a
legally constituted government under international law bu'i
a government functioning in ex Lie 5
(g) The defendant is entitled to know by what authority
the complaint is pressed against him;
(h) The prosecution Is attempting to prove the crime
"Charge against Humanity", and strict proof is required.
To permit them to prosecute this c^use before a tribunal
created by the American Supremo Allied Commander would
constitute fatal error and require vacation of the proceedings. (11,631)

11.631

THE PRESIDENT: . . The objections have no
foundation in f Q ct or lav/ or reason. They are overruled.

11.632

MR. LEVIN: reserves for the defense the right
to make any objections at thr conclusion of the opening
statemente

f i
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11,632 to
MR. JUSTICE BORGFRHOFF MULDER reads his open11-568
ing statement, which covers the position of the Netherlands, setting forth their contention that for a long
time Japan was preparing for aggressive war against
them and to take possession and control of the islands,
even though the Netherlands declared war against Jap*n;
that even after the surrender Japan still attempted to
hold on to the fruits of aggression, holding back news
of the surrender fr^m the people of Java and setting up
an independent government of Java ... Mr, Mulder primarily
surveyed the background of the alleged Japanese conspiracy te place "i:he "N,E-I. under her sphere of economy
in East Asia* Statement was concluded at page 11 5 669
and was a comprehensive coverage of the position of the
Netherlands in this phase of the ease.
11,669

MRS. STROOKER presented documents in connection with this phase of the o°se, being Exhibits 1284
to 1306, These documents generally were along the lines
of the statement made by Gen. Mulder as to the attempt
by Japan to control and dominate the N.E.I. The documents consisted of official announcements, various press
releases, memos of Secy, of State in Washington, telegrams, addresses by HASHIMOTO and excerpts from Kido's
diary. At the conclusion of the presentation of evidence
on this day the following took place:

11,757

THE PRESIDENT: Mrs. Strocker, my colleagues
and I who have he°rd you assure you that we regard you
as a distinct acquisition to the B°r of this Tribunal.

11,758

1307 - 1330

Dec. 4„ 1946

Continuation of presentation of evidence by documents
and Exhibits 1307 to 13.H0 wore offered and received in
evidence. Through these documents it was attempted to
show th^t Japan concentrated her utmost efforts to
bring the N.E.I, under Japan7s complete sphere of influence, primarily through one sided negotiations, later
by military force. Ex/1308 was a statement by Dr. Hubert
J. Van Mook, Lt. Gove-nor-General of the Netherlands
in relation to his book, Ex„1309 - "The Netherlands
Indies and J^pan, Battle on Paper, 1940-41," This book
purports to contain various documents covering the relations between Jap^n and N.E.I. Excerpts from it were
re^d. In addition thereto, the various demands against
the Dutch East Indies are indicated in Ex.1311 to 1316,
telegrams from MATSUOKA and others. Among the demands
Japan m°de on N.E.I, were those for tin and rubber and

9
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(Dec, 4, 1946 cont,)

wanted '"'definite assurance" th^t exports be made e?ch
ye^r from the N,E.I« under any circumstances that nay
arise in the future, indicating the amounts,
Demands
for oil were also made in these various communications«
The Japanese also demanded a severance of relations with
Europe and participation as a member of the East Asia
Co-Prosperity Sphere *

11,940

It^SL^.1
Exhibits 1331 to 135^ introduced in evidence, These
include regulations of the Sixth Committee approved by
the Prime Minister 2 Dec,1941, amended 23 Jan.1942,

12065

MR. LOGAN objects to the introduction of Ex* 2754
in regard to course of events leading up to decisions on
political control., etc.. , and any further evidence offered by the prosecution with reference to any political
acts that were taken by Japan
in the N„E,I. after
Dec* 8, 194"io
THE PRESIDENT: Fell, that involves the decision of
the question now of whether it was an agressive war by
the Japanese against the Netherlands*
We will hear that
argument at the conclusion of all the evidence.
If we
support your view, then, Mr* Logan, of course this document and others will be disregarded necessarily,(12,C66)
. . , . c Your point is that it is no longer a mixed
question of law and fact 5 that the mere declaration formally, as may have been made by the Netherlands, made it
purely a question of law,,
MR. LOGAN:
That is righto In other words, once the
declaration of war was made by the Netherlands, Japan
could no longer be accused of aggressive war by virtue
of her taking the offensive., (I2 3 066)

12,067

THE PRESIDENT:
If there were no charge in respect
to the Dutch except aggressive war, there might be something in what you say5 but, of course, we have the conventional war crimes alleged by the Dutch against the
Japanese 0 c . . < . . « Trie decision on the points you
raise would not discharge the Dutch prosecution from the
case, We would still be here to the end of it hearing
Dutch evidence and submissions, We will, not give our decision piecemeal. One judgment is contemplated by the
Charter* (12,067)
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12 ? 068

Plans had been napped out by the Total War Research Institute to bring the whole of East Asia under Japan's complete control and contemplated "If it is unavoidable, we,
Japan, shall wage war against Russia."(Ex, 1336) The balance of the affidavits
^offered for the purpose of
showing that Japan intended to dominate all of the islands
also including Australia and New Zealand0 The general
purpose of the balance of the evidence was along these
lines c

12.124

1351

1353

gec,__6,„lQ^

12.125

K. A. de WEEED called as a witness* His prepared statement covers the position of the prosecution
and is their evidence in relation to the action of Japan
during the time of the occupation by Japan, after the
declaration of war by the Netherlands. This covers the
economic, military and other measures used to control
the N.E.I.

12,127

MR. LOGAN refers to previous objection on the
ground that the statement contains a statement of political actions which occurred in the N,E.R after Dec, 8 ?
194-1, and should not be permitted to be introduced as a
matter of law in that the prosecution has failed to
present any evidence of any overt act committed by Japan
prior to Dec*8,1941, when N-E.R declared war on Japan*
THE PRESIDENT; As of the date of the agreement
the object was clear, and it was not cancelled by the
Dutch formal declaration of war, You can debate that
later, . . . The objections are overruled without prejudice to the right of the defense to repeat them as submissions in the course of their summing up* (12,128)
Statement read, Ex,1351• (12,130-12,224)
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Dec, 9, 194-6

Continuation of cross-exanination of K. A. de WEERD.
MR. LOGAN (12,268-293); MR. BLEWETT (ln,293); MR. LEVIN
(12,294-311); MR. BROOKS (12,311-322); MR. CUNNINGHAM
(12,322-329); MR. OKUYAMA (12,329-331).
The cross-examination proceeded to question the witness
in relation to the various statements he had made in
his prepared statement, MR. LOGAN especially crossexamined in regard to Indonesian independence movement
prior to the outbreak of hostilities. The witness did
admit that from the end of August, 1945, and for several
months thereafter, Japanese troops bore the responsibility
of maintaining lav; and order, but that food production
showed a tendency to decline.
MR. LEVIN inquired as to whether or not shipments had
been received from the Red Cross, also in relation to
increase in the attendance at school after the occupation, and generally along those lines. MR. BROOKS questioned as to what the Netherland authorities knew of
Japan's plans prior to the aggression (12,313);
that all reports indicated that the Japanese acted on instructions from Tokyo. The first measures were the dissolution of the Peoples Council and other Councils.(12,317)
In response to a question from Mr. Cunningham, the witness s n id he was an o f f i c i a l representative of the Attorney G e n e r a l of Batavia (12?324). He made no estimate of
the number of casualties which resulted from Japanese occupation. MR. CUNNINGHAM asked a series of questions in
regard to the state of preparation of the Dutch East
Indies to defend themselves at the time the Netherlandsin^-Exile in London made the declaration of war (12,327).
This series of questions was disallowed by the President
on objection by the prosecution.
Java was occupied by a force numbering roughly 50,000 to
60,000 men. It is s°fe to
that approximately the
whole population of the N.S.I, came under the Japanese
occupation. (12,328)

CONTINUATION OF SUMMARY OF PROCEEDINGS BY MICHAEL LEVIN.
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12,332

1354 ~ 139^

Class B and C offenses committed in the
Philippine Islands, presented by PEDRO LOPEZ,
Associate Prosecutor from the Philippines.

12,34?

MR. CUNNINGHAM objects to the introduction of
the Philippine phase on the ground that the Philippine Republic was not a pervy to the Convention relied upon for
recourse and as a oasis for their complaint in this proceeding, should not be antitled to present any evidence
in support of violation of the rules of land warfare^
and that the Philippine Republic is only permitted to exercise the right of sovereignty as granted under the Congress of the U,S»
Discussion between MR, CUNNINGHAM and the PRFSIDENT(12,34512,348)
Opening statement by MR. L^PEZ (12,348-376) This statement covers the proposed offer of proof in relation to
Japanese atrocities in the Philippine Islands from the beginning of the war until after the surrender, and was in
great detail.

12,376

THE PRESIDENT: Mr, Lopez, your opening
statement to a considerable extent exceeds the d^e limits
of an opening statement, and to th°t extent will be disregarded by the Trihbunal,

12,379

MR. LOGAN requests that the prosecution be
required to shuw, or introduce some evidence to at least
prove a prima facia case as to which, if any, of the accused they intend to hold responsible for these atrocities

12 5 380

MR. SMITH objects to the introduction of
document 2747, Ex* 1355? unless the documents themselves
are to be produced.,

12,381

THE PRESIDENT 1 We decided to hear the evidence thet it is now proposed to offer without first hearing the connecting evidence., The objections are overruled,.
The prosecution then offered in evidence Exhibits 1356 to
1394- (125381-476). These exhibits are primarily summaries of evidence of JAG reports of investigation of atrocities in the Philippines, affidavits and transcripts of
evidence of certain trials in the Philippine Islands. In
view of the fact that they cover the general pattern of
atrocities, no details of same are given here.
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13?8
Doc,2685

Chart of figures with reference to deaths in
the Pacific caused by murder, cruelty and torture, starvation end negleet, other assaults
and mistreatnents

U S , Armed Forces Victims
FRiipino Armed Forces \fi ctlns
U, SCtvilian v ietins
Filipino Civilian Victims
12,392

23,039
271
595
1 \2 ~oy6

WANDA 0.. VREPEE rolled as a witness (the first
woman to testify before the Tribunal), Interned January 3j 1942,. in Manna, placed in Santo Tomas internment camp until Dec.. ICR 19445 then taken to Los Bancs,
Described conditions in the latter camp It was along
the general lines of the opening statement, thQt the
internees were given practically no food, denied medical supplies and were treated cruelly*

12,4©2

MR. SOMIYA, cross- examination by,

12,493

MR. BLEWSIT:

cross examination by,

Dsn. 11 „ 194£
12,479

12,579

1395 - 1453

There was a continuance of offering exhibits
in relation to che same situation and of
the same type as referred to on Dec.,1.0th,

CMS- SAMUEL B, MOODY, U. S, Army, testified
as to atrocity on the Bataan Death March.-

12,584

MR. SOMIYA, cross-examination byc
MR. LOGAN, cross-examination by. (12=585)

12,619

DONALD INGLE, formerly in the U. S. Army,
testified, (12,610• - )

12,6.24

MR. L';;GAN, cross-examinationbyt By the
manner of his testimony, apparently this witness made a
very unusual impression on the court®
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12.627

Summary of evidence of JAG Report No. 285 on
Death March from Camp Keithley to Iligan,
Lanao, Mindanao on 4 July 1942, and summary
of evidence on JAG Report No, 49 on Mistreatment and murders
at PO1"7 Camp at Puerto Princess, Palawan during 1942 to 1945?.

12.628

MR. SHIMANOUCHI continues cross-examination of
witness DONALD F INGLE (12,623--635) LEVIN (12,63512,636); MRc SOMIYA (12,636-0 The cross-examination made
inquiry with reference to the direct evidence as to treatment of the witness and other prisoners of war,

12,633

1454 - 1455

MR. LOPEZ - re-direct examination.

12,640

MR, F. M. FLINIAU called as a witness, witness surrendered with the U,S« Army at Iloilo in Panay Island, Central Philippines, This testimony gave further
evidence of atrocities, etc., and no detail of same will
be given here.

12,653

MR. LOGAN; cross-examination by (12,65^-58);
MR. LEVIN (12,658-62)5 MR. CUNNINGHAM (12,662-64); MR.
SOMIYA (12,664-66); MR. BLEWETT (12,666-67).

12,673

AUSTIN J. MONTGOMERY called as a witness.
Was on both Beta an and Corregidor* On May 6, 1942 Corregidor surrendered to the Japanese., approximately 8 ? 000 to
IC5OOO troops, American and Filipinos, The Colonel described his treatment and the treatment of others in various
camps, also the treatment of P0W v s 011 prison ships.

12 5 7©3

MR, LOGAIT - cross-examination by., (12,703-11);
MR. 0KAM0T0 (12,711), This cross--examination inquired as
to the evidence given by the witness on direct examination.
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1456 - 14-35

AUSTIN J. MONTGOMERY called as a witness,
resumed the stand and the cross-examination
was continued by MR, S, OKAMOTO. Further
cross-examination by MR, BROOKS (12,719-724). This related
to the work done on military installations, the markings of
prison ships and other inquiries in regard to his direct
testimony. Re-direct examination by MR. LOPEZ (12,724),

12,738

GUY IE. SIUEBS called as a witness, Colonel
in the U, S. Army. Testified further in relation to atrocities in the Philippines and in various prisoner of war camps,
and as to conditions in being transported on PW ships. This
testimony followed along the same lines as that of Col. Montgomery.

12,753

MR. BLEWETT, cross-examination by (12,753-62)
MR. SHIMANOUCHI (12,762-70'). Redirect examination by MR.
LOPEZ (12,770-773). Recrc-ss-exepnination by MR. BROOKS.

12,828

1489 - 1554-A

Dec, 13, 1946

Dec« 16, 1946

12,830

SUZUKI, Tsdakatsu, called as a witness- Head
of the Bureau in charge of Japanese nationals in enemy countries. Former Chief of the Foreign National Section of the
Foreign Office-, During his Incumbency he received the notes
of protest as to treatment of prisoners of war from the
American Government to the Japanese Government through the
Swiss Government, and transmitted same to the Minister of
War, Vice-Minister of War, Military Affairs Bureau or the
P"T Information Bureau.

12,834

MR. LOGAN, cross-examination by. I cannot
state here where a particular document was sent. Generally
I determined to whom it should be sent. I based that determination on the basis of protest and nature and importance
of the protest. (12,837)
THE PRESIDENT: Did you base it on the practice before your time?
THE WITNESS: Yes, that is a fact. (12,838)
The witness was further cross-examined with reference to the
availability of the transmitted documents. Generally speaking, I think it could be said that these documents were sent
to the chief of the Prisoners of war Information Bureau. I
can recall definitely that document 10-N was sent to some
other section. As to the others it may have been to the ViceMinister of War, or the chief of the Prisoners of w ar Information Bureau. (12,841)
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12.842

This covering note was attached to what I have just referred to as the chief of the Prisoner of War Information Bureau, and/or the chief of the Military Affairs
Bureau*

12.843

THE PRESIDENT: The absence of the notes does
not restrict your rights of cross-examination. Nevertheless, Mr. Logan, cross-examination may be more effective
later after we have seen the notes, and you might postpone it until then.
MR. LOGAN:

We concur, your Honor.

THE PRESIDENT* The witness can stand down for
the time being. He will be recalled for further crossexamination. The witness will understand that he must
come back for further cross-examination when notified. He
is at liberty to leave the court.
12.844

12.845
12,832
12,850

MR. LOPEZ makes statement with reference to various documents and the f°ct that certain witnesses from
Manila had not arrived, with explanation,
1420
Doc. 273?

offered in evidence 011 Dec. 11th, was read into
the record.

1489
Doc. 2782

affidavit of SUZUKI, Tadakatsu

MR. LOPEZi With this, if the Tribunal please.*
we will close the Philippine case3
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CLASS.. B OFFENSES: including offenses against
prisoners of war, crimes against humanity and offenses committed at sea, presented by MR. JUSTICE A. J. MANSFIELD.
MR. LOGAN objects to the first section; that
it is merely a summation of what had been introduced by
the Philippine prosecutor; sets forth who is responsible
for certain acts contained in the statement; that it is
unfair to bring to the Tribunal's attention a comparison
between American prisoners of war of the Japanese and prisoners of war of Germany and Italy.
MRe LEVIN objects specifically on behalf of the
defendant SUZUKI-, Teiichi, with reference to the statement
made in the last portion of the second paragraph on page 10;
that same is the conclusion and argumentative, and asks
that it be disregarded by the Tribunal. (12.852)

12,853

MR. CUNNINGHAM renews previous objections made
to this phase of the case, with the additional objection
that no evidence be received concerning matters which were
investigated and prosecuted by the War Crimes Commission of
the United Nations through their Far Eastern Committee in
Australia.
THE PRESIDENT-:
Some of those objections have
been dealt with and the Court adheres to its decision on
them. Other objections will be dealt with after we hear
Mr, Justice Mansfield ? s opening, So far we know nothing
about it. (12,853-4)

12,853

OPENING STATEMENT by fir. Justice Mansfield.
(12,853-876).

12,877

THE PRESIDENT: We find nothing exceptional or
exceptionable in the opening statement. It appears to comply with the rules relating to opening statements. The ob^
jections are overruled.

12,883

COLIN FLEMING BRTEN called as a witness. Testified with reference to treatment received as Japanese
PW and attempt by them to bury him alive.,

12,888

12,893

MR. BLEWETT, cross-examination by. (12,888-91)
MR, SHIMANOUCHI (12,891),
Redirect examination by MR.
JUSTICE MANSFIELD. (12,891-2)
MR. LOGAN renews objections made in Chambers
to the prosecution showing evidentiary documents under the
head of "Synopsis of Evidence.." and that there is no provision in the Charter for this method of presentation of
evidence,
THE PRESIDENT: Objection is overruled.
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12,987

1573-A

offered in evidence. These exhibits are
statements and excerpts from them from various witnesses as to atrocities in connection with this phase of the case. The character of these affidavits and statements is along the line generally set forth
in the opening statement of Mr. Justice Mansfield.

12,996

JOHN MENSLOW WILLIAMS, Lt.Col., AIF, called
as a witness. Captured in Java on 9 March, 1942 f Described
his treatment while in Pnr camps and at other places,

13,013

JOHN KEVIN LLOYD, Major, AIF, called as a
witness. Captured in the fall of Singapore in February,1942.
In May, 1942, he went", with a parly of 3 >000 Australians, by
ship to Burma. Testified in detail as to the treatment of
himself and other PW ? s in the various camps, also conditions on the ships on which they traveled.
Cross-examination by MR. LEVIN (13,041-47);
by MR. HOWARD (13,047-49),

13,096

Dec, 18, 1946
1579 - I63O

13,112

offered in evidence,
These exhibits followed
the same pattern as the exhibits of the previous day and have the same purpose.

JAMES BARNSTT, Canadian Army Chaplain, called
as a witness. Stationed in Kong Kong in November, 1941.
Stationed ih St, Stephens College Hospital at Stanley on
the Island of Hong Kong on 25 December 1941. At 6 o'clock
about 6 o'clock in the morning of Christmas Day, 1941,
the Japanese troops entered Ste Stephens College Hospital,
I saw five Japanese soldiers bayonet fifteen to twenty
woulded men while they were still in bed, (13,114)
Witness described' in detail treatment of PW's, punishment,
lack of food and living conditions were badt

13,147

MR. LOGAN: cross-examination by (13,147-58).
Inquired as to rank of various Japanese in charge of the
camp, as tc condition of the billets, etc, before and after
the surrender, treatment by medical officers, etc. Further
cross-examination by MR. BLEWETT ( 1 3 , 1 5 8 - 6 1 ) i
Inquired
as to whether the Japanese came in individually or as
troops, whether shots fired came from land troops or air,
and generally along lines of the testimony of the witness.
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13 ,222

I63I 1644-A

offered in evidence*

13,344

WILLIAM HECTOR STICPEWICH called as a witness.
Testified in relation to war atrocities from Singapore
to Sandakan and other places in the southeast Pacific.
He had been buried alive and he related his experiences
subsequent thereto» His evidence followed the pa;ttern
of other witnesses with reference to deficiencies in
food, treatment by guards, lack of medical supplies, etc,
Be-:, 20; 1946

13,370

1666 - I678

offered in evidence.

Continuation of testimony by WILLIAM HECTOR STICPEWICH.
Cross-examination by MR. LOGAN (13,387); by MR. SHIMANOUCHI (13,393); MR. LEVIN (13,402).
Further exhibits offered in evidence on this phase of the
case.
13,454

SISTER VIVIEN BULLWINKEL called as a witness.
On Thursday, the 12th of February, 1942, 65 Australian
Army Nursing Sisters, with about 200 women and children
and a few elderly men were evacuated from Singapore on
a small ship, the Vyner Brook. On February 14th in
Banka Straits three Japanese airplanes bombed the ship
and machine-gunned the lifeboats. All but two of the
lifeboats sunk. I, with 12 other nurses, jumped out the
side of the ship and swam to a lifeboat which was sinking.
Sister Bullwinkel then described her treatment and the
treatment of others at Banka Island and other P0 W camps.
Testimony concluded on page 13,476 without cross-examination.
The phase of the prosecution comprising the areas of
D&tch Borneo, Java, Sumatra, Timor and Lesser Sunda Islands and Celebes presented by LT. COL. DAMSTE. (13,476)
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13,4-81

1679 - 1702

13,483

MR. BLEWETT objects to introductory remarks
in relation to synopsis of evidence«

Dec, 23, 1946
offered in evidence,

THE PRESIDENT: We will reject every statement of a prosecutor not supported by evidence0(13,484)
. . . . . My cojleagues have been looking into the matter
mentioned by Mr. Blewett. and his statements appear to be
supported *
13,528

NICHOLAS D.J. READ-COLLINS called as a witness ^ Colonel with the British Army - Chief of the British
Division of Legal Section, Supreme Command of Allied Powers
I was responsible for the air supply of prisoner of war
and internment camps in Java and Sumatra and in Batavia
itself I was responsible for the feeding of sixty-five
thousand prisoners of v/ar and women internees* (13,529)
This witness testified as to conditions in various camps
he visited and the investigation he made along the same
general lines as indicated by the affidavitss

13,549

NR, BKEWETT, cross-examination by (13,54-9);
MR, LEVIN (13,551); MR. BROOKS (13,552).

13,553

MICHAEL C. G. RINGER, called as a witness.
Major in the British Indian Army, formerly of Kyushu,Japan.
Attached to British Division, Legal Section, SCAP. Captured by Japanese in Banka Straits. On Banka Island
from Feb.17,1942, to March, 1§42, from then on in Palembang
Major Ringer described the conditions under which he was
a prisoner, as to food, medical supplies and general
treatment. (13,554—57*0

13,560

MR. BROOKS objects to testimony relative to
convictions of Japanese on grounds it is highly irrelevant, immaterial and improper.
THE PRESIDENT: They have been admitted before. We admit it for what it is worth. The objection is
overrule C. o

1
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13,576
13,579

1703 - I705-A

offered in evidence.
MICHAEL C- G. RINGER, called as a witness.
Direct examination continued in relation to atrocities in
the South Pacifico
/

13,577

THE PRESIDENT: At the close of the prosecution -s case the Tribunal will be prepared to entertain
any motion the defense may care to make to dismiss the
case on some or all of the counts on the ground that there
is not sufficient evidence to warrant a conviction,

13,579

MR. LEVIN: With regard to the statement
that you made to the effect that the defense called on you
in Chambers with reference to making this motion, we, of
course, appreciate that ail Proceedings in Chambers are
part of the record, and, of course, therefore, it is part
of the record, and it is fully recorded,
THE PRESIDENT: Well, that is arguable, but
they are being kept as though they were.
Dec, 26, 1946

13,614

1706 - 1764

offered in evidence, and read.

13,714

Moving picture "NIPPON PRESENTS" ("Australia Calling")
offered and received in evidence and the film shown. Legend of film and spoken portions appear at pages 13,71413,732.
In view of the fact that this evidence is entirely of the
same pattern as has been previously offered, it is deemed
inadvisable and repetitious to indicate it again.

13,733

13.747

CORNELIS C. LEENHEER called as a witness.
Major in the British Army.. Testified in relation to the
treatment of internees.

1765-A - 18C6

Dec. 27s '1946

13.748

Continuation of direct examination of MAJ, lEENHEER* His
testimony followed along the same general lines; that is,
lack of food, medic a}. supplies and description of the
maltreatment of prisoners of war0

13,758

Cross-examination by MR. LOGAN; by MR, LEVIN (13*773);
MR. SAMMONJI (13,774)
Redirect examination (13,779-80)
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13.877

1807 - 1820-A
RECESS:

Dece 30, 194-6
offered in evidence.

APPLICATION FOR AT CLOSE OF PROSECUTION?S CASE.

xxxM±
13.878

MR. LEVIN presents application for recess at conclusion
of the prosecution's case on behalf of all JapaneseAmerican counsel for reasons set forth at pages 13,878 to
13t885\ MR„ LOGAN pines in application for recess for
reasons stated at pages 13,886 to 13,889, MR. BLEWETT
joined in application for recess for reasons stated at
pages 13*889 to 13,891.

I3 ? 892

MR. HIGGINS: The prosecution hopes to conclude its case
sometime during the week beginning January 13-: On this
particular motion we feel that we should neither support
nor oppose the granting of any reasonable time which the
Court may feel the defense is entitled to to prepare for
the presentation of that defense.

13>893

THE PRESIDENT: I personally in Chambers have opposed
anything in the nature of a vacation, as the defense counsel know. I stated that I had twenty-one years® experience
of trying criminal cases and never on a single occasion
had I adjourned a case to enable the defense to get readyt
I realize this is an exceptional case and I will leave it
to my brothers to come to a decision on the question of a
recess or no recess. I will only vote if I have to„

13,924

THE PRESIDENT: In order to enable the accused to prepare
a proper defense, the Tribunal has decided to adjourn for
a fortnight at the end of the prosecution's case.

13,94-3

JOHN CHARLES VAN NOOTEN called as a witness, Testified
directly as to his treatment as a prisoner of war and
the treatment of others and the character of the testimony followed the testimony already offered as to lack of
food, medical supplies, infliction of punishment, etc.

V -4-..SI''

ui
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Exhibits

13,983

T

Continuation of direct examination of JOHN
CHARLES VAN NOOTEN.

None

MR. BROOKS, cross-examination by,, Inquired as
to various facts concerning which the witness testified,
as to whether or not the treatment accorded was in keeping
with the general practice of treatment of POW's, etc.

TO DEFENSE COUNSEL: This concludes the record of this
case for the year 1946., Exclusive of hearings in Chambers,
there have been 14,020 pages of testimony taken before
the Tribunal, with'142 days in court to date.

Jan. 2, 1947
14,021

1821 - I886-A

Continuation of cross-examination of JOHN
CHARLES VAN NOOTEN by Mr. Brooks. Further cross-examination by MR. BLEWETT (14,024-37); MR.
LEVIN (14,037-43); MR. SHIMANOUCHI (14,043-50), Redirect
examination 14,050-51• This examination went into detail
and asked for explanations of the evidence which had been
given on direct examination by the witness.

14,052-152

14,154

1821 - 1886

These exhibits were affidavits in relation to the atrocities in this phase of
the case and followed the general pattern
of the evidence heretofore offered. It is not believed
any special point would be made by setting forth this
testimony.

1887 - 1958
•.

(14,158 -

14,261

Jan, 3, 1947

. ..
...
i y
These exhibits follow the same pattern as those previously offered in this pfcf.ss of the esse.. Head into record

«.

:

...

••

, ... r

i ••

±4,270,

COL. Go S. WO0Lw0RTH presented to the Court by Justice
Mansfield, who will introduce evidence relating to the
individual responsibility of the accused. Col. Woolworth's opening statement (14,262-266) He called attention to the official position of the following at the
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14,262

time the Class B offenses were purported to have been committed: TOJO, AEAKI? HIRANUMA, HIROTA, MATSUOKA, MINAMI,
KIMURA, MUTO, SATO, KOISO, UMEZU, SHIMADA, NAGANO, OKA,
TOGO, SHIGEMiTSU, KIDO. MATSUI ; DCHIHARA, HASHIMOTO, HATA,
ITAGAKI, KIMURA*

14,267

MR. HOWARD calls attention to error made in statement that
KIMURA was Vice Minister of War from 1941 to 1944,. Record
shows he was relieved of present post on March 11, 1943.

14,2/0

JAMES STRICKLAND CHISHOLM called as a witness. Captain,
A.I.F. Testified that in September or October, 1943, Gen*
Dohihara visited the camp; that he and the other prisoners were In a pitiable condition, and that the treatment
of the prisoners was along identical lines as previously
testified to and indicated in the exhibits. DOHIHARA made
a routine inspection of the camp quarters3

14,276

MR. BLEWETT, cross-examination by* (14.276-78)
NOUCHI (14,278-80)5 p . LEVIN (14,280;

14 5 282

MR, McMANUS objects to recalling of witness TANAKA (who
previously testified in July) and to any further testimony
from him ? no provision having been made for recalling him,
etc. Argument by Justice Mansfield and Mr. Logan*

14 5 285

.4,287

MR. SHIMA-

THE PRESIDENT: . . . . We will hear him. (14,284)
reRYUKICHI TANAKA/called as a witness*
The most important
Bureau in the War Office is the Military Affairs Bureau*
The responsibility of the location and construction of POW
camps resides with the Minister of War.
Documents and other papers relating to prisoners of war
were sent by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to the War
Office, the Home Office and the Navy Ministry. . , .
Meetings of the Bureau Chiefs of the War Ministry were
held twice a week, . . The question of treatment of war
prisoners arose after the fighting at Bataan, the end of
April, 1942. (I4 ? 288)
Those present at this conference
were TOJO, KIMURA, SATO (those other than accused not mentioned) • . „ The first point decided at this meeting was
to make all prisoners of war engage in forced labor. . .
UYEMUIA, Chief of Military Affairs-Prisoner of War Information Bureau, said making P0W ; s of rank of warrant officers and above work would be in violation of the Geneva
Convention, but in spite cf this War Minister Tojo gave the
decision of utilizing these officers for labor purposes
in light of the fact that Japan had not ratified the
Geneva Convention* (14,290)- • . . . The Imperial General
Headquarters was divided into the Army and Navy departments, and the Army of itself constituted the Army General
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Staff. The Navy Department was constituted by the Naval
General Staff. In addition to this, the War Minister and
the Navy Minister participated in the Imperial Headquarters as regular members. Then the Vice-minister of War,
the Chief of the Military Affairs Bureau, and other bureau chiefs, when necessary, attended as members of the
staff, of the War Minister,
The most important positions in the Imperial General Headquarters were occupied by the Chief of the Army
General Staff and the Chief of the Navy General Staff0
Other important members, in their order, were the Vicechief of Staff, the War Minister, and the Chief of the
First Division General Staff By Chief of the First Division I mean the Operations chief, (14,293)
MR, LEVIN: May we request that this witness stand down
until Monday morning for cross-examination?
THE PRESIDENT: Yes, we *gree th«t he should. The witness will attend again at half past nine on Monday mornins.

14 s 304

Jan. 6., .1947

14,3-36
^

Announcement of death of accused NAGANO, Osami, former
Bdmiral, on January 5, 194-7*

14,308

MR. LOGAN, cross-examination of TANAKA, Ryukichi. Questioned in detail as to matters concerning which he testified in relation to POW's and the decision made by the
Minister of War and others in April, 1942, as to their
handling,

14,339

General, arenft you known by the people in Japan as
"The Monster"?
A, Yes, various names. There are some
people call me "Monster" (14,341)

14,341

MR. BLEWETT: cross-examination by. This examination
questioned the witness largely in relation to the High
Command, etc, (14,341-363); MR, BROOKS (14,363-375);
MR. KUSANO (14,375-85); MR. HOWARD (14,385-393). Mr.
Howard's cross-examination was directed largely to the
relation 6f his client, the accused KIMURA, to the decision on the handling of POlr,s and his general activities,
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9

196Q - 1978

MR. HOWARD continues cross-examination of
RYUKICHI TANAKA, relating further to the
functions and activities of KIMURA. Crossexamination by MR. LEVIN (14,409)5 hy MR. SHIMANOUCHI
(14,409-421)
This testimony and the exhibits offered relate to the
same phase of the case as to treatment of prisoners of
war.
Jan. 8, 1947
1979 -

(

14,613

1998

These documents attempted to indicate responsibility and also included many exferpts
from interrogatories of TOJO, indicating responsibility on his part and statements that the Emperor
was not responsible.
YORIO OGIYA called as a witness. I am at
present confined in Sugamo Prison , was deponent of an affidavit dated Feb.8,1946.
MR. KUSANO, cross-examination by. (14,613620); MR. LAZARUS (14,620-623); relative to participation
of Gen. HATA with reference to approval as to execution of
certain flyers. The substance of his evidence was that he
did not knew whether Gen. HATA ever approved or heard of
the trial. His testimony was based on what he, the witness, heard.

14.628
f
14.629

THE PRESIDENT: In my judgment Capt.Lazarus
dealt very efficiently with the position. He made it plain
beyond doubt that the approval was given in advance and
not after the sentence had been passed.
TADAKAZU WAKAMATSU called as a witness.
Direct examination by affidavit, Doc e 2744, Ex. 1989.
On
Dec. 8, 1941 I was head of the General Affairs Section of
the General Staff. . . During the summer of 1942 the decision to construct the Burma-Siam Railroad was made fey the
Imperial Gen. Hqs. in response to a request from the Southern Army. There were three purposes fcr this construction,
(1) to have overland communication between Siam and Burma,
(2) to provide necessary supply line for Japanese armies
in Burma, and (3) exploitation of tungsten deposits needed
in munitions manufacture. . . . The decision to use POW
labor on this railroad was made by Chief of Staff SUGIYAMA,
Minister of War TOJO and Vice-Minister of '"ar KIMURA. . .
I orally reported the results of my inspection to Gen.
SUGIYAMA, Chief of Staff, and to the Vice Chief of Staff,
Gen. HATA, in Tokyo. (14,634). . . . Many deaths of prisoners resulted from the building of this road. The causes
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were epidemic diseases and unfavorable weather„(14,635)
Regarding decision to use POW's for labor, "in making the
decision I personally took no part and therefore I cannot
say that they (Sugiyama, Tojo) actually made the decision",
. . . in accordance with the system they would be responsi b le for the decision. (14,637)
DR. KIY03E, cross-examination by„ (14.637-48);
SOMIYA (14,648-650); MR. HOWARD (14,651-655);

MR.

In the interrogatories this question was asked and answered by T0J0: Q. As Minister of War, were you not responsible for treatment received by American and British
prisoners of war?
A. Yes, I was responsible for their
treatment,
^

KIMURA was responsible through his official position, not
basically responsible, The Burma-Thai Railway was completed by the end of October, 1943, which was before
Gen. KIMURA became Commanding General of the Japanese
Army in Burma. The Vice Minister of War had no part in
the decisions in matters concerning P0^r5s,

14,654

THE PRESIDENT: Are all the accused present who were here
when we went into recess? I want that answered*
MR. JUSTICE MANSFIELD: If the Tribunal please, I notice
that H0SHIN0 is not present.

^
w

THE PRESIDENT: We must have an explanation from somebody. No accused may leave the court without permission
and without an explanation, and the explanation must be
made publicly and not privately.
MARSHALL OF THE COURT: Mr. President, I am informed that
the defendant H0SHIN0 has been returned to Sugamo Prison,
feeling unwell.
THE PRESIDENT: No such step should have been taken without my permission, which would br given, of course, on
behalf of the Tribunal, if at all.
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1999 - 2026

These exhibits follow along the line of the
previous exhibits in this phase of the case.
Some reference is made to the burning of documents relative to the punishment of POW's„

14.685

THE PRESIDENT:
Yesterday morning I
made a remark dealing with American fliers
who had bombed Tokyo and Osaka. My statement of the position
was agreed with by the learned prosecutor. During the following luncheon adjournment and during the mid-afternoon recess
I was in contact with all my colleagues, none of whom took
exception to anything I said, Late last evening I received from
one of my colleagues a memorandum referring to this particular observation of mine. I read what he says to insure complete accuracy:
"If the President's remark was intended to convey thata
court martial could convict a particular flier and sentence him to death without any proof that he, that man,
intentionally bombed civilian tergfets, I, personally,
dissent strongly from the statement. . . America will
strongly resent such a suggestion. I think a statement
should be made contraverting any such idea."
America will not resent any remark I made because no remark
I made conveyed any such suggestion; nor did that occur to
anybod}/ who heard me, including all my colleagues. (14,686)

15,708

2003

Letter from Chief, POW Control Bureau, to C/S,
Taiwan Army, relative to use of P0"T,s. Various of the exhibits offered are from the Foreign Minister
to the Swiss Minister and from the Imperial Japanese Ministry
to the Swedish Legation in regard to protests by U.S. re
treatment of P0T!?T,s. (15,748-9).

15,839

SHIGERU YAMAZAKI called as a witness. From
January, 1942, to March, 1943, served in the
Prisoner of War Information Bureau and P0 W Control Bureau in
the War Ministry at Tokyo, These bureaus acted according to
orders of the Military Affairs Bureau. They had the same officer at their head. They had control over the policies regarding treatment of P0W f s. (15,840) The Chief of these
Bureaus was given power of decision only to a very limited
extent and on important matters he had to receive his orders from the Military Affairs Bureau. I recall the matter
of protests filed by the Swiss Legation against treatment of
Doolittle fliers.
The feeling within army circles at the
time was strongly against sending any reply.

15,842

DR. KIYOSE, cross-examination by. . . All important matters had to go through the Mil.Aff.
Bureau and without going through the Mil.Aff.Bureau nothing
could be done. Therefore, I stated to that effect. Correction: Almost nothing could be done. (15,844) My meaning
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15,844

was that I meant something far stronger than simply going
through the Mil,Aff.Bureau, . . . At first the director
of the Mil.Aff.Bureau was MUTO, then later SATO.(15,84?)
. . . The Director of the Mil.Aff.Bureau was a kind of
Chief of Staff to the w ar Minister so far as the work
was concerned and thus was able to give orders. (15,846)
. . ..The Director of the Mil.Aff. Bureau had no authority to issue orders, but the Director received the orders
of the War Ministry - of the War Minister - and was in a
position to enforce them emphatically, In other words, he
was a kind of supervisory organ, (15,847), . . As a memberof the POW Information Bureau I thought then that a
reply should be sent, However, the atmosphere within the
Was Ministry was such that they were reluctant to send
any reply. That is how I took it, (15,848)

14.849

2027 - 2034

14.850

Continuation of cross-examination of SHIGERU
YAMAZAKI by DR. KIYOSE. (14,850-53); MR. KUSANO(14.853878)5
MR. SOMIYA (14,878-882)5 MR. SHIOHARA (14,882-89)
This cross-examination inquired into the authority of the
various organizations with which witness testified he was
connected,.

Jan. 10, 1947o

Exhibits relating to prisoners of war - Australian, Ex.
2028, p,-14,901; Canadian, Ex,2029, p.14,901; casualties
of the United Kingdom from 1939 to 1945, Ex.2030, p.
14,903; United Kingdom and Colonial, Ex.2031, p t 14,904;
New Zealand, Ex.§032, p. 14,905, United Stages, Ex.2033,
p.14,907; letter dated 20 April 1942 from TOGO to the
Minister Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of Switzerland, Ex.2034, p.14,932.
14,911

JESSE L. STEWART called as a witness. Master
Technical Sergeant, U„S.Marine Corps, testified concerning treatment of P01?M s on Wake Island, executions,
denial of medical attention and supplies.

14,938

MR. LOGAN, cross-examination by. (14,938-47);
'.SR. LEVIN, (14,937-48).
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2035 - 2086

Jan, 13, 1947
Offered in evidence, These exhibits relate
to atrocities, etc. at the Naval Air base
on Kwajalein and to other atrocities at sea,

14,95?

Continuance of cross-examination of witness JESSEE L.
STEWART by MR. LEVIN (145955-56); by MR. BLEWETT (14,956
63); redirect examination by CAPT. ROBINSON (14963-67);
reoross-examination by MR. LOGAN (14,967)•

15*107

2037-2108

15*109

JOHN ALEXANDER McDOUGALL called as a witness,
Testified in relation to being on the SS JEAN NICOEET
on July 2,1944, when it was torpedoed by Japanese submarine when they were ten days out of Fremantle, Australia bound for Calcutta,. Passengers and crew numbered
100c "I stopped by the mess hall, looked in at a poker
game. . . I was just stepping in the forecastle when the
first torpedo struck."(15,110). He described what occurred to the ship and passengers, how they were taken on
board the submarine, going into detail as to the treatment to himself and others, several of whom were executed
"After getting on the raft the Captain and Lieutenant
decided to check the ship ggain to see if there was anyone left on bo-rdo THE CAPTAIN WAS THE LAST TO LEAVE
THE SHIP." (15,112) He then described the treatment
by the Japanese of the crew, how later some of them were
saved,

15,130

MR. LOGAN, cross-examination by. (15,130-39).
Questioned witness as to his knowledge of events,

i^TLs...

Exhibits 2087 to 2108„ These are various affidavits concerning treatment of POW's at sea, protests submitted by
the Swiss Legation, statements of survivors, etc.
15,204

DOUGLAS WILLIAM BOGUE called as a witness.
Ounnery Sergeant, U.SoMarine Corps, now stationed in
Tientsin, Chinae Captured on fforregidor May 6, 1942, and
escaped at Puerto Princesa, Palawan in the P.I. on Dec,
1.4,1944. Described treatment as a POW in various camps
c uring this period•
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Exhibits
2109 - 2116A

Jan, 15-, 19
Affidavits of atrocities and mistreatment
of various persons«.

15.221

DOUGLAS WILLIAM BOGUE continued as witness, testifying
as to the treatment and killing of prisoners at Palawan
and atrocities in general*

15,241

MR, LOGAN, cross-examination by. (15,241-58)
MR. BLEWETT (15,258-64); MR, BROOKS (15,264-79).

15,281

MR. HIGGINS states that mr. IGUCHI, WHO CERtified to IPS Doc<l855, Ex- 1107-, and was to be called
for the purpose of cross-examination ™ - that Mr. 0N0 had
knowledge in relation thereto„ Mr* Fihelly, representing
the prosecution, and Mr, Logan, representing the defense,
agreed that Mr, 0N0 should be called as a witness. Crossexamination by MR. BLEWETT (15,282). "It seems rather
unusual - - this witness has no testimony on the record."

15,283

THE PRESIDENT: You must examine him as
though he were a witness called by you, but you can lead
him, He is in fact the prosecution's witness and they
should have got his name and address and occupation, but
you can get it, Mr. Blewett,
The sources from which he ascertained who attended the
conference of July 2, 1941, were learned on the basis of
memorandums and other documents left by officials in
charge or who were concerned with liaison conferences and
Imperial conferences in the various government ministries concerned, and after gathering this data he studied
it. (15,284) , . . I do not have accurate knowledge whereby I can speak of such matters at this time at this
place now as to who attended the conferences on July 2,
Sept. 6, Nov, 1 and 5, and Dec0 1,1941. (15,285) I
cannot certify definitely whether or not the Ministers of
Justice, Education, Agriculture and Commerce attended the
conference of Dec, I, 1941> . . . .
It is largely based
rn the assumption that these officers would attend, but
it was also based on the knowledge of the officials concerned in the competent ministries which had anything to
do with these conferences at that time. The knowledge of
these men was used as reference. (15,286)

15,28?

MR. LEVIN, cross-examination by. "You
may understand this list was not prepared from any written record." On redirect-examination - "I think the
lists of attendance and the dates are reliable.

^ 9
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MR. LEVIN: I move the Tribunal disregard exhibit 1107 on the ground there is no competent evidence tc
indicate the reliability of rhe evidence which has been
tendered in this document., . . . . (farther argument)
THE PRESIDENT: We are all of the opinion that
your motion should be dismissed and that the evidence
should be received, At 'he same time we realize that the
evidence has not great value, but It is for the prosecution to say whether they will supplement it^by calling
the pers oris who advised the witness, (15,2.59)

15,292

MR. ONETO continues to present Class B and C
offenses on the part of the French^ MR, LEVIN objects
on the ground that at the conclusion of the French case
no reservation was made with reference to offering any ad
ditional testimony,
THE PRESIDENT:

15,291

We will receive the evidencee

Jan. 16, 1947
15,305

15,424

15.444

2117-2157

These affidavits follow along the lines of
evidence received concerning rape, assault,
murder, etc. in French Indo-China.

FERNAND GABRILLAGUES, Captain, French Army,
called as a witness, testified in regard to his prepared
statement, Ex0 2157- This statement is the result of a
study of documents, etc. made by the witness, covering
reports of atrocities in French Indo-China (15,429-444).
MR. LOGAN, cross-examination by (15,444-52).
THE PRESI DEI-IT: Crimes against soldiers may
conceivably be not war crimes, but they may be crimes
against humanity in relation to war. You have got to
keep that in mind. ("
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2158 - 2177

15,455

15,472

Jan. 17, 1947
Offered in evidence.

FERNAND GABRILEAGUES continues as witness.
Cross-examination by MR. LOGAN (15,455-468); MR. SHIMANOUCHI (15,468-70); MR. BROOKS (15,470-1) This examination related to information the witness obtained, as to
the manner in which he obtained it, his evidence having
indicated he had examined documents. He was unable to
say whether they were serving the French government or
the resistance group.
MR. JUSTICE MANSFIELD: . . that is the end of
the French phase of the atrocity part of the prosecution,
MR. LOPEZ tenders to the court two documents which he
omitted to tender before. Ex.2158, Doc.2899 (15,473) and

Ex.2159, Doc. 2901 (15,474), relating to atrocities to
Chinese in the

15,483

Philippines.

MR. JUSTICE MANSFIELD: . . evidence will now be
introduced of Japanese atrocities committed against members of the forces of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics .
Exhibits 2160-2165 (15,483-496). These affidavits indicate the killing of Russians and other atrocities at the
points indicated therein.
Exhibits 2166-8, (15*500-03). Documents regarding use of
PCJw1 s in connection with construction of the Siam-Burma
Railway, and Thai-Burma railway. Ex,2168, list of Japanese tried by Australian Military Court; 35 sentenced
to death, 198 sentenced to imprisonment, 100 found not
guilty.

15,504

THE. PRESIDENT: . . . We understand that you are,
before the defense move their motions, to place before us
a statement showing the evidence against each of the accused in respect of every count against him in the Indictment. There is no obligation upon you to provide it,
but it occurred to me that you may require something of
the kind to meet the defense motions to dismiss.

15,534

MR. H I G G I N S :
. . .
I n r e p l y l e t me s a y t h a t
s i n c e the T r i b u n a l i n d i c a t e d i t would hear motions t o d i s m i s s , the p r o s e c u t i o n has been u s i n g a l l spare time i n
g a t h e r i n g m a t e r i a l f o r a n s w e r . Thus f a r , m o t i o n s i n b e h a l l
o f o n l y two o f t h e a c c u s e d h a v e b e e n s e r v e d o n u s .
Until
t h e m o t i o n s a r e i n , i t w o u l d be d i f f i c u l t t o p r e p a r e a n y
g e n e r a l answer and i m p o s s i b l e t o p r e p a r e a d e t a i l e d a n s w e r . We a r e a n x i o u s t o p r e p a r e f o r t h e T r i b u n a l s u c h r e p l i e s a s w i l l , i n o u r j u d g m e n t , a s s i s t t h e T r i b u n a1l1 i n

—
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15?534

made available as soon as they are completed. At the
present time we have no material assembled in a manner
near enough to its final form to justify, in our judgment, presenting it to the Tribunal now.

15,506

TADAKATSU SUZUKI recalled as a witness. Examined by COL. W00LW0RTH. Identified Exhibits 2170 to 2174
regarding protests in reference to treatment of P O W s.
Cross-examination by MR. LOGAN (15,516-528); MR.BLAKENElr
(15,528); redirect by COL. WOOL^ORTH (15,553). Crossexamination as to who actually received the letters of
transmittal, the manner in which the communications were
prepared, to whom they were addressed, etc. "In view
of the fact that the two questions, Japanese interned
in enemy countries and prisoners of war in Japan were
related, we strongly desired to seek the improvement of
the conditions of prisoners of war." (15,532) "I think
we gave every effort possible toward that end."

15,534

MR. HIGGINS presents Col. L.M.Smirnov, Associate
Prosecutor for the Soviet Union,
Ex.2175, Doc.2242, in addition to Ex.753, a new photostatic map attached thereto in relation to evidence submitted concerning Ex.753. Ex.2176 (15,543) report by
handwriting expert regarding handwriting of witness
HENRY PU-YI, concerning letter written by PU-YI to defendant GEN. MINAMI.

15,552

MR. BLAKENEY makes extensive motion ,to strike,
(1) no oath; (2) purports to be expert testimony of a
man not qualified as an expert.

15,554

THE PRESIDENT: . . . Until the sworn testimony
is forthcoming, we will not act on the report.

15,555-6

2177

Proceedings in the Tokyo Court of Appeals in case
of Dr. Okawa.

Page of
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194-6

15,557

2177-A - 2190-A

This was largely testimony from the
third trial of OKAWA, and from various
books written by him., (15?556-664);
books by HASHIMOTO (Ex.2187-885 pp". 15,668-74) 5 and excerpts
from interrogatories of DOIHARA. The reading of these excerpts was largely on the expressions of the purposes of
Japan and its place in the world•

-55636

MR. WARREN presents the matter of an adjournment by the court when the prosecution rests, and before the defense presents its motions for dismissal.
THE PRESIDENT: . . . I have mentioned
this matter to two or three of my colleagues. I have net had
an opportunity to speak to all of them, but I fesL, though,
that we are prepared tc give you whatever extra time is required. . . (15,638)

15,641

Re accused being brought into the War Ministry Building during recess.

15,647

COL. W00LW0RTH f s statement re HASHIMOTO.
Ex.2185, excerpts from interrogatories of HASHIMOTO (15,648666) Further Exhibit No. 2187, book entitled "The SecondCreation" by HASHIMOTO, excerpt from same, Ex. 2187-A..
(15,668). Further excerpt from interrogatories of HASHIMOTO
Ex. 2188 (15,675). Excerpt from interrogator! of DOHIHARA,
Ex. 2193 (15,713).

|L5,720

21^1 - 2223-A

Jan. 21, 1947

Thdse exhibits consisted of excerpts from KIDO 1 s diary;
various telegrams from Consul-Genera1 HAYASHI at Mukden to
SHIDEHARA and vice versa, excerpts from artieles that appeared in the newspapers by ITAGAKI (Ex.2197); biography of
GEN. MINAMI (Ex,2203), etc.
15,751

tifying.

MR.McMANUS objects to the prosecution tes

15,8fr4

MR. BROOKS objects to Exhibit 2209 re
transfer of large secret funds from the Manchurian Incident
Expenditure Account to the accused TOJO and UMEZU, on the
ground that the mere transfer of funds to an official of
their capacities does not have anjr probative value as to the
use thereof.

5,805

THE PRESIDENT: This document, like other
documents, has been admitted for whatever probative value
it has. There is no reason for rejecting it instanter. What
effect we will give to it we will determine later when we
consider it.

'age of
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MR. COMYNS CARR asked to amend Count 25 by substituting the name of "TOJO" for "TOCD'I
MR. BLTOTT: . . . we feel almost under an obligation to make an objecticnto save ourselves on the record.
, . . . I took advantage of that in my inotion to dismiss
and also in all my references to the various counts called
attention to 25 and asked that the defendant be relieved
from any responsibility under 52 on that basis. (15,828)

|

MR, LOC-AN: We wish to enter a general objection
to the prosecution amending the Indictment after issue has
been joineda
THE PRESIDENT: S bstituting a new accused as regards that count after eight months. (15,828)

.5,852

MR. LOGAN: . . we renew the objections made when
Gen.. TANAKA was called the second time.
THF PRESIDENT:
evidence from TANAKA.

",853

1

RYUKICHI TANAKA recalled as a witness. Refers to
confersation with ITAGAKI concerning the Manchurian Affair.
. . . . . One of these factions was called the Kodo faction,
or the Imperial Way faction. The other faction was called
the Tosei faction, or the Control faction. Both cf them were
for the reformation cf Japan. (15,855)•

15,865
2224 15,867

The Tribunal will receive further

Jan, 22, 1947

RYUKICHI TANAKA continued on stand. Direct by
MR. COMYNS CARR. I conversed with Gen, MUTO practically
every day, inasmuch as we had our meals together, also
various dinners in the evening* I think on the wSole his
views were generally adopted by the War Ministry,, . . .
Shortly after the reply was received from Roosevelt to Ambassador Kurusu's compromise plan on the 25th of Sgsgsih&x
November at a meeting of the bureau chiefs of the War Ministry, General MUTO said thet if Japan adopted the United
States' proposal, proposed reply - proposed plan in the reply - - then Japan would have to abandon her national policy,
which was to establish the New Order - the sphere of common
prosperity in East Asia - which was a long standing policy
of the Japanese Government, . . t . , If Japan were to accept
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15,868

the reply it would be a case of gradual exhaustion of
Japanese resources* . . . . . . Japan might have to
fight, according to General MUTO, in a statement he
made at a conference of bureau chiefs on Nov. 29, if
I remember correctly, , . . . it had one consistent
policy which springs from the Tri-partite Alliance am&ng
Japan, Germany and Italy, (15, 869)

i5,871

I think it was on Dec. 9, 1941, at a meeting held in a
dining room of the old War Office Building on which occasion General MUTO said that the dispatch of Ambassador
Kurusu to the United States, as well as the dispatch of
the Tatsuta Maru, was nothing more than a sort of a
camouflage of events leading to the opening of hostilities. . . . .
There was a meeting of all staff members
of the War Ministry. . . . . Before War Minister TOJO
issued his instructions to his staff we were standing by
together and he said that at last the War Minister has
become a hero.

15,874

MR. S. 0KAM0T0, cross-examination by. MR.
WARREN (15,921); MR. BROOKS (15,938); MR. BEEWETT
(15,940); MR. LOGAN (15,943). It was Gen. HONJO's sole
ideatthat Manchukuo must become an independent state. .
The government, the Cabinet was opposed to it when it
got back to Tokyo, The^e was a divergence in views
among the Army. (15,943). . . . The idea that Asia must
mutually cooperate has been in currency for a long time,
but the word "Co-Prosperity" came into currency about the
time of the ABE Cabinet when a plan for the establishment of a trade minister was under consideration.

15,945

Q.

In other words, those words "Co-Prosperity Sphere"

have no implication of any invasion, have they, military
invasion?
A. The words "Co-Psosperity Sphere" in itself is a very
fine expression and does not include anything military any military action.

15,946

MR. SHIOBARA, cross-examination by.
examination by Mr. COMYNS CARR. (15,949)

Redirect
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15,953

2225 - 2238-A

15,996

THE PRESIDENT: "Te can waive our own rules
in special circumstances, that is to say, where the defenses are not prejudiced and where nothing would result
but delay if we did not waive the rule, , . . . . These
rules do not obtain for the protection of the defendants
in any other court but i,his, and they apply only except
as far as we otherwise order, as the rules expressly state,
(15,997;

'16,069

MR. FREEMAN objects to the introduction of
Exhibit 2235, After a long discussion between the Tribunal
and vigorous argument by MR. FREEMAN and COL. MORNANE, the
court determined that the exhibit was not to be used until further investigation,

16,103

DECISION on objection of defense as to how far answers
made by accused could be used against other accused, This
was occasioned by objections made by MR. McMANUS and MR.
LOGAN to evidence given by one accused applying to other
accused.

16.105

MR. HIGGINS: . . . . Under the general rules
of evidence in conspiracy c^ses, such statements are evidence against the person making them only, and do not constitute evidence against their former associates in the
conspiracy. The prosecution does not insist that there
should be any relaxation or broadening of these general
rules in this case unless expressly provided for in the
Charter.

16.106

THE PRESIDENT: Naturally, we won't give it
any greater effect than the prosecution invites us to
give it. So the objections taken by Mr« Logan and Mr.
McManus are sustained.

Jan. 23, 194-7
Excerpts frcm interrogations, statements,
telegrams, written articles, speeches, etc.

I
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MR. S. OKAMOTO, cross-examination by. . . . A
nation's operational plan is based upon that nation's
national policy; however, the ^Tar Minister is in charge
of national defense policy and the outline of that national defense also is under the charge of the War Ministry. The matter over which the Chief of the General Staff
has charge is national defense and operations. An operational plan is completed only when a nation's national
policy and its national defense policy - and its national
defense operations - are coordinated and integrated, so
both in theory as well as in fact there cannot be any operational plan whicn is sepsBted from national policy and
national defense* . . . If that is your premise, then if
a nation is to set up or formulate an operations plan it
must also take into consideration diplomatic policy which
is related to that matter, and also to formulate an operations plan it is necessary to build up its military manpower strength, the mobilization of its military personnel, as well as praparatiohs ih matters pertaining to
materiel, equipment, etc< (l6jl54)
* Therefore,
an operations plan is built up or formulated on the basis
of the equipment and materiel, personnel and money available and within the limits of the - or within the scope
of such materials available. The Chief of the General
Staff formulates the operations plans and decides upon it.
(16,155)
I think I know where the mixup lies. In
an operations plan m^n and materiel are all included. They
are important fundamental elements for the making of an
operations plan - how much ammunition should be made, or
what kind of fighting strength should be built up. These
matters are all included in the operations plan, and,
therefore, I find that with respect to the important items
in the operations plan, such as men and materiel, the
Chief of the General Staff discusses the matter with the
War Minister. (16,158). . . . The discussions between the
Chief of Staff end the War Minister, consultations and approval pertain to matters relating to men and material,
actually those are the principal matters, and, as I have
said before, it w^s a very intimate relationship with
general policy itself. . . . . If the War Ministry refused to provide materiel, men or other things required by
the Chief of the General Staff, the operationsl plans as
conceived by the General Staff could not be formulated,
but it would have to? as a matter of Course, formulate
an operations plan within the limitation of the men and
materiels provided them
provided the General Staff by
the War Ministry. (16,166)

16,257

Last Exhibit introduced by prosecution was No. 2282.

16,259

MR. HIGGINS:
rest.

Mr. President, the prosecution will now
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16,108

2239 ~ 2202

16,140

SHlHl'CJil TANAKA called as a witness. His affidi'jl
Et. liu, in October7 V>?-1, Following the
Imperial norj.faronc ? oi Sept. 'E, 1941. T vas directed by
Gen. S EG I M A u fce^xn prep? r a cj on s .fc r ant r a t x o n s
against Mr'isya, Ja va Borneo, etc-

16 124

As to tee ultimatum tc the U, S,-, Che time <?fas dec idee.
upon by the Navy General Staff- I do noc recall w t i m r
limit we gave the Q. S, after the ultima turn* ,
, . The
Navy General Sraff figured out when their operatjens woulu
take place ant then notified the Liaison Conference o';>
the Minus H nonr at which the TTe S, could be notiiiou.
At tne General Staff office the work was mostly
paper work concerning mobilization, organization, operations, strategy and tactics. The Army General Staff has
nothing to do with masters involving politics, foreign
relations and finance. (167142J . . . . With refereno—
to decisions to undertake operations on Indo-Chi:ic in
1941 - in matters like that the Prime Minister, the ^ reign Minister, the Minister of W=r, the Minister of the
Navy and the Chief of the Army General Staff »nd "the
Chief cf the Navy General Staff arrive at a decision. T'le
decision of the Cabinet is handed down to the War Min* ry
which in turn contacts the General Staff on matters w
concern the General Staff such as military operations.
(16,142). . . . In important matters regarding national
policy, the War Minister would go directly to the Chief
of Staff
The Chief of the General Staff will carr
out that part of national policy as far as operations are
concerned. The Chief of General Staff integrates the
national policy into operations and strategy. . . . The
Chief of the General Staff had been already included in
the preliminary meeting so he knows in general the overall policies and operations. . . . . After such materials
are gathered the Chief of General Staff gives out the order for the °ctual carrying out of the operation. (16,143)
Following the Imperial Conference on Sept. b,
1941, I was ordered to begin preparations for operations
against those countries. This conference was attended by
K0N0YE, TOJO, OIKAWA, SUGIYAMA, T0Y0DA and NAGANO. . . .
As I stated before, the paper work for the preparation of
the operation is done by the General Staff, however, the
actual preparation such as supply and strength, etc., was
carried on bv the War Ministry. (16,145). . . General
SUGIYAMA told me X-Day would be Dec. 8, 1941.

Jan, 24-., J,9_42
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16,267

MR SMITH calls attention to the fact that he
came into Chambers last June and sought leave to file a
motion with reference r-c jurisdiction on behalf of
HIROT/R
further arguments between MR, SMITH and the
PRESIDENT. MR, SMITH asks that the motion be spread -11
the record ana that he be allowed an exception»

16,2- '

THE PRESIDENT? You have an exception* ^ tola
you that you already have an exception to anything we
have said oi. done today. * . . . You are moving that
formally, Mr. Smith? (16,271) (the MacArthur motion',

16,2/1

MR, SMITH: , , I would like to hove this proposed
motion, which we are calling the Supreme Commander Motion,
and the argument connected with it, copied into the record in order to show wh.; t our contention is.
THE PRESIDENT: . . . . You will be allowed to do
it if you establish g proper foundation for it during the
course of putting the case for the defense, but yot wi:I
do it as a respectful legal argument and hot as a political harangue
and you have your exception , ,
it will be part of the record but it will not be read into
the record, - - into the transcript. (16,272)

16.273

MR. WARREN states the accused HIRANUMA, DOHIH
and OKA do not join the motion. . . . we do not desire to
waive our right to raise the jurisdictional question at
any time.
THE PRESIDENT: You will be entitled to move
anything yon are capable of moving on the state of the
record at the end of the trial, but it is forus to say
when you will be entitled to move. Up to the end of the
trial we have control, subject always to compliance with
the Charter.
MR. LEVIN states he had no reservation of any
kind in relation to getting permission of the Court to
make motions to dismiss, and read into the record the
names of various accused who do not join in the motion for
mistrial, the MacArthur motion, and who do not join in the
general motion.

16.274 - 16,413

Individual motions of accused to dismiss, beginning in alphabetical order with ARAKI and end
ing with KIMURA, presented by their respective
counsel.
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INDIVIDUAL MOTIONS TO DISMISS. Pursuant to
the order of the court of December 24th, defendants were
to present Motions to Dismiss at the conclusion of the
prosecutionTs case, MR. SMITH presented Motion for Mistrial
(16,262).
THE PRESIDENT; . . . You will not be allowed
to move that motion., , . c we will not deny you an exception . - o The motion will appear in the record . . but
will not appear in the transcript, not in extenso,

16,263

THE PRFSIDENT: First, let us deal with the motion in respect of the Supreme CommanderTs position* . . .
That assumes, of course, that we judicially notice the
United States Constitution and, of course, the constitution of every other nation represented on this court without any request that we so judicially notice it* That is
a wrong view, in my opinion.
Any motion you moVe must be based on the absence of evidence or on some uncontested matter, something
that is proved beyond question, something th^t we must
judiciailly notice; and the Constitution of the United
States and the legislation of the United States is not to
be judificily noticed as a matter of course.
Understand clearly that the Tribunal is not
denying you the right to move any motion when you have established a proper foundation for it, but you have established none in respect of the Supreme Commander.
Further discussion by the President in relation to dealing
with the questions of jurisdiction on May 3, 1946, and referring to argument of DR. KIYOSE (16,264-65). Further
discussion by Mr. SMITH:

16.266

THE PRESIDENT: The cooperation among the defense counsel has for months been excellent. I realize
that there must be differences always.

16.267

MR. SMITH: With respect to the second part of
the general motion to dismiss . . . .
are discussed the
broad aspects of the insufficiency of the evidence and the
broad points of law which affect the position of each
man in this dock. . . eur thought was th»t all international tribunals take judicial knowledge of their level
of law, that is, the international level, and all bodies
and systems of law, law in statute.
THE PRESIDENT: Seeing we are not a court of any
of the particular countries concerned, that may be difficult to establish; but we are always prepared to hear argument on it. This, however, is not the time.
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16,414 to
Individual motions to dismiss, beginning with
16,599
KOISO and ending with TOGO, in alphabetical order.

Jan, 29. 1947
I656OO

Individual motions to dismiss continued.
cluded with UMEZU motion at page 16,635.

Con-

Discussion between MR. SMITH and the Court in
relation to submission of various motions (16,662-67).
MR. SMITH presents general motion for dismissal, consisting of 74 items, which considers all the counts in the
Indictment, (16,669-712).
16,713

Prosecution's statement in response to defense motions tc
dismiss submitted,,

Jan, 30, 1947
14,76J

• MR. E. WILLIAMS replies to Motion to Dismiss. (16,76116,767).
MR. COMYNS CARR replies to motions of individual accused. (16,768-16,910)
Jan. 31. 1947

16,911

Further reply to individual motions/to^vismiss

^^uZT^^f-

16,990

MR. LOGAN objects to Use of Exhibit 0001 by prosecution.

16,993

MR. BROOKS makes statement in relation to condition of
defendant OKAWA, Shumei.
Feb. 3, 1947

16,996

THE PRESIDENT: After due and mature consideration of
all the motions for dismissal filed and submitted by
all the defendants, and the supporting arguments thereto,
and the reply of the prosecution, the Tribunal finds
that the said motions are not well founded and, therefore;
they are overruled and denied. So ordered*,
The Tribunal has iccided to use the three documents
referred to by Mr. Carr in the course of his reply as
an index to the evidence and no more. (16,997)
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16,997

MR. WARREN makes application for further recess.

(Feb.3,1947, cont.)

THE PRESIDENT s
The majority of the Tribunal have decided to grant- a recess of three weeks from today.
F I N I S

This completes the summary of the proceedings from the
commencement of the trial up to tho time the Tribunal overruled
all the defendants' Motions to Dismiss. This summary was not intended as a complete summary of all of the evidence, but attempts
to give the high spots of the case as the evidence was introduced,
together with the principal rulings of the court, some reference
to arguments and motions by both sides, and the decisions in relation thereto. The summary consists of a total of 344 pages.
MICHAEL LEVIN.

